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Using an interdisciplinary approach and the guiding principles of new historicism, this study 

explores the discursive and visual representational history of lynching to understand how the 

practice has persisted as part of the fabric of American culture. Focusing on the “Without 

Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” exhibition at three United States cultural venues I 

argue that audiences employ discernible meaning making strategies to interpret these lynching 

photographs and postcards. This examination also features analysis of distinct institutional 

characteristics of the Andy Warhol Museum, Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site, and 

the Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History, alongside visual rhetorical analysis 

of each site’s exhibition contents. Through phenomenological categorization and analysis of 

audience comment books maintained by each institution, I maintain that museum visitors employ 

various types of cultural knowledge about past and present black-white race relations. Audiences 

undertake comparative analyses of the distant past with the contemporary historical moment to 

make sense of lynching imagery and history as simultaneously both a discrete historical epoch 

and part of a constellation of racist and violent activities characterizing American history which 

continue to influence race relations today. From analysis of museum audiences’ responses to 

lynching photography exhibitions, this study concludes that an overwhelming portion of 

“Without Sanctuary” audiences locate racism, discrimination, and prejudice at the individual 
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level of society, not the collective or systemic level, highlighting an important barrier 

beleaguering the task of racial reconciliation and national healing around the phenomenon and 

practice of lynching. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

The practice of lynching, like the institutions of slavery and racial segregation, are 

ineluctably part of the American social and cultural milieu. Black-white race relations are forever 

informed, impacted, and constrained by the brutality, violence, and dehumanization of 

institutional, political, cultural, and economic systems of subordination based upon racial, sexual, 

and gendered difference. Lynching was constitutive of—and constituted by—the social 

environment, systemic practices, and day-to-day lived experiences of black and white men and 

women during and following the lynching era; however, few popular discourses and public 

history presentations acknowledge the practice and its significance. Rather, narratives about 

black and white race relations are most often limited to discussions of slavery, Jim Crow-era 

segregation, and the Civil Rights movement. This trajectory of African American struggle for 

liberation occurring over the course of nearly 300 years is frequently represented by a few key 

images, social actors, and events. Moreover, these historical narratives—at times treated 

discretely from one another—superficially represent America’s racist and violent past to 

underscore improvements in race relations. Formal institutions that have been abolished are 

highlighted as clear indications of the nation’s progress, while contemporary issues of racism are 

marked as isolated instances caused by individually held beliefs. This move to reduce racism 

from a system of power to systems of personal belief ultimately distorts how many Americans 
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experienced both racism and the way racial hierarchies have characterized American history, 

while simultaneously informing contemporary life.  

The social and cultural move isolating racism within the interpersonal domain, while 

highlighting the desolation of its institutionalized forms is challenged by contesting historical 

narratives and collective memories. For within many African American communities, the history 

of lynching maintains an enduring position that deeply affects their history, culture, and 

everyday life as a recurrent and lingering manifestation of racial violence and white supremacy. 

Collective remembering and memories of lynching are communicated through informal networks 

and formal institutional settings. By contrast, for many white communities, lynching history is 

just that: a past better left forgotten for the sake of moving race relations forward. These counter-

narratives and alternate memories of lynching challenge museum audiences confronted with the 

visually and viscerally disturbing lynching images and history re-presented in the traveling 

exhibition, “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” (2000-present).  

This presentation of lynching history within cultural institutions is particularly significant 

to shaping national remembering and forgetting. Adam Heribert suggests that “collective 

memory constitutes the accepted perceptions of past events in which the collective identity of a 

people is mirrored. This identity is influenced by the state’s official definitions, rituals, and 

laws.”1 The author argues that, in any society, people’s collective memories reflect the accepted 

and official interpretations or representations of past events.  National recognition of Martin 

Luther King Jr.’s birthday, Black History Month, and Juneteenth celebrations come to serve as 

official demonstrations of how the United States has overcome racism and violent past 

transgressions against racialized others. However, what has remained absent until recently in the 

                                                 

1Adam Heribert, “Divided Memories: Confronting the Crimes of Previous Regimes,” Telos 118 (2000): 87.  
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celebratory tenor of these mirrored perceptions that encourage comparison of the past with today 

is a presentation, critique, and examination of lynching. That few public history presentations or 

popular discourses besides “Without Sanctuary” have attended to remembering the practice of 

lynching, subsequently facilitates forgetting. I argue that these divided memories regarding 

lynching, influence both white and black audiences’ interactions with the exhibition.  

Available for media consumers as a book, traveling exhibit, and interactive website, 

“Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” is a collection of photographs and 

postcards assembled and published by James Allen, with essay contributions by Hilton Als, John 

Lewis, and Leon F. Litwack. These images depict lynching events occurring in the United States 

from the 1890s to the 1940s. This collection of photographs and postcards have appeared in a 

variety of cultural institutions, including the New-York Historical Society, Andy Warhol 

Museum, Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History, Chicago Historical Society, 

and the Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site. I invoke the language of “re-presentation” 

rather than the conventional “representation” in the context of this study to account for a 

constructivist approach. I employ this approach to acknowledge the fluidity of meanings that can 

be assigned to these images by virtue of their existence within the material world, as well as 

those meaningful interpretations developed through the “symbolic practices and processes 

through which representation, meaning, and language operate.”2 Importantly, each cultural 

institution hosting “Without Sanctuary” employed dynamic exhibition practices and strategies to 

facilitate meaning making. These symbolic practices and processes, alongside the lynching 

photographs, included audio, visual, and discursive texts to construct different narratives about 

the practice, function, and significance of lynching. These re-presentations also feature film and 
                                                 

2Stuart Hall, “The Work of Representation,” in Representation: Cultural Representations and Signifying 
Practices, ed. Stuart Hall (London: Sage, 1997), 25. 
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speaker series, academic conferences, slavery-era cultural artifacts, and anti-lynching movement 

literature. In short, each exhibit incorporated various kinds of material artifacts, speakers, and 

events to situate lynching within a historical, global, and local context, thus ultimately offering 

museum goers a diverse collection of material artifacts and discourses from which to construct 

their own meaningful interpretations. 

Because lynching has received less attention than other forms of institutionalized racism 

and racial violence, souvenir photographs necessarily demand carefully constructed historical 

narratives to assist audiences’ symbolic meaning making. The images of “Without Sanctuary” 

are particularly moving—not only because they are photographs depicting lynching victims—but 

also because lynching perpetrators, witnesses, participants, and bystanders are also pictured. An 

additional aspect of these institutional narratives is how each highlights the medium of 

photography and the circulation of these images over time and space. Exhibitions of “Without 

Sanctuary” attempt to account for historical dissemination and circulation of the images, while 

drawing attention to their secondary viewing within the current cultural context.  

Each site developed textual, discursive, and visual narratives to assist audiences’ 

interpretation of the museum media collectively. Another strategy employed to aid the meaning 

making process for museum goers were opportunities for feedback. The opportunity to respond 

to lynching imagery and discourse was made available for audiences through discussion groups, 

video comment booths, and response journals. It is through these communication opportunities 

that audiences identified how “Without Sanctuary” challenged and/or confirmed historical and 

contemporary race relations visually, emotionally, and even epistemologically. Broadly, this 

study considers the representational history of lynching. More specifically my analysis focuses 

on the cultural phenomenon of “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” and 
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how audiences make sense of the museum media in which its exhibition was situated. My 

argument is that audiences confronted with the visually and emotionally challenging lynching 

photographs and the narratives accompanying these souvenir images, necessarily compels them 

to employ various types of cultural knowledge to make sense of the controversial museum 

media. It is from the audience comment books that this dissertation reveals what types of cultural 

knowledge are employed, to the end of providing insight into audiences’ conceptualizations of 

race, racism, and racialized violence, alongside their readings of historical and contemporary 

black-white race relations. To uncover, through examination of recorded responses, the 

interpretative strategies audience members employed requires examination of the minute—yet 

noteworthy and multivalent—elements of the phenomenon.  Thus, below, salient details about 

the traveling exhibition are carefully contrasted with the institutional settings and contents of 

each of its re-presentations, and placed within the context of the audience response analysis. The 

exhibit itself and its various local iterations, of course, as we will see, collectively contribute to 

museum-goers’ interpretations. It is specifically from analytical trangulation of audiences’ 

reception of “Without Sanctuary,” with the exhibit’s contents and its institutional exhibition 

contexts that this study illuminates ways viewers and participants (i.e., those responsible for its 

varying manifestations) conceptualize race, contemporary and historical racism, and black-white 

racial affairs generally. By extension, this study glimpses through the fissure opened by 

contemporary lynching re-presentations in the dominant culture’s current façade of equanimity 

based on its belief in racial progress.  Racial attitudes and memories affecting all Americans 

come into stark view. 

Toward this end, two main research questions guide this inquiry.  First, what happens to 

the remembering and forgetting of lynching when audiences are confronted with souvenir 
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lynching photographs and historical narratives of lynching re-presented within diverse cultural 

institutional settings? The purpose here is to uncover how audiences frame their interpretation 

and reception of “Without Sanctuary” within the museum context. Prior cultural knowledge 

about the museum experience, and of race, racism, black-white race relations, as well as 

racialized violence help structure what audiences come to know upon interacting with and 

reacting to the exhibition. Second, what does analysis of “Without Sanctuary” museum 

audiences’ interactions with the re-presentation reveal about contemporary and popular 

understandings of black-white race relations? Because the re-presentations feature not only 

lynching photographs but other material artifacts to situate lynching within a historical context, 

audiences’ necessarily compare the historical moment with the current cultural one to make 

sense of the exhibition. It is from this comparative movement, as past collides with present, that 

audience commentary can highlight popular understandings of both race and contemporary 

black-white race relations.  

There are several reasons why the phenomenon of “Without Sanctuary” is a significant 

object of study. First, each re-presentation is staged within institutions informing both cultural 

and national identity. The re-presentation of lynching history within these settings indicates that 

this practice of racialized violence that maintains an enduring position in black life, culture, and 

history no longer remains invisible or outside cultural or national narratives of American black-

white relations. By this I mean, public history presentations of lynching have not substantively 

examined and critiqued the practice until “Without Sanctuary.” This form of racialized violence 

that shaped the social, cultural, political, and economic environment during and following the 

lynching era has been relegated to a peripheral position, outside narratives characterizing black-

white American life and culture. Additionally, because lynching remains part of informal 
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community and familial networks, the representation of its history within institutionalized 

cultural spaces serves to publicize the practice’s significance for the lives, history, and culture of 

black and white Americans alike. Important to how the museum setting encourages 

understanding of both the practice and history of lynching as significant to cultural and national 

identity is also the type of institution and how each venue contributes to American cultural 

awareness.  

 Another reason this phenomenon is significant is the nature of the re-presentation itself. 

An initial point to consider is that the core of each re-presentation is photographs and postcards. 

The medium of photography carries particular cultural connotations influencing interpretation 

and reception summed up in the commonplace, “pictures don’t lie.” It is a widespread belief in 

what Cara Finnegan has called the “naturalistic enthymeme”3 and part of a larger Western 

tradition of what Martin Jay has identified as “occularacentrism.”4 Westernized cultures 

privilege the visual and consider that which appears in a photograph to be an objective and 

transparent representation of events. This means that an examination of “Without Sanctuary” is 

significant because the images unarguably illustrate a past commonly forgotten or glossed over, 

rather than a dynamic practice employed for specific social, political, and economic purposes. 

Importantly, these images are positioned alongside other visual media and material artifacts to 

collectively present narratives of lynching and race in the United States as part of a larger culture 

of racial oppression. The sum of the exhibition contents present problems common to 

                                                 

3Cara A. Finnegan, “The Naturalistic Enthymeme and Visual Argument: Photographic Representation in 
the ‘Skull Controversy,’” Argumentation and Advocacy 37 (2001): 133-49. 

 
4Martin Jay, “Vision in Context: Reflections and Refractions,” in Vision in Context: Historical and 

Contemporary Perspectives on Sight, ed. Teresa Brennan and Martin Jay (New York: Routledge, 1996), 1-14. 
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communication and cultural studies scholars about narrative construction, institutional critique, 

audience reception, as well as rhetorical criticism and visual media analysis. 

What stands to be revealed from analysis of the audience comment books is the final 

reason this phenomenon is important to study. The study of media in audience’s everyday lives 

leads to important insights for audience studies and reception theory, including meaning making 

and how media is informed by and informs the way audiences negotiate their social world. This 

point is salient because race continues to be a significant aspect of audiences’ experiences of 

social and mediated worlds. It is for these reasons this study points to how audiences understand 

race socially, culturally, and politically. In order to illuminate the interpretative strategies 

employed by “Without Sanctuary” audiences and the tiny, interacting elements constituting the 

representational history of lynching, this study employs an interdisciplinary mode of inquiry 

guided and structured by the principles of the new historicism, as explained below. 

1.1 PRINCIPLES OF STUDY 

Each “Without Sanctuary” re-presentation exhibits lynching imagery and historical 

narratives in ways that the institution believed were palatable and relevant for their audiences, 

while also advancing their institutional goals. Because each cultural center exhibits the “Without 

Sanctuary” phenomenon differently, this dissertation attends to circumstances that alter both the 

re-presentation and subsequent reception. To account for the variety and diversity of the cultural, 

social, and political narratives re-presented in each venue, I have chosen an interdisciplinary 

framework, grounded by the new historicism. H. Aram Veeser submits that new historicism “has 

given scholars new opportunities to cross the boundaries separating history, anthropology, arts, 
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politics, literature, and economics.”5 As an interdisciplinary mode of inquiry, new historicism 

incorporates artifacts, methodologies, and theories familiar to diverse disciplines to describe 

multiple dimensions and interacting elements of a cultural phenomenon. Veeser maintains that 

new historicism’s “methods of describing culture in action” is to “seize upon an event or 

anecdote” and in doing so “re-read it in such as way as to reveal through the analysis of tiny 

particulars the behavioral codes, logics, and motive forces controlling a whole society.”6 By 

employing various disciplinary, methodological, and theoretical approaches to the study of the 

tiny pieces that constitute events, ideals, moments, individuals, and anecdotes, new historicists 

uncover important socio-cultural codes, behaviors, and ideologies underpinning a society. The 

approach to describing culture in action employed for this study re-reads the representational 

history of lynching offered by sociological, historical, and literary fields. This representational 

history also encompasses various pieces of the “Without Sanctuary” phenomenon, the 

institutions that present the exhibition, as well as the responses of some audience members 

recorded in comment books. Examination and critique of these important parts stands to reveal 

how the history of lynching, writ large informs the United States’ history of racism, its persistent 

patterns of white supremacy, and contemporary race relations.  

Although new historicism is a heterogeneous method of inquiry incorporating elements 

from multiple humanistic disciplines, Veeser outlines important assumptions that bind together 

such inquiries. These assumptions also frame and limit this study. The author maintains that 

“every expressive act is embedded in a network of material practices.”7 He contends that the 

                                                 

5H. Aram Veeser, “Introduction,” in The New Historicism, ed. H. Aram Veeser (New York: Routledge, 
1989), xi. 

 
6Ibid. 
7Veeser, “Introduction,” xi. 
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ways by which social actors communicate and negotiate the world, as well as among and 

between one another, are inescapably part of a network of practices defining and defined by 

these acts. This principle is significant to my study because the complex dimensions defining the 

practice of lynching exist within a multivalent network of material practices. As the literature 

review reveals below, the representational history of lynching features a number of interacting 

forces that inform how black and white communities experienced and maneuvered through the 

social, cultural, political, and economic landscape created and maintained by this practice. This 

principle is important when considering each re-presentation, as well. Alongside distinct 

characteristics of each cultural institution, the previous exhibitions are also part of a network of 

material practices. Because new historicism encourages in-depth analysis, my examination 

considers three consecutive presentations—at the Warhol and Wright Museums and Martin 

Luther King Jr. National Historic Site—individually and alongside one another, to illustrate how 

this network of exhibition practices is negotiated, constrained and affirmed by one another. 

Finally, this assumption is meaningful when considering museum audiences. The act of visiting 

the museum and interacting with museum media is informed by audiences’ expectations, 

previous media and museum experiences, and cultural knowledge regarding race, racism, and 

lynching. In this way, the practice of lynching, alongside the act of museum exhibition and 

visitation all constrain and define the expressive acts examined in this inquiry. 

A second assumption that binds together new historicism underscores the 

interdisciplinary nature of this investigation. Veeser states that “literary and non-literary ‘texts’ 

circulate interchangeably.”8 Importantly, the author argues that texts commonly identified as 

literary and scientific, popular or otherwise, circulate within a culture and among its 
                                                 

8 Veeser, “Introduction,” xi. 
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communities in similar and simultaneous ways. Therefore, the disciplinary boundaries that 

identify one type of text as more useful than others are less central for new historicist inquiries 

because different types of texts are examined as part of the small components of an event, 

anecdote, or moment. In the context of this study focusing on the representational history of 

lynching, sociological, historical, and literary analyses are presented alongside activists’ 

discussions of lynching. By employing this strategy, I develop a multi-vocal examination of the 

representation of lynching. This study considers both how lynching is represented based upon 

different relationships to the practice, alongside various approaches to its study. Both literary and 

non-literary texts are part of the “Without Sanctuary” phenomenon insofar as they are employed 

to create a narrative of lynching that also situates these souvenir images with little regard to the 

characteristics that distinguish literary and non-literary texts from one another.  

Alongside the interdisciplinarity of new historicism is the position of these inquires 

related to larger patterns of cultural circulation. Veeser posits that examinations that reveal the 

cultural assumptions underpinning a society by considering the circulation of literary and non-

literary texts also characterize analyses of new historicism. He observes that “circulation, 

negotiation, exchange—these and other marketplace metaphors characterize new historicists’ 

working vocabulary, as if to suggest the ways capitalism envelopes not just the text, but also the 

critic.”9 Veeser suggests that new historicist inquiries are both constituted by and constitutive of 

circulated, negotiated, and exchanged texts. He also notes that critic’s expressions, like those of 

other social actors, are part of a network of material practices. This interdisciplinary approach 

affords researchers a more conscious position within the historical process. It is in these ways I 

                                                 

9 Ibid xiv. 
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am attempting an intervention into the representational discourses regarding lynching from 

within the tradition of American racism critiques. 

Although a new historicist mode of inquiry positions critics to re-read events and 

anecdotes through detailed discussion of its tiny particulars, Veeser argues that “no discourse, 

imaginative or discursive, gives access to unchanging truths nor expresses inalterable human 

nature.”10 New historicism assumes that regardless of the discourse, there are no fixed or static 

truths or essentialist knowledge about human existence that the discourse can reveal. This is 

particularly salient here because this study considers the ways by which the phenomenon is 

examined, understood, and reflective of a society equally dynamic and fluid. This is significant 

for understanding the representational history of lynching because current sociological, 

historical, and literary studies of lynching, alongside the contemporary activists’ arguments, 

collectively reveal a diverse representational history. Importantly, it is the changing nature, 

attitudes, and behaviors surrounding lynching that serve to inform how groups positioned 

themselves and understood the collective practice and individual incidents. This same 

conceptualization underscores how the history of lynching is presented within the museum 

space. 

This study illuminates much about the fluidity of lynching by highlighting many ways in 

which the practice has been represented contemporarily and historically. However, in addition to 

the inability of this study to point to unchanging truths or inalterable human nature, like others 

grounded in new historicism, Veeser also notes that “every act of unmasking, critique, and 

opposition uses the tools it condemns and risks falling prey to the practice it exposes.”11 For 

scholars employing the same language and tools to examine the tiny particulars of a 
                                                 

10Ibid. 
11Veeser, “Introduction,” xiv. 
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phenomenon, there is a risk of re-inscribing the practice for which we attempt to expose through 

analysis. This means that this dissertation, in focusing on the representational history of violence 

based upon racial difference, runs the risk of re-inscribing the systems of domination yielding its 

existence. This study also considers audiences’ reception of lynching re-presentations through 

analysis of comment books, and alongside discussions of the exhibition there is the danger of 

reiterating the white supremacist ideology of which the practice of lynching is a manifestation. 

Although this is a potential pitfall, the goal of this study is to avoid it by attending to the variety 

of dimensions significant to the representations of lynching. Also, the conscious position a 

researcher accepts by using a new historicism framework makes the scholar aware and mindful 

of this potential limitation. 

A final limitation of this study is that it is restricted in range and scope. This examination 

is not meant to be comprehensive and is therefore limited to disciplinary fields reflecting a 

substantive collection of studies on the phenomenon of lynching. A narrow examination such as 

this, risks leaving out other ways lynching has been represented, in the same way historical 

presentations within cultural institutions have not substantively critiqued and examined lynching 

outside of “Without Sanctuary.” It is for these reasons this analysis employs a new historicist 

framework as a strategy to highlight the multivalent dimensions and dynamism of lynching in a 

cross disciplinary way. This method of inquiry calls attention to the various elements that reveal 

cracks and fissures in the representational history of lynching, even within fields with significant 

bodies of scholarship on the topic.  
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1.2 CHAPTER ARRAINGMENT 

The trajectory of describing culture in action through in-depth examination of a single 

phenomenon means the chapters below will follow an inductive arrangement. Discussion begins 

with a wide-ranging examination of the representational history of lynching in discursive and 

visual texts to frame how lynching exhibits are situated within a representational historical 

context. By providing a collective overview of the representational history of lynching leading to 

a narrow discussion of “Without Sanctuary,” I can illustrate how the rhetorical and textual 

discourses about lynching tell overlapping, yet divergent narratives about the phenomena 

featured in the images and audience comment books. The rationale for the organization of 

chapters is guided by an attempt to outline the representational history of lynching, of which the 

“Without Sanctuary” images, scholarship, and audience discourse are a part. To do this work, my 

dissertation is based on foundational discourses by scholars and activists. Their work illustrates 

the dynamism and multiple manifestations of lynching which outline some of the cultural 

knowledge presented to audiences which they then call upon to make sense of the exhibition. In 

the next chapter, the literature review draws from contemporary scholarship attending to the 

distinctions significant to the discursive representations of lynching offered by sociologists, 

historians, and literary critics. This chapter also features representations of lynching offered by 

contemporary activist individuals and groups working to raise public awareness regarding 

lynching in order to eradicate the practice. Finally, this chapter attends to visual representations 

of lynching in order to situate the photographic images among other lynching-era visual 

representations. The purpose of this discussion is to provide a broad outline of the ways by 

which lynching has been depicted in textual and visual discourses. Illustrating how the 
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phenomenon is represented necessarily contributes to how lynching is understood and interpreted 

by museum goers. 

Following the review of relevant literature, this study turns to an examination of the tiny 

particulars of each institution to reveal what behavioral codes, logics, and motive forces underpin 

the ways in which American society and its cultural groups are re-presented by each center. The 

institutional site chapter outlines how each venue conceptualizes and situates itself within the 

larger cultural institutional landscape. Because museums are important cultural centers imbued 

with important responsibilities, such as drawing attention to events, individuals, and ideals 

significant to national and cultural identity. The task of delineating these significant assumptions 

is because these ideological positions underpin an institution’s service to its public. Additionally, 

cultural centers are not monolithic in their assumptions, exhibition practices, and museum 

experience, therefore, this chapter attends to the unique characteristics of each exhibition venue. 

The re-presentation chapter explores the various constructions of “Without Sanctuary” by 

each institution. Because the souvenir lynching photographs can only represent a fragment, they 

necessarily demand narratives to tell the story of their existence. The purpose of this chapter is 

then to outline and examine the different ways each institution went about re-presenting the 

lynching images and constructing narratives to position the images within a historical context. 

This discussion assays the textual discourses and artifacts constituting the exhibition’s contents 

to determine what types of historical narratives it presented and how these representations 

maintain or differ from each institution’s unique characteristics examined in the previous 

chapter. 

Each preceding chapter is a multi-dimensional layer and it is through thick-description 

and analysis that these discussions contribute toward the goal of outlining the potential basis for 
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audiences experiencing “Without Sanctuary” as a phenomenon.12 The final chapter examines the 

audience comment books from each exhibition site to reveal the meaning making strategies and 

cultural knowledge employed by audiences interpreting the museum media. Here a 

phenomenological methodology is employed, thematically categorizing audience responses. The 

purpose is to use their comments to reveal what some audiences come to know upon viewing the 

“Without Sanctuary” re-presentation and what audience responses highlight about contemporary 

understandings of American racial relations. This discussion is followed by concluding remarks 

which highlight implications of this study and point to additional questions for future 

investigations of the phenomenon. 

 

1.3 BRIEF HISTORY OF LYNCHING 

The decades following Civil War reconstruction through the Great Depression have been 

identified as the lynching era because prior to the Civil War lynching was infrequently exercised 

and rarely resulted in death. However, from the late nineteenth-century well into the twentieth-

century, lynching incidents came to include acts of public punishment for various social, cultural, 

and legal infractions. The number of lynching incidents began to rise during Reconstruction, but 

it was not until the close of the nineteenth-century that lynching increased in frequency and 

intensity. The collection of incidents featuring similar characteristics constituting the practice 

lynching were now primarily reserved for African Americans—and to a lesser extent—other 
                                                 

12Clifford Geertz, “Thick Description: Toward an Interpretative Theory of Culture,” in Turning Points in 
Qualitative Research: Tying Knots in a Handkerchief, ed. Yvonna S. Lincoln and Norman K. Denzin (Walnut 
Creek, CA: AltaMira Press, 1996), 169-84. 
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minority and racialized group members. Recognizing this increase and subsequent stabilization 

anti-lynching, advocates mobilized, critiquing the merits of the practice and the justifications 

offered. This anti-lynching movement is populated by a variety of social actors, organizations, 

and reform campaigns. Although the frequency of lynching incidents decreased significantly in 

the 1940s through 1950s, acts of racialized violence persist, sharing distinguishing characteristics 

with this earlier forerunner. In this way, the legacy of lynching maintains a lasting position 

within the context of United States’s race relations. The emotional challenge these images pose 

for audiences points to residual effects, which suggest that to facilitate national healing a 

reconciliation of past traumas is a necessary step. 
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2.0  REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Thoughtful Afro-Americans with the strong arm of the government withdrawn and with 
hope to stop such wholesale massacres urged the race to sacrifice its political rights for sake of 
peace. They honestly believed the race should fit itself for government, and when that should be 
done, the objection to race participation in politics would be removed. 

But the sacrifice did not remove the trouble, nor move the South to justice….  [T]he dark 
and bloody record of the South shows 728 Afro-Americans lynched during the past eight years. 
Not fifty of these were for political causes; the rest were for all manner of accusations from that 
of rape of white women, to the case of the boy Will Lewis who was hanged at Tullahoma, Tenn., 
last year for being drunk and “sassy” to white folks…. 

These statistics complied by the Chicago Tribune were given the first of this year (1892). 
Since then, not less than one hundred and fifty have been known to have met violent death at the 
hands of cruel bloodthirsty mobs during the past nine months. 

To palliate this record (which grows worse as the Afro-American becomes intelligent) 
and excuse some of the most heinous crimes that ever stained the history of a country, the South 
is shielding itself behind the plausible screen of defending the honor of its women….  This cry 
has had its effect. It has closed the heart, stifled the conscience, warped the judgment and hushed 
the voice of press and pulpit on the subject of lynch law throughout this “land of liberty.” 

 
Ida B. Wells[-Barnett], Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All its Places 

 

In this passage about the end of Southern Reconstruction following the conclusion of the 

Civil War, anti-lynching activist Ida B. Wells-Barnett reveals much about the nature and purpose 

of lynching. She sees that some African Americans so desperately wanted the brutal violence of 

lynching to end that they contemplated sacrificing the political rights gained in the immediate 

wake of the Civil War. Wells-Barnett also underscores the lack of assistance and protection 

afforded African Americans by the federal government once occupying Union troops left the 

South in 1877. Consequently, and not surprisingly, the activist represents the “wholesale 

massacres” of lynching as explicitly connected to the political disenfranchisement of African 
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Americans. Throughout, she highlights several interrelated systems of oppression maintained by 

lynching: race, sexuality, gender, political enfranchisement, as well as the way these systems 

played out both in arguments defending and debunking the practice.  

The grim legacy of what Wells-Barnett describes endures. Joel Williamson argues that 

“Black people have never forgotten the wave of horrendous lynchings that swept over the South 

during the turn of the century years. That memory informs black culture today and touches, 

however remotely, the thinking and behavior, the emotions of every African American.”13 For 

him, the phenomenon, practice, and history of lynching are collective memories circulating in 

African American communities and offer an epistemological understanding of contemporary 

black American life. The memories and histories of lynching are important to studies of 

communication that examine the relationship between identity and culture which are 

circumscribed by and represented through performative and rhetorical communication acts. 

However, the collective memory of lynching, while inevitably changing over time differs 

between white and black Americans. “Divided memories exist when sizable groups within the 

same state simultaneously attribute different meanings to the same history,” observes Adam 

Heribert.14 He contends that variously positioned communities and groups assign the same 

histories with different—at times contesting—memories and importance. More specifically, for 

many African American communities lynching narratives maintain an enduring position within 

life, culture, and history as a clear manifestation of racial violence and white supremacy. By 

contrast, for many white communities, lynching history is history—past events with little 

significance in the contemporary cultural and social environment. This was not always so; during 

                                                 

13 Joel Williamson, “Wounds Not Scars: Lynching, the National Conscience, and the American Historian,” 
Journal of American History 83, no. 4 (1997): 1227 

 
14.Heribert, “Divided Memories,” 87. 
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the lynching era, the practice not only influenced the lives and day-to-day interactions of both 

white and black Americans, but was also firmly embedded in the fabric of society and culture. 

The ways in which lynching circumscribed life for everyone was not only at work in the South, 

but, as we will see, across the nation, as well. 

Importantly, discursive and visual representations are important to scholars because we 

can offer an examination of lynching that focuses on the function and role of visual and 

rhetorical discourses within contemporary culture. Scholars from within the field of 

communication attend to the circulation of various types of texts submitted and consumed by 

individuals, groups, and institutions. Further, communication scholars consider how social actors 

and groups elect to address, disregard, depart from, or position themselves alongside these 

discourses and cultural narratives. This analysis, situated within the communication discipline 

specifically considers channel, speaker, audience, and discursive method, alongside time, space, 

and distance to assess the role communication plays in the relationship between culture and 

identity. Therefore, communication as field, offers a unique disciplinary perspective from which 

to study the historical narratives and visual discourses of lynching. 

My argument is that lynching continues to inform the culture and lives of African 

American communities, while it has become not coincidentally occluded in white ones. Because 

my dissertation probes the cultural meanings of recent lynching photography re-presentations for 

the way these images tore the fabric of black remembering and white forgetting, I review 

lynching’s representational history to unfold how it has shaped discursive trends out of which 

lynching images are woven. By presenting scholarly and activist representations of lynching 

alongside one another, my discussion illuminates why lynching cannot be adequately examined 

through exclusive consideration of either activists or scholarly discourse. Rather, the 
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juxtaposition of scholarship and activism provides a more holistic representational history of 

lynching. Because the discipline seriously considers and interrogates the dynamic and fluid 

relationship between communicative practices, culture, and groups at particular historical 

moments, attending to all of these discursive formations of lynching collectively illustrates the 

representational history of the practice. Significant to this analysis is what many sociologists’ 

examinations of lynching reveal about the structural and institutional circumstances surrounding 

the collective practice. Also part of this discussion is literary scholarship which assays the 

rhetorical and emotional dimensions of portrayals of lynching and burning rituals offered by 

black and white American writers. In addition, historians detail the unique fiction and reportage 

of specific lynching incidents. The weight of these individual scholarly representations, through 

their abstraction and “objective descriptions,” tend to make lynching practices seem static and 

fixed. As a necessary corrective, these representations of lynching are offered collectively, and 

alongside contemporary individual and group activists. The representation of lynching advanced 

by anti-lynching activists draws attention to how the practice differentially informed the 

experiences, behaviors, attitudes, and interactions of those negotiating the historical moment. 

These discursive representations offered by scholars and contemporary activists alike, are 

followed by the discursive representations regarding the photographs and material artifacts 

exhibited in “Without Sanctuary.” Finally, the representational history of lynching provided by 

scholars and activists collectively, more fully illustrates the fluidity of lynching, discursively 

outlining it as an individual act, collectively as a practice, as well as systematically as a method 

of control to manipulate the racial, gendered, class, and sexual hierarchies of domination and 

subordination for African American and white communities in particular ways. 
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For heuristic purposes, the next section outlines prior textual representations of lynching 

in the disciplines of sociology/socio-history, historical studies, and literary analysis. Scholarship 

from sociology and historical sociology draws attention to structural, economic, and 

demographic distributions of lynching incidents, while situating the practice within the context 

of collective violence and the southern violence thesis. This body of scholarship makes visible 

the institutional and structural context of the lynching era. As a supplement, historical analyses 

provide detailed reconstruction of specific lynching incidents. Many of these studies highlight 

cultural narratives and racial codes illustrating how lynching functioned to maintain the color 

line and caste/class system. In addition to sociological and historical studies are creative written 

expressions examined by literary analyses. This dimension of the representational history of 

lynching examines burning and lynching ritual depictions portrayed in the written accounts of 

both African American and white authors. Literary representations of lynching attend to the 

human subject and their experiences of or relationship to this form of racialized violence. These 

analyses focus on writings that emphasize the thoughts, feelings, and emotions experienced by 

African American and white families and communities whose lives are informed, constrained, 

and challenged by the practice. Analysis of the representational history of lynching offered from 

these disciplines highlight the significance of lynching as the nexus of interlocking systems of 

oppression related to gender, race, class, sexuality, group violence, legal/criminal justice 

institutions, and cultural mythology. These matrices of oppression are then brought to the fore 

when audiences are confronted visually with photographic representations, added to the 

conversation at the end of this chapter and in greater detail in the rest of the dissertation. 

Scholarly representations are offered initially to draw attention to the phenomena of lynching as 

an individual act, collective practice, and community bonding event with characteristics that 
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evolved throughout the lynching era, while still retaining many key elements. This approach 

grapples with the multi-tiered phenomena and the ways groups differentially positioned by 

lynching approached eradicating the practice.  

This chapter also considers the rhetorical discourse employed by agitators working within 

the anti-lynching movement and how individual and organizational efforts contributed to public 

education, awareness, and critique. Some anti-lynching campaigners organized around the goal 

of condemning community support, while others worked to demystify the rapist myth offered by 

apologists. Although campaigners used different methods of advocacy, the collective goal of the 

movement was to eradicate lynching. The purpose of attending to the representational history of 

lynching reform is to generally outline how lynching differentially informed the lives of those 

negotiating the lynching era. Importantly, this broad sketch of advocacy illuminates the 

ideological concerns, alongside the cultural, social, racial, and gendered subject positions of 

individuals, groups, and community members which particularize their representations of the 

practice. This is important because these factors ultimately define and constrain how lynching is 

then defined and reformed by these individuals and groups. What is intentionally or 

unintentionally left out of lynching reform efforts by one group serves as the focal point for 

agitation by another. The discussion that follows is a representational history of lynching that 

outlines these discussions more fully.  

2.1 REPRESENTING LYNCHING 

One significant aspect characterizing contemporary and historical discursive 

examinations of lynching is positioning the practice within an illegal/extralegal binary. Timothy 
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Kaufman-Osborn suggests that “conventional definitions of lynching, virtually without 

exception, either presuppose or expressly draw a sharp line of demarcation between violence 

inflicted in the name of the law and that which stands outside or in violation of the law (the 

extralegal and the illegal, respectively).”15 Scholarly investigations typically identify lynching 

explicitly as either illegal or extralegal violence. Illegalists suggest that lynching incidents 

occurred as mob activity, vigilantism, and/or racialized violence marked by a breach of 

established and/or enforced legal codes. Conversely, extralegalists posit lynchings as activities 

that ensue as an additional means of informal law enforcement. Kaufman-Osborn argues that 

analyses of lynching oscillate between the extralegal and illegal with little regard to the 

possibility that the practice is both extralegal and illegal. 

There are two considerable issues to account for regarding this binary of lynching. First, 

from the 1880s through the 1930s, lynching was a particularized form of violence where the 

intended purpose—either carried out or attempted—was execution of an identified victim(s). In 

this way, lynching already violates state legal codes prohibiting the murder of one private citizen 

by another. The point here is that mobs may or may not have been assigned formal legal 

authority to carry out such an act. The second issue with this illegal/extralegal binary is that 

lynching constitutes the violation of private citizens’ civil rights by both other private citizens, 

and/or the criminal justice system. Many lynching incidents occurred where due process was 

circumvented, including many times the absence of one or all of the following: legal arrest, 

indictment, legal representation, or a trial with a jury of the victim’s peers. Additionally, many 

lynching incidents ensued after victims were abducted by perpetrators covertly or publicly, and 

                                                 

15Timothy V. Kaufman-Osborn, “Capital Punishment as Legal Lynching?” in From Lynch Mobs to the 
Killing State: Race and the Death Penalty in America, ed. Charles J. Ogletree, Jr. and Austin Sarat (New York: New 
York University Press, 2006), 31. 
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then executed. However, in cases of “legal lynchings,” the legal/criminal justice system is used 

to ensure the execution of the victim. Lisa Lindquist Dorr argues that in some cases of black-on-

white violence in Virginia, 1900 to 1960, “legal authorities used the potential for mob violence 

to influence a case.”16 Dorr further argues that “Trials also provided a clearly visible ritual 

enactment that defused and diffused the hysteria provided by allegations of black-on-white 

assaults.”17 In the case of legal lynchings, the formal, ritual of legal proceedings, alongside the 

potential for mob violence served as conditions for an already forgone outcome. The ritual 

performance of a decorous trial allowed whites to point to the fairness and equity of the criminal 

justice system, and also assured that the identified victim(s) would befall the same fate. Herein, 

lynching is both extralegal and illegal. Kaufman-Osborn’s binary illustrates that many 

contemporary inquiries of lynching fail to recognize how lynching oscillates between both the 

extralegal and illegal, too simply representing the practice as either one or the other. The author’s 

binary points to how this move undermines the various ways in which lynching was exercised 

and the fluidity of the practice. 

Operating from within the conventional framework of lynching as an extralegal act, in 

1905, Cutler discursively represents the practice as “an illegal and summary execution at the 

hands of a mob, or a number of persons, who have in some degree the public opinion of the 

community behind them.”18 He suggests that lynching occurs when a mob acts in the interest of 

the larger community and in violation of the law to execute an individual. An important aspect of 

lynching to which this early investigator draws attention is how perpetrators and mobs, “in some 
                                                 

16Lisa Lindquist Dorr, White Women, Rape, and the Power of Race in Virginia, 1900-1960 (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2004), 6. 
 

17Ibid., 18. 
 
18James Elbert Cutler, Lynch-Law: An Investigation into the History of Lynching in the United States (New 

York: Longmans, Green, 1905), 276. 
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degree” operate with the approval or support of community members. The Southern Commission 

on the Study of Lynching’s general findings further support Cutler’s claim about the approval, 

support, and participation of the larger community. “One lynching in a community seems to 

provide an opportunity for all in the affair and others through the vicarious participation of 

justifying or condoning the lynching.”19 The Southern Commission also indicates that individual 

lynching incidents functioned as public, community-building events. Witnesses and other 

community members’ awareness and “vicarious participation” provided justification, while 

simultaneously pardoning or tacitly condoning the work of the mob. An additional point offered 

by the Southern Commission is that lynchings rarely occurred in the same community 

successively. Following an incident, community leaders and officials were “often shocked into a 

sense of responsibility for the prevention of further outbreaks; and thus a lynching tends to 

produce its immediate local immunity.”20 Community officials and leaders, according to the 

Southern Commission, recognized the immediate ways lynching incidents built and maintained a 

sense of belonging; therefore, community officials discouraged multiple outbreaks within short 

periods of time. Alongside reaping the benefits of belonging also indicated here is how an 

individual lynching event could continue to intimidate and control African Americans long after 

a victim’s death.  

Of the many ways lynching is defined and described, one of the most agreed upon 

explanations comes from the December 11, 1940, meeting at Tuskegee Institute in Alabama. 

Here the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the Association of 

                                                 

 
19Southern Commission on the Study of Lynching, Lynchings and What They Mean (Atlanta: The Southern 

Commission on the Study of Lynching, 1933), 24. 
 
20Ibid. 
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Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching, and the International Labor Defense “hoped to 

end a decade of quarreling over the meaning of lynching by agreeing on a definition.”21 This 

group of prominent anti-lynching leaders and organizers stipulated that “there must be legal 

evidence that a person has been killed, and that he met his death illegally at the hands of a group 

acting under the pretext of service to justice, race, or tradition.”22 Their explanation represents 

the practice through a legal lens that encompasses the intent of perpetrators’ actions and how the 

victim’s death occurred as a violation of legal codes. This definition also echoes Cutler’s, and 

both call attention to the practice as an act that violates established laws by a lynch mob. 

However, how these anti-lynching leaders define the phenomena is somewhat more complex 

than Cutler. The final characteristic of a lynching act identified by the group argues that an 

instance of mob violence resulting in an individual’s death should be called a lynching when it 

can also be proved that the act occurred under the auspices of serving legal/criminal justice ends, 

custom, or tradition. The definition formulated at this meeting features both illegal and extralegal 

characteristics. Importantly, the definition developed by the Tuskegee Institute attendees 

acknowledges lynching incidents can and do occur both in service of the legal/criminal justice 

system, as a means to maintain tradition or custom of gender and racial hierarchies, as well as a 

strategy to mark community membership. From this explanation, lynching is defined as an act 

that maintains both illegal and extralegal characteristics.  Representing acts of lynching in this 

manner illustrates how the practice, serves multiple, interconnected functions for differently 

positioned dominant and vulnerable community groups. The challenge of defining lynching in 

                                                 

 
21Christopher Waldrep, “War of Words: The Controversy over the Definition of Lynching, 1899-1940,” 

Journal of Southern History 66, no. 1 (2000): 75. 
 

22W. Fitzhugh Brundage, Lynching in the New South: Georgia and Virginia, 1880-1930 (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1993), 17. 
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this way is the burden of identifying evidence substantiating the claim that the aggressors’ 

actions were upholding traditions of gender, racial, and sexual hierarchies. The difficulty here is 

that lynching maintains certain traditions; however, this articulation of the practice emphasizes 

acts that are illegal, but downplays how the criminal justice and legal system operate to maintain 

lynching.  

Situating his study historically and contemporarily, Vincent Vinikas argues that “even 

trying to give the phrase to lynch a working definition—just attempting to make the usage 

operational—seems to raise more questions. What is a lynching? Simple interracial homicides do 

not count in this calculus because the distinction between lynching and murder, though hazy, 

bears on the nature of the event.”23 What Vinikas indicates here about the discursive 

representations of lynching offered by Cutler and the Tuskegee meeting attendees is that to 

identify an incident as a lynching privileges the circumstances under which a victim’s death 

occurred. Building from here, Dorr suggests that the performance of lynching emerges from the 

nexus of “interlocking and mutually reinforcing gender, racial, and class hierarchies.”24 

Cumulatively this means that lynching cannot singularly be defined as an act resulting from a 

breach of social or legal codes; as interracial homicide; as a method to maintain racial, gender, 

sexual, and political hierarchies; or a public community bonding ritual because it is at once all of 

these. And while lynching is simultaneously all of these, it can be marked by specific acts and 

the terroristic atmosphere resulting from an individual act or collection of incidents. Specifically, 

a single lynching act can and is represented as interracial homicide, or a community bonding 

ritual; however, to create a social environment of terror to maintain particular hierarchies of 

                                                 

23Vincent Vinikas, “Specters in the Past: The Saint Charles, Arkansas, Lynching of 1904 and the Limits of 
Historical Inquiry,” Journal of Southern History 65, no. 3 (1999): 543. 

 
24Dorr, White Women, Rape, and the Power of Race, 19. 
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difference, individual lynching incidents should necessarily be understood collectively. As 

Vinikas suggests, to operationalize lynching demands consideration of the way it is 

simultaneously an individual act and constituted as a collection of acts, illegal, extralegal, and 

community bonding ritual, while also serving as a method of domestic terrorism, and control. In 

this way, the impact of what lynching accomplished is not necessarily contingent upon the 

frequency of lynching acts because of the symbolism constituted by a single act and the 

circulation of lynching incidents through interpersonal and group communication, alongside 

photographs, postcards, press accounts featuring images that punctuate detailed reportage. The 

representational history of lynching provided by sociologists attends to factors such as economic 

concerns, socialization of violence, and migration patterns constituting lynching as a collection 

of acts used as a method of social control 

2.2 SOCIOLOGICAL/SOCIOHISTORICAL REPRESENTATIONS 

A considerable amount of scholarship on lynching comes from the filed of sociology and 

the sub-disciplinary area of historical sociology. Because much of this social scientific inquiry 

focuses on the circumstances surrounding group development; how groups negotiate boundaries; 

as well as the conditions that inform groups’ behavior— the ways in which lynching is 

represented and examined reflects these distinct disciplinary characteristics. Griffin, Clark, and 

Sandberg suggest that “Sociologists study southern lynching in ways that are strikingly different 
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from the approaches taken by most historians.”25  Further, they argue that unlike the humanistic 

historical approach, sociological inquiry, by virtue of its range and scope as a social science, 

“explore[s] aggregate lynching rates, most often with statistical techniques and equipped with 

theories of social organization, group relations, and social control which emphasize the structural 

impetus to, and support for, lynching.”26 From this disciplinary specific perspective, sociological 

inquiries add to the representational history of lynching an analysis in terms of economic, 

cultural, and political constraints. Also, as Griffin, Clark, and Sandberg suggest, this body of 

scholarship employs statistical and theoretical perspectives theorizing group’s behaviors and 

interactions. Specific structural conditions contributing to the exercise of lynching for 

sociologists include: competition for jobs between African American and white populations; 

economically depressed conditions following the Civil War, World Wars I and II; the Great 

Depression era; alongside the Fifteenth Amendment granting African American men the right to 

vote. Some sociologists also theorize that the practice of lynching informs social attitudes 

regarding homicide and capital punishment in various southern states and throughout the 

country.27  

                                                 

25Larry J. Griffin, Paula Clark, and Joanne C. Sandberg, “Narrative Event: Lynching and Historical 
Sociology,” in Under Sentence of Death: Lynching in the South, ed. W. Fitzhugh Brundage (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 1997), 24. 
 

26Ibid. 
 
27The following references include discussions of lynching in the context of these historical epochs, group 

interaction dynamics, collective violence, and/or structural conditions. Andrew Abbot, “Sequence Analysis: New 
Methods for Old Ideas,” Annual Review of Sociology 21 (1995): 93-113; Peter Abell, The Syntax of Social Life (New 
York: Clarendon Press, 1987); Edward L. Ayers, Vengeance and Justice: Crime and Punishment in the 19th Century 
American South (New York: Oxford University Press, 1984); E.M Beck and Stewart Tolnay, “The Killing Fields of 
the Deep South: The Market for Cotton and the Lynching of Blacks, 1882-1930,” American Sociological Review 55 
(1990): 526-39; Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Toward a Theory of Minority-Group Relations (New York: John Wiley, 
1967);  James W. Clarke, The Lineaments of Wrath: Race, Violent Crime, and American Culture (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1998); Mark Curriden and LeRoy Phillips, Jr., Contempt of Court: The Turn-of-
the-Century Lynching that Launched 100 Years of Federalism (New York: Anchor Books, 2001); Glenn Deane, 
E.M. Beck, and Stewart T. Tolnay, “Incorporating Space into Social Histories,” International Review of Social 
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Although lynching occurred in nearly every state in the Union, the lack of standardized 

and detailed documentation illustrates glaring discrepancies in recorded and/or reported 

incidents. For example, Stovel’s historical sociology study, “Local Sequential Patterns: The 

Structure of Lynching in the Deep South, 1882-1930,” estimates that “over 1200 blacks were 

lynched at the hands of whites in this region between 1882 and 1930.”28 While “Penal Excess 

and Surplus Meaning: Public Torture Lynchings in Twentieth-Century America,” a study 

conducted by David Garland examining spectacle lynching reports, suggesting “nearly 4000 

lynchings” were recorded in newspaper accounts.29 However, Tolnay and Beck’s studies 

examining lynching in the South from 1882 to 1930 report that approximately 2,018 “separate 

lynching incidents” account for the deaths of “at least 2462 African American men, women, and 

children.30 Tolnay and Beck recognize that the lynching counts conducted in their study are 

“certain to include errors and omissions, especially an inventory that covers broad geographic 
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areas over an extended period of time.”31 However, the authors’ enumerations are consistent 

with reconstructed inventories for individual states. Socio-historian W. Fitzhugh Brundage 

examines lynching and reports that in Georgia and Virginia, “each succeeding decade [starting 

with 1880 through 1930], the proportion of lynchings that occurred in the South rose, increasing 

from 82 percent of all lynchings in the nation during the 1880s to more than 95 percent during 

the 1920s”—a total of 3,943 casualties of mob violence.

also 

                                                

32 Collectively, Stovel, Garland, Tolnay 

and Beck, alongside Brundage, argue that between the years of 1880 and 1930, roughly 

anywhere from 1,200 to over 4,000 lynchings occurred throughout the United States victimizing 

African Americans, Whites, Native Americans, and individuals of Mexican descent. Although 

the count of lynching victims varies widely during the era, a tremendous number of Americans 

died for which the enumeration of their deaths will perhaps forever remain unknown. The lack of 

accurate tallying of reported and/or recorded lynching incidents is due in part, to the ways in 

which many victims were executed. However, it is likely that the victims’ deaths did not go 

unmarked as a result of the social and cultural implications of lynching acts. It is for these 

reasons that the specific number of incidents is less significant than the dissemination of news 

and cultural knowledge regarding these occurrences to facilitate a social environment of terror, 

intimidation, and control.  

In A Festival of Violence: An Analysis of Southern Lynchings, 1882-1930, Stewart E. 

Tolnay and E.M. Beck represent lynching as a circumstance of class and social environment. The 

authors “suspect that whites lynched African Americans when they felt threatened in some 
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way—economically, politically, or socially.”33 Here, the practice of lynching is represented 

through the lens of perceived or actual extreme group behavior. Tolnay and Beck contend that 

the “peculiar southern caste system that helped shape the white community’s expectations of its 

position in the social hierarchy with regard to that of blacks” was further substantiated through 

lynching.34 The sociologists identify lynching as a byproduct of an emerging and porous 

class/caste system developing within southern communities during the lynching era. Further, 

they suggest that whites presumed their political and social position jeopardized by African 

American economic, political, and civil enfranchisement. Tolnay and Beck maintain that 

“competitive relations between the races, and the caste system, were capable of poisoning the 

social environment [and] whites were then predisposed to react violently to even the slightest 

provocation—or to invent provocative acts where none existed.”35 The researchers represent 

lynching as a by product of economic competition between African American and white 

community members. Also, note Tolnay and Beck, is the emerging caste/class system, which 

maintained that all white men and women as always already superior; therefore, white anxiety 

around preserving this position facilitated the increased use of lynching as a method to ensure 

this political and social environment. According to Tolnay and Beck, this poisoned environment 

served to make white community residents more prone to violence or willing to create violent 

methods to police the borders of this unstable caste system. The social environment encouraged a 

willingness by whites not only to approve, but also a tendency to react violently to the “slightest 
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provocation.”36 Also known as the Southern-culture-of-violence thesis, this perspective 

represents the practice of lynching as a result of a social caste system and a poisoned cultural 

environment where violent group dynamics are ultimately not considered as either illegal or 

extralegal.  The absence of an illegal and/or extralegal quality is telling because it suggests that 

the cultural environment—created and maintained by white communities—facilitated the 

development and exercise of violence to ensure whites’ dominant position. Although, the social 

and racial hierarchies are important factors of the practice, it is problematic to the 

representational history of lynching to identify these structural elements as causative of lynching. 

Elsewhere, Tolnay, Beck, and Glenn Deane explore whether lynchings acts were spatially 

contingent, suggesting “lynching incidents in one county [were] influenced by the frequency of 

lynchings in other counties.”37 Tolnay, Beck, and Deane contend that if news of individual or 

collective lynching incidents serves to increase lynchings in surrounding counties, then “two 

very different interpretations of spatial dependence are considered.”38 One interpretation of this 

relationship, according to Tolnay, Beck, and Deane, is the “‘contagion model,’ in which 

lynchings in one locale increased the frequency of lynchings in other areas, and a ‘deterrence 

model,’ which predicts that such lynchings decreased the likelihood of lynchings in other 

areas.”39 Similar to the Southern Commission, the authors argue that mass media, alongside 

interpersonal interactions regarding a specific lynching event or collection of incidents, served to 

either increase or decrease the possibility of subsequent lynchings in surrounding areas. The 

authors argue that lynching was a “form of state-tolerated terrorism aimed at the black 
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community—it was the instrumental use of violence to preserve white hegemony and maintain 

the caste boundary”40 Tolnay, Beck, and Deane suggest that lynching ensured white hegemonic 

control and mark the social and cultural caste distinctions. Within the dynamics of groups’ 

behaviors and interactions, they argue these “acts of terrorism and the threat of victimization for 

the targeted group must be widely known in the population” to be effective.41 Here the authors 

maintain that lynching was “state sanctioned terrorism,” used by white communities to continue 

and affirm their dominant position over African Americans and other less powerful groups. 

Lynching is represented as a result of group interactions manifested through structural, social, 

and cultural factors.  To be sure, the contagion model that predicts incidents increasing or 

decreasing based upon mediated and interpersonal communication of previous lynchings in 

neighboring counties is ultimately a thesis untestable using existing documentation. The authors 

also indicate that lynching was sanctioned by the state as a means to control African American 

populations. However, the way lynching is represented as a manifestation of a poisoned social 

environment and state sanctioned form of terrorism does not fully represent the practice because 

collectively, it also includes these multivalent factors, alongside others. 

Steven F. Messner, Robert D. Baller, and Matthew P. Zevenbergen’s examination of 

lynching extends the southern-culture-of-violence thesis. “As generally formulated, this thesis 

stipulates that distinctive historical experiences in the South gave rise to cultural orientations 

conducive to violence.”42 Furthermore, these “cultural orientations, in turn, presumably 
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contribute to the comparatively high levels of homicide in the South.”43 The authors argue that 

the southern-culture-of-violence thesis positions lynching and other forms of violence 

(particularly those exercised during slavery), as contributing factors facilitating a social and 

cultural environment conducive to violent activities. Messner, Baller, and Zevenbergen position 

the representational history of lynching as a practice that “provided fertile soil for the cultural 

support of violence among both the white and black population.”44 The authors’ interest is the 

long term consequences of lynching which is provided as a historical link to contemporary 

theories on capital punishment. Citing analyses by Tolnay and Beck, as well as Brundage, 

Messner, Baller, and Zevenbergen argue that “lynching applies lethal violence for purposes of 

social control” and as such, the “‘brutalization effect’ of capital punishment can be extended to 

the practice of lynching.”45 More specifically, they suggest that the brutalization effect of capital 

punishment be understood as an appropriate response for those who commit particularly 

egregious crimes against the community rooted by the historical practice of lynching.46 From 

within the sociological and socio-historical tradition, the authors theorize a relationship between 

lynching, the social environment, political control, and groups’ relations. Furthermore, Messner, 

Baller, and Zevenbergen represent lynching as part of a collection of factors related to 

contemporary homicide statistics and social attitudes regarding legal executions in southern 

states. For the sociologists, lynching is neither illegal nor extralegal, but rather an historical 

phenomenon of domestic racial violence enacted within a social and cultural environment 

conducive to violent expressions of domination and subordination. 
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Griffin, Clark, and Sandberg identify an important drawback to sociological inquiries of 

lynching. The authors argue that “their structural emphasis and aggregate/statistical research 

designs often require sociologists to freeze history, strip lynchings of their historical specificity, 

and relegate context and narrative to the void of ‘background,’ ‘data,’ and ‘illustration.’”47 The 

authors suggest that sociological inquiries emphasize structural constraints which obscure 

humanistic factors such as narrative and context, which themselves demand serious consideration 

and examination to reveal additional circumstances significant to individual lynching incidents, 

as well as the collective practice collectively. Sociological and socio-historical inquiries 

illuminate important causative factors, but are less telling regarding the “powerful and 

anonymous or not-so-anonymous forces at work behind the backs of southerners.”48 Moreover, 

Griffin, Clark, and Sandberg maintain that sociological inquiries of lynching do not account 

enough for individual’s “own moral and causative agency and thus too little of what racial 

violence reveals about the makeup and subtle operation of what supremacy.”49 In this way, 

studies developing out of sociology and socio-history are likely to obscure the ways in which 

black/white race relations function and code individual, group, and community behavior, thus 

limiting these actions to being merely results of structural forces. Also, according to Griffin, 

Clark, and Sandberg, these causative explanations locating lynching within the structural 

domain, illuminate little about the exercise of individual, human agency, while many overlook 

the nuanced operation and negotiation of a white supremacist cultural climate. 
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Clarke argues that “structural approaches and explanations based on them offer little 

more than speculation about the meaning of slight and contradictory statistical relationships that 

explain very little variance in a reign of terror that enveloped an entire region and continued for 

decades.”50 The author’s critique of studies that attempt to read lynching through a structural 

lens is that these examinations do not take into account the range and scope of lynching over 

time and space, while statistical analyses are limited in their discussion of contesting group 

relationships. Clarke continues, arguing that lynching is a “reflection of complex psychological

and cultural factors, not accurately measured with economic, demographic and political 

indicators intended for other purposes.”
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51  Alongside the inability to consider the dynamics

human subjects existing within a particular cultural moment, these types of statistical measures

argues Clarke, “reveal nothing about the subjective meaning of lynchings and the motives behind

them,”52 His study attempts to explain lynching through application of theoretical perspectives o

collective violent group behavior. This study—reflective of a particular type of sociological 

inquiry—employs Wolfgang and Ferracuti’s theory of subcultural violence. The author 

maintains that southern violence—specifically lynching—is better explained and examined by 

the “existence of a subculture [that] presupposes a complex pattern of norms, attitudes, and 

actions.” 53 For Clarke this subculture “reflects a potent theme of violence current in the cluster 

of values that make up the life-style, the socialization process, [and] the interpersonal 
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relationships of individuals living in similar conditions.”54 Incidents of racialized violence

the author, occur in cultural environments where violence is normalized and naturalized through

processes of socialization. He argues that this perspective can reveal important points about 

conditions facilitating lynching. Clarke’s analysis questions the thesis that lynching is spatially 

or regionally contained, as well as the argument that one lynching event can serve as the impetus 

for subsequent lynching events in surrounding areas. Rather, Clarke suggests that subculture 

communities naturalize violent activities through interpersonal relations, norms of behavior, 

values and lifestyle. This analysis situates lynching as a form of violence resulting from a 

particular kind of social and cultural environment, while the exercise of human agency is 

considered abstractly. In turn, also absent from this analysis is a consideration of agency 

exercised by community members participating in lynching events, those opposing, actively 

resisting, and engaging the practice. Finally, the representation of lynching from this theoretical 

perspective does little to account for victims of lynching, as well as group members who m

become targets by virtue of their membership or sym

, for 

 

the 

ay 

pathies regarding the practice.  

                                                

In summation, the collective practice of lynching, as well as individual incidents are 

represented by some sociologists and socio-historical scholars, as precipitated by structural and 

cultural forces such as economics, politics, and violent enculturation.  This collection of inquiries 

employs theories regarding violent group behavior to explain statistical data regarding the 

frequency and spatial location of lynching incidents. A benefit of sociological and socio-

historical studies is that lynching is linked to structural factors and not represented as a result of 

conflicting interpersonal relations. Concentrating on lynching exclusively as a practice linked to 

structural constraints enacted in southern states means these types of studies illuminate important 
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statistical data regarding when and where lynching events occurred. However, theorizing that 

lynching occurs because violent activities are socially naturalized and normalized in some 

southern communities means that many sociological inquiries of lynching avoid or downplay 

analysis of the cultural and psychological factors informing the subjective qualities of the 

practice. As Griffin, Clark, and Sandberg indicate, these studies do not substantively attend to 

issues of human agency of victims and/or potential victims, context, and cultural narrative, which 

demand consideration to provide a more holistic representation.  Particularly troubling is that, 

unlike Kaufman-Osborn’s assessment that many conventional discussions of lynching are 

bifurcated between the illegal and extralegal, many examinations of this sort do not necessarily 

attend to the illegal or extralegal characteristics of the practice. Nor do many of these 

sociological or socio-historical examinations investigate how the legal/criminal justice officials 

use and abuse the system to obfuscate the purpose of specific lynching events. Simply put, many 

of these studies exclude analysis of individual human agency. These studies can reveal in 

different and meaningful ways what possible impending structural forces contribute to particular 

or general violent acts exercised by dominant group members. Finally, sociologically-oriented 

studies of lynching bring to bear an important and useful classification of groups engaged in 

lynching.  

2.2.1 Typology of Lynching 

Many sociological studies employ Brundage’s typology that categorizes four types of 

groups and lynching events, while also identifying important characteristics for each. His 

typology is organized according to circumstances under which lynchings are exercised by 

aggressors or perpetrators. The author’s categorization makes sense of the kinds of groups 
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exercising lynch law, as well as motivating factors for their actions. Taking into consideration 

forms of violence that did not result in a victims’ death, the four types of lynchings identified by 

Brundage are: private lynchings, terrorist mobs, posses, and mass mobs.55 Private lynchings are 

described as “small and secretive affairs conducted with little ritual which can be best 

characterized as a form of private vengeance.”56  Stovel suggests that this type of lynching was 

typically carried out by a small group, away from public glare where the lynch mob members 

attempt to “right a wrong” or are “motivated by tangible interpersonal threats.”57 These events 

generally occurred with little or no ritual and fanfare and were considered “private” because the 

victim(s) and perpetrator(s) were generally familiar with one another assumingly, settling an 

interpersonal grievance or conflict. 

The second type of lynching incident was carried out by terrorist mobs. These groups 

decided among themselves to run “offending individuals” from the community using scare 

tactics often resulting in the offending individual’s death.58 Alongside the desire to rid the 

community of troublesome or dangerous individuals, this type of violence was also a method 

used to “establish or enforce a social hierarchy.”59 The terrorist mob used lynching to exercise its 

control regarding the social, cultural, and political conditions under which individuals and groups 

were permitted to remain in the community. Another characteristic of this type of lynching was 

that the “identity of members was often familiar to those in the community; [however,] the 
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actions of terrorist mobs were shrouded in secrecy.”60 Terrorist mobs, unlike groups 

participating in private lynchings seeking to “resolve” tangible interpersonal threats, typically 

employed scare tactics to “persuade” an individual or group to leave the community or rem

vulnerable populations of their place in the social hierarchy. Furthermore, “terrorist mobs’ 

lynchings were generally decoupled from known conflicts, and these groups signed their 

handiwork in ritualized ways (e.g., by burning a cross).”

ind 

e act 

f like-minded individuals. 

                                                

61 Community members were aware of 

the purpose of a terrorist mob’s actions and typically knew the group’s members. Also, the 

ritualized signatures of these groups served to indicate of what group was responsible for th

of domestic terrorism.  Similarly, Stovel argues that “terrorist mobs were groups with more 

social organization with membership in enduring quasi-groups or formal organizations such as 

the Ku Klux Klan, white cappers or night riders.”62 A final trait of this type of lynching group, 

according to Stovel, was that terrorist mobs were semi-formal and formal organizations. This 

type of lynch mob was part of a larger network o

The third kind of lynch mob, the posse is identified by Brundage, as a group either legally 

deputized citizens or spontaneously formed crowds. These groups often set out to capture 

criminal suspects frequently exacting death before the suspect reached a law enforcement facility 

or formally charged.63 The posse was particularly powerful because the members were either 

legally authorized or assumed self-proclaimed legal authority and argued that its acts were for 

the purpose of upholding justice and the safety of the community. It is for these two important 
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reasons that the posse “enjoyed popular blessing” by the larger community.”64 This “popular 

blessing” meant that the community’s members generally approved and supported the group’s 

activities. Like terrorist mobs, the posse’s members were generally known throughout the 

community and because this collective functioned as an “integral part of the informal Southern 

judicial system” its “participants [involved] in posse lynchings were rarely prosecuted.”65 

Lynchings carried out by posses represented the “will of the community,” exercised illegally, 

extralegally, or both, because the perpetrators were part of an informal law enforcement system, 

these individuals rarely faced judicial recourse. 

The final type of lynching identified is the mass mob. This group is distinct from terrorist 

mobs, posses, or private lynchings because, first, there is no tangible interpersonal conflict 

sparking the extralegal violent attack and the public participants and witness do not consist of a 

group operating from within a familiar judicial system; however, these groups also enjoyed 

popular blessing from their respective communities. According to Brundage, the mass mob 

typically executed their victims in public settings, with widespread participation and support. 

David Garland argues that mass mob lynchings “were carried out in front of groups of hundreds, 

sometimes thousands” and that these events “were reserved primarily for black men.”66 

Important to their function of enforcing the racial hierarchy, the mass mob lynching including 

“thoroughly and publicly dehumanizing the lynch victim by mutilating the corpse beyond 

recognition.”67 For Stovel, an additional defining characteristic of is that this type of public 
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lynching was that the event may have been “sparked by some catalyst event”; however, “the 

selection of victims was more likely to be arbitrary than in other forms of lynching.”68 Similar to 

the posse, the mass mob lynching served to illustrate literally and symbolically the position of 

groups within the social, gender, racial caste/class system. Victims were more likely selected 

randomly. The public-ness of the act signified how “lynching was an event, an occasion to see, to 

be seen, and to memorialize for others.”69 This particular type of lynching not only functioned to 

establish and reinforce the position of whites as the dominant group in social and political 

hierarchy, but also operated as an occasion for community members to bond with one another. 

Participants secured their dominant group membership at these events with meals, souvenir 

photographs, postcards, clothing articles, fingers, teeth and bones from the lynch victim’s corpse.  

Garland examines mass mob lynchings and argues that these frenzied events or “public 

torture lynchings,” were particular kinds of events including publicity, ritual, and abnormal 

cruelty, alongside large crowds’ active participation and passive witnessing of the event.”70 The 

author maintains that perpetrators, witnesses, and participants of mass mob or public torture 

lynchings “found behavioral expression in the transformation of lynchings into a more 

intensified, more public, and hence more political ritual of race terror.”71 The public expression 

of morality, accountability, and punishment exercised by the dominant group fused with “racial 

antipathy, patriarchal prerogative, sexual apprehension, and economic tenuousness” making 

public violence against a black man accused of a crime rich in symbolic significance.72 Mass 
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mobs or public torture lynchings by virtue of their public-ness resulted in a tacitly more intense 

expression and ritual of racial or domestic terrorism. Furthermore, this specific type of “political 

ritual of racial terror” collectively brought to bear the multi-functional symbolic significance of 

sexual, political, patriarchal, and economic subordination of African American men specifically, 

and black communities generally 

This four-tiered typology illustrates how various violent acts of terrorism functioned for 

various groups, as well as dominant communities. The classifications based upon group type and 

purpose illustrates how the process of naming and defining these incidents is frustrating because 

of the changing nature of the practice and the variety of ways in which dominant groups 

exercised lynch law. An important point to isolate in this categorization is the public and private 

nature of the event and group. Private lynchings carried out by the terrorist mob or posse 

indicates that, although white community members may have approved or disapproved of a 

lynching event, many were still knowledgeable about the incident and its purpose. The posse 

attempted to make their work of ridding the community of legal or social code violators known, 

while the terrorist mob carried out its activities in deliberate public ways. It is these distinctions 

that suggest a more nuanced representational history of both particular lynching events, as well 

as the practice collectively.  

Michael Warner more specifically addresses the significance of abstract and concrete 

publics further enhancing the important role lynchings play. For Warner, the abstract public “is a 

kind of social totality. Its most common sense is that of the people in general.”73 On the one 

hand, the abstract, common sense public is constituted as broad, general, and the social sum of 
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the people assembled. On the other hand, the author argues that “a public can be second thing: a 

concrete audience, a crowd witnessing itself in visible space, as with a theatrical public. Such a 

public has a sense of totality, bounded by the event or by the shared physical space.”74 This 

concrete public is constituted by virtue of its coming together as audience members sharing a 

familiar event within a shared physical space. This concrete public is important to lynching 

because it extends beyond an abstract collection of individuals to more accurately identify the 

immediate, large crowds participating and witnessing lynching incidents in public spaces. 

Warner also indicates that although a crowd at a riot “might be a bit blurrier around the edges, 

but still knows itself by knowing where and when it is assembled in common visibility and 

common action.”75 For active and passive lynching participants, this means that the concrete 

public knows itself as a public, not only by virtue of attendance within the physical space that 

these incidents occur, but also through the bonding that lynching events provide. This common 

visibility of the concrete public is made more significant through the act of ensuring 

acknowledged participation. Many members of this concrete lynching public further solidified 

their common experience posing for commemorative photographs and collecting souvenir 

artifacts. 

Warner also suggests a third kind of public: “one that comes into being only in relation to 

texts and their circulation.”76 The third public is constituted for the author by virtue of their 

relationship to and consumption of common texts. For lynching audiences, witnesses, and 

participants, this public includes those from within the historical and contemporary moments 
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consuming visual, textual, and audio lynching discourses. As we will see in later chapters, this 

public is both historical and contemporary. Warner indicates that this public is significant 

because these circulating texts and representations illustrate an organization “by something other 

than the state.”77 Importantly, this third public not only comes into existence due to its 

relationship with the circulation of various kinds of texts and discourse, but also by virtue of its 

self-organization. This characteristic of the third public is particularly salient because this feature 

accounts for the facilitating role played by local, national, and international press accounts of 

lynching, anti-lynching campaigning, lynching photography, lynching and burning depictions in 

literary accounts, as well as by studies produced by lynching scholars.  

In an attempt to develop some sort of relationship among strangers is a goal for publics 

constituted through self-organization around key texts. “The modern social imaginary does not 

make sense without strangers.”78 Warner argues that strangerhood is important to the public 

constituted by visual, audio, and textual discourse because discourse “gives general social 

relevance to private thought and life.”79 The discourses constituting this public are both 

impersonal and personal for Warner; therefore, one is a stranger to the public until the “moment 

we happen to be addressed by it.”80 The relationship established among strangers helps account 

for the importance assigned press accounts, as well as pro- and anti-lynching textual, visual, and 

speech discourses for both the historical and contemporary public. Warner contends these 

discourses that attribute social importance to private thought and life are then enacted through 
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members’ attention and activity. “The public is contingent on its members’ activity… in the self-

understanding that makes them work, publics thus resemble the model of voluntary association 

that is so important to civil society.”81 Both contemporary and historical publics are constituted 

through impersonal and personal relationships, while also marking their attentive and active 

membership through voluntary association with these textual and discursive representations. This 

public is particularly important for conceptualizing audiences, participants, and witnesses of 

lynching events, alongside their visual and textual re-presentations because this collection of 

strangers accounts for the voluntary relationship established by virtue of consumption. 

Finally, Warner accounts for publics that are formed in opposition to these oftentimes, 

dominant audiences. They are “constituted through a conflictual relation to the dominant public. 

They are structured by different dispositions or protocols from those that obtain elsewhere in the 

culture, making different assumptions about what can be said or what goes without saying.”82 

This counterpublic, according to Warner, is made up of individuals collectively resisting the 

behavior, attitude, or policy of the dominant audience. In the case of lynching publics, the 

counterpublics account for active anti-lynching advocates, alongside passive anti-lynching 

sympathizers. This public is constituted through its resistance of the dominant public’s texts and 

images justifying the lynching practice or the circumstances under which a particular incident is 

carried out. Additionally, Warner notes “a counterpublic maintains some level, conscious or not, 

an awareness of its subordinate status. The cultural horizon against which it marks itself off is 

not just a general or wider public, but a dominant one.”83 Counterpublics exist in marked 
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opposition to dominant publics, thereby occupying a subordinate or marginal position. 

Furthermore, their “conflict extends not just to ideas or policy questions, but to the speech genres 

and modes of address that constitutes it is not merely a different or alternative idiom, but one that 

in other contexts would be regarded with hostility.”84 Subordinate counterpublics not only 

contest the visual, textual, and audio discourses constituting dominant publics, but this conflict is 

also typically met with hostility. This distinguishing characteristic is significant to understanding 

anti-lynching activists because their discourses of resistance were met with hostility by the 

dominant public of lynching advocates. Warner’s categorization of publics is useful because it 

more fully identifies the ways in which historical and contemporary dominant and subordinate 

publics were and are constituted in relationship to one another, as well as the textual and 

discursive representational history of lynching. 

The value of Warner’s classification is that he provides a way to distinguish between the 

multiple layers of lynching publics. On the one hand, the dominant, immediate public accounts 

for those pro-lynching advocates witnessing and actively participating in mass mob and posse 

lynchings. The immediate public, on the other hand, comprises those who are bonded to one 

another by sharing attendance and participation in a common experience. The public that is 

organized by the circulation of mass mediated discourses through active voluntary association, 

accounts for those of posse and mass mob lynchings, as well. Warner suggests that this public is 

constituted by the circulation of texts, including press and oral accounts, and photographs, 

alongside contemporary studies maintaining a semi-cohesive collective across time and space. 

Finally, his counterpublic brings to bear contemporaries passively and actively resisting lynching 
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during the historical moment. This public is formed not only by its resistance to lynching, but its 

subordinate position in relationship to the dominant public. These counterpublics faced hostility 

because of their marginal position to the dominant public. Importantly, Warner’s publics 

illustrate how a lynching event in concrete or abstract form, alongside discursive representations 

about the event can facilitate a social and cultural environment of terror for potential lynching 

victims, sympathizers and anti-lynching advocates, not limited to historical moment or 

geographic location. 

An important contribution to the representational history of lynching offered by 

sociological and socio-historical studies includes this four-prong typology, illustrating the 

changing nature of lynching. This classification also provides a system to understand the 

multiple publics and counterpublics constituted by and in relationship to one another, as well as 

the phenomena of lynching. These studies offer an analysis of lynching in relationship to 

structural issues, such as the economic circumstances of the cotton and labor industries, and 

identify the frequency of lynching incidents by county, state, and regional distribution. By 

considering lynching during the height of the practice (1890s to 1930s), these sociological 

studies are historical; however, many fail to situate lynching as part of the lived experiences of 

social actors’ negotiating the post-Reconstruction era. Sociological studies do not typically 

consider how the collective practice emerged as an additional method of discipline and control, 

like that established by the institution of slavery, leaving a number of issues unaddressed such as 

how particular lynching incidents unfolded, shaped by the historical context and human agents. 

These absences are partially addressed by the representation of lynching part of historical 

scholarship. 
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2.3 HISTORICAL REPRESENTATIONS 

Most historical inquiries examine lynching as either a collective practice or an individual 

incident. These analyses construct and critique historical narratives, memories, and reports. In 

the process of doing so, these analyses also attended to the intricate interplay between genders, 

economics, political parties, and race relations. This body of scholarship also considers how 

important changes and developments in the social, political, and cultural environment 

contributed to and facilitated lynching as a collective practice or specific event.85 The process of 

reconstructing historical events, narratives, and memories is an enterprise crossing and 

intersecting at many disciplinary and methodological boundaries. Brundage argues that scholars 

across disciplines are working through historical memories regarding lynching, southern identity, 
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as well as the historical memory of the south. “Informed by anthropology, psychology, 

linguistics, literary criticism, and cultural studies,” he writes, “recent studies of historical 

memory have achieved considerable theoretical and analytical sophistication.”86 For Brundage, 

emerging studies of historical memory call upon a variety of disciplinary fields generating a 

multivalent analysis to reveal the particular narratives framing a moment or event. Because there 

are a variety of complex structural, cultural, and political circumstances that undergird a 

historical moment, many studies also carefully analyze “discourses of a society, its 

characteristics, set of ideas and the social practices,” because any of these can and many times 

are, both contradictory, complementary, and contestatory.87 Catherine Stimpson contends that 

historical studies, in ways similar to new historicism, seriously consider the multiple, 

complementary, and contradictory cultural discourses guiding behaviors and attitudes because 

these elements collectively reveal something unique about a culture’s historical era. She suggests 

that Gail Bederman’s analysis of race and gender in 1880 through 1917 avoids examining the 

social practices, narratives, and ideologies of American society in isolation from one another, but 

rather contends with the complexity of the “structuring constraints of a historical period.”88 The 

process of writing history or retelling the narratives of an era necessarily means consideration of 

previous, ongoing, and potential future circumstances constraining and defining a particular 

historical moment. To illuminate effectively the complexities of an individual, event, or moment 

demands that context, discourses of society, and the social practices of the time are positioned at 

the center of an examination. 
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Archives’ limited coverage can vex historians who must develop appropriate strategies 

for retelling narratives. Vinikas argues that “reconstructing bygone realities is difficult, not least 

because the past is captive to the coverage it received by contemporaries.”89 For the author, a 

particular challenge for scholars of social and cultural history is the noteworthiness or 

newsworthiness of an event. For studies exploring lynching, this challenge has two important 

outcomes. First, scholars investigating the collective practice, specific incidents, circumstances 

leading to an individual’s death, or contributions to the anti-lynching campaign using archives 

must wrestle with how any or all of these related topics are framed by actors in the distant past. 

This also means that many historical studies of lynching are undertaken, due in part, to the lack 

rather an abundance of coverage. Patricia Bernstein suggests that her “true story of the lynching 

of Jesse Washington” is one that prior to 2005, was “largely unexplored beyond periodic brief 

mentions in histories chronicling the mistreatment of blacks in American [with] a few scholarly 

articles, and the eight-page discussion in the July 1916 issue of The Crisis.”90 For Bernstein, the 

lack of examinations dedicated to the death of Washington in Waco, Texas, is why further 

analysis of this important event was warranted. However, as Vinikas suggests and Berstein 

indicates, her inquiry is limited due to the minimal amount of materials available 

In an attempt to overcome the confining position in which many historical investigators 

of lynching have found themselves, they have developed creative approaches to the various 

documents commonly found in archives. An important method for the enterprise of writing or 

“doing” history is the examination of what was articulated by contemporaries through press 

coverage, personal papers, diaries, oral histories, and court records. This method has been 
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employed to reveal how the discourses and social practices of the time informed an event 

specifically or the historical moment more broadly. This approach stands to illuminate 

significant epistemological nuances not necessarily possible using a less diverse range of 

sources. I do not mean to suggest that an historical treatment of lynching is the best 

representational history, but unlike sociological inquiries, historical studies seriously consider the 

context, practices, narratives, and beliefs of a moment, individual, or event with the purposes of 

illuminating 0subtle and previously overlooked complexities. What follows below is a brief 

discussion of how lynching has been positioned by scholars offering an historical representation 

of both individual lynching incidents as well as the collective practice of which they were part.  

Many examinations of lynching initially turn to premiere historian James E. Cutler’s 

discussion. He defines lynching as the “practice whereby mobs capture individuals suspected of 

a crime, or take them from the officers of the law, and execute them without any process of law, 

or break open jails and hang convicted criminals, with impunity.”91 Here he attends to a number 

of key features consistent with the practice. Specifically, he suggests that lynching acts are 

characterized by an absence of constitutionally guaranteed due process, while lawlessness 

allowed perpetrators to commit these acts with an assurance of avoiding criminal prosecution for 

their involvement. Although all lynchings did not follow the sequence of events that Cutler 

outlines here, a considerable number did. An important aspect to note about his representation of 

lynching is the way in which the extralegal and illegal are incorporated. He suggests that 

lynching incidents occurred with little regard for victims’ civil rights, whereby individuals were 

denied due process. For Cutler, the illegal/extralegal dynamic of lynching is also brought to bear 

by lynch mob perpetrators who seize convicted criminals from police custody. Cutler also draws 
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attention to the multiple roles for mob participants. As aggressive perpetrators, passive 

witnesses, or active participants, the mob enjoyed “assurance of avoiding criminal prosecution 

for their involvement.”92 For him, the crowd is not simply one large collective, but rather a group 

with defined and expected roles. What is significant about Cutler’s view of lynching is how he 

identifies established legal codes as being violated for victims, while they simultaneously 

protected mob participants.  

Walter White’s important study Rope and Faggot, examines various factors contributing 

to lynching. Drawing from his experience as a worker for the National Association for the 

Advancement of Colored People, he cites the influence of evangelical religions, the use of the 

mythical fear of Negro domination by unscrupulous politicians, “the important role of sex, and 

the strenuous efforts to keep the Negro ignorant and intimidated that he may the more easily be 

exploited,” as circumstances facilitating the continued use, approval, and support for this tool of 

intimidation.93 White suggests that lynching cannot be adequately understood in isolation from 

cultural ideologies and discourses, but rather it exists at the nexus of all of these elements. He 

argues that his original purpose of Rope and Faggot was to examine lynching as an “isolated 

phenomenon,” but early in the project decided otherwise.94 “The reason for this change in 

focus,” according to White, “was that the further one probes into the subject, the more one must 

regard lynching as being of only minor importance in itself; it is a symptom of a malodorous 

economic and social condition that it is chiefly significant.”95 For him, lynching is a symptom of 
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economic and social conditions. Therefore, examinations of lynching must necessarily consider 

how individual acts and collective practice exist within a larger context.  

An incident that exemplifies White’s positioning of lynching as a manifestation of 

economic, social, and religious circumstances is the death of Claude Neal. James R. McGovern 

examines this act of racialized violence, revealing how the event serves as an index of racial 

attitudes in the United States. The author makes use of oral histories of the Neal case, alongside 

“sheriff’s reports, stories in local and national newspapers, findings of investigations by the 

governors of Florida and Alabama,” as well as a “sixteen-page report by an investigator who 

represented the NAACP.”96  From this documentation, McGovern reconstructs the death of 

Claude Neal, on October 27, 1934, at the hands of a Florida lynch mob in Jackson County, for 

the alleged rape and murder of a white woman.97 Following the discovery of the body of the 

young woman, the daughter of one of his employers, Neal was arrested and evidence of his crime 

was collected; however, “it was not fully convincing, though it was sufficient to make him a 

prime suspect.”98 A crowd of over 100 Jackson County residents tracked Neal who had been 

moved to several Florida area jails, as well as Fort Barrancas located on the Pensacola Naval Air 

Station, and finally an Alabama jail for safety until a trial began.99  McGovern points to claims 

that extensive efforts were made to ensure Neal’s safety, but reports of his movements were 

published in local news stories and lynch mobs stormed each jail until eventually locating him in 

Brewton, Alabama. McGovern’s historical reconstruction of the Neal lynching incident 
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incorporates and interrogates oral and written accounts as a way to understand the circumstances 

of how lynching functioned as an American expression of violence well into the twentieth 

century. McGovern argues that “the lynching of blacks persisted as a manifestation of American 

violence until the mid-1930s.”100 However, insofar as this brief synopsis reveals the imbrication 

of the press and prison system, with community support for Neal’s lynching, it demonstrates how 

the incident is simultaneously a symptom of cultural, social, and political conditions, while also 

existing at the center of these conditions.   

Importantly, McGovern is aware of the definition of lynching developed by meeting 

attendees at Tuskegee Institute, but suggests a “more popular connotation, but one which is 

clearly distinguishable from murder.”101 He positions lynching out of the illegal/extralegal 

binary and explicitly represents the practice from the perspective of community approval. He 

explains that “the key to the phenomenon is community approval, either explicit, in the form of 

general participation by the local citizenry, or implicit, in the form of acquittal of the killers w

or without a trial.”

ith 

s 
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include not only the role and actions during the lynching event, but also overt and covert support 
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leading up to and following the victim’s death. In this instance, because Neal was forcibly 

removed from an Alabama jail by a Florida mob, and later executed in Florida, McGovern 

considers the cooperative work of multiple communities as integral to the case. Therefore, a 

supportive and active network of community members is an important dynamic to the Neal case; 

however, multiple communities cooperating to ensure the lynching death of a victim is not 

unique.  

Historical studies such as McGovern’s highlight significant details of specific lynching 

incidents, while others situate lynching within an historical or contemporary context. Julius E. 

Thompson offers an analysis that “seeks to explore the historical nature of lynching in 

Mississippi” as a way to investigate the “full range of the lynching problem in its social, cultural, 

and political significance in a key state.”104 He argues that garnering a fully developed analysis 

of lynching in Mississippi necessitates examination of the social, cultural, and political dynamics 

of the practice particular to the Deep South state. Moreover, Thompson declares that his 

examination is not a sociological or psychological study, but rather a historical one that 

illuminates the “range of lynching volume; the reasons for lynching; the distribution of counties, 

cities, and rural locations of lynchings; and the response of Americans to the lynching crisis over 

time.”105 For his historical study, Thompson aims to construct a multi-causal narrative taking 

into consideration how and when lynchings occurred over space and time. He suggests that 

lynching is a “crisis,” while he paradoxically argues that lynching serves as an important “theme 

within the context of African American life and history from the nineteenth century to the 
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present.”106 Based on his investigation of lynching in Mississippi, he maintains that, although 

lynching incidents no longer occur with the same frequency or veracity, the cultural, social, and 

political issues surrounding the practice, distribution of lynching, as well as the range of 

responses to it, all continue as defining aspects of African American life and history. 

The focus of Thompson’s investigation treats lynching incidents as part of a collective 

practice informed by and informing the contemporary socio-cultural context. The author 

represents lynching as  “terror-filled events and are generally defined as illegal actions by a mob 

of three or more persons who kidnap a person or persons for vigilante justice for an accused 

crime against economic interests, such as property, rape, or attempted rape, and minor 

offenses.”107 Thompson also draws on the definition offered by the Tuskegee Institute meeting. 

He describes acts of lynching as “terror-filled events” acted out by vigilante groups, punishing 

violators for legal or social code infractions while representing the common interests of their 

respective communities. For Thompson, lynching is a collection of violent activities, enacted as a 

means to enforce prevailing behaviors and attitudes regarding its practices, as well as a pattern of 

interactions of dominant and marginal group members. He does not necessarily suggest that 

these vigilante groups acted informally rather than formally, but instead in both ways in their 

service to the community. Thompson also draws attention to the historically significant social 

and cultural characteristic of lynching as “terror-filled events,” and provides an entry point to 

discuss the ways in which the collective practice of lynching facilitated an environment of 

control through intimidation and fear for both black and white communities alike. In addition to 

the typical accusations lodged against lynching victims, he suggests many were targeted for 
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violating behavioral or social codes, “including being a well-off black, or for some other kind of 

insult to a white person.”108 Similar to previous historical representations of lynching, Thompson 

draws attention to the intense value and anxiety assigned to social and moral codes; however, 

unlike many studies, his extends further to suggest ways in which lynching remains part of 

contemporary African American life and culture.  

The historical representation of lynching attempts to render visible the significance of 

cultural and historical context as a way to understand this practice and/or specific events. These 

types of examinations consider both oral histories, as well as various written accounts from court 

transcripts and press coverage, alongside investigative reports by law enforcement officials and 

third parties. Thompson’s representation of lynching illustrates historically the phenomenon 

collectively as a practice attending to community sanctioned events employed to command social 

and political control. One value of historical analyses like Thompson’s and McGovern’s is their 

effort to reveal the breadth and depth of lynching through the representation of specific events 

and multi-causal factors. Moreover, many scholars do not separate lynching from the historical 

moment or social and cultural circumstances, but rather use these conditions alongside one 

another to contextualize how lynching was firmly embedded in the fabric of American society. 

Many historical lynching studies provide a nuanced discussion of how lynching informed the 

lives of African American and white communities during the lynching era; however, some 

scholars also identify lynching as a current running throughout African American history and 

life. Although scholars examining lynching from these vantage points provide important insights, 

a limitation of some is discussion of how lynching continues to inform contemporary race 

relations. So, although some historical representations point to how the trauma of lynching 
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remains salient to black American experience, many neglect to consider how lynching informs 

contemporary race relations between and among African American and white populations. How 

lynching informs black-white American race relations in the current historical moment is an 

important guiding question here and a boundary this study crosses.  

Another aspect of lynching that remains occluded in many historical accounts is the 

significant impact of lynching upon social actors. This is, however, addressed by creative 

discursive and textual representations examined by literary scholars, as discussed below. 

Significantly, they look into the ways authors then incorporated detailed depictions of lynching 

incidents while also chronicling the socio-cultural environment of control and surveillance 

facilitated by the practice. Although historians are interested in what “factually happened” in the 

eyes of a so-called objective observer, including that evidenced in press reports, eyewitness 

accounts, county records, personal correspondence, and diary entries, literary scholars are more 

concerned with the textual representation of events and of experiences by human subjects. This 

area of literary scholarship considers the ways in which lynching informed the lives and writing 

of contemporary authors, and so provides insights into the subjective dimensions of lynching. 

Literary scholarship also provides readers with an aesthetic understanding of the constituent 

pieces of the lynching drama. Finally, literary analyses attends to the portrayal of lynching and 

burning rituals and depictions that closely mirror actual lynching events relative to some authors’ 

experiences in order to reveal how the practice of lynching and individual events informed the 

lives of those negotiating the historical moment. 
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2.4 LITERARY REPRESENTATIONS 

Literary scholars have examined a variety of textual creative expressions to render visible 

the ways in which lynching informed these productions, as well as the authors negotiating the 

lynching era.109 The purpose of including discussions based on literary depictions of lynching is 

to illustrate further the breadth and depth of the discursive representational history of lynching. 

Unlike sociological and historical scholarship, literary analyses privilege the depictions of 

lynching offered predominately by African American authors. Presenting black writers featuring 

lynchings or burning rituals bring to bear the distinct quality of human relations either informed 

by previous, on-going, and past lynchings, or the threat of them. Many studies in this vein 

examine the depictions of lynchings offered in literary productions, and beyond the text, treat the 

sociocultural and local historical context in which they were written, including authors’ 

relationship to the south or to the lynching victims themselves. It is this attention to additional 
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details not part of sociological or historical studies that reveal how this form of racialized 

violence influenced the lives, families, and communities at this time. Literary scholarship also 

makes sense of a broader black aesthetic and epistemology. Presented alongside historical and 

sociological examinations, literary studies provide a representational history of lynching 

illustrating the all-consuming nature of the social, cultural, and political terror-filled 

environment. 

Some literary scholars suggest that authors representing the atmosphere of terror and 

intimidation facilitated by the practice depict the ritualized ways deaths are exacted alongside a 

concern for how black families and communities are affected leading up to and/or following a 

lynching event. More broadly, these analyses point to performances of gender, sexuality, 

maternity, and paternity of African Americans as dominant themes. In an examination of novels 

and short stories from 1899-1973, Phyllis R. Klotman argues that lynching operates as theme 

and/or motif by many black American writers, such as W.E.B. DuBois, William Melvin Kelley, 

Gwendolyn Brooks, and John Edgar Widman.110  

Trudier Harris maintains that “black writers throughout their generations of creativity in 

America have shown a closeness to their history which sometimes overshadowed their art, 

frequently enhanced it, and always made it richer in texture.”111 She sees that many African 

American authors write from within a literary tradition that frequently reflects a close 

relationship with historical circumstances significantly informing a black American experience. 

In addition to this black literary tradition, analyses of these creative productions, for Judith L. 
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Stephens, can illuminate much about racial relations during the historical moment. “Studies on 

lynching and its representation in the arts,” she writes, “can reveal the cultural impact of the 

legacy and provide insight into a history that simultaneously unites and divides black and white 

Americans.”112 She suggests that these examinations of the representation of lynching are telling 

of the influence and role of the practice in black-white relations.  

In the years straddling the lynching era, Klotman reports many literary works represented 

lynching or the threat of it as a defining characteristic “central to the development of the plot, or 

it is the catalyst for change in a major character; in others, it is a subsidiary, sometimes an 

incidental issue.”113 Many African American writers, according to Klotman, depict an impending 

or actual lynching as a point of development or change for the plot or characters. In addition to 

serving as either a theme or motif, or both, this use of lynching demonstrates how these literary 

expressions are informed by the circumstances of blackness within American culture. 

An important aspect of literary scholarship on lynching contends that through 

documentation, lynchings became commonplace, stylized, and ritualized. The highly stylized and 

ritualized nature of lynching is a common portrayal in literary expressions by both African 

American and white writers. In Exorcising Blackness: Historical and Literary Lynching and 

Burning Rituals, Trudier Harris “examines some of those parallels to illustrate how closely black 

writers are sometimes tied to their history, and to emphasize what a powerful impact certain 

elements of their history have had upon them.”114 Harris indicates that many black American 

writers operated from within a tradition grounded in historical experience, ultimately informing 
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their literary productions. Importantly, this position has provided an avenue for scholars to 

understand how lynching rituals significantly impacted the lives of these writers. Harris also 

suggests that parallels can be drawn between the history of lynching and the lynching portrayals 

in the written work of African American writers. The overwhelming amount of documentation 

reporting the highly stylized ritual of many lynching events and a close relationship of many 

black authors to the practice are both evidenced by the breadth and depth of depictions offered. 

Harris states that these literary representations range “from the realistic to the surrealistic, and 

from the symbolic to the impressionistic.”115 Like the stylized ritual of many lynching events, 

the literary representations of lynching and burning rituals have also become within Black 

American “traditional,” Harris argues.116  

                                                

Harris maintains that two important “ingredients of the ritual and the tradition” 

commonly included in literary representations are the symbolic significance of the setting and 

representation of white mobs as savage. The setting of many lynching depictions by is often the 

Fourth of July or some other highly symbolic national holiday; however, in “works with pre-

Emancipation settings, Blacks are forced to watch the spectacle; in works with postslavery 

settings, a black community slinks into various shanties as preparations are made for the 

inevitable death.”117 The importance of setting calls attention to the irony of both illegal and 

extralegal racialized violence carried out on symbolic national holidays.  These portrayals also 

highlight the vulnerability of African Americans both pre- and post-slavery. Another defining 

characteristic to note is that lynching ritual is more routinely depicted in pre-emancipation 
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settings, but post-emancipation settings more likely use the impending event as significant to the 

plot or character development.  

Alongside the symbolic significance of setting, a second important ingredient to these 

traditional depictions of lynching and burning rituals is the representation of the white mob as 

brutal savages. Representations of the white crowd’s typical rituals and traditions suggest how its 

lynch mob participants attributed to “themselves the sanction over life and death and viewing 

themselves as good and right.” 118  For Harris, these portrayals adopted the strategy of reducing 

mob participants and witnesses “to the level of savages in their pursuit and apprehending of a 

presumed black criminal.”119 Many black American writers, alongside Harris, identified lynch 

mob participants as perpetrators and aggressors misguided in their assumed superiority. Also, by 

virtue of their role as aggressors, whites are depicted as harboring a savage disposition, thereby 

positioning the “presumed black criminal” as the victim.120 Harris also suggests that the crowd is 

portrayed in a “festive atmosphere by singing, donning their Sunday finery, and bringing food to 

the place of death.”121 These literary representations further depict “women and children join the 

men—women performing their wifely duties and children becoming initiated into the roles they 

will play in adulthood.”122 Here Harris points to the ways black writers have portrayed lynching 

as part of the processes and practices of socialization whereby white a black children, men, and 

women are enculturated into American life. These traditional representations illustrate how black 

writers understand the community bonding dynamic. Finally, many literary representations of 
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lynching highlight the importance of souvenir lynching photographs and postcards. Harris 

reports that many writers present mob participants lingering to have their “picture taken with the 

victim.”123 For African American writers at the turn of the century, aspects of the white lynch 

mob and the setting were two important ingredients used to highlight the concrete and abstract 

functions of the practice.   

In light of the hypocrisy of lynching on occasions celebrating national identity, African 

American writers often summoned the oratory of Frederick Douglass. Andrea Deacon argues 

that Douglass’s “What to the Slave is the Fourth of July?” is an example of political or 

deliberative address that reveals the “formations of a collective identity for African Americans 

within antebellum America.”124 The author highlights how the oratory of Douglass points to 

development of a particular collective identity. This identity is based—in part—upon African 

Americans’ distanced and unequal relationship to citizenship and political equality further 

inscribed by national celebrations such as the Fourth of July. Deacon draws attention to the way 

Douglass “chose to emphasize his separateness from his audiences and spoke to them, not as an 

equal, but as a dialogic other.”125 She continues, stating that Douglass “deliberately distances 

himself from his audience in order to highlight the hypocritical institution of American 

democracy.”126 According to her, Douglass’s portrayal of lynching events occurring within the 

context of national identity celebrations invoke a particular collective identity of blackness based 
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upon unequal political and citizenship status juxtaposed with the contradiction of depriving 

African Americans generally and lynching victims specifically of freedom and equality. Further, 

for his audiences, Douglass draws attention to his position as other to illustrate the irony of the 

rhetorical moment. 

Beyond such rhetorical ironies reflected in highly stylized lynching portrayals, another 

important ingredient in the theme and motif of the lynching victim moving from human subject. 

Harris argues that many discursive representations of lynching and burning rituals depict the 

victim as an “innocent black man or woman,” enduring “castration or some other mutilation.”127 

These descriptions  illustrate how black subjects are reduced to dehumanized objects: parts and 

pieces gathered as “trophies from the charred body,” and the savage brutality of white lynch mob 

participants.128    

A final ingredient of lynching and burning rituals, according to Harris, is the 

representation of the male character. Keeping within the traditional closeness of history and 

experience, black authors frequently present “black male characters as powerless and 

emasculated [which] is a counterpart to the works in which black characters are actually deprived 

of the very power of living and literally emasculated by the specific act of physical castration 

during lynchings and burnings.”129 That many African American writers portray black male 

characters without material wealth, economic gain, and political power, thus serves as 

counterpoint to representations offered elsewhere featuring the brutality of lynching deaths 
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endured by these characters. For Harris, this ingredient, too, shows how African American 

writer’s literary productions are closely tied to history and lived experience.  

Jeffrey Geiger’s analysis of the representation of lynching in Richard Wright’s The Long 

Dream highlights Wright’s close connection to the legacy of lynching. Geiger suggests that for 

Wright, lynching served as a lens through which to understand his own masculine identity. 

Lynching is specifically depicted in Wright’s portrayal of the “stark image of a lifeless body, and 

a passage which describes a man’s torture and castration for transgressing the cultural taboo of 

miscegenation.”130 Harris observes, many African American writers frequently represent 

lynchings as the result of violating the cultural taboo—black men engaging in sexual relations 

with white women— and Geiger suggests that for Wright, lynching is presented as a 

“disciplining spectacle” for violating this social/legal norm.131  This controlling force depicted 

by Wright underscores lynching as a “a political tool for circumscribing racial and psychosexu

identities that deconstruct and strive to reconfigure African American subjectivity into its own 

convoluted image.”

al 

, 

l.  

                                                

132 Although, the author argues that Wright ultimately presents his black 

male character trapped by a practice that disciplines those crossing the sexual/racial boundary

for Geiger, Wright also reconstructs black male subjectivity as complex and multi-dimensiona

At the intersection of literary and religious studies, Qiana Whitted examines  

Countee Cullen’s poem, “The Black Christ.”  She argues that Cullen uses black Christ as 

metaphor to illustrate the “affect of terror and the ways that black communities of faith negotiate 
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questions of moral evil and divine justice.”133 She maintains that the black Christ metaphor 

employed by Cullen draws attention to the strategies of African American Christian communities 

making sense of brutal acts and religious justice. Lynching portrayals by late-nineteenth and 

early-twentieth century authors featured “a particularly brutal quality of horror and grief, with 

their macabre images of ropes, charred bones, and angry white mobs.”134  Whitted indicates 

many African American writers presented grisly lynchings in striking detail. She sees that 

authors’ use of the black Christ figure within the drama of lynching “swell in accordance with 

the historical occurrences of the practice in the late nineteenth and twentieth century.”135 

According to Whitted, the black Christ figure is significant to black religious discourse. This 

discursive framework maintains that “black people, who have been judged by white society as 

intellectually, culturally, and biologically inferior, share through their suffering a special kinship 

with Jesus Christ.”136 As a symbolic figure, it illustrates one way African American religious 

groups negotiated lynching and other systems of oppression because this symbolic 

characterization also “condemns the racist, anti-Christian post-Emancipation.”137 African 

American writers attempted to critique religious institution supporting, advocating, and 

participating in the practice of lynching.138 Importantly, this symbolic figure and the graphic 
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depictions of lynching rituals operate as key ingredients to the critique of institutions and 

systems of oppression offered by African American authors like Countee Cullen and Richard 

Wright.  

We have so far reviewed African American literary scholars’ discussions of how black 

writers for print depicted lynching and burning rituals in highly stylized ways with significant 

and consistent characteristics, but have yet to consider if the same characteristics were presented 

by dramatists writing about lynching for the stage. Indeed, an important aspect of lynching 

addressed more fully by the theatrical work of black playwrights than writers for print focused 

on how the drama informed African American familial and community life. In fact, such work 

spawned a genre: this collection of creative literary expressions is known as lynching dramas. 

Stephens defines this genre as:  “a play in which the threat or occurrence of a lynching, past or 

present, has major impact on the dramatic action [sic].”139  Typically avoiding graphic or 

detailed depictions of lynching events, these plays position an impending, present, or past 

memory of a lynching as the focal point for the dramatic sequence of events.  Patricia A. Young 

observes that “A Sunday Morning in the South,” a play by Georgia Douglass Johnson, uses an 

impending lynching to extend beyond depictions of victimized men, and attends to the “peculiar 

plight of the black mother, who, at any moment, stands to ‘lose’ her child because of racist 

allegations.”140 As a creative expression employed primarily by African American women, such 

representations as Douglass Johnson’s demonstrate how “single act of terrorism simultaneously 
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destroys an individual, a family unit, and the security of an entire community.” 141 These 

dramatic depictions of lynching as a method of terrorism and control present not only actual or 

potential individuals as victims, but also how their families and respective communities are 

victimized as well. According to Young, this focus shows that African American communities 

become more vulnerable due to the lynching of its male members. Young asserts that “A Sunday 

Morning in the South captures both the black mother’s powerlessness to protect her children 

from such fatal accusations [of rape] and reveals her inability to prevent her offspring from being 

lynched for crimes that they did not commit.”142 For Young, Johnson’s treatment of lynching 

brings a sense of clarity regarding the lack of power for African American women to protect 

their children. The black playwright also calls attention to the inability of African American 

community members to defend itself against accusations of rape. 

As Harris indicates, creative productions of African American men and women authors 

during the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries were significantly influenced by the 

practice and legacy of lynching. Close proximity to the lynching era and realistic vulnerability 

are expressed in short stories, poetry, and plays, resulting in a clear pattern of lynching 

depictions. These highly stylized representations of lynching often portray the savagery of the 

white lynch mobs, the innocence of black male victims, and ironic nature of national celebrations 

of democracy. This aspect of the representational history of lynching illustrated through creative 

expressions the various ways lynching informed the negotiation of religion, masculinity, 

femininity, sexuality, as well as family and community life. Creative literary productions also 

provide a nuanced understanding of how the collective practice as well as present, pending, or 
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past lynching events influenced human subjects’ negotiation of the historical moment. 

Importantly, these highly stylized literary accounts of lynching and burning rituals add to the 

multiple levels of viewing that photographic representations of the act necessitate. Specifically, 

many accounts allude to the festive atmosphere of lynching and the community bonding aspects 

from the perspective of African Americans and anti-lynching sympathizers; however, as we will 

see later in chapters visual representations are typically shown from the perspective of the white 

mob. 

The trajectory of the literature review thus far offers a representational history of 

lynching in terms of structural constraints and group interactions; reconstructions of lynching 

events; and highly stylized depictions of lynching and burning rituals. Sociological and socio-

historical examinations reveal much about collective group violence, distribution, and frequency 

of lynching incidents influencing the probability of mob violence in surrounding counties. 

Consistently, sociological and social-historical studies tend to present lynching extracted from 

the context of the historical moment through analysis of institutional and systemic concerns. This 

absence is partially addressed by historical examinations. Many historical analyses carefully 

situate lynching within the historical moment, as they consider social, cultural, and political past, 

existing, and future circumstances surrounding their analytical historical reconstructions. These 

examinations illustrate more fully how lynching was intricately embedded in the fabric of 

American society. Although historical analyses offer detailed reconstructions of key events 

through archived investigative reports, press clippings, and personal papers, these examinations 

ultimately lack representation from the communities most vulnerable and most devastated by 

lynching. Literary scholarship further demonstrates the ways lynching was woven into the fabric 

of American society and life in such way that many African American authors depicted aspects 
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of the practice similarly and consistently. Creative literary expressions illustrate lynching and 

burning as highly stylized rituals with an impact on families and communities, as well as upon 

the victimized group’s negotiation with religion. Writing from within a tradition and history of 

closeness to lynching, many African American authors used their creative expressions to argue 

for the humanity of black subjects. Each body of scholarship offers an important perspective to 

the representational history of lynching. Because the collective practice and individual evens are 

neither uniformly nor singular, a representational history demands complementarity among and 

between these disciplinary fields of study. What follows next is an examination of some 

activists’ representations of lynching. An important defining characteristic of anti-lynching 

campaigner’s representations is how groups and individuals elected to position themselves in 

relationship to the practice and American cultural generally. Activists’ representations also 

provide as an avenue by which to understand better the role and impact of lynching from those 

most vulnerable and affected by the collective practice and individual events. Activists’ 

representations also point to the changing nature of lynching, while legalistic and legislative 

representations highlight the difficulty negotiating the illegal/extra legal dynamic of lynching.   

The purpose of moving from scholarly representations of lynching to anti-lynching 

activists, legislative, and legal lynching representations is to indicate further, from a different 

angle, how the practice permeated society and life for black and white Americans alike. Toward 

this end, the discussion below examines the representations of lynching offered by the National 

Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), and the Association of Southern 

Women for the Prevention of Lynching (ASWPL). The discussion of anti-lynching organizations 

is followed by analysis of legislative representations and the legal lynching phenomena. The 
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complementarity of this representational history also demands discussion of lynching portrayals 

offered by contemporaries. 

2.5 ACTIVISTS’ REPRESENTATIONS 

Pierre Bourdieu argues the “constitutive power of language and the schemes of  

perception and though which it procures, is never clearer than in situations of crisis: these 

paradoxical and extra-ordinary situations call for an extra-ordinary kind of discourse.”143 For 

him, crisis situations demand discourse that renders visible the contradictory and unusual 

circumstances of these disastrous circumstances. For anti-lynching campaigners, the arbitrary, 

illegal, and extralegal practice of lynch law, which strictly policed the social interactions, 

economic gains, and political agenda of black individuals and communities, was indeed a crisis 

situation. However, the challenge facing movement activists was to develop a rhetoric to 

constitute the paradoxical and extraordinary circumstances lynching created and maintained. As 

they addressed this rhetorical challenge, activists forwarded national and international public 

education agendas, conducted signature campaigns, and pushed for state and federal legislation. 

For many activists, lynching represented a crisis of civilization, government protection, and 

citizenship rights. Activists called upon evidence of the deterioration of these American 

hallmarks to frame their representations of the practice. Although my argument throughout this 

study is that lynching continues to inform both African American life and black-white race 

relations, I use the language of crisis as a way to situate the historically contingent discourses of 
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anti-lynching activists because the task of naming an act that is simultaneously illegal and 

extralegal, as well as black and white, demands extraordinary discourse. Furthermore, the 

subordinate position of African Americans and many white women in relationship to the 

dominant publics of lynching demanded particular kinds of discursive representations. Therefore, 

these publics represented the practice of lynching in paradoxical ways.  Ultimately their 

representations highlight each group’s particular relationship to the collective practice generally, 

as well as their relationship to other contemporary lynching advocates. 

Discourses naming the characteristics of lynching also attempt to re-fashion cultural 

ideologies. Bourdieu argues that extraordinary discourse of this kind needs to be “capable of 

raising the practical principles of an ethos to the level of explicit principles which generate 

(quasi-) systematic responses, and of expressing all the unheard-of and ineffable characteristics 

of the situation created by the crisis.”144  He suggests that discourse naming extraordinary 

circumstances facilitates an abstract understanding of the crisis, as well as concrete awareness 

that generates organized protocol. For the NAACP and the ASWPL this meant not only naming 

lynching in an explicit manner but also advocating for enforcement of legal procedures while 

also developing new strategies to eradicate the practice. This also meant that these organizations 

developed multi-layered campaigns, pointing out the flawed cultural narratives on which 

lynching was based.  At the heart of each organization’s work was dismantling—to an extent—

the ideological entanglements of lynching and the relationship of African Americans and white 

women to the practice.  

Although going about reform work in different ways, each group had to identify lynching 

strategically as a crisis that needed to be eradicated before more societal harm was done. The 
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discursive representation of lynching by the NAACP and the ASWPL attended to the 

(un)acknowledged and (un)examined arguments offered by apologists. Bourdieu argues that 

groups invoking extraordinary discourse can “produce a new common sense and integrate it 

within if the previously tacit or repressed practices and experiences of an entire group, investing 

them with the legitimacy conferred by public expression and collective recognition.”145  In 

addition to the extraordinary discourse groups employ to render visible crisis situations to 

generate awareness and action, these discourses must have the potential to re-construct ideology. 

The legitimacy afforded African American men and women, as well as white women to speak, 

undertake public political activities, lobby for legislation, exercise social pressure, question the 

tenets of white supremacy, and critique the Southern caste system was both fluid and restrictive 

in different ways. It was from these fluid—yet limiting—positions that the NAACP and ASWPL 

worked to create an altered common sense understanding of lynching in order to make visible the 

illegitimacy of racial violence, mob violence, and community support for the practice. The 

strategies employed by these anti-lynching campaigners illustrates their negotiation of political, 

cultural, social, and gender hierarchies, as well as the exigencies of this rhetorical moment. 

Alongside the goal of ideological reformation to eradicate the practice, both the NAACP and the 

ASWPL represented lynching in ways that served their specific organizational needs. The anti-

lynching agenda of the NAACP was primarily driven by a push for federal legislation as the 

most effective means to eradicate the practice; while the ASWPL advanced an agenda of 

individual resistance by employing social pressure. Though reform efforts were strategically 

different, both organizations simultaneously denounced, critiqued, and resisted the rapist myth. It 

is of particular interest to include these representations because unlike sociological, historical, or 
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literary scholarship, activists’ portrayals contributed to an altered cultural understanding of 

lynching by those negotiating the historical moment. Their agency encouraged many citizens and 

lawmakers alike, to view lynching as an aberration of the social, cultural, and legal environment. 

This aspect of the representational history of lynching also illustrates the significance of the 

changing character of the practice and mass-mediated discourses as driving forces maintaining 

the practice. 

2.5.1 Jesse Daniel Ames and the ASWPL 

In the fall of 1930, Jessie Daniel Ames, an upper-middle-class white woman, prominent 

feminist, advocate of racial and gender equality, and director of the Women’s Work in the 

Commission of Interracial Cooperation in Atlanta, Georgia, called together there several 

representatives of women’s church and civic organizations throughout the south to address the 

issue of lynching.146 Ames believed strongly that “women should have their own organization to 

discuss the problem of lynching and what women could do about it.”147 During this meeting, 

representatives from important reform organizations, such as the League of Women Voters, the 

Young Women’s Christian Association, the Federation of Women’s Clubs, and the Parent-

Teachers’ Association, collectively agreed that the problem of lynching was a woman’s issue. In 
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light of this belief, the meeting attendees resolved to do anti-lynching work by pooling efforts 

from members in their respective organizations. This quasi-organization of women was called 

the Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching and “constituted more or 

less a ‘clearing house’ of ideas. They acted as a ‘generative force’ to develop methods of 

protection for use in a campaign to educate the public against lynching,” according to Henry E. 

Barber.148 As an “association” the ASWPL primarily consisted of socially and politically well-

connected southern, middle and upper-class white women. Importantly, these women were 

already actively involved in civic and social reform work and added to their agenda, resistance to 

mob violence and lawlessness. Jacquelyne Dowd Hall suggests that because Jessie Daniel Ames 

believed lynching was “preeminently a women’s issue, generated by cultural assumptions as 

degrading to white women as they were oppressive to blacks,” she argued that lynch mobs’ true 

motivations were being covered up with the argument that white women needed protection from 

African American rapists.149 Therefore, southern women needed to involve themselves in not 

only advocating for an end to the practice, but also learning and educating others regarding the 

ways in which white women were oppressed by lynching narratives. Mary Jane Brown argues 

that the ASWPL framed “their lynching assault on rejection of the protection of white women 

rationale—a strategy its members believed to be exclusive to white women.”150 Although Ames 

was individually dedicated to aspects of racial and gender equality, John Shelton Reed contends 

that the work of the Association was limited to “direct eradication of lynching.”151 Ames 
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recognized the potential anti-lynching reform work that stood to be accomplished by 

representing the crisis of lynching as a woman’s issue based upon the false pretense that white 

women needed protection from African American rapists. 

Like many Southerners of the period, Ames and the women of the association “eschewed 

any connection with the drive for federal anti-lynching legislation and were convinced that 

lynching would decline by employing remedies at the state level,” argues Brown.152  Ames was 

convinced that the ASWPL’s work to bring about an end to lynching through gradual decline 

could be more reasonably accomplished at the local and state level rather than with federal 

legislation. Ames was dedicated to grassroots agitation and, with the help of Association 

members, she reached a tremendous number of local officials.153 In the process of so doing, she 

and ASWPL were “commending local authorities for upholding the law, and both attempted to 

influence local and state level government officials to do what was in their power to prevent 

lynchings.”154 The ASWPL forwarded a reform agenda that praised and pressured local and state 

law officials, while it worked to alter the ideology of lynching to suggest that white men were 

using white womanhood to veil their true motives.  

Ames and other ASWPL women represented lynching as an exercise in mob violence and 

lawlessness that placed white women at the center of white men’s arguments which suggested 

lynching was for their protection. ASWPL’s members also critiqued the support of dominant 

publics for lynching because they believed it normalized the practice. Christopher Waldrep 

claims that “Ames worked to convince whites that lynching was not a normal response,” while 
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press reports helped fuel this belief and practice. Ames argued that, since lynchers acted with the 

implicit endorsement of their communities, reports of lynchings legitimized the violence in the 

minds of whites and led them to believe that it was common and widely accepted.”155 Important 

to Ames and ASWPL was the social and cultural legitimacy assigned to lynchings by supportive 

community members, alongside implicit or explicit press endorsement. She believed that 

frequent press accounts contributed to social approval by showing the routinized normalcy of 

lynching incidents and the ritualized ways they were carried out. She contended that 

undermining the assumption of normalcy would ultimately lead to a violence-free social 

environment.156  

Representing lynching as an act of violence and lawlessness maintained by community 

support for the purpose of protecting white women was a key ASWPL strategy. These middle 

and upper-class, social and politically connected white women were privy to spaces, places, 

people, and conversations not readily available to other reform groups. When lynchings were 

rumored to commence or when they were in process, ASWPL women exercised their political 

and social pressure on sheriffs to enforce the law and maintain the safety of the accused offender. 

When their own political agency was not enough, they enlisted male family members and 

contacts to do this work. By virtue of arguing publicly that lynching did not protect their safety, 

the white women of the Association made visible the false claim that lynching served to benefit 

them. Further, support for the anti-lynching cause by prominent community members helped 

dispel the belief that all members of a community supported this exercise of lawlessness. 
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In addition to her belief that the lawlessness of mob violence continued because of 

community support, Ames also suggested that frequent press accounts were a contributing factor 

to the normalcy of lynching. For Ames regular, inflammatory press coverage of lynchings 

incidents illustrated social approval and acceptance for the practice. Ames was “convinced that a 

transformation in the way lynching was depicted in the popular press would go further than any 

other single accomplishment in changing public attitudes,” according to Jacquelyne Dowd 

Hall.157 Although the Association produced its own literature arguing against the protection 

narratives embedded in rapist mythology, Ames maintained that change in cultural ideology and 

community support of lynching would be most influenced by a change in press coverage of 

lynching incidents.  

Working towards a shift in reporting, this arm of the campaign featured Ames sending 

terse letters to newspaper editors throughout the south in 1936.  Hall notes that these letters 

complained “about the discrepancies between their anti-lynching editorial policies and their 

inflammatory reporting of the news.”158 Ames argued that newspaper editors’ publication of 

grisly details of the victim’s death, while re-asserting the rapist myth did nothing more than 

normalize lynching.  Further, she pointed out the inconsistency of press coverage with editorial 

policies condemning the practice of lynching. In response to her letter campaign, Ames was 

invited to address the Southern Newspaper Publishers’ Association. At this meeting, the activist 

cited examples from the ASWPL newspaper archives to indicate the “contradiction between 

editorial denunciations of lynching and the conventionalized rhetoric of news stories that 
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whipped up hatred and encouraged violence.”159 Ames strongly suggested to the newspaper 

editors that their sensational, detailed accounts of lynching incidents encouraged vigilantism and 

mob violence. She also argued that the conventionalized rhetoric of lynching incident press 

coverage continued to advocate the false protection narrative as the cause for lynching. 

Ames’s purpose was to highlight how the circulation of visual and textual representations 

of lynching not only normalized the practice, but also that their dissemination served as a form of 

domestic terrorism. Recent scholars agree with Ames’s argument about the media’s role in 

abetting lynching.  Richard M. Perloff examines the American press and lynching coverage. He 

argues that the “news media are important to the history of lynching because they helped to 

uphold the social order and molded public opinion on the issue.”160 He contends that 

conventionalized rhetoric of lynching in this medium maintained the approval, normalcy, and 

routinization of lynching already part of cultural ideology and public opinion. Moreover, Perloff 

points out that “newspapers embraced them, providing abundant, even graphic coverage of 

vigilante violence.”161 These reports often retold grisly details of ritualized lynching events, 

including those of the manhunt and the alleged crimes, alongside other minutia characteristic of 
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stories in local papers, major newspapers, and metropolitan dailies. Grace Elizabeth Hale argues 

that “local and regional newspapers took over the publicity, promotion, and sale of the event and 

began the development of a standardized, sensationalized narrative pattern that would dominate 

reporting of spectacle lynchings through the 1940s.”162 Newspapers throughout the country, 

according to Hale, usually visually and discursively represented the spectacle of lynching 

incidents, while simultaneously representing the false protection narrative as true. She sees also 

that news stories packaged, publicized, promoted, lynching as a sensational, spectacle event. She 

claims further that press coverage is evidence of conventionalized lynching rhetoric.  Through 

the deployment of details, the coverage frequently identified “the victim as a Negro” and 

suggested that “the accused was guilty of the crime and therefore deserving of punishment.”163 

The persuasiveness of these repeated press accounts reiterate African American as presumably 

rapists and criminals. Moreover, these lynching news stories demonstrate for dominant publics 

how and why victims’ (alleged) crimes warranted their punishment. 

The reform agenda of Ames and other ASWPL members represented the practice as an 

inappropriate exercise of lawless mob violence normalized for the protection of white women. 

Because white women were used to veil white men’s actual motivations, Ames believed that 

lynching was an important issue for white women to take up. This characterization proved 

particularly persuasive for the Association’s membership. She realized that the solidarity of 

many white, middle- and upper-class, socially connected women participating in an anti-

lynching campaign divorced from racial equality and focused on the dangers of approved 

lawlessness and mob violence would be palatable to this cadre. Importantly, the work of 
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pressuring local law enforcement officers, addressing press agents, and breaking up ongoing 

lynching events would not have been possible if not for the social, political, and economic 

location of these women.  

For the representational history of lynching, ASWPL’s approach illustrates the 

significance of active and resistant human agency. Their reform efforts were limited to and 

circumscribed by social and cultural structures framing their position and informing their 

representation of the practice. Ames recognized the power of media to present and reinforce the 

status quo, shaping public opinion. However, a significant limitation to this reform agenda was 

the exclusion of African American women by articulating lynching as an issue exclusive to white 

woman. From this perspective, Ames and her fellow members exercised the privilege of their 

positions to eradicate lynching on the grounds that it did little to protect white women, but rather 

served to protect the political and racial interests of lynching perpetrators. Therefore, reform on 

the grounds of racial oppression and extending beyond social pressure to federal legislation was 

a prominent part of the NAACP’s anti-lynching agenda. 

2.5.2 NAACP 

During mid-August 1908, in Springfield, Illinois, a race riot broke out among the 60,000 

residents, of which 4,500 were African American.164 During this large scale mass mob event, 
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“whites lynched two and forced 2,000 others to flee. Property damage reached $120,000,” 

according to Robert L. Zangrando.165 This race riot claimed the lives of two African Americans 

by white mobs and cost the State Treasury $200,000 for the 4,000 militiamen deployed to restore 

order in this northern city.166 It was this appalling, violent series of events, alongside an 

increased frequency of lynchings in the South that led to the formation of an interracial coalition 

to protect the safety and security of African Americans. Zangrando believes that the “Springfield 

riot led directly to the founding of the NAACP” and subsequently “helped mobilize reformers in 

ways that previous racial disorders had not.”167 The founding leadership of the NAACP 

recognized how increasing violence impeded the exercise of recently granted rights for African 

Americans. The Springfield race riot further illustrated these circumstances.  

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People was established as an 

interracial effort to protect African Americans from lynching, race riots, mob violence, and 

challenges to African American political enfranchisement.  August Meier and John H. Bracey, 

Jr. examine the programs of the organization from 1909 to 1965 to understand the “dynamics of 

their interrelationships [organization and programs] with the changing social milieu in which the 
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organization operated.”168 Here the authors contend that the 1909 founding of the NAACP came 

“on the fringes of Progressive Era reform [and] the Association singlemindedly kept to its 

original goals of securing the basic citizenship rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth and Fifteenth 

Amendments of the Constitution.”169  The reform agenda of the early NAACP focused on 

developing strategies and programs with the goal of defending the rights of African Americans to 

due process, equal protection under the law, and other privileges of citizenship. Members of the 

early NAACP included white men and women with close ties to abolitionist reform—who were 

perhaps more supportive of federal power to achieve social aims—and African Americans from 

previous self-help groups such as the Afro-American League.170 Prominent African American 

intellectuals, cultural critics, and writers also joined the ranks of the Association. W.E.B. DuBois 

served as the long-time editor of the organization’s official news magazine, the Crisis, while 

James Weldon Johnson, coming to the organization in 1916, worked as a field secretary and 

eventually served as the first black Executive Secretary.171  

The predominately white leaders and legal council were acutely aware of African 

American’s plight in the current political, social, and cultural environment. The growing 

membership also recognized significant contributions African American made to American 

society and as a result, Association members embraced a newly emerging identity. Referred to as 
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the “New Negro,” this collective identity of many African Americans now joining the ranks of 

the NAACP were self-reliant, assertive, and “were less inclined to accept positions of 

subjugation,” according to Dorothy Autrey.172 New NAACP membership was populated by 

African Americans less willing to settle for a second-class citizen position and more willing to 

engage aggressive, political action. It was this population of New Negroes of the Association’s 

membership that the organization called upon to raise funds and forward an intense litigation 

strategy. 

In the year following its founding, the NAACP outlined its reform agenda. Meier and 

Bracey advance that the founders and subsequent Association leaders firmly believed in the 

process of investigation and presentation of facts within the legal system because the laws and 

the state were ultimately responsible for guaranteeing social order.173  What highlighted the 

NAACP’s activities and dramatized its work were its efforts to secure the protection for black 

Americans to life and liberty,” Meier and Bracey explain.  “Both rights were threatened by mob 

violence (lynchings and race riots) and gross mistreatment in the area of criminal justice on the 

part of law enforcement authorities and the courts.”174  The reform agenda assumed by the 

Association, based on the assumption that the enforcement of laws was a means of maintaining 

social order, was characterized by protecting the rights of individual African Americans, while 

also challenging law enforcement officials and the proceedings of the criminal justice system.  

So, unlike the ASWPL that used social pressure to persuade law enforcement officials to protect 

the rights of potential lynching victims while avoiding proposed legislative remedies, the 
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NAACP saw the legal system as the most accessible and affective route for protecting African 

Americans’ political rights. 

Susan D. Carle examines the NAACP’s litigation strategies. She argues that the 

Association “relied on not only gathering and presenting such facts but also creating facts by 

carefully staging scenarios that would present the right test cases for court adjudication.”175 The 

Association methodically conducted investigations collecting evidence and firsthand accounts 

regarding lynching incidents, compiled statistical data, and presented cases as violations of 

previously enacted laws. Additionally, Association members uncovered situations to illustrate 

maltreatment within the criminal justice system or infringement of citizenship rights. All of this 

evidence was used to demonstrate the absence of equal protection under the law. These strategies 

proved useful for both demanding that states enforce already established laws while also creating 

a trial record to call upon in proposing federal anti-lynching legislation. 

The specific anti-lynching reform agenda of the Association represented lynching in two 

ways: as mob violence that created an atmosphere encouraging other incidents and as such a 

pervasive and accepted practice that federal anti-lynching legislation was the only valuable 

strategy for eradication.176 Meier and Bracey note that the NAACP was involved in numerous 

cases in which its lawyers argued for the protection of African Americans, while also bringing 

whites to justice for participation in mob violence. Cases part of the NAACP’s legal strategy 

included: the Coatesville, Pennsylvania, lynching of 1912; the East St. Louis riot of 1917; the 

Elaine, Arkansas, and Chicago riots of 1919; the Tulsa, Okalahoma riot of 1921; the Scottsboro 
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case beginning in 1930; and the Detroit riot of 1943.177  The NAACP’s reform agenda was 

consistent with the spirit of Progressive-era reform, framed within the scope of carefully 

constructed cases, and based on the belief that the state would ultimately provide safety and 

security for African American citizens through laws and social order. Christopher Waldrep also 

argues that the NAACP employed a litigation strategy and proposed federal anti-lynching 

legislation because many members believed federal intervention was the only anti-lynching 

measure that Southern whites would take seriously.178 NAACP members also hoped that federal 

legislation would decisively indicate to lynching advocates and apologists throughout the 

country that racialized mob violence was neither normal nor routine.179 

Early in the NAACP anti-lynching campaign, the Association represented lynching as 

“murder sanctioned by the community.”180  Members argued that lynching incidents were not 

limited to mass mob public spectacles or private posse murders, but also suggested that the 

knowledge, approval, and support of dominant publics—including law enforcement officers—

alongside the death of a victim, constituted lynching. The goal was to illustrate how the 

responsibility of those accountable for a particular lynching murder should be shouldered by all 

those sanctioning the incident, actively and passively. Grounded by this representation of 

lynching, federal legislation typically outlined the following “(1) punishment of individuals who 

participate in a lynching and (2) punishment of state officials who neglect their duty to protect 
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lynching victims.”181 These legislative remedies advanced by NAACP members or in 

conjunction with Congressmen were designed to hold participants of lynching incidents legally 

responsible along with peace officers whose negligence facilitated a lynching death.  

According to Waldrep, under this proposed legislation the organization wanted to 

“transfer the power to prosecute a particular kind of murder from the states’ to the federal 

government.”182 If the NAACP could represent the death of lynching victims abetted by 

community approval as the violation of states’ responsibility to protect citizens, then the 

Supreme Court ruling that the “national government could act against wrongs committed by 

states but not against the private misdeeds of individuals,” would be an entry point to advocate 

for federal legislation.183 This strategy was based on the Fourteenth Amendment with due 

process originally intended as part of the purview of the federal government to aid freed 

people.184 Through detailed investigation and reporting, the Association attempted to show that 

lynching was collectively sanctioned. The organization then argued that the victim’s death was 

carried out by the state thereby positioning the federal government to take action against states 

rather than against private citizens.  Importantly, the NAACP represented lynching as a 

particular type of murder with the state ultimately responsible for the victim’s death; therefore, 

citizens’ protection from the state necessitated federal government intervention.   

In addition to this significant thrust of the organization’s reform agenda, the Association 

also wanted to move lynching into the national spotlight. This goal was part of an effort to 
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position lynching on state and federal political agendas. Therefore, the NAACP’s public 

awareness and education campaigns called attention to the circumstances under which victims 

were lynched. In 1912, the NAACP published the sixteen-page pamphlet, Notes on Lynchings in 

the United States. According to Zangrando, the pamphlet argued that “lynching created an 

atmosphere encouraging further crimes, rather than the other way about, as many southern white 

officials argued.”185 In similar fashion to legal trials, the “pamphlet contained statistical data and 

bibliographical references” as well as essays that “stressed the humanitarian aspects of the anti-

lynching crusade.”186 Notes on Lynchings presented that mass mob lynching events as neither 

normal nor routine and, alongside statistical data, concluded that individual lynching events 

facilitated future, similar incidents. More specific than broken laws, violated local customs, and 

offended sensibilities, the NAACP cited other explanations offered for racially motivated, 

community-sanctioned murder. Roy Wilkins pointed out that African American men and women 

were subject to lynching for offenses such as: “Using offensive language. Bad reputation. 

Refusal to give up farm. Throwing stones. Unpopularity. Illicit distilling. Slapping a child. Being 

trouble-some. Stealing hogs. Disagreement with white man. Enticing servant away. Turning 

state’s evidence. And the saddest of all: mistaken identity.”187 Wilkins thus disputes the 

argument that lynchings ensued because African Americans men raped white women or 

committed particularly horrific crimes, but rather for minor social code violations. The additional 

benefit of representing lynching as community-sanctioned murder, alongside this list of social 

and cultural code violations, illustrates the NAACP’s characterization of lynching as wholly 
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contingent upon dominant publics’ approval of lynching incidents occurring under the most 

frivolous circumstances. Therefore, to break up this community support, the NAACP pushed for 

federal legislation. 

As part of the numerous federal anti-lynching legislative measures initiated by the 

NAACP, the act of lynching was outlined in very specific ways. The group named lynching as a 

particular kind of murder and asserted that the state should be held responsible for a victim’s 

death by the federal government. This was an extraordinary argument rhetorical and discursive 

representation of the crisis. The organization’s reform work attempted to redefine cultural 

ideology within the popular white imaginary regarding community support. Unlike the ASWPL, 

the NAACP was not convinced that lynching incidents would decline without federal 

intervention because legislation had more rhetorical and persuasive force than social pressure. 

Also, behind federal legislation was action that held local law enforcement officers responsible 

for selectively enforcing existing legal codes and neglecting to protect the safety and security of 

African Americans. The NAACP leadership believed that the threat of federal punishment for 

negligent peace officers was an important incentive to ensure the safety of possible lynch victims 

and prohibit mob violence from occurring. An important aspect to the NAACP’s reform agenda 

was characterizing lynching through legal representation. This strategy meant to create a space 

whereby community’s support equaled a community’s—and ultimately a state’s— responsibility 

for a death under lynch law. This representation moved beyond holding private citizens 

responsible for murdering private citizens to establish a point of intervention by federal authority 

for certain types of murder. This strategy of reform came out of a Progressive Era spirit 

regarding the expanding role of the federal government. What follows next is the presentation of 
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lynching through federal and state legislation to illustrate further the discursive representational 

history of lynching.  

2.6 LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIONS 

An important part of the representational history of lynching includes legal discourse. In 

many circumstances, established legal codes were evaded to hold lynching perpetrators 

responsible and enforced to protect potential victims. Legal discourse also included legislation 

with the same objective, such as anti-mob statutes. The purpose of examining the proposed and 

enacted legal discourse of lynching and anti-mob legislation is to show how lynching or the 

coupling of murder and mob violence, are represented discursively as part of the representational 

history of lynching. Many statues making lynching illegal typically reflected an imperative of 

ultimately preventing future events.188 Because mob violence and vigilantism were already 

incorporated into the fabric of American life, many states enacted laws designed to deter 

participation and hold individuals legally and/or financially responsible. Some of these laws, 

although not specifically intended for this purpose, were tested to prosecute lynching 

perpetrators. Using specific anti-lynching or anti-mob violence state legislation to punish or 

prevent lynching incidents was an important strategy to criminalize both mob violence and 

lynching, which individually were violations of existing legal codes. A point to underscore here 

is that some legislation outlines in detail characteristics specific to lynching, including how a 

mob is constituted, how law enforcement officials are negligent, or the corrective unauthorized 
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power mobs attempt to exercise. Therefore, identifying a specific collection of activities 

constituting a lynching criminalized both mob and racialized violence. Legislative and legal 

discourse adds to the representational history of lynching an illustration of the lengths to which 

anti-lynching campaigners went to realize fully equal protection of African Americans under the 

law. These discursive representations of lynching also show the creative and—at times—

effective use of established legal codes to circumvent approving community members’ efforts to 

uphold the normalcy of the practice.  

James Harmon Chadbourn argues that the body of anti-lynching/anti-mob violence 

legislation can be categorized in two ways. First, “It is punitive or prophylactic, seeking on the 

one hand to punish when a lynching occurred—on the other, to anticipate and prevent 

lynchings.”189 A key feature of this legislation was to outline parameters of punishment for 

perpetrators, while establishing legal redress for victim’s family members. Such statues also 

served as a preventive measure for future lynching events. Chadbourn reports further that within 

the categories of legally holding responsible potential or actual perpetrators for future or 

previously transpired lynching incidents, anti-lynching legislation also can be categorized by the 

types of punishments outlined therein. According to the author, the most frequent punishments 

prescribed by legislative measures were “(a) making lynching and mob violence statutory 

crimes; (b) fining counties and cities in which lynchings and mob violence occur; [and] (c) 

removing delinquent peace officers.”190 This type of legislation intended to address lynching 

incidents that already transpired and specifically identified lynching and mob activities as illegal 

acts. Such statutes demanded monetary redress from municipalities where lynching incidents 
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occurred, and called for the dismissal of negligent law officers. Collectively, these legislative 

measures point to perpetrators, counties, and peace officers as responsible parties for the death of 

lynching victims, in effect, breaking up the important role played by complicit law officers and 

approving community.  

Alongside the goal of making porous the wall of community support, this collection of 

legislation typically offers measures for law enforcement authorities to employ to ensure that a 

lynching does not occur. These provisions include: “(a) employing military force to guard a 

threatened person; (b) changing the venue of his trial; (c) calling a special term of court to try 

him; and (d) removing him to the jail of an adjoining county.”191 This brand of anti-lynching 

statute indicates a number of strategies available to law officers and criminal justice workers to 

guarantee the safety, protection, and due process of constitutionally guaranteed potential 

lynching victims.  

Kaufman-Osborn’s analysis of the bifurcation between extralegal and illegal descriptions 

of lynching examines Ohio’s 1896 anti-mob legislation. The author argues that the legislation 

represents lynching as an act with “any collection of individuals, assembled for any unlawful 

purpose, intending to do damage or injury to anyone.” 192 The statue continues, stating that any 

group “pretending to exercise correctional power over other persons by violence, and without 

authority of law, shall for the purpose of this act be regarded as a ‘mob.’”193 The Ohio statue is 

specific about what constitutes a mob: identification of a group with the goal of destroying 

property or physically harming another individual. Going directly at the core of lynching—
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community support—this law expressly defines a mob as without any formal legal power or 

informal authority. Kaufman-Osborn observes of the mob under this law that “any act of 

violence exercised by them upon the body of any person, shall constitute a ‘lynching.”194 This 

legislation also names the violence, lawlessness, and destruction mobs ultimately cause as part of 

a lynching event. An important point here is the implicit difficulty of defining a mob. In this 

case, a mob is not simply a collection of persons who have injured an individual or damaged 

property. That simplistic assessment does not adequately address how and why the mob has 

assembled. Attending to this key characteristic of mob violence and lynching, the statute 

constitutes a mob by their actions and intended purposes.  Subsequently, this legislation suggests 

that lynching is illegal on three fronts: violent activities carried out by a group with an unlawful 

purpose; mob acts of violence as a means to exercise corrective power; and violence invoked by 

groups absent of legal authority. Close to comprehensive, the legislation leaves unaddressed the 

participation of law enforcement officers as mob perpetrators or facilitators. 

Alongside Ohio, Illinois was another northern border state to have anti-mob legislation. 

On May 16, 1905, the anti-mob bill passed the Illinois state legislature. Introduced by the only 

African American Illinois state representative, Edward H. Green, the bill was designed to 

suppress mob violence and successfully “made lynching legally unacceptable.”195 Although, 

Chadhourn points out that anti-lynching legislation was either preventive or post-lynching 

punishment for involved parties, Illinois’s legislation combines these two aspects. It offered 

restitution to survivors of lynching victims, while also highlighted the significance of mob 

participants’ purpose. The bill “provided for a $1,000 fine for persons convicted of participating 
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in a lynch mob to any degree and declared it unlawful for five or more people to gather with the 

intent to do violence to persons or property.”196 Unlike Ohio, the Illinois legislation assigned a 

specific number of participants constituting a mob and that their purpose and violent outcome 

were equally important considerations of the crime. The Illinois legislation also held witnesses 

legally responsible, in ways similar to mob participants accountable for the destruction of 

property and the death of lynching victims. Unlike Ohio again, the bill according to Stacy Pratt 

McDermott, “specifically made clear the responsibility of law enforcement officials in charge of 

the safety of those in custody by stating that ‘the office of the sheriff shall be vacated by 

proclamation when the official allows a prisoner to be taken from his custody and lynched.’”197 

Important to this discursive representation of lynching is that this legislation names negligent or 

conspiring law enforcement officials. Simply put, the Illinois legislation suggests that officers 

who facilitate a lynching by making potential victims accessible are—in effect—mob 

participants, facing job loss and prosecution. Importantly, Illinois’s anti-lynching legislation does 

not presuppose the arrest of a potential lynching victim, nor does it ignore the participatory acts 

of lax law enforcement officials. 

The Illinois and Ohio state statutes represent lynching as mob violence and in some 

overlapping ways, name and criminalize a collection of activities that constitute a lynching. For 

the Illinois anti-mob law, McDermott suggests that this legislation is redundant because 

“lynching was murder, and murder was already illegal. Violence to persons or property was 

already considered a crime. Yet a black legislator, supported by civil rights activists and anti-

lynching campaigners, felt it necessary to gain specific legislation concerning the activity of mob 
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violence.”198 The author asserts here that murder and property destruction were already a 

violation of the state’s enacted legal codes; however, because of factors such as facilitating law 

enforcement officials and supportive community members, anti-lynching advocates pursued 

legislation nonetheless. By representing different—yet connected—factors contributing to 

lynching incidents through the characterization of mob violence, the bill’s sponsor de-coupled 

the act from race. Green’s bill marked the illegality of mob violence in a way that was not 

explicitly connected to race. Ultimately this strategic move may have made passing the bill and 

prosecuting mob participants more palatable to Illinois lawmakers and residents. This strategic 

move also meant that lynching was not a particular type of violent mob act perpetrated largely on 

the basis of race.  

Closer to Emancipation and further south, Tennessee lawmakers were addressing 

vigilantism. An 1870 measure was intended to prevent mob violence and vigilante activities by 

quasi-organized groups. Vandiver notes that a law aimed at the Ku Klux Klan provided the 

“death sentence for anyone guilty of assault with intent to murder if the assailant was masked or 

disguised.”199 The law stipulated that the violent destruction of property carried out by masked 

perpetrators, as well as physical attacks where the intended purpose was death was punishable by 

the death penalty. In 1881, the Tennessee General Assembly went a legislative step further to 

criminalize the violent acts of non-quasi-organized groups. This preventive legislation with the 

potential to reduce lynching incidents in Tennessee named any sheriff “‘who either negligently 

or willfully, or by want of proper diligence, firmness, and promptness’ let a prisoner be taken 
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from his custody and lynched would be guilty of a high misdemeanor.”200 This legislation held 

law enforcement officials legally responsible under various circumstances. The statute further 

advocated that offending law enforcement officer fired, lose office, and banned from holding 

such positions in the future.201 This legislation acknowledged the instrumental role law 

enforcement officials played to create the conditions under which lynching incidents could be 

successfully carried out.  However, Vandiver suggests that “Despite the existence of these 

statutes, the authorities in Tennessee rarely resisted threatened lynchings.”202 In spite of its 

potential to have “reduced the number of lynchings in Tennessee, had it been vigorously 

enforced,”203 the statute was not regularly applied. Its passage illustrates the extent to which mob 

violence and civilized disobedience had become statewide issue; however, because authorities 

resisted enforcing the anti-mob law, these forms of lawlessness continued in Tennessee. The 

legislation of Tennessee, alongside Ohio and Illinois is important because it demonstrates 

awareness by lawmakers that lynching and mob violence was sustained through community 

support, including that of individuals charged with protecting citizens’ rights and safety. 

Importantly, these laws directly challenge the arguments of some lynching apologists that mob 

violence was inevitable, unpredictable, and unstoppable. 

The federal government, unlike some state law making bodies was unsuccessful passing 

legislation aimed at either reducing or redressing lynching and mob violence. Although 

legislation did not pass both chambers of Congress, several proposed legislative measures did 
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reach the floor of the House of Representatives for debate, and ultimately moved lynching onto 

the national political agenda. Mary Jane Brown argues that although the NAACP’s attempts in 

the “1920s and 1930s to achieve federal anti-lynching legislation ended in failure …the 

cumulative effect of the drives hastened the decline of lynchings and opened the door to other 

means of social justice.”204 The most promising anti-lynching measures were the Dyer and 

Costigan-Wagner bills. For two years following the Dyer bill defeat in 1924, “theories circulated 

about the decrease in lynching…. Walter White pointed to three reasons for the decline: the 

migration of a million African Americans out of the South; the threat of the Dyer Anti-Lynching 

Bill; and the continuous fight against lynching,” argues Brown.205 Although the Dyer bill, and 

other federal measures failed, the threat of anti-lynching legislation. the geographic movement of 

thousands of African Americans from the rural southern countryside to developing urban centers, 

as well as continued resistance to lynching collectively contributed to a decline in lynching 

incidents in subsequent years.  

William B. Hixson, Jr., writes that as early as 1917, “anti-lynching bills and resolutions 

calling for an investigation of acts of racial violence were introduced in the House. Of these the 

most promising was a bill offered by Representative Leonidas C. Dyer of Missouri.”206 Working 

closely with NAACP leadership, the Missouri republican may have been particularly 

sympathetic to lynching and mob violence because he represented a predominately African 
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American district in St. Louis.207 Moreover, Hixson reports that “Dyer’s district had become 

heavily populated with refugees from the mob which, in July, had pillaged the Negro section of 

East St. Louis, and murdered over forty men, women, and children.”208 More than 

compassionate, Dyer was keenly aware of the devastating effects of mob violence, seeing how it 

claimed the lives of over forty of his constituents and destroyed property of many African 

Americans there seeking refuge from mob violence in other southern states and Missouri 

counties. In the wake of these alarming events, in the fall of 1918, Dyer introduced his bill to 

federally criminalize lynching.209 Hixson argues that Dyer’s bill was based on the “premise that 

the repeated breakdown of the orderly processes of justice when the accused was a Negro 

constituted a denial of the ‘equal protection of the laws.’”210 Dyer’s bill reflected his experience 

with mob violence and focused on the civil right: equal protection under the law. The Dyer Anti-

Lynching bill defined acts of lynching and mob violence exercised by white mobs as a criminal 

offense because African American citizens were not afforded equal protection and safety. 

In an attempt to ensure the civil rights of safety, security and due process circumvented 

by lynching and mob violence, Dyer’s bill outlined specific provisions both to prevent lynchings 

and to punish mob participants. George C. Rable indicates that the proposed anti-lynching 

legislation described a mob as “five or more persons acting in concert for the purpose of 

depriving any person of his life without authority or law as a punishment for or to prevent the 
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commission of some actual or supposed public offense.”211 Like some states’ statutes, the bill 

represents a collection of activities constituted a lynching. While also proposing a mob actions’ 

carried out without legal authority as legal infractions. Under the proposed legislation, mob 

participants and law enforcement officers, as well as the municipalities in which lynchings 

occurred, were held accountable.  Hixson suggests that by making lynching a federal crime, the 

Dyer bill “gave United States District Attorneys the power to prosecute negligent law 

enforcement officers, but in addition gave them the power to prosecute the mob members on 

murder charges.”212 Dyer’s bill attacked the recurring breakdown of due process and equal 

protection by assigning authority to federal attorneys to hold local law enforcement officials, as 

well as municipalities, and how participants responsible for lynching incidents. According to 

Rable, the bill “made participation in a lynching a felony punishable by a minimum five-year 

prison sentence,” and for “State or municipal officers who failed to take reasonable steps to 

prevent [they] a lynching would be jailed for up to five years and fined up to five thousand 

dollars.”213 The rhetorical and legal force of this legislation, emblematic of the NAACP’s anti-

lynching campaign efforts was to afford federal government officials legitimate authority to take 

legal action against states, their municipalities, and law officers. Hixson argues that the anti-

lynching bill “allowed the Federal attorneys to initiate damage suits against the county in which 

the lynching occurred.”214 The Dyer bill held counties and municipalities in which lynching 

incidents occurred responsible by stipulating they compensate the “victim’s family up to the sum 
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of ten thousand dollars.”215 By identifying a specific number of participants constituting a mob, 

the possible purposes for their actions, punishment for officers, and compensation for a victim’s 

family, the Dyer bill attempted to bridge the preventive/redress categories reflected in other anti-

lynching legislation. This proposed legislation challenged the ambiguous characteristics of 

lynching, such as how to hold a community responsible for a lynching by assigning authority to 

federal District Attorneys to prosecute mob participants on murder charges. Because NAACP 

members were increasingly “convinced that a federal law was the only avenue to end mob 

violence in the face of state’s failure to resolve the problem,” the Association continued to exert 

pressure on Dyer and other Republicans to prevent the bill from dying.216 Part of what was 

significant about the Dyer bill for both supporters and opponents was that it allocated power to 

the federal government to act when state officials refused.  Although, the bill made it to the 

House floor for debate, with a weak endorsement by President Warren G. Harding, it did not 

successfully stand up to arguments submitted by primarily Democratic opposition. On January 

26, 1922, two years following its introduction, Brown reports that the “Republican party, having 

fought a disappointingly weak battle and having done little to sway nonsouthern Democrats” 

yielded when more southern democrats voted against the measure than northern and border state 

Republicans and Democrats alike.217 Much of the opposition offered by democrats and many 

republicans focused on states’ right to prosecute the violation of state laws. This argument 

proved persuasive and according to Brown, so did feeble campaigning by the Republican Party 

to encourage non-southern democrats to break the party line and vote for the measure. 
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Importantly, these state and federal measures signal a preoccupation with assigning a 

specific number of participants constituting a mob. This detail may reflect an attempt to account 

for mass mob riots involving hundreds and thousands, as well as private and posse lynching 

incidents involving only a significantly smaller number of participants. State and proposed 

federal legislation represented lynching as specifically mob violence de-coupled from race while 

federal legislation enhanced the prosecuting power of federal attorneys. These enacted and 

anticipated laws probably generated both favor and support by representing lynching in this way; 

however, the general position of many Southern, and border state lawmakers was that states 

maintained the legal authority to prosecute cases of murder. Equally important to defending 

proposed legislation was preventing the national government from intervening into black-white 

race relations. Therefore, representing lynching as a particular kind of mob violence with legal 

authorities facilitating the incident and refusing to prosecute participants provided an avenue 

through which lawmakers could support legislation meant to curtail growing civil disobedience 

and vigilantism. The paradox is that these measures explicitly identify murder and mob violence 

as already illegal activities, thereby making arguments by opposing Democrats and Republicans 

alike persuasive. These legislative measures also demonstrate that mob violence—either 

represented as race related or not—successfully became an issue on the political agenda of state 

and national lawmakers. Legislation enacted, tested, and proposed, points toward a shift in public 

opinion regarding apologists’ thesis that lynching and mob violence were inevitable and 

unpreventable. In fact, the threat of federal legislation may have contributed toward the decrease 

in lynching incidents throughout the country. With the increased national attention on mob and 

racial violence, as well as with the decrease in reported incidents, the exercise of lynching 

assumed a more institutionalized identity: legal lynching executions. 
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2.7 LEGAL LYNCHING EXECUTIONS 

State and federal legislation shows a concern for the ways in which police officials 

participated and facilitated lynching incidents. This concern may have foreshadowed Sherrilyn 

A. Ifill’s report that there was “no record of any white person ever having been convicted of 

murder for lynching a black person—not in thousands of instances of white-on-black lynchings 

in thirty-four states.”218 Many states had legislative measures criminalizing mob violence, yet 

legal proceedings rarely result in prosecution of any whites. This reality ultimately closed off an 

important legal avenue. Although using established laws to hold accountable lynching 

perpetrators was challenging and typically unsuccessful, using legal codes to guarantee the death 

of an African American defendant inflected lawless mob outbreaks with decorous legal 

proceedings. The discussion of legal lynching execution has received less concerted attention, 

but it is an equally important element to the representational history of lynching discourse. 

Unlike previous discussions offered here that outline the ways law enforcement officials 

participated or facilitated lynching incidents, legal lynching executions indicate how the criminal 

justice system and legal proceedings were used as a strategy to ensure the same outcome.  

Legal lynching executions include capital punishment exercised as an illustration of 

seemingly transparent due process. Vandiver argues that legal lynchings often included “Trials 

that were held under the threat of mob violence [and] were exceptional for the swiftness and 

certainty of their verdicts.”219 In cases of legal lynching executions, she suggests mob violence 

or the potential for mob rule significantly influenced the outcome of the proceedings. These trials 
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leading to legal lynching executions were also noteworthy because many transpired very quickly 

with verdicts rendered sometimes in a matter of minutes. Vandiver also sees that for “cases in 

which lynchings were threatened, court proceedings sometimes accomplished little beyond 

giving legal authority to a killing that would have occurred in any event.”220 Vandiver maintains 

that legal lynching executions following trials of this sort gave a sense of legal authority to a 

death sentence that would have happened regardless. She asserts that legal lynching executions, 

like socially sanctioned lynchings were “deadly responses to behavior that was perceived to be 

an intolerable breach of the established social order.”221 Although legal lynching execution 

victims were seemingly afforded due process and equal protection, the main allegations may 

have been social or legal code violations, while the threat of mob violence added to the 

likelihood that the African American defendant would be declared guilty. “Mobs sometimes 

imitated legal proceedings, bringing the suspect to the alleged victim for identification, hearing 

from witnesses, seeking confessions, and pronouncing guilt, before carrying out the death 

sentence,” asserts Vandiver. 222 These formal legal demonstrations all served to suggest the equal 

treatment of legal lynching execution victims. Importantly, these events leading up to and 

including a trial occurred under the pretext of mob violence anticipating a lynching death as the 

inevitable outcome. Unfortunately, the parodied legal proceedings permitted the lynch mob to 

use the criminal justice system as a method to support their illegal actions. 

Lisa Lindquist Dorr argues that “While lynchings and trials could have the same end 

result, trials allowed whites to convince themselves that black men received the same justice 
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accorded to white defendants.”223 African American defendants likely realized that with or 

without a trial, their fate was fixed and whites pointed to these proceedings as proof that African 

Americans enjoyed the same civil rights as their white counterparts. Dorr contends that a key 

characteristic of legal lynchings was the mock trial. These proceedings afforded a way for white 

communities to again represent lynching as legitimate; however, this change in the practice more 

squarely included the collusion of individuals representing the legal system. Alongside the 

assigned legitimacy of these mock trials, the events served as an important ritual. Because these 

trials, according to Dorr, “with their orderly procedures and seemingly color-blind legal 

protections [which] re-assured whites that accused black men deserved their ultimate fate,” 

whites could ultimately proclaim that white supremacy and racism played no part in the legal 

system.224  Mock trials resulting in legal lynching executions created an ideology that the legal 

system just and fair, while the ritual and decorum of the proceedings demonstrated that—

convicted, but always already guilty—African American criminals deserved the death sentence. 

These superficial criminal proceedings, for Dorr, also “provided a clearly visible ritual enactment 

that defused and diffused the hysteria provoked by allegations of black-on-white assault.”225 The 

ritual pomp and circumstance of these events, with fixed outcomes, occurring under the threat of 

mob violence neutralized the “hysteria” surrounding African American criminal activity, 

specifically black-on-white sexual assault and rape.  As Dorr explains, “court procedures, like 

vigilante violence, enacted the white community’s will; unlike vigilante violence, legal 
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proceedings created the fiction of a moral and egalitarian dispensation of justice.”226 The ritual 

of legal trials operated similarly to vigilante and mob violence exacting the approved will of th

community; however, a trial did little more than enhance the ritualized drama of lynching, 

including whites’ belief in their racial superiority, thus pointing to the fairness of the legal 

system. Earlier arguments that the law responded too slowly were later replaced with the 

presumed exercise of equal, fair, and color-blind justice. An additional benefit for lynching 

advocates to move to a legal lynching model was to quell anti-lynching agitators that based their 

push for federal legislation on the lack of due process and violation of civil rights. Legal 

lynching executions are extremely important to the representational history of lynching because 

they not only illustrate the changing character of lynching by showing how the collection of 

activities can remain relatively consistent, but also that using the law to prosecute lynching 

perpetrators continued to be an fruitful enterprise. 

e 

                                                

 

There are some important points that these legalistic discursive representations reveal. To 

start, the most successful legal measures used or proposed to combat lynching demanded a 

rhetorical divorce of the practice from race. As the history of lynching following emancipation 

shows, lynching was exercised primarily against African Americans, with the most brutal public 

torture events reserved for black men. Importantly, these measures underscored lynching as a 

specific type of unauthorized execution or destruction of property by a mob. Because lynching 

was represented in legal discourse in this way, it does not legally exist as a form of racialized 

violence. Both legislative and legal lynching representations collectively point to how heightened 

public awareness of this racial violence, situated squarely on the national political agenda, 
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contributed to the changing character of the practice. This ultimately led some communities to 

exercise white supremacy by perverting laws meant to protect citizens from one another as well 

as overreaching governments and their officials. 

A final point to consider for the representational history of lynching is how the NAACP 

and ASWPL used extraordinary discourse to name the crisis of lynching in terms representative 

of each group’s ideological and political positions. What was appalling to southern, middle- and 

upper-class women was their oppression in the lynching narrative and the lawlessness of mob 

violence. Conversely, what was ideologically important to the interracial NAACP organization 

was securing federal legislation and by extension demanding that the federal government 

respond to the lack of equal protection afforded African Americans. The crisis of lynching 

moved the two organizations to represent the act discursively in particular ways, while 

simultaneously navigating around the other’s position and demands. A limitation to the 

NAACP’s push for federal legislation may have been the strategy itself. More specifically, 

constitutional conservatism coupled with the position of states’ rights together were obstacles too 

large for the successful passage of federal anti-lynching legislation. Southern and democrat law 

makers were willing to do more to rally against such legislation than northern and border state 

republicans to generate support for the Costigan-Wagner or Dyer Anti-Lynching bills. However, 

organization was successful at generating recognition of lynching as an issue of national 

importance 

What might be seen as either a limitation or strategic move employed by Ames was the 

way she avoided public statements involving racial inequality evidenced by lynching. Because 

Ames and the Association’s agenda was to alter the climate of Southern communities, it was to 

the Association members’ advantage to rely on the member’s cultural and local knowledge of 
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lynching for that specific community as a way to deflect already resistant audiences. An 

additional strategy Ames had in her arsenal was maintaining a focus on the practice as a 

woman’s issue alongside the access afforded the Association’s members. By virtue of the 

member’s position as white, upper-, and middle-class women with both political and economic 

status, they were granted access and were privy to discussions and information unavailable to 

some African American anti-lynching advocates.  

The NAACP was a national organization working to protect the civil rights of African 

Americans. A major thrust of their reform agenda was advancing federal anti-lynching 

legislation; however, what may have undermined the group’s efforts was the specificity of 

lynching representations offered. The Association’s discourse explicitly marked boundaries to 

identify what is—and ultimately what is not—a lynching within a political-judicial system and 

social climate that refused to identify lynching as anything more than murder. These issues may 

have contributed to two significant outcomes. First, clearly defined parameters left little room for 

the changing factors contributing to lynching, and, second, declines in sensationalistic press 

coverage and community support (or approval or participation) marked a corresponding increase 

in legal lynchings and executions. Also, the NAACP’s public, national, legislative push for 

increased African American protection may have further incensed white communities. Within a 

social and cultural climate of contempt for African Americans attempting to exercise civil rights, 

a public campaign appearing to advocate “special protection” may have been a liberty too 

difficult for whites to imagine, possibly resulting in additional lynching incidents. 

Lynching is clearly rooted in politics and ideology, developed on the promise of racial 

superiority. The importance of the four-point typology illustrates how the practice included a 

variety of forms and acts, changing over time—similar to attitudes, beliefs and behaviors based 
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on white supremacy. As lynching occupied a more prominent space on state and federal political 

agendas, the practice—like racism—had to change to accommodate heightened awareness and 

the increasing cadre of liberal minded whites and anti-lynching sympathizers. In this way, 

increased political and public attention to lynching may have contributed to an initial decrease, 

but may have also led to the cosmetic and ritualistic trials resulting in legal lynching executions. 

Similar to contemporary American racial politics, the actual issue of racism is rarely examined in 

depth, but both social and legislative cosmetic “band-aids” are applied to symptoms of the 

problem, rather than fully addressing the issue of racism. The discussion that follows highlights 

ways lynching maintained white supremacy through interlocking systems of oppression.  

2.8 REPRESENTATIONS OF LYNCHING MYTHOLOGY 

Examining the complexities regarding the ways in which black and white, men and 

women were differentially situated in the drama of lynching calls attention to the interlocking 

hierarchies of gender, race, sexuality, and class maintained by the practice. These multi-layered 

dimensions operate discursively through cultural mythology that veils how lynching contributed 

to upholding white supremacy. Preserving a cultural, social, political, and economic state of total 

white male dominance was exacted by strictly regulating social and sexual interactions, gender 

embodiments, and the public exercise of political rights. If lynching, as I claim, is the violent 

manifestation of the contradictory, complementary, and simultaneously interacting systems of 

oppression, my argument benefits from examination of the rapist myth upon which lynching 

apologists argued the necessity of the practice. Such an analysis reveals—to an extent—how 

these hierarchies are culturally and socially connected as interacting systems of power in this 
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historical American context. Robyn Wiegman argues that the lynch mob, “operating according to 

logic of borders …[,] figures its victims as the culturally abject, monstrosities of excess whose 

limp and hanging bodies function as the spectacular assurance that the threat has not simply been 

averted, but thoroughly negated, dehumanized, and rendered incapable of return.”227 Wiegman 

underscores previous arguments regarding the textured literal and abstract symbolism encoded in 

the collective practice, as well as spectacle mass mob lynching incidents discussed by 

sociologists, historians, and literary critics. Wiegman also prompts questions important to the 

representational history of lynching significant to this mythology. What logic or cultural 

ideologies guide the borders of race, sexuality, citizenship, psychology, gender, and class? How 

is black masculinity and sexuality constructed as to be so threatening that it must be “thoroughly 

negated”? Finally, how does the lynching victim—often dismembered and castrated—assure that 

the threat is “rendered incapable of return”? Answers to these questions emerge from close 

scrutiny of the black male rapist myth commonly invoked. Because as Roland Barthes argues, 

cultural mythologies are developed from ideologies already present in society, the rapist myth 

did not simply appear as part of the legitimating cultural discourse of lynching, but rather 

evolved from already existing ideological beliefs about African Americans.228 As Wells-Barnett 

and others assert, reported and recorded lynchings alluded to the rape or attempted assault to a 

lesser degree than what the cultural mythology and apologists would suggest. Evidence collected 

in Wells-Barnett’s Red Record and elsewhere undermines this myth of the “new Negro crime” of 

rape, yet the myth proved persuasive for lynching perpetrators and national lawmakers.229 
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Accompanying the black rapist mythology is its protection narrative. The new Negro 

crime endangered white women, Victorian womanhood, and by extension, white society, and all 

civilization needed protection at the explicit expense of negating black male subjectivity. The 

shield of womanhood afforded privileged white women the exercise or power, due in part to their 

virtue and whiteness; however, suspicions of femaleness also meant that white women were 

regarded with mistrust by many white men. Further, as Jessie Daniel Ames eventually realized, 

the rapist mythology and the narrative of protection merely obscured actual motivations behind 

lynching incidents.230  

This section also examines white men’s high visibility in the black rapist mythology—

and black women’s corresponding occlusion. The interlocking systems of gender, race, class, 

sexuality, and citizenship literally and conceptually functioned to benefit some white men, while 

African American women occupied the lowest position within the hierarchy. Cultural discourses 

about white men, on the one hand, allowed them to subscribe to the role of protector and avenger 

of white womanhood and, by extension, civilized society, all explicitly and symbolically 

affirmed through lynchings. While on the other hand, discourses about black women positioned 

them as contrary to the purity of white womanhood. Contemporary racist ideology maintained 

their rape was not possible because black women were wanton and promiscuous, therefore 

sexual encounters were never unwanted. To be sure, these aspects of the rapist myth circulating 

within American society in from the 1890s through the 1930s are paramount to understanding 

the concrete exercise and abstract symbolism of lynching events. This brief examination is not 

meant to be exhaustive. Rather, the purpose here is to outline broadly the way some of these 
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interlocking systems operated discursively within the popular white imaginary. The discussion 

that follows takes shape by first presenting arguments that suggest the black rapist mythology 

was developed to accommodate the practice of lynching, followed by discussions of the ways 

black and white, men and women were differently positioned within this mythology.   

Regarding lynching, Frederick Douglass reports in correspondence to Wells-Barnett 

“even crime has power to reproduce itself and create conditions favorable to its own 

existence.”231 To his fellow anti-lynching crusader, Douglass laments about the way the practice 

of lynching creates conditions that facilitate its existence. From this passage, I also believe 

Douglass gestures to the circumstances that make lynching appear reasonable and rationale for 

dominant publics, ultimately allowing the practice to continue. Douglass is not specific, although 

I believe his correspondence also draws attention to the circularity of using violations of enacted 

laws as a means to enforce compliance, thus disciplining social and legal code violators. This 

circularity whereby arguments are advanced to create a cultural and social environment 

conducive to lynching is identified by Well-Barnett, as well.  She suggests in A Red Record, that 

the rape myth was only invoked following the demise of two previous explanations offered for 

the lynching of African Americans.  

Wells-Barnett claims that immediately following the conclusion of the Civil War, there 

was a marked increase in the number of African American deaths. She reports that the “first 

excuse given to the civilized world for the murder of unoffending Negroes was the necessity of 

the white man to repress and stamp out alleged ‘race riots.’”232 Wells-Barnett writes that 
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between 1865 and 1872, “hundreds of colored men and women were mercilessly murdered”

the explanation offered for this increase in African American deaths was “alleged participants in 

an insurrection or riot.”

 and 

y 
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suggesting suppression of impending rebellions as a false rationale. “But this story at last wore 

itself out. No insurrection ever materialized; no Negro rioter was ever apprehended and proven 

guilty, and no dynamite ever recorded the black man’s protest against oppression and wrong.”234  

In short, the execution of African Americans could no longer be a result of possible race riots, 

according to Wells-Barnett, because of the lack of African Americans successfully proven to be 

part of any such rebellions. She also argues that the potential for riots led by African Americans 

could not substantiate the continued execution of numerous African Americans. 

Wells-Barnett asserts that after the claim to thwart future rebellions initiated by 

disaffected African Americans no longer served as a viable explanation for mob violence, 

lynching proponents developed a new rationale to thinly veil their contempt and indignation at 

civil rights granted and exercised by post-Emancipation blacks. She asserts that the “Southern 

white man would not consider that the Negro had any right which a white man was bound to 

respect, and the idea of a republican form of government in the southern states grew into general 

contempt. It was maintained that ‘This is a white man’s government,’ and regardless of numbers 

the white man should rule.”235 Southern whites were unwilling to recognize the privileges of 
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citizenship secured by African Americans and according to Wells-Barnett, were incensed by 

blacks exercising their newly granted political powers. The author contends that this argument 

was persuasive in the white public imaginary because African Americans exercising citizenship 

rights threatened the racial order of white supremacy, ultimately resulting in black domination. 

Although Wells-Barnett suggests few, if any riots occurred during Reconstruction, whites’ fears 

of such events carried over from slavery-era suspicions. Gad Heuman and James Walvin argue 

that prior to the Civil War, rebellion, insurrection, and resistance were not routinely exercised by 

slaves, but the possibility of these was intensely feared by whites.236 “More common perhaps 

than actual revolts was the fear of slave rebellion. Rumors of plots, fears of rebellion, imaginary 

slave threats, all and more flit in and out of the history of slavery. Such evidence speaks to the 

planters’ mentality: of deep-seated fear and distrust of their slaves.”237 Within the popular white 

imaginary, before Reconstruction impending rebellion and race riots illustrate the fearful mental 

state of many whites slave owners. This line of argument was persuasive during slavery-era and 

post-emancipation, as well. The fear of an altered racial order also contributed to the formation 

and subsequent acceptance of white supremacist terrorist organizations.  

Fear of African American domination violently suppressed by organized terrorist groups 

circulated in cultural ideology as well as media artifacts. D.W. Griffith’s 1915 film, Birth of a 

Nation, for example, was based on Thomas Dixon’s novels The Clansmen and The Leopard 

Spots. Michelle Faith Wallace maintains that these influential cultural productions “focused on 

the fear of the so-called Negro domination in the Reconstruction era” and “from its first 
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appearance, Birth inspired controversy and violent feelings in both its adherents and its 

detractors.”238 The controversy and violence of Birth transformed whites’ fears of African 

American domination from cultural discourse to visual expression. The film featured themes of 

racial mixing and the possibility of African American control. The representation of light-

skinned, educated, African Americans featured in the film illustrated the concern that mixed-race 

African Americans “who combined the immortality of the black race with the ingenuity of 

whiteness, could tip the balance in a negative direction if they were not exterminated.”239 

Wallace further suggests that “Birth did encourage the rebirth of an incendiary twentieth-century 

Ku Klux Klan,” while also showing how “racial impurity would lead to cultural degeneration 

and, ultimately, white invisibility.”240 The widely popular film visually represented light-

skinned, educated African Americans as the key population that would usher in the domination 

of whites, therefore the formation of terrorists organizations was necessary to exterminate this 

dangerous bi-racial group. Although, Well-Barnett argues that there were few African American-

led race riots, the fear of black domination was a holdover from the slavery era and contributed 

to cultural ideology regarding African Americans as dangerous, sneaky, and underhanded. These 
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fears also added to the formation of racist organizations exercising lynch law as a means to quell 

black political domination. 

Wallace identifies a trajectory of racial violence exercised by some white Southerners 

against African American populations following the Civil War and during Reconstruction. 

Wells-Barnett delineates that leading up to the lynching era, southern white men used 

justifications based on the fear of African American aggression and ultimate domination of 

whites by blacks as a means to veil their violent activities intended to maintain white supremacy. 

Importantly, she also suggests that when one rationale became no longer reasonable or garnered 

public support, lynching proponents asserted another, more plausible explanation. With the 

distinction between the social, cultural, and political position of whites and blacks no longer 

based upon the institution of slavery, clearly identifying the dominated and dominant now 

depended on establishing and enforcing a strict color line. This system necessarily included 

gender, class, sexuality, and citizenship in order for economically and powerfully positioned 

white men to maintain their status. James Kinney reports that “one thing that did change after the 

war was the white male attitude toward black males. Before the war, white men speculated little 

on the sexual behavior of black males.” 241 The author reports that during Reconstruction, white 

men became more interested in and concerned with the sexual behavior of African American 

men. However, Kinney argues that this change in attitude led to a spike in violence towards 

African American men. The author speculates that “whites projected their guilt over the 

increasingly horrible torture and mutilation of these lynchings onto the victims—that is, blacks 
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must be terrible beasts to deserve such terrible punishment.”242 Although the sexual behavior of 

African American men had not been as important issue for white men prior to the Civil War and 

Reconstruction, white communities’ preoccupation with black male sexuality explained the 

increasing, brutal violence exercised against African American men. Kinney argues that whites 

created a discursive narrative that suggested African American men were beasts and rapists, and 

therefore deserved their violent and brutal punishments. Kenny argues that for whites, lynching 

helped solve the problem of segregation: “how to keep blacks separate yet totally under white 

control.”243 The problem of the color line for whites, according to him, was how to control 

African Americans effectively. This also meant dominating all economic, political, and social 

arenas.  

Although, cultural narratives suggest otherwise, Joane Nagel asserts alongside Kinney 

that, prior to the Civil War, black men were not considered a threat to the sexual or racial order. 

In her analysis of race, ethnicity, and sexuality, Nagel asks an important question to consider: 

“What was it about black men that created such outrage and hysteria in the minds of whites 

particularly white men?”244 The author maintains that southern whites feared black men might 
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now seek retribution or revenge for the mistreatment and abuse of black women while enslaved. 

245 She suggests that only after the Civil War and Reconstruction did black men come to be seen 

as a threat to the sexual and racial order. This threat was based upon the possibility that black 

men might avenge the harsh and abusive treatment experienced by black women at the hands of 

white men during slavery. Further, that the “same strength and virility that whites had controlled 

and exploited enslaved black men took on a new aspect when seen in the bodies and actions of 

freed black men.”246 Alongside whites’ fears that the formerly exploited slave, now an American 

citizen, might use his strength to exercise physical violence against white women to illustrate a 

shift between the subordinate and dominant, Nagel also contends that whites feared the ways in 

which the racialized hierarchy of power would be disrupted by black, enfranchised, men. It was 

from this perspective that “lynching, became the machinery of racial sexual social control.”247 

Whites’ fear collapsed the physical aggression, political power, and sexual prowess of black men 

into a single, dangerous Other. The informal practice of lynching, along with formal legal 

measures, collectively served to ensure black men remained subordinate exercising as little 

political, physical, and sexual freedom as possible.  

Against the fear of domination illustrated in The Birth of a Nation that represented light-

skinned, educated African Americans with the ability to alter the white power structure, Nagel 
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asserts that whites’ anxieties were rooted in the fear that blacks would seek retribution for abuse 

and mistreatment of African American women under slavery. Ultimately, the fear that African 

Americans would exercise dominance through physical, sexual, and political means mobilized 

white men to employ both formal and informal methods to control an anticipated violent surge.  

In Martha Hodes’s examination of social, political, and racial factors constraining sexual 

liaisons between white women and black men, she asserts that the intensity of lynching increased 

when the victim allegedly raped a white woman.248 “White southerners began to tell themselves 

and each other powerful stories about black men and white women.”249 She argues that these 

stories “invariably expounded upon the twin themes of rape and lynching, and that continued to 

equate black men’s political power with sexual transgressions across the color line.”250 Hodes 

maintains that cultural discourses circulating within white populations regarding rape and 

lynching were equated with African American male political power and sexuality.  Hodes also 

reports that, to ensure these racial, sexual, and gender hierarchies. “whites argued as well for the 

purity of white women in a way that began to cut more thoroughly across class lines.”251 The 

fear and preoccupation by white communities about the sexual aggression of black men was 

firmly tied to the political power black men could and did exercise, including voting, owning 

property, and holding political posts. This fear of black political power was fused with fears of 
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retribution, black domination, and sexual purity. Additionally, arguments to maintain the colo

line, now based solely on physical appearance, also meant exercising overt control of volun

and involuntary interracial sexual liaisons. Importantly, the image of the black rapist 

demonstrated the multiple dangers of black men.  The intensity and brutality of lynching 

incidents showed the seriousness of violatin

r 

tary 

g this social taboo.   

                                                

Hodes focus on cultural discourses is similar to those addressed by Aline Helg’s analysis 

of racial stereotyping of black men in both the American south and Cuba. Helg “compares the 

different images of otherness that emerged in the South after Reconstruction and in Cuba after 

independence.”252 She argues that these “racial images also fueled the dominant group’s 

violence, which was used to further teach blacks their ‘true place’ in society.”253 Helg maintains 

that the racialized and gendered images of African American men as rapists justified and 

advanced lynching because an important symbolic and literal function of the practice was the 

demonstration of power and control. About the image of the black rapist, she argues it 

“exemplified and shaped the power relationship between dominant and dominated. Expressed in 

a racial and gendered form, these stereotypes asserted white male’s domination.”254 

Representations of the black rapist, such as those portrayed in Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation 

and Dixon’s The Clansmen, presented “blacks as fearful ‘others,’ thus helping to establish a 
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social hierarchy and boundaries of inclusion and exclusion.255 Helg argues that these powerful 

visual images and discursive representations cast blacks and, particularly, black men, as perilous, 

dangerous, and sexually aggressive, making visible these cultural narratives of fear collectively. 

Helg, Hodes, and Nagel argue that cultural discourse, prevailing ideology and, media 

images rooted in fears of African American domination and racial purity contributed to the 

popularity of the black rapist myth; however, discourses of civilization, evolution, and scientific 

racism gaining currency during Reconstruction further otherized black men specifically and 

African American populations generally. Kinney asserts that the “greatest impetus for the 

increasingly negative view of blacks and total hostility to miscegenation came from the growth 

of ‘scientific’ racism.” 256 According to Kinney, scientific racism was a “formal concept of racial 

inferiority, backed by ‘scientific’ study and theory.”257 The author argues that scientific theories 

of racial inferiority, initially used to justify the institution of slavery, later served as evidence 

rationalizing the subordinate position of blacks and ultimately the violence of lynching exercised 

by whites. By the “1890s the doctrine had turned viciously competitive with the two races 

portrayed as slugging it out in a Darwinian battle for survival,” reports Kinney.258 These cultural 

discourses of racism, inflected with scientific theories provided “evidence” of the inferiority of 

blacks. The battleground upon which these ideologies played out contributed to the development 

of an institution to safeguard white society and civilization from the detrimental effects of an 
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inferior race. Lynching filled that void as a means of protecting whites and white civilization in 

this process of evolution.   

Anxieties about the evolution of an inferior and superior race made appealing Darwinism 

and scientific racism, Gail Bederman argues that race quickly came to denote the advancement 

of civilization itself. 259 More specifically, she suggests that in the “context of the late nineteenth 

century’s popularized Darwinism, [and] civilization was seen as an explicitly racial concept.”260 

Important to this battle between races was that civilization and, subsequently, societal evolution 

was an ability possible by virtue of characteristic racial category. Bederman sees that civilization 

based on racial essentialism “denoted a precise stage in human racial evolution…. Human races 

were assumed to have evolved from simple savagery, through violent barbarism, to advanced 

and valuable civilization. But only white races had, as yet, evolved to the civilized state.”261 

Civilized development equated with racial group provided a rhetorical opening for many whites 

to argue that based on theories of essentialist and scientific racism, African Americans remained 

in the simple savagery state, while whites continued to evolve. For whites to continue their 

evolutionary process, this group found it necessary to develop strategies to keep African 

Americans from destroying their civilization. This cultural ideology made the practice of 

lynching palatable and appealing. “Lynching, as whites understood it, was necessary because 

black men were uncivilized, unmanly rapists, unable to control their sexual desires,” according to 
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Bederman.262  Essentialist and scientific racism alongside discourses of civilization and 

evolution were persuasive to white communities nationwide that believed African Americ

were incapable of advanced evolution by virtue of their blackness. Bederman further suggests

that many whites believed that without strict surveillance, control, and discipline—like that u

during slavery—African Americans would eventually revert back to complete savagery and 

barbarity.

ans 

 

sed 

                                                

263  

Helg also argues that civilization discourses based on theories of scientific racism 

advanced a “Southern stereotype of the black rapist built on narratives of supposed African 

savagery, sexual license, and polygamy.” Therefore, “without the restraining effect of slavery, 

blacks would ‘regress’ toward their ‘natural bestiality.’”264 Many whites invested in the 

ideological belief that the absence of slavery meant that another controlling mechanism was 

needed. In addition to whites’ belief that African American populations needed to be controlled, 

scientific theories of racism employed fear regarding African American sexuality, gender, and 

civilization, forwarding the necessity of lynching as a method of surveillance and discipline. 

Conversely, discourses and image demonstrating an upheaval of white dominance employed fear 

and linked African American political, sexual, and physical power with potential African 

American domination. Ultimately, fear was the most convincing motivating force to move many 

white individuals and communities to exercise lynch and preserve a system of white supremacy.  

By the beginning of the lynching era, the complete domination of African Americans was 

supported by prevailing cultural mythology, dehumanizing media representations, as well as 
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theories of essentialized racism and scientific inferiority. These conditions of white supremacy 

were further bolstered by cultural narratives focused on black male aggression. For Bederman 

“most white Americans believed that African American men lusted uncontrollably after white 

women, and that lynchings occurred when white men were goaded beyond endurance by black 

men’s savage, unmanly assaults on pure white womanhood.”265 The black male rapist myth 

suggests control and discipline of African American men through violent force due to potential, 

actual, and/or imagined threats of sexual assault. In regard to the sentiments of white Northerners 

about “the new Negro crime,” Bederman suggests that “Although white Northerners adopted this 

new myth of the black rapist as avidly as Southerners, they were more ambivalent about lynching 

as an actual practice and rarely defended it at least in print.”266 Furthermore, “even when liberal 

Northern whites condemned lynching, they usually assumed that African American men tended 

to be rapists.”267  Northern whites generally condoned lynching—at least implicitly—while 

southern whites actively and explicitly employed the practice. Bederman also indicates that 

Northern presses did not defend lynching, however, as previously discussed, Northern 

newspapers did engage in reporting lynchings in routinized ways clearly suggesting the guilt of 

African American, alongside the grisly details of the event.  

It is likely that many Northern whites believed the black rapist mythology due to 

generally changing attitudes of whites’ towards African Americans during and following 

Reconstruction. David A. Gerber reports that “ultimately northern race relations during, and 

particularly after, the 1890s would be swept up, as were southern race relations, in a tide of 
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reaction.”268 Gerber contends that African Americans “witnessed an intensification of prejudice 

and growing segregation in all realms of life.”269 The author notes that many Northern whites’ 

like their Southern counterparts made an attitudinal shift regarding the role, freedom, and 

citizenship of African Americans. This general national shift resulted in increased prejudice, 

segregation, and discrimination on social, political, and cultural levels. Moreover, Gerber 

suggests “in the years after the collapse of Reconstruction what remained among such whites of 

both Republican free labor ideology and Civil War idealism …was a contradictory package of 

liberalism, paternalism, and race and class bias.”270  Although many whites maintained an 

ideological belief in a capitalistic society, Gerber argues, the prospect of some individual African 

Americans becoming economically successful challenged paternalistic attitudes, as well as racial 

and class discrimination. These attitudes and actions made even socially and politically liberal 

Northern whites simultaneously invest in the black rapist mythology while also condemn the 

practice of lynching. These contradictory attitudes, beliefs, and actions were reflected in cultural, 

social and political arenas alike.  George C. Wright reports that in the border state of Kentucky 

many newspaper editors “claimed to be opposed to lynchings and would consistently denounce 

all acts of mob violence and lynchings that occurred outside their immediate areas.” 271 However, 

Wright shows that when a lynching occurred closer to home, the “editors first expressed their 

disapproval of the violent acts but then explained that given the awful nature of the crime 

committed and the excitement it generated, a quick lynching had been the best way to bring the 
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unrest to a close.”272 Importantly, newspapers in Northern and border states which likely 

represented the contradictory attitudes of publics they served, had editors that continued to 

connect lynching to African American men and the assault of white women. 

Examinations regarding various elements of lynching history consistently cite the rapist 

myth most frequently as the cause of lynching, regardless of a historical record suggesting 

otherwise. At one level, the rape myth maintains lynching is a result of black men’s propensity, 

uncontrollable lust, and desire to sexually violate white women. What remains unstated in this 

hypothesis is the presumed implausibility that white women and black men would or could 

willingly engage in consensual sexual relations. On this, Trudier Harris argues that the “white 

male psyche” only allowed for the allegation of rape as the logical explanation for imagined or 

actual sexual interactions between white women and black men. She maintains that the theory of 

black-white rape broadly includes what the actual or alleged act symbolizes. “Rape, as here 

defined, is not cosmic, but it is the most offensive evil that can be committed against white 

society by black men. Therefore, even the rumor of rape must be avenged: a taboo violated, even 

in the abstract, cannot go unpunished.”273 The author’s interpretation about the symbolic and 

literal rape/lynching scenario casts these particular sexual liaisons as always already rape. On the 

broadness of what can be described as rape and the feasibility of voluntary sexual relations 

between these two groups, Wells-Barnett also comments that “With the Southern white man, any 

misalliance existing between a white woman and a colored man is a sufficient foundation for the 

charge of rape. The Southern white man says that it is impossible for a voluntary alliance to exist 

between a white woman and a colored man, and therefore, the fact of an alliance is proof of 
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force.”274  Well-Barnett’s notes that encoded in the cultural discourse is the assumption that 

sexual relations between white women and black men cannot be voluntary. Furthermore, as 

Harris points out, even the rumor of rape violates the taboo and the sanctity of white 

womanhood. The practice of lynching avenged the violation and desecration of both. Sexual 

assaults by black men characterized as the most heinous crime imaginable, because white women 

symbolized civilization, therefore, these liaisons were understood as an assault upon white 

civilization.  

Hodes argues that eventually all white women were identified as pure. This was 

important to maintaining the rape myth because any “‘pure’ white woman, no matter how poor, 

could not possibly (in white minds) desire sex with a black man.”275 The sexual and gender 

oppression undergirding this myth initially outlined as a method of protection afforded only 

Southern, white, middle- and upper-class, proper women, or “ladies” is eventually extended to 

all white women, regardless of social or economic status. In the white public imaginary, white 

women by virtue of their whiteness were locked into a system of power relations that demanded 

sexual purity. This same system also afforded white women a certain amount of power within 

this matrix of race, class, gender, and sexuality. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall asserts that, in the 

twentieth century, the “connotations of wealth and family background attached to the position of 

the lady in the antebellum South faded.”276 This important transformation, according to Hall, 

meant that most white women could assert the gender and racial power ascribed their position 
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because it was no longer explicitly tied to class or wealth status. She also suggests that although 

no longer limited to explicit markers of class and wealth, the “value construct” of ladyhood 

continued to indicate “chastity, frailty, graciousness.”277 Furthermore, “women claiming these 

characteristics could exercise the power to initiate the lynch mob’s “pursuit of the black rapist” 

while calling upon the “reservoir of protectiveness and shelter known as southern chivalry, 

reports Hall.278 The “value construct” of ladyhood, meant due to their racial category, white 

women were virtuous, demure, and weak. Importantly, ladyhood also served as a position of 

power from which white women could command the protection provided womanhood vis-a-vis 

chivalry. Some white women were able to tap into the protection of southern male chivalry but 

the cult of womanhood also assigned boundaries around female sexuality. 

While examining the black male rapist mythology, Diane Miller Sommerville argues that 

womanhood successfully deified Southern “women, which in effect purged white women of their 

sexuality and made them sexually inaccessible.”279 From this pedestal of womanhood, meant 

white women were regarded as pure due to an absence of sexual desire. Their presumed 

inaccessibility encoded at another layer within the rapist myth and protection narrative 

contributed to the white public imaginary regarding the sexuality of black women. Winthrop D. 

Jordan claims that “white women were, quite literally, the repositories of white civilization. 

White men tended to place them protectively upon a pedestal and then run off to gratify their 
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passions elsewhere.”280 For Jordan, the sexual inaccessibility of white women due to their 

embodiment of civilization and society meant limited gender and sexual enactments available to 

this group. This limitation simultaneously led to the sexual availability and accessibility of black 

women. These wholly connected ideological beliefs meant the sexual assault and rape of African 

American women was rarely regarded as such, leaving them vulnerable and without the ability to 

seek legal recourse against violations.  

Although white women were deified, Dorr argues that because race, class, and gender 

acted simultaneously, influencing one another in complex ways, “white women were not merely 

white victims of black aggression. They were women with the privileges and suspicions that 

femaleness evoked in a racist, male-dominated society.”281 As particular types of victims, 

according to Dorr, middle- and upper-class, white women of means were afforded the privileges 

of womanhood, but were also regarded with suspicion. Although Hall suggests that the wealth 

and class distinctions eventually faded, Hodes contends that “those who held authority in 

antebellum Southern communities were likely to consider poorer white women to be the 

depraved agents of illicit liaisons, including liaisons with black men.”282 For Hodes class 

distinctions never truly dissolved and, for poor white women, their victimization was likely 

questioned. Moreover, within this social and economic stratum, women were more commonly 

identified as both immoral and likely engaged in interracial sexual relations. Ideologies about the 

sexuality of lower class female women—at times—overshadowed the dangers assigned black 
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male sexuality.283 In fact, when reports of sexual relations between lower class white women and 

black men surfaced these women were often disciplined. Hodes reports that “white women 

accused of participating in such liaisons were, in turn, abused and assaulted by the Klan.”284 The 

interacting hierarchies of race, class, and gender positioned some white women as virtuous and 

potential victims of black male sexuality, while others were identified as immoral social agents 

whose victimization was typically met with suspicion. Of additional significance is that while 

some women maintained the power to summon white chivalry for alleged sexual assault, those 

disenfranchised by the cult of womanhood jeopardized their own safety when making similar 

allegations. 

Although cultural discourses demonized African American men as dangerous others and 

white women as the paragons of civilization, the contradictory nature of race, class, and gender 

hierarchies resulted in fissures of resistance to the assumed danger and criminality of black male 

sexuality. Sommerville reports that in Virginia and North Carolina, between 1800 and 1865, 

nearly half of the 150 recorded cases of black men sentenced to death for the sexual assault of 

white women and children “escaped their sentences of execution.” 285 She argues that these 

circumstances point to some “antebellum white southerners felt less compelled to exact death 

from a black man accused of sexually violating a white woman than did postbellum white 

southerners.”286 The author argues maintains while African American men did face death for the 

criminal prosecution of sexual assault, rape, and miscegenation in the antebellum south, many 

avoided paying the highest price. The author notes that Virginia and North Carolina were “two of 
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the northern-most slave holding states,” but that primary sources “reveal that similar occurrences 

were turning up throughout the slave south.”287 Similarly, Dorr argues that in turn-of-the-century 

Virginia, “Class and gender tensions clouded issues of race and suggest that not all whites 

believed black men accused of assaulting white women should invariably pay with their 

lives.”288 The author’s examination of 288 cases of black-on-white rape cases between 1900 and 

1965 shows that black men faced criminal prosecution for sexual liaisons with white women and 

that the crime of miscegenation was “profoundly threatening to the racial hierarchy and punished 

them accordingly”; however, Virginia authorities bypassed lynchings, in lieu of criminal 

proceedings. In many of these instances, trials often resulted in mercy granted to African 

American men accused of rape and sexual assault.289 So, although many black men faced 

criminal prosecution for sexual interactions with white women, many avoided both lynch law 

and death sentences. Because gender, sexuality, race, and class ideologies both deified and 

questioned the virtuous essentialism assigned white women, accusations of rape did not always 

result in a lynching. Contrary to being innocent victims, lower class white women jeopardized 

their own safety when making allegations of sexual assault.  

Although the tenets of womanhood constrained and restrained the gender and sexuality 

embodiments of white women, these hierarchies simultaneously afforded the group a 

meaningful—yet limited—amount of power. These interlocking systems also severely limited 

the exercise and perception of womanhood for African American women. Before, during, and 

after the lynching era, African American woman argued that the umbrella of womanhood did not 
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extend protection to them from sexual assault and rape, leaving them particularly vulnerable. 

During a meeting between African American and white women of the Coalition for Interracial 

Cooperation (CIC), initiated by white feminist reformer Jessie Daniel Ames, black women 

argued their relegated position. “Negro women were looked upon as degraded creatures, quite 

without instincts of personal decency and self-respect. As a corollary to this conception of Negro 

women in terms of animal wantonness, while public opinion conceived all white women in terms 

of angelic purity,” reports Hall.290 African American women attending the CIC meeting 

maintained that this double standard, whereby the racial, sexual, and gender characteristics of 

“angelic purity” assigned white womanhood was contingent upon the polar opposite of these 

same beliefs, depicting African American women as sexually promiscuous, animalistic, wanton, 

and impure.  Moreover, the contradictory nature of these hierarchies, argued African American 

women, resulted in a society that “considers an assault by a white man [against an African 

American woman] as a moral lapse upon his part, better ignored and forgotten, while an assault 

by a Negro against a white woman is a hideous crime punishable with death by law or lynching,” 

observes Hall.291 Illuminated in this meeting for Ames was the disparity of white men held 

accountable for violent sexual abuse and assault against African American women—due in part 

to widely held ideological beliefs regarding the sexual immorality of black women. Not only did 

black women lack self respect and decency unlike their white counterparts, but, moreover, white 

men argued that a “Negro woman could never be assaulted, that it was never against her will” 

because “there was no such thing as a chaste Negro woman.”292 It was at this meeting that Ames 
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learned how the rape myth conflating, gender, sexuality, and politics, insulated some white 

women, while African Americans woman existed outside the cute of womanhood. Presented to 

the white feminist reformer was a more fully developed characterization of the vulnerable state 

of black women. African American women asserted that their relationship to these powerful 

cultural discourses of gender, race, class, and sexuality left them at risk to the abuse and 

mistreatment by white men.  

Acknowledged by omission, African American women outlined for Ames their 

particularly subordinate position in the white supremacist cultural context. African American 

women drawing attention to the contradictions of the protection narrative and the privileges of 

white womanhood, operated from within a particular rhetorical and black feminist intellectual 

tradition. This tradition includes Sojourner Truth’s speech at the Ohio Woman’s Rights 

Convention, in 1851. Here she questioned the tenets of womanhood deprived her cohort. In 

“Ain’t I A Woman,” Truth, like her Reconstruction-era contemporaries, railed against the racism 

of white womanhood, while drawing attention to the vulnerable position African American 

women occupied.293 In an attempt to renegotiate the cultural discourses demeaning and 

dehumanizing African American women, many banned together in social reform organizations 

while others attempted to protect themselves through migration. Darlene Clark Hine’s analysis of 

oral and written historical accounts of black women’s move to the Midwest reveals two 

important aspects of the social, cultural, and political agency of exercised by this group. First, 

that these women were sexual hostages and domestic victims in the South (or in other regions of 
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the country) did not reduce their determination to acquire power to protect themselves.” 294  

Second, African American women became “agents of social change once they settled in 

Midwestern communities.”295 Hine asserts that African American women throughout the country 

migrated to communities in the Midwest due to sexual and domestic labor abuse experienced 

else where. An additional factor contributing to this large scale movement was an attempt to 

exercise personal and political agency. Hine forwards that the “fundamental tension between 

Black women and the rest of the society—referring specifically to white men, white women, and 

to a lesser extent, Black men—involved a multifaceted struggle to determine who would control 

their productive and reproductive capacities and their sexuality.”296 The cultural ideologies that 

characterized black women as sexually wanton and relegated their occupational options to 

domestic service informed the decision of many African American women to head to burgeoning 
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Midwest urban centers and rural communities. As Hine argues, black women were migrating to 

the Midwest to organize and exercise their political, economic, and reproductive agency. These 

women also hope to renegotiate the circumstances that facilitated their vulnerable position 

outside the cult of womanhood. The author indicates that “there would be no room on the 

pedestal for the southern Black lady,” because “stereotypes, negative images, and debilitating 

assumptions” caught African American women in a shifting position of racial animosity, class 

tensions, and gender role differentiation.297 Although Hine argues that upon migration to the 

Midwest, working class African American women began to organize creating social reform 

networks, the author overlooks the burgeoning organizational work of middle- and upper-class, 

educated black women. Also negotiating these limiting hierarchies, this cadre of black women 

maintained a tradition of organizing in voluntary social clubs and civic associations to maneuver 

gender, race, and class tensions, while working to uplift the race through social reform efforts.  

Moreover, Gerda Lerner argues that close examination of African American women’s 

club work reveals that “black communities have a continuous record of self-help, institution-

building and strong organization.”298 Lynda F. Dickson contends that black women’s club 

organizations formed prior to 1900 “spent a tremendous amount of time engaged in literary 

activities, art, and needlework” while those formed between 1900 and 1925 participated in social 

reform efforts such as instituting kindergartens, day cares, elderly facilities, and girls’ homes.299 

Lerner asserts that the conditions of the 1890s facilitated a population of educated, middle- and 

upper-class African American women with the leisure time to commit to the “urgent needs of the 
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poor in a period of rapid industrialization.”300 She reports that many of these organizations 

reflect their social, cultural, and political position and sympathies. The author points to “welfare 

activities, as reported in club records, shows strong class prejudices on the part of the club 

women and reflect a patronizing, missionary attitude in dealing with the poor”; however, the 

ideological direction of the black women’s club movement was “a defense of black womanhood 

as part of a defense of the race from terror and abuse.”301 The African American women’s club 

movement, founded primarily by black women of economic means and formal education reveals 

their class bias. The reform work of these groups points to an urgency to redefine the 

dehumanizing conditions of black existence largely and the tenets of black womanhood 

specifically. Many of these groups were also directly involved in the work to eradiate sexual 

abuse and lynching. An important contribution of the African American women’s club 

movement was bringing attention to the cultural narrative of black womanhood as well as the 

rapist myth, both of which operated to control gender, racial, class, and sexual hierarchies 

maintained by white supremacy. 

As a strategy to maintain the color line, “white apologists relentlessly named the rape of 

white women as the reason for murdering black men, and fully intended the lynching of black 

men to sustain an atmosphere of terrorism that was in turn intended to maintain the racial 

hierarchy that emancipation and Reconstruction had begun to destroy.”302 Hodes reiterates the 

significance of lynching, while also pointing to the multiple layers embedded in its 

accompanying mythology. The holdover fears of African American-initiated rebellions, 
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combined with Reconstruction-era anxiety that political enfranchisement of black men could 

potentially result in an upheaval of white domination, together helped impel increased 

segregation, prejudice, and discrimination exercised by Whites against African Americans 

throughout the country. Within the white public imaginary was also the fear that black men 

might seek retribution for the brutal treatment of black women under slavery. Some of these 

fears seemed to whites further substantiated by significant increases in African American 

entrepreneurial ventures and gains of power at the ballot box, as well as access to local, state, and 

federal political posts. The motivating factor of fear linked to black male sexuality, political 

enfranchisement, and physical aggression, like those of white female sexuality, were intended to 

be limited by lynching and other mechanisms of control and surveillance. 

Residual slavery-era ideologies informed lynching era discourses, while whites’ changing 

attitudes reflected emerging racist theories about civilization and superiority of whites was 

proven by emerging scientific theories. Contesting systems of power, alongside cultural 

mythology, suggested that sexual liaisons between African American men and white women 

were always already involuntary. But, criminal proceedings and trials of African American men 

show that allegations of rape and sexual assault did not always result in the exercise of lynch law 

or legal lynchings. Moreover, the deification of womanhood coupled with the suspicions of 

femaleness meant that some white women were more immoral than others and capable of 

voluntarily participating in interracial sexual relations. The racial, gender, sexual, and class 

hierarchies also made African American women invisible and excluded. With neither social nor 

political protection, African American women experienced rape and sexual assault by white men. 

In turn, many publicly pointed out the inherent contradictions of the protection narrative, rapist 

mythology, and Victorian cult womanhood.  The various layers of cultural discourse and 
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interacting systems of power illustrates how the representational history of lynching includes the 

manner in which mythology and ideologies informed the lives and experiences of black and 

white men and women differentially. Usual artistic and documentary-like images illustrate the 

important interacting dynamics of active human agents negotiating the historical moment. Like 

cultural discourses and prevailing ideologies, visual representations provide insight into the lives 

and experiences of those most influenced and affected by the practice. This analysis now focuses 

on the role and function of lynching imagery within the representational history of lynching. 

2.9 REPRESENTATIONS OF LYNCHING IMAGERY 

Since the 2000 publication of lynching photographs and postcards, edited by James 

Allen, with essays by cultural critic Hilton Als, Congressman John Lewis, and historian Leon F. 

Litwack, Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America has evoked strong emotions, 

reactions, and critiques. Their public presentation in various museum settings has also sparked 

considerable dialogue about many of the aspects of lynching history presented. These images 

have moved museum audiences, press agents, academic scholars, and cultural critics alike, to ask 

pointed questions about the state of contemporary American  race relations, the rhetorical and 

communicative power of images, the collective memory of lynching, the cultural assumptions of 

photography, as well as the nature of seeing, looking, and historical witnessing. Christine Harold 

and Kevin Michael DeLuca’s examination of the photographs of Emmett Till’s corpse suggest 

that “lynching images, such as those of Till, are too visually provocative, too viscerally 
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challenging, to be contained by time or distance.”303 The authors argue that the inability to 

contain certain images regardless of temporal or spatial setting is due to the “forcefulness of the 

image of the human body in peril”304 Harold and DeLuca maintain that the presentation of 

lynching images confront viewers with portrayals of human bodies in pain evoking emotional 

responses, despite cultural setting or historical moment. The authors also suggest that the 

rhetorical and political communicative power of these images is due, in part, to the presentation 

particularly of black bodies in pain and African American death. More specifically on this point, 

Deborah McDowell asserts “it is well known and widely conceded that black death has made 

good spectacle for [white] audiences who have relished it historically in every form from fatal 

floggings to public lynchings.”305 She suggests that such images exist within a tradition whereby 

some white audiences take pleasure in viewing and consuming depictions of African American 

death and black bodies in pain. Harold and DeLuca maintain that although lynching images had 

previously “served as a symbol of unmitigated white power” the images of Emmett Till are a 

“visual trope illustrating the ugliness of racial violence and the aggregate power of the black 

community.”306 Unlike their previous function as “good spectacle for audiences,” Harold and 

DeLuca argue that the photographs of Till’s mutilated corpse no longer illustrate absolute white 

supremacy because African American communities embraced the presentation of Till’s corpse, 

co-opting them to draw attention to the realities of lynching and racialized violence. Although 

this may be the case, as McDowell argues, images of African American death exist within a 
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tradition whereby whites’ consume African American spectacle for pleasure. This history of 

interpretation is not easily divorced from lynching images, even those recuperated and perhaps 

altered by time, space, and circumstances under which viewing takes place.  Like the images of 

Till’s brutally bruised body, the additional meanings assigned to those of  “Without Sanctuary” 

as illustrations of unmitigated white power are in tension with arguments that the images are 

successfully co-opted by African American audiences to show the strength of black Americans. 

Furthermore, these contesting meanings are tempered by questions about the white, antiques 

collector subsequently publishing and exhibiting the lynching photographs and postcards. 

 Although there is a tradition of some white audiences producing and relishing in 

images of African American death, the production, presentation, and publication of lynching 

imagery used to forward a black American aesthetic and collective identity further complicates 

contemporary interpretations of historical photographs. Visual depictions of the violence of 

lynching as a manifestation of white supremacy and the damaging effects on black families and 

communities are themes in visual artistic productions, including cartoons, drawings, sculptures, 

paintings, and photographic art. Visual representations of lynching have been used for the 

purposes of showing the brutality of racialized violence, as well as viscerally illustrating the 

paradox of lynching in an anti-Christian and anti-American context. This collection of images 

has featured also themes critiquing discourse of civilization and the rape protection narrative. 

Importantly, lynching imagery has been employed for a variety of purposes including generating 

support for legislative remedies such as the Costigan-Wagner bill, as well as calling attention to 

the more radical Bill for Negro Rights and the Suppression of Lynching. Images depicting 

various aspects related to lynching are marked by an African American perspective intended to 

build black community and collective identity. Finally, as the photos and postcards of Without 
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Sanctuary indicate, lynching images have been used as souvenirs to commemorate events, 

alongside individual attendance and participation. In this way, the uses and purposes of various 

kinds of lynching representations exist within a trajectory of both whites’ enjoyment in viewing 

African American spectacle and a tradition of forwarding political and social change and black 

collective identity.  

A brief discussion of visual lynching depictions is offered alongside discursive 

representations of lynching for the purpose of calling attention to the various functions visual 

media played in this representational history. As Harold and DeLuca point out, some types of 

visual images transcend temporal moment and spatial setting. Also important to the 

representational history of lynching are the ways African American communities co-opted 

images with the goal of bringing about social and political change. It is for these reasons that I 

offer a broad outline of the various ways lynching has been used within the visual arts. This 

examination also considers how African Americans incorporated lynching photography to agitate 

for expanded citizenship rights. Finally, this examination provides an overview regarding the 

multiple ways the images of Without Sanctuary collection have been interpreted by scholars and 

cultural critics alike.  

 

Many black artists produced visual cultural artifacts, like many African American authors 

from within a tradition where their experiences of being both black and American, as well as 

history and culture significantly informed their work. Art also has been used as a mobilizing 

force for cultural and political change. The demand for expanded citizenship rights and enhanced 

cultural awareness about lynching under gird the presentation of two anti-lynching exhibitions in 

New York. In 1935, the NAACP sponsored the exhibit, “An Art Commentary on Lynching,” 
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while the Artist Union—a collection of leftist and Communist affiliated organizations—

presented “Struggle for Negro Rights.”307 Although the recorded and reported number of 

lynchings had decreased by the mid-1930s, Helen Langa reports that the two exhibitions were 

“seeking to draw public attention to the horrifying fact that lynching continued to be a serious 

problem in the fourth decade of the century.”308 Langa also notes “organizers of the two 

exhibitions hoped the visual art could play a significant role in opposing lynching by increasing 

public awareness, and by moving viewers from empathy to active support for proposed 

legislative remedies.”309 Langa highlights that the sponsoring organizations’ goal was to move 

audiences and the wider public to take a more active position against lynching. Also, as DeLuca 

and Harold indicate, visual imagery of black bodies in peril has the power to evoke strong 

emotional responses. As the names of the exhibitions and the sponsoring organizations suggest, 

the ideological positions maintained by the groups were drastically different and, at times, in 

contest. However, each exhibition staged for the purpose of rallying support for legislative 

measures also was designed to enhance African American citizenship, while also encouraging 

awareness of lynching.  

“An Art Commentary on Lynching” and “Struggle for Negro Rights” presented creative 

artistic images of lynching within a cultural, social, and historical moment that demanded not 

only awareness, active support for the purposes of advancing political change as well. These two 

exhibitions share a common theme with the museum exhibit and publication Without Sanctuary. 

All three present visual imagery of lynching to encourage public awareness about the practice 
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and history of lynching and American racism. I do not want to collapse the important distinctions 

between creative artistic productions and documentary-like photographic images or downplay 

the significance of historical setting. Rather, I highlight here how each exhibition uses lynching 

imagery to illustrate visually the tacit, ugliness of white supremacy and American racism of 

which lynching is a manifestation. A final common thread between the three collections is the 

attempt to co-opt and develop new meanings by using the theme of lynching in artistic 

reproductions, and, in the case of Without Sanctuary, lynching photographs. Importantly, the two 

1935 exhibitions demonstrate that the production, publication, and presentation of lynching 

imagery predates Without Sanctuary and that the depiction of lynching—like in many literary 

accounts—was used to counter the dehumanizing representations of African Americans. Rather 

than reading the photographs and postcards of Without Sanctuary as the “discovery” of lynching 

imagery produced during the lynching era, these images exist as part of a multilayered tradition. 

This tradition also includes areas of tension regarding the efficacy of publicly presenting such 

portrayals of African Americans. Therefore, Without Sanctuary is inextricably linked to the 

NAACP and Artists’ Union exhibits. Representations and interpretations of Without Sanctuary 

also are necessarily informed by the two earlier exhibitions. In this way, the representational 

history of lynching imagery exists within a web of complex meanings informed by time, space, 

history, culture, tradition, institution, and technology. This representational history of lynching 

images is constituted by and constitutive of this web of meaning informing those assigned 

photographic depictions of lynching.  

 The representational history of lynching includes artistic, as well as photographic images 

that both valorize and condemn the practice. These images exist within the traditions of whites’ 

viewing depictions of African American spectacle with pleasure, alongside the portrayal of 
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whiteness in lynching images. These visual representations also exist within a tradition of black 

artists and authors using their creative cultural productions to carve out a specifically African 

American aesthetic and epistemology informed by experiences of blackness mapped against 

those of American citizenship, history, and culture. In this way, the history of visual depictions 

of lynching presented here is not limited to the photographic and reflects discussions attempting 

to make sense of these images as material artifacts from a particular historical moment, as well 

as traces of a history read within a contemporary framework. Therefore, important to the 

representational history of lynching imagery are all of these dimensions that ultimately create the 

complex web of meaning in which the images of Without Sanctuary reside. Toward this end, I 

first attend to the presentation and publication of lynching imagery during the lynching era. More 

specifically, I examine the representation of lynching imagery appearing in the pages of the 

NAACP organizational publication, the Crisis, followed by discussion of the NAACP and 

Artists’ Union exhibitions. This next discussion of lynching imagery draws attention to 

significant examinations regarding the published and exhibited images and texts of Without 

Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America. All of these collections of images complicate our 

understanding of the ways in which lynching has been visually represented within United States 

historically and culturally.  They visually illustrate how lynching was firmly embedded in the 

fabric of American life. 

In Amy Helene Kirschke’s  examination of the NAACP publication, the Crisis, while 

under the 20-year leadership of W.E.B. DuBois, reports that he “campaigned incessantly against 

lynching, using the magazine to document the violence in graphic detail, explain its origins and 
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purposes, and compile an accurate number of the victims.”310 While editor, DuBois reported on 

lynching extensively, including investigations by NAACP field workers, as well as drawings, 

cartoons, and lengthy reports on specific lynching incidents. As Crisis editor, he also utilized text 

and imagery to present an African American aesthetic on culture and art. Kirschke argues that 

DuBois believed black Americans had made significant contributions to the arts, including 

drama, literature, painting, sculpture, photography, music, and folklore.311  The author posits that 

DuBois formulated a black American aesthetic, or “‘a theory of art from the perspective of black 

Americans.’”312 He firmly believed that black Americans had made important artistic 

contributions from a uniquely African American perspective of life and culture. Furthermore, he 

used this medium to encourage black communities to participate in larger discussions of art, 

community, and life informing African American existence. Kischke argues that DuBois “used 

the pages of Crisis to define a culture for African Americans in which they could take pride and 

be engaged in an extended discussion and debate about the meaning of the art of black 

Americans and its significance for African American life.”313  Although his theory of a black 

American aesthetic was not openly articulated, DuBois operated from within a specific literary 

tradition and “considered art and literature a catalyst, a means to express new social, political, 

and economic ideas.” 314 Importantly, because DuBois believed African Americans had made 

important cultural contributions, he used these artistic and literary productions as to initiate and 
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sustain both dialogue and political action. These cultural artifacts also served as demonstrations 

of a unique black American aesthetic. 

The Crisis editor published cartoons, illustrations, drawings, and photographic images 

both to punctuate textual contributions and as stand alone contributions. Kirschke identifies three 

categories of lynching imagery incorporated in the NAACP organ used to refashion, question, 

and critique traditional lynching narratives and ideology. First is the category of images informed 

by religion and Christianity. The author observes that “religious imagery was particularly 

effective to show the paradox of lynching in a Christian context.”315 Images of lynching 

featuring a religious theme typically illustrated lynching as anti-Christian. Similar to literary 

productions, religious lynching portrayals, according to Kirschke, represented African 

Americans as martyrs and Christ-like in their suffering at the hands of white lynch mobs.316 

While simultaneously showing African American lynching victims as Christ-like martyrs, this 

imagery also countered the “idea of blacks as ‘devils,’ the view of whites who supported 

lynching.”317 Religious lynching imagery was particularly relevant to the largely African 

American readership because it tapped into the tradition of Christianity within black 

communities and “could produce an immediate sense of recognition and identification.”318 

Representations of lynching including religious symbols and iconography illustrated the 

hypocrisy of lynch mobs, showed black victims as martyrs and connected lynching to the 

Christian tradition embraced by most African American communities.  
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A second category of lynching images appearing in the publication used portrayals of 

“patriotism and symbols of American ideals to show the paradox and hypocrisy of lynching in 

America,” observes Kirshcke.319 In the second most prevalent theme featured in the Crisis while 

under DuBois’s leadership included the juxtaposition of lynch law with American symbols like 

the flag, Statue of Liberty, and Uncle Sam. The goal of this pairing was to show how anti-

American mob rule is over the rule of law.320 For the author lynching imagery informed by 

patriotism shows “blacks who opposed lynching were true patriots” and many featured blacks 

“in the position of being better Americans than southern whites.”321 Imagery identifying 

American ideals of freedom, justice, democracy, and equality with familiar lynching scenes 

positioned blacks as the true Americans in contrast to white southerners. Patriotic lynching 

imagery also furthered international anti-lynching campaigns illustrating the practice as not only 

anti-American, but also a stain on the reputation of the country.  

The final category of lynching images identified by Kirschke, engage discourses of 

civilization. Images incorporating a theme of civilization visually depicted the contradiction of 

those cultural narratives identifying African Americans as uncivilized. The author reports that 

these portrayals visually countered arguments used by some whites to justify the practice of 

lynching by showing “how barbaric white southern society was,” and featured blacks as “the 

civilized victims of this uncivilized practice.”322 Similar to civilization discourse discussed 

previously, this brand of lynching imagery addressed the contradiction that the brute force of 
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lynching maintained (white) civilization. These portrayals featured the white mob as brutal and 

savage perpetrators of a wholly uncivilized practice while illustrating African Americans as 

victims in the breakdown of civilized society. 

While editor of the Crisis, DuBois published images depicting lynching as a practice 

contradicting core values of Christian religion and western civilization, as well as of American 

patriotism. These visual representations simultaneously critiqued and condemned the practice of 

lynching, while also positioning African Americans as superior in their religious beliefs, 

American ideals, and civilized practices. These lynching images supported DuBois’s 

development of a black aesthetic. Imagery appearing in the Crisis drawing upon important 

aspects of black American life and culture such as Christianity and nationalism, while defending 

the humanity of blacks, also helped advance a collective group identity. Although DuBois 

believed art could serve as a catalyst for social and political change, he also used photographic 

images originally intended for sympathetic white audiences and lynching souvenir collectors to 

do this work as well. In an attempt to re-assign meaning and refashion common cultural 

narratives, these images were used to punctuate reports about some of the most infamous mass 

mob lynching incidents.  

DuBois used photographs and postcards commemorating mass mob lynching incidents 

subversively to draw attention to and inform readers about the conditions under which U.S. 

African Americans lived. In one important instance, NAACP field investigator and white 

suffragist, Elisabeth Freeman documented “fifteen thousand men, women, and children crowded 

City Hall Square in Waco, Texas, to witness the burning of seventeen-year-old Jesse 
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Washington,” on May 16, 1915.323 This lynching was particularly brutal. Washington was 

dismembered, burned alive, and his corpse was later tied to the back of a vehicle and driven 

around town, leaving body parts throughout Waco. Dora Apel reports that Freeman’s 

investigation found Washington had allegedly confessed to raping and killing a white woman for 

whom he had worked.”324 Legal proceedings quickly followed Washington’s “confession.” After 

the “rigged trial, in which the jury deliberated for four minutes before pronouncing him guilty,” 

Washington was quickly apprehended by the angry crowd.325 While investigating, Freeman 

secured images taken by a local professional photographer named Fred A. Gildersleeve. Most 

likely informed by Waco’s mayor that a legal lynching would occur, the photographer “arrived 

in time to set up his camera and quickly printed his photographs as postcards that sold for ten 

cents apiece,” according to Apel.326  Freeman wrote a lengthy article about the incident, and 

DuBois added a special eight-page supplement: “The Waco Horror.” DuBois was intent on 

drawing attention to the “Waco Horror” and, “against the wishes of NAACP members,” included 

on the cover, an image taken by Gildersleeve, obtained by Freeman. The editor distributed copies 

of the publication to “700 newspapers, all the members of Congress, and prominent individuals 

in the arts and politics, as well as the 42,000 who subscribed” to the publication. 327 As the editor 

had hoped, the image and story provoked regional and national condemnation and outrage for the 

brutal legal lynching of Washington. 
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 Gildersleeve had originally produced the images of Washington’s unrecognizable, 

burned, and dismembered corpse for economic, social, and possibly political gain. These images 

were meant to circulate among audiences of like-minded whites commemorating their attendance 

or participation and relishing in the spectacle viewing. Apel reports that Freeman had to do a 

considerable amount of coaxing to obtain the photographic postcard because soon after 

Gildersleeve began selling them, city officials called for a halt of their reproduction, fearing the 

possibility of future bad publicity. DuBois used the image of Washington in ways unintended to 

underscore the brutality of lynching and white supremacy. The editor had the ability to foresee 

how this image could be used subversively to evoke strong emotional reactions and push further 

the NAACP’s anti-lynching campaign, as well as shine to a national spotlight on the vicious 

nature of the practice and Washington’s death. 

DuBois’s incorporation of lynching imagery to critique the practice skillfully while also 

building an African American collective identity was a significant contribution made by the 

NAACP to the anti-lynching movement. While president Walter White observed the success of 

this agenda, his support may have led to the organization of the 1935 exhibition, “An Art 

Commentary on Lynching.” Kirschke reports that “although the show debuted a few months 

after Du Bois stepped down as editor of the Crisis, it is impossible to imagine its existence 

without the two decades of DuBois’s work on the journal.”328 Moreover, the author posits that 

the efforts of DuBois “to use visual imagery to combat lynching were vital to the success of such 

public art shows.”329  Lynching imagery regularly appearing in the Crisis provided an entry point 

for exhibitions that critiqued and challenged dominant racial and cultural ideologies. Further, 
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DuBois’s work to develop an African American aesthetic and use images subversively over the 

course of twenty years contributed to what Kirschke claims to the “first exhibition devoted to 

issues focused on African American men, and it was the first time an exhibition tried to counter 

negative attitudes about black men.”330 She maintains that without these commitments, the first 

public presentation of art addressing the dehumanizing cultural narratives about black men 

would not have been possible.   

As the inaugural art exhibition addressing the discursive narratives and visual 

presentations of African American men, “An Art Commentary on Lynching” was developed else 

with the purpose of generating public support for the Costigan-Wagner federal anti-lynching 

legislation. Intended primarily for a liberal-minded white audience, the exhibition specifically 

“dealt with the fear of the sexual prowess of the black male and the perception that lynching was 

a way to control the black men’s crimes against white women.”331 In addition to rendering 

visible the false argument that lynching controlled the mythical black rapist, Helen Langa argues 

that White was “seeking publicity and support for the Costigan-Wagner Bill, new antilynching 

legislation introduced into Congress for the first time in 1934.”332 The organization’s director 

intended “An Art Commentary” to move liberal-minded white audiences from empathy to active 

support for a federal anti-lynching measure that would hold law officials legally responsible for 

their complicit role in facilitating lynching incidents. The project also was designed to counter 

dehumanizing cultural ideologies that were part of the white popular imaginary. 
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The exhibit opened on February 15, and ran through March 2, 1935, at the Arthur U. 

Newton Galleries, uptown on 57th Street. Kirschke reports after the “Jacques Seligmann 

Galleries canceled at the last minute, fearful that the content was too political and racial in 

nature,” the presentation generated even more attention.333 Additional attention brought on by an 

eleventh-hour venue change drew a substantial audience of New York social elites and political 

activists to view the prints, drawings, paintings, and sculptures by one white female and seven 

African American male artists, among dozen of white male ones.334 As exhibition organizer, 

White encouraged the artists to “focus directly on the horror and pathos of lynch violence, even 

though such images would be painful for viewers,” according to Langa. 335 Although White 

believed representations depicting the terror and suffering of African Americans at the hands of 

white lynch mobs would be difficult for white audiences to view, the exhibition organizer argued 

that these emotional portrayals were necessary to move audiences from compassion for lynching 

to active support of the upcoming Costigan-Wagner Bill.  

Because White hoped to counter the cultural narratives of lynching that suggested 

African American men were rapists, uncivilized, and criminals, these visual representations 

necessarily critiqued and challenged these ideologies in complex, multi-layered ways. For 

example, the lithograph print The Law Is Too Slow, by George Bellows, is in black on cream 

Japanese tissue. 336 This image presents, according to Apel, the “smaller private mobs that were 

secretive in nature and often concealed themselves with masks or disguises, constituting forms of 
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private vengeance by family and neighbors of the offended party.”337 Bellows’s illustration 

shows the intimacy of community bonding and secrecy of posse lynching events populated by 

families, friends, and neighbors. Apel notes that the mob is illustrated as “hooded and masked 

men [that] surround[ed] the illuminated pyre in the dead of night, impassively observing the 

agony of the straining nude figure.”338 She observes that the artist’s portrayal of seemingly 

emotionless white lynching mob participants are gathered around the nude, black, male lynch 

victim witnessing his agony and suffering. 

While the African American male figure described by Apel as “a powerful black man 

who is chained to a stake and burned alive,” is looked at coldly by the private lynch mob, the 

print also “chillingly, positions the viewer as a participant in the violence.”339 Bellows’s 

lithograph print invites audience members to not only witness the anguish of the African 

American male victim, but also positions them as participants in the event. One of the goals of 

the exhibition was to address African American male sexuality.  Apel suggests that the “nudity 

and powerful body of the victim evokes the classical tradition of heroic nudity usually associated 

with whiteness. Here it signals two contradictory states, strength and vulnerability, or heroism 

and abjection.”340 For Apel, Bellows’s depiction shows African American men as heroic, strong, 

vulnerable and emotional—a traditional male representation typically associated with white 

masculinity. Further, the author states “If manliness is the embodiment of self-control, the 

masculinity of the black man is both asserted by his heroic nudity and undermined by his 
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entrapment like an animal of prey.”341  This “heroic nudity” of the black male figure, for Apel, is 

featured as physically powerful through form and self control, as well as physically powerful as 

illustrated by the lynch mob’s self-appointed authority to exact death.  

Unlike lynching photographs depicting the absolute negation of blackness and black male 

subjectivity, images in “An Art Commentary on Lynching” illustrate black male subjectivity as 

physically heroic and emotionally self-controlled through classical form typically reserved for 

representations of white masculinity. Lynching photography examined broadly alongside other 

types of images reveals the necessity of using visual representations to counter dehumanizing 

discursive and visual portrayals of African Americans commonly circulating in films, press 

reports, and literature within the dominant culture.   

“While the NAACP show intended to use the high-cultural association of art to draw 

attention to its legislative campaign, the Negro Rights exhibition proposed both an alternative 

agenda,”342 reports Langa. This second presentation of art inspired by lynching, the author 

argues, “offered political analysis and critique of the NAACP for elitism and its failure to offer a 

radical vision”343 Organized and sponsored by members of the Artists’ Union, John Reed Club, 

International Labor Defense, and the Harlem-based Vanguard group, “Struggle for Negro 

Rights” aimed to critique the NAACP’s conservatism reflected throughout the organization and 

its reformist agenda. The Communist-affiliated groups worked collectively to mount the show 

and forward an agenda they believed was radical in comparison to that of the NAACP. Langa 

argues the Leftist oriented sponsorship “advocated support for more radical antilynch legislation 
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titled the Bill for Negro Rights and the Suppression of Lynching, which demanded the death 

penalty for lynchers and connected the abolition of lynching to broader efforts to expand African 

Americans civil equality.”344 In addition to the critique of the NAACP’s conservatism, the 

organizers of “Struggle for Negro Rights” were hoping to also generate support for enhanced 

protection and citizenship for African Americans more broadly, of which lynching was one part. 

Their agenda not withstanding, “adherents recognized that this bill had no chance for success in 

Congress, but say it was asserting a principled stand for justice by insisting that lynching be 

treated as murder.”345 Like many anti-lynching bills before it, this initiative also categorized 

lynching as a particular kind of murder. While the Leftist organizations critiqued the NAACP for 

practicing elitism and conservative reform, the NAACP argued that the Communist party was 

more concerned with increasing its membership by attracting black Americans. Importantly, the 

web of meaning connecting the interpretation of lynching imagery is illustrated here. The 

lynching representations incorporated in both shows are informed by one another, as well as by 

the tradition started by DuBois with the Crisis. The contesting political agendas of the 

sponsoring organizations and artistic productions demonstrate that the rich texture of lynching 

imagery and the purposes of its public presentations begin far before the re-presentation of 

Without Sanctuary.  

The day after the close of “An Art Commentary,” at the Contemporary Art Gallery, 

“Struggle for Negro Rights” opened on Eighth Street in Greenwich Village. The exhibition ran 

March 3-16, 1935 and featured imagery that explicitly addressed lynching and other topics 

related to broader social, racial, and economic concerns. Langa reports the exhibit featured titles 
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such as The Fugitive, Halt the Execution, This Is Her First Lynching, and The Hanged Men 

(Negroes). The author suggests that artwork represented lynching, alongside “associated issues, 

such as the Scottsboro trial, racist oppression in the South, racial solidarity among workers, and 

the threat to American democracy posed by fascism.”346 Keeping a close connection with the 

radical agenda of the project, these images attempted to situate lynching within a broad social, 

political, and economic context, featuring various topics that significantly constrained African 

American life. 

An important drawing in black and Conte crayon appeared in the “Struggle for Negro 

Rights” exhibition. This Is Her First Lynching, by Reginald Marsh was also reprinted in the 

September 1934 issue of the New Yorker and the January 1935 issue of the Crisis.347 Apel 

reports that in This Is Her First Lynching, Marsh presents “a country lynching mob in front of a 

farmhouse watching a fire burn out of range of the viewer but illuminating the figures in the 

foreground.”348 She sees that Marsh allows audiences to view the scene from a comfortable 

distance, assuming a sense of moral authority over the white mob.”349 Unlike the Bellows print 

that invites viewers to participate in the private lynching incident, Marsh implicitly situates 

viewers at a distance. Marsh’s connection of lynching to family suggests that white women are 

as culpable as white men in maintaining the practice.  Apel notes that “one woman holds up a 

child, who looks frightened and perplexed, while shouting, “‘This is her first lynching.’”350 On 
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this point, Apel suggests that “Marsh’s focus on the perpetrators emphasizes lynching as a 

communal entertainment and makes visible the participation of women, who were usually 

stereotyped as peace-loving and nurturing, and the initiation of children in acts of race terror.”351 

Marsh’s illustration explicitly positions lynching as a practice that has altered families and 

communities. The artist also draws attention to the way lynching served as a practice of 

community bonding and process of socialization.  

Discussion of sample lynching images, the sponsoring groups, and their critiques of one 

another reveals the divergent ideological places from which these exhibitions derived; however, 

they share a common thread.  Langa argues that both sponsoring organizations “placed a high 

value on making integrated political activism central to their programs during the 1930s.”352 In 

addition to the overlapping use of art as activism, these different political agendas informed the 

production, presentation, and audiences of each exhibition. Also important here is the tradition of 

art as a vehicle for social and political change developed early on by DuBois, which made 

possible exhibitions focused on representing African American male victims and lynching as a 

practice of socialization, as well as a broad issues of citizenship. The cultural, racial, and gender 

politics part of lynching imagery presentations is continued with Without Sanctuary. 

2.9.1 Without Sanctuary Lynching Imagery 

The book and public presentation of Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in 

America have provoked strong emotional and critical responses challenging their usefulness. One 
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possible explanation for this is because these photographs offer additional layers to the history of 

lynching perhaps already known, but less examined. Like the illustrations by Bellows and Marsh, 

these images, too, vividly depict lynching events as practices of community bonding and 

processes of socialization. Further, Without Sanctuary illustrates the importance of souvenir 

images, casting light on the exploitation of lynchings, packaged, promoted, and sold as events. 

Although, these images explicitly call attention to the role and work of the photographer, what is 

most striking for many contemporary audiences are the perpetrators, participants, and witnesses 

who are prominently featured. Like Gildersleeve’s Washington photo published by the Crisis, 

these images also highlight the spectacle of whites viewing black bodies in peril, bringing to bear 

for contemporary audiences the widespread acceptance of lynching. And within this tradition, the 

contemporary presentation of these images is part of a desire to recuperate them for new 

purposes.  

In George Fredrickson’s review of the of images and essays part of the publication, he 

suggests that Without Sanctuary may reveal more about “the darker side of the history of 

commercial photography” than about the history of lynching in the United States, but he argues 

“if it can shock the general public out of its amnesia about the full horror of America’s racist 

past, the publication of this book will be more than justified.”353 Although Fredrickson believes 

what is most jarring about these images is what will be most likely ignored, he is hopeful that 

they have the potential to challenge viewers’ awareness about the violent and racist history of the 

United States. This hopeful possibility aside, Fredrickson still questions their potential cultural 

and social usefulness. He argues  
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… it is possible that this unrelenting portrayal of blacks as unresisting victims—

deprived of every shred of human dignity, sometimes literally emasculated, and 

ultimately reduced to dead meat at the end of a rope or to ashes—will devalue them 

further in the mind of those whites who cannot imagine their ancestors visiting such 

degradation on those who did not somehow deserve it.354  

 

Fredrickson is ultimately concerned here not only with the vivid and grotesque depiction 

of African American victims reduced to “dead meat” and “ashes,” but also with the prospect that 

these images cannot convincingly persuade white viewers to consider seriously the 

dehumanizing activities in which their ancestors participated. He acknowledges that the images 

visually communicate “one aspect of the ritual that no verbal description could convey as well as 

these pictures do is the appearance of the crowds that watched.”355 Fredrickson suggests that the 

white lynch mobs, participants, and witnesses featured may be what ultimately compel readers 

not only to see the victim, but to see also the crowds pictured and consider their role in the ritual 

of lynching. His critique is important because the author draws attention to the dubious meanings 

these images communicate and are assigned. An important concern articulated by Fredrickson 

and others is their vivid portrayal of African American death that even nuanced by history, time, 

and settings, cannot truly be divorced from a tradition of white audiences’ pleasurable 

consumption of African American spectacle and black bodies in peril. These circumstances not 

withstanding, Fredrickson is optimistic that these photographs can push audiences to consider 

critically the history of racism and white supremacy as inexplicably part of America’s past.  
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Fredrickson suggests that the white crowds pictured in the foreground juxtaposed against 

the mutilated, unresisting lynching victim in the background all have the potential of 

communicating to viewers that victims must have deserved these dastardly punishments. His 

tempered hopefulness about the potential of lynching images to shock readers is an important 

point to underscore. Roland Barthes suggests that the “co-presence of two discontinuous 

elements are heterogeneous in that they did not belong to the same world.”356 The positioning of 

discontinuous elements alongside one another, according to Barthes, are the studium and 

punctum. On the one hand, the studium of a photograph are the elements of the image that are 

familiar to readers based upon knowledge, culture, and type of photographic images. On the 

other hand, Barthes argues that the “second element which will disturb the studium, I shall 

therefore call the punctum,” which are “these sensitive points; precisely, these marks.” 357  The 

aspects of a photographic image that create punctures while viewing are those incongruous to the 

general familiar elements or the punctum. For the images of Without Sanctuary, what is perhaps 

familiar and recognizable for many viewers through previous publication or knowledge of 

lynching history are the lynching victims. This element is discontinuous with the smiling, white 

crowds of perpetrators, witnesses, and participants, also featured in these images. The coupling 

of these heterogeneous and contesting elements is perhaps what Fredrickson suggests will shock 

Americans out of their amnesia regarding the history of U.S. racism. The representational history 

of lynching images and the subsequent meanings assigned them are complicated by the co-

presence of discontinuous elements previously unavailable for discussion.  
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Although Fredrickson argues a skeptical optimism about the potential of these images to 

shock audiences, Reuben A. Buford May reports on the intensity surrounding the moment when 

he recognized, from his position as an African American, the co-presence of these heterogeneous 

elements. In his book review the author also questions the cultural and social contributions the 

publication offers. About the images, text, and descriptions, May suggests, “Without Sanctuary 

attempts to take the reader into the human minds that could produce such inhumane thought and 

action.” 358 He continues, stating that “this book despite its morbid theme, presents a valuable 

perspective on the impact that racial violence has had on blacks’ and whites’ contemporary 

thought about race.”359  May offers that Without Sanctuary may provide insight for readers about 

racial violence and contemporary racism for African American and white readers alike.  

Outside of what May suggests the collection of images and texts can reveal for other 

readers, he indicates that they struck him in emotionally complex ways. He notes that while 

initially working through the photographs, he began to lose his “confidence and feelings of 

security with the world around” and even before “I read a single page of text the reality of 

lynching had pierced my feelings of comfort that I had established in my social and professional 

interactions with whites.”360 May characterizes his experience viewing the photographs and 

postcards of Without Sanctuary as a moment when his sense of personal security and 

professional comfort among whites was pierced. May articulates the punctum Barthes identifies 

as part of images with heterogeneous representations. 
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Dora Apel suggests that the punctum of Without Sanctuary’s images is the discontinuity 

of requiring viewers to see that which is difficult to see. “Today when we look at lynching 

photographs, we try not to see them,” she states.361 Apel asserts that for viewers, the act of 

looking at the lynching photographs and postcards involves seeing, tempered by a desire to not 

see their actual depictions of death. She maintains that for viewers, looking “become[s] seeming 

forms of aggression that implicate the viewer, however, distressed and sympathetic, in the acts 

that turned human beings into horribly shamed objects,” and that many “would prefer not to 

look.”362  She maintains that regardless of a viewers’ sympathy for how the incidents and 

perpetrators of lynching objectified and negated blackness, the process of beholding these 

images bespeaks aggression. Additionally, for Apel, the act of looking makes viewers insiders to 

the event.  

The aggression of the act of lynching, alongside the reluctance to look at these images, is 

further complicated by the “role of the photographer, whose ostensibly neutral position is not 

neutral but appears to sanction the acts he records by declining to oppose them in any way. We, 

as viewers, are invited to occupy the photographer’s viewer position.”363 Alongside Fredrickson, 

Apel reports on what these images reveal about the role of the photographer. The superficially 

neutral point-of-view of the photographer means viewers are forced to occupy and see the 

lynching depictions from an unopposed position. Although the conventional wisdom suggests 

photograph’s neutrality, occupying this perspective means that viewers must acknowledge the 

photographer—like the lynching mob—sanctioned and participated in the event. 
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Apel, in her review of Without Sanctuary, draws attention to the ostensible role of the 

photographer, while Fredrickson probes the history of commercial photography. Shawn Michelle 

Smith argues similarly that the publication of lynching images “demonstrates powerfully the 

central role played by photography in the ritual of lynching and in the reproduction and 

circulation of its shock waves. Indeed, the book’s focus on photography is its major 

contribution.”364 In attempting to pinpoint the efficacy of Without Sanctuary, each author asserts 

that the publication contributes toward understanding commercial photography within the 

dramatic history of lynching. 

Although Cara Finnegan does not attend to lynching photographs specifically, her 

arguments regarding visual rhetoric, alongside principles she employs to examine the 

photographs of the now defunct Farm Security Administration are particularly useful here.365 

Important to this discussion is how she brings into focus the challenges of photography 

commonly obscured by conventional wisdom about the medium. She asserts that “documentary 

photographs are not merely ‘evidence,’ but are by their very nature rhetorical.”366 Contrary to 

commonly held cultural beliefs about documentary photography, these types of images do not 

necessarily serve as evidence of “objective” reality or recorded facts, but rather are both 

“constructed by and constructive of the era” in which they are produced.367 More than objective 
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or neutral evidence, documentary photographs are, for her, inherently rhetorical because they are 

products of particular historical era and as such, communicate meanings based upon the cultural 

and social values of that time. Although some are reluctant to identify the photographs of 

Without Sanctuary as “documentary” images, for many audiences they clearly serve as evidence, 

recording the reality of lynching as a manifestation of American racism and white supremacy. As 

material artifacts, these photographs are not simply documentary evidence, but also rhetorical 

demanding examination considering the historical and cultural context yielding their production.  

Alongside the significant principle that documentary photographs are complicated by the 

historical moment of their production, Finnegan argues that “photographic meaning is not fixed 

or univocal, but neither is it relativistic.”368 The author reports that while photographic images 

cannot communicate a singular, whole, comprehensive meaning, they are also not floating 

signifiers with limitless meanings awaiting interpretation. Importantly, photographs 

communicate numerous and sometimes contesting meanings, informed by and reflective of the 

historical era in which they were produced. Moreover, the additional meanings assigned 

photographic imagery reflect the contemporary cultural context in which they currently exist. For 

the images of Without Sanctuary, these principles are particularly significant because not only 

are the cultural and social values of a historical era informing the production and meanings of 

such images, but the coupling of these discontinuous elements is what pierces contemporary 

viewers in ways that historical viewers may not have experienced or intended. Also, because the 

meanings of photographs are multiple and ambiguous, “there is not one identifiable meaning for 

a photograph, even when it is isolated as part of a specific rhetorical situation.”369 This principle 

is salient to the representational history of lynching images because they continue to be imposed 
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in rhetorical situations where additional meanings are assigned, yet audiences typically fashion 

their own interpretations based upon contemporary understandings and cultural knowledge, as 

well as upon presentation of the assigned meanings.  

Finnegan’s final principle is that “photographs cannot productively be separated from the 

texts they accompany, nor should they be viewed as mere supplements to those texts.”370 In other 

words, the author argues here that the discursive texts accompanying photographic images 

contribute to their multiple and ambiguous meanings. For Finnegan, the accompanying texts 

contesting or confirming the visual depictions may reveal vital information about the meanings 

assigned images in the historical moment of production. For the purposes of this study, this 

principle is significant because there are multiple contexts in which lynching images appear. 

These re-presentation settings feature accompanying text both confirming and denouncing their 

existence, as well as explanation of their contents. Therefore, the multi-vocal rhetorical situations 

which the images of Without Sanctuary are situated also demand examination. These 

accompanying texts can bring to bear contemporary meanings assigned to these images. They are 

published with accompanying essays and re-presented in various museum and historical 

institutions with a variety of discursive and visual materials situating the images in particular 

ways. Importantly, these multi-vocal contexts assign these material traces of history new 

meanings, due in part, to the accompanying texts. Finnegan’s principles that photographic 

images are constructed by and constructive of a particular historical era, meanings are multiple 

and ambiguous, and texts accompanying photographic images are more than supplemental, all 

help frame the history of lynching images. These assumptions guiding this discussion of the 

lynching imagery provide space for consideration of the historical and contemporary tensions 
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and traditions characterizing examinations of lynching images, insofar as they constitute a 

complex web of meanings. As we will see, these guiding principles also leave space for the 

multiple interpretations by contemporary museum audiences. 

Clearly, the multiple ways in which lynching have been represented, alongside the 

historical context yielding their production, and accompanying texts are significant aspects 

incorporated in examinations of Without Sanctuary. Fredrickson’s argument that the publication 

of lynching images serve as another example of African American spectacle that, according to 

McDowell, white audiences’ relish in the viewing; however, Smith challenges these meanings 

represented in the images of lynching photographs and postcards. She argues that “lynching 

photographs present a spectacle of whiteness; they represent a gruesome ritual of white 

identification.”371 Although the images of Without Sanctuary are part of a tradition that 

communicates meanings about white audiences’ pleasurable viewing of African American 

spectacle, for Smith, these images also reveal a spectacle of whiteness and the significance of 

white identification. Smith’s examination of “whiteness in relation to the spectacle of lynching, 

and specifically, in relation to the mass reproduction and mass circulation of that spectacle 

through photography” outlines additional meanings of lynching photography constituted by and 

constitutive of the historical era informed by contemporary modes of analysis.372 Smith argues 

that the spectacle of whiteness represented in the Without Sanctuary lynching images ultimately 

constructs control as the fantasy of whiteness. The author notes that “one of the most salient 

aspects of this and other lynching photographs is that the white men, women, and even children 
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represented in these images appear profoundly unafraid.”373 For Smith, a vital element of these 

lynching photographs is the crowd of perpetrators, participants, and witnesses pictured. This 

fantasy of control is constructed through the depiction of men, women and children pictured 

whose faces do not seem to show fear, shame, or shock about what they have just participated in 

or witnessed. Smith pointedly asks “where are the stunned and sickened faces of shock… [?]  

Apparently those who were revolted (there must have been some) have left the scene, or they 

have struggled to compose themselves under the hard shells of smiles for the camera.”374 The 

author leaves space for the likelihood that some witnesses and, possibly, participants must have 

been stunned and shocked at the brutality of the events, but for the purposes of the souvenir 

photograph, they have been sure to collect themselves for the official record of their attendance. 

Smith argues that “A look of distress might reveal the cracks and pressure points in this image 

that so many are trying to approximate.”375 In other words, the fantasy of control these lynching 

photographs presumably illustrate must be demonstrated by smiling, approving faces because 

expressions of fear, shame, or distress would point to fissures in the consolidation and 

construction of whiteness. Smith argues that these images represent a construction of whiteness 

communicating control, not only illustrated by composed smiling faces, but also the absence of 

black resistance. “These images always represent mastery, never resistance.”376 Both 

Fredrickson and Smith point to the lack of African American resistance portrayed. Moreover for

Smith, the whiteness represented is constructed through the complete rejection of blackness, 

symbolically and literally illustrated by both the African American lynching victim, and the 
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absence of black resistance. “These photographs produce whiteness through an absolute 

disavowal of blackness. The black corpse remains bound and circumscribed by white supremacy 

in these images,” Smith writes, “the corpse functions as the negated other that frames, suppo

and defines a white supremacist community.”
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377 The construction of whiteness and white 

supremacy illustrated by these photographs is contingent upon both the absence of black 

resistance, as well as its complete negation. For the author, the construction of whiteness 

represented in lynching photographs is collectively based upon a tenuous balance of white 

control and mastery, alongside the absence of black resist

ss.  

Finally, Smith argues that the representation of whiteness portrayed in these images 

affords both visibility and invisibility for those pictured. The author reports that “white men

women depicted in lynching photographs have not had to consider the ways in which th

images provide evidence of their crimes, point to their complicity and collaboration in 

murder.”378 The spectacle of white privilege represented in these images is simultaneously 

visible and invisible because these images clearly show the faces of small lynch mobs, as well a

the hundreds and thousands of lynching perpetrators, participants, and witness attendin

mob events. However, this clear visibility notwithstanding, white privilege meant that 

perpetrators overwhelmingly avoided prosecution for their participation. The author argues that 

“the profound privileges of whiteness also enabled them to remain ‘unknown’ for the purposes of 

identification, recognizable but ‘unseen.’ This is the paradoxical nature of white representation
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privilege, to be so ever present and yet so invisible.”379 Smith maintains that the privileges of 

whiteness allowed perpetrators to record and commemorate their participation in photographic 

souvenirs, while they simultaneously remain unseen and unknown.  Although Smith contends 

that the images of Without Sanctuary reveal important dimensions about whiteness constit

by and constitutive of the historical era, the simultaneous visible-invisible status of white 

perpetrators, witnesses, and participants makes the

uted 

m seen for the purposes of celebrating their 

attenda
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nce, yet unseen for potential prosecution.  

Although Smith argues these images provide paradoxical visible/invisibility, Apel repo

that the viewing of these images in public spaces challenges the contradictory nature of white 

privilege. The author argues that the “position of privilege for the ‘white’ viewer whose ‘look’ i

therefore different from the ‘black look,’ would make seeing the photographs in public crowds 

all the more difficult” because the lynching victim pictured is constituted by a “power hierarchy 

rooted in structures of slavery, when blacks were reduced to objects with no right ‘to look.’” 380

Apel suggests that the looking exercised by white viewers is fundamentally different from the 

looking of black audience members. Within public settings, these looks are further complicate

by the history of institutionalized slavery and racism. This history is marked in culturally and 

socially significant ways by the privilege of whites to look as viewing subjects. As objectified 

others, blacks were denied this privilege of subjectivity and therefore the privilege of looking. 

Apel maintains that the history of racism marking this privilege is intended to be shared betwee

those viewing and the white perpetrators pictured in these lynching photographs. Apel rep

that the “proud gaze of the white mob in the photographs assumes a white audience will 
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recognize the virtue of their deed, an audience that regards the lynched blacks, not the white 

mob, as criminals and terrorists.”381 Here the author suggests that the viewing of these images in

racially mixed public settings is complicated by the privilege whites assume as subjects to look

with an expectation that viewers would recognize the illegitimacy of the black victim and 

legitimacy of the white lynch mob. As part of the original intended purpose, the lynching 

perpetrators and witnesses featured in these photographs were supposed to meet the gaze of 

likeminded whites recognizing and perhaps identifying with their virtuous position. Howe

Apel argues that the white look of lynching photography viewers now see the white mob 

represented as criminals and terrorists and the lynched African Americans as victims. Further, 

the author argues that “‘the privilege of witness,’ to share it publicly between blacks and white

suggests wrestling agency from and claiming priority over the ‘look’ of the mob, of the w

terror and suppression of black subjectivity that it represents.”
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382 Importantly, the act o

historical witnessing shared between African American and white viewers of Without 

Sanctuary’s public presentations means there is a struggle over the mob’s gaze. This struggle 

suggests that to give priority to the mob’s gaze is to suppress the African American subjectivity 

represented in the lynching photographs. The author reports that “the act of looking on the part

of the mob and the condition of being looked at on the part of the black subject embodied the 

structure of racial power relations.”383 Further, Apel maintains that the “power and seduction of 

spectacle lynching, and its social and moral legitimacy as the embodiment of communal values 

of law and order, white masculine affirmation, family honor, and white supremacy, dep
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the crowd’s act of looking.”384  Similar to Smith, Apel posits the spectacle of lynching 

represented in photographic imagery illustrates a construction of whiteness embodied in l

doctrines, pra

egal 

ctices of community and family socialization, as well as acceptable gender 
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ents. 

 

The representational history of lynching featured here includes discursive, textual, an

visual depictions offered by sociological, historical, and literary scholars. This collection of 

scholarship highlights contemporary characterizations of lynching. From within the historical 

moment, activists’ and legislative representations offer an understanding of the practice by ac

human agents who believed they were most vulnerable and affected. In addition to lynchin

reform campaigns focused on education or federal governmental intervention, legislative 

characterizations call attention to the cracks and fissures allowing for the manipulation of the 

criminal justice system, making legal lynchings possible. Also important to the representational 

history of lynching are the ways in which cultural mythology contributed to the legitimization 

the practice. It was the false myth of protection and new Negro crime of rape on the one hand 

that anti-lynching activists’ rhetorically argued against. On the other hand, African Am

visual artists attempted to counter these dehumanizing depictions with creative visual 

expressions that featured African Americans as fully embodied human subjects. It is because the 

history of lynching features so many active components that the web of meanings assigned visu

depictions is so complex. Importantly, these mutli-layered, multi-vocal relationships inform r

presentations and interpretations of lynching imagery across time and space. The purpo

piecing together this broad representational history of lynching is to provide points of 
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examination of the interpretations and meaning making 

ractices of contemporary audiences.  

 

intervention for understanding the photographic images part of the “Without Sanctuary”

museum exhibition. The discussions that follow explore the institutional setting and re-

presentational construction to forward 

p



3.0  CULTURAL CENTERS 

Each re-presentation of “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” 

incorporates many material cultural artifacts and public events, alongside visual and textual 

narratives to tell the stories about the history of these souvenir lynching images. Equally 

important to reception of the exhibition’s contents are the institutional venues. Part of the 

“Without Sanctuary” experience is contingent upon the place and space of the exhibit. On the 

one hand, an aspect contributing to the uniqueness of a cultural agency are its distinguishing 

characteristics. On the other hand, part of what makes a cultural organization significant to a 

community is how it goes about engaging audiences. Therefore, this element of the phenomenon 

is important to consider when examining audiences’ reception of “Without Sanctuary.” Steven 

D. Lavine and Ivan Karp posit that “every museum exhibition, whatever its overt subject, 

inevitably draws on the cultural assumption and resources of the people who made it. Decisions 

are made to emphasize one element and to downplay others, to assert some truths and to ignore 

others.”1 Lavine and Karp suggest that regardless of the subject matter of a presentation, certain 

types of suppositions or principles frame curators’ and educators’ understanding of which 

aspects to highlight and which to leave less developed. As we see later, although each site re-

presents photographs and photographic postcards from the “Without Sanctuary” collection, the 

                                                 

1Ivan Karp and Steven D. Lavine, “Introduction,” in Exhibiting Culture: The Poetics and Politics of 
Museum Display, ed. Ivan Karp and Steven D. Lavine (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991), 1. 
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various cultural assumptions regarding what is significant outline the points of emphasis for the 

reconstructed narratives of lynching history. Karp and Lavine also posit that these theories of 

culture maintained by those constructing exhibits, and “assumptions underpinning these 

decisions vary according to culture and over time, place, and type of museum or exhibit.”2 The 

cultural assumptions that serve as the foundation upon which exhibits are constructed, note Karp 

and Lavine, are also determined by the presentation contents and the type of museum, as well as 

by historical time, physical space, and the cultural setting. The authors point to an important 

element that underscores the discussions of the cultural institutions to follow: the kind of 

museum is a key factor to consider when examining an exhibit because cultural assumptions and 

organizing principles particular to venue inform how a topic is presented and condition its 

manner of reception. In this case, the Andy Warhol Museum, Martin Luther King Jr. National 

Historic Site (NHS), and Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History are cultural 

institutions that collect, preserve, and exhibit artifacts and narratives about American culture and 

life. Individually, each institution is distinct in the types of artifacts and narratives collected, 

preserved, and interpreted. Elsewhere Karp notes that “differences among museums are not 

without their political implications. Communities attempting to gain access to museums connect 

to different types of museums in distinct ways.”3 He asserts that certain types of institutions 

appeal to different audiences, communities, and cultural groups. These political implications are 

particularly important when considering audiences’ relationship to the institution, as well as 

access to these venues re-presenting “Without Sanctuary.”  
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The differences between the three exhibition sites are telling.  For some audiences, the 

Warhol Museum is appealing because of its postmodern and contemporary disposition, 

addressing issues in popular culture, identity, art, and aesthetics. This site’s collections and 

exhibits are particularly accessible for the well-educated bohemian, who is aware of the cultural 

and artistic contributions of Warhol. Based upon prior knowledge, this audience may be better 

equipped to appreciate a Warholian position on the interplay between art, culture, and life.  

However, for audiences less knowledgeable about the role Warhol played bridging the worlds of 

popular and high art—ultimately a founding principle of the organization—this same venue may 

remain peripheral as an important cultural institution. The Wright Museum most likely attracts 

audiences interested or invested in the cultures and lives of African Americans and people of the 

African Diaspora. This museum regularly presents artifacts and cultural narratives highlighting 

the existence of these groups throughout the world, as well as their currents of connection to one 

another. But this focus also may mark the museum as a place where Euro-, Native, and Hispanic-

Americans’ appear to be marginalized. While the National Historic Site, as an International 

Museum of Conscience, may maintain the widest appeal for international and domestic 

audiences alike, the Civil Rights trajectory may signal inclusivity for some and exclusivity for 

others. This tradition might also be well positioned to represent the history of lynching as a 

manifestation of white supremacy, as well as a symbol of progress accomplished by the work of 

civil rights advocates. These general defining characteristics highlight some of the political 

implications of these different types of cultural institutions. These guiding principles assume a 

heightened sense of importance when considering the re-presentation and reception of one, 

unique exhibit. It is for these reasons that an analysis of each exhibition site is significant to an 

overall examination of the “Without Sanctuary” phenomenon. As we will see later, the kind of 
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institution, and the cultural assumptions consistent with the purposes and goals of each site 

informs both the re-presentation and reception of the lynching photographs and postcards.  

In addition to the venues selected for this study, “Without Sanctuary” has also appeared 

in the privately owned, Roth Horowitz Gallery, New-York Historical Society, and Chicago 

History Museum. This study focuses on the public sites hosting the exhibit. Although the work 

of the New-York Historical Society and Chicago History Museum are similar to cultural 

institutions included here, the relationship between a public museum and its audiences is a 

salient characteristic to not to be overlooked. Sharon Macdonald argues that “museums face an 

unremitting questioning about whom they are for and what their role should be.”4 Museums are 

continually pressured to justify their existence, posits the author, by defining and redefining their 

audiences and the purpose they serve for their surrounding communities. Therefore, 

concentration on public rather than private venues considers what the site hopes audiences’ learn 

from their exhibits as a method of justification for its existence. This relationship to audience is 

somewhat different in comparison with privately owned and operated cultural centers. Moreover, 

Macdonald contends that museums’ significance in the cultural landscape is illustrated in part by 

“falling visitor numbers, failure to attract minorities, massive expenditure on art works, storage 

and conservation problems of ever-expanding collections and competition from the electronic 

media and other leisure pursuits.”5  She argues that demands for museums to legitimate their 

cultural work happens in the face of their difficulty to attract visitors generally, and minority 

museum goers specifically, alongside constraints in economic funding and expenditures. In light 

of these hurdles, Macdonald asserts that museums have reflectively and substantively attempted 
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to address these issues by “opening themselves up to use by diverse communities and are 

exhibiting collections which would previously not have been thought ‘museum-worthy.’”6 She 

maintains that museums are attracting minority audiences by breaching modernist conceptions 

about the worth and value of certain types of artifacts and cultural narratives of others.  They, in 

turn, have developed presentations and programming appealing to diverse communities. In some 

ways, these strategies are reinvigorating the public of these institutions attempting to justify their 

existence through enhanced use and visibility.  The guiding principles of a particular type of 

cultural institution, the ways a public agency attempts to meet the needs of its diverse 

populations, and the constant demands for museums to justify their existence, taken together, 

form the purpose of this discussion. This chapter outlines the distinct characteristics and guiding 

principles of each public institution to understand how it appeals to certain audiences. As we see, 

the type of museum and the ability to engage diverse audiences becomes a defining moment for 

how each institution goes about re-presenting “Without Sanctuary.” 

Alongside the constraint of public and private affiliation outlining the exhibition sites of 

this study, another narrowing criterion is number. A limited number of institutions allows for a 

more in-depth consideration of each site, and its re-presentation than would be possible if all 

institutions previously hosting “Without Sanctuary” were included. Because this study is guided 

by the principles of new historicism, the limited number of exhibition venues also means the 

process of describing culture in action is enhanced by re-reading the tiny particulars to “reveal 

behavioral codes, logics, and motive forces controlling a whole society.”7 Importantly, as Veeser 

highlights, it is the tiny particulars of a phenomena that stand to illuminate the defining practices, 
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processes, and principles underpinning societies and cultures. An additional criterion limiting the 

exhibition venues to the Warhol Museum, NHS, and Wright Museum is that these cultural 

centers re-presented “Without Sanctuary” in succession. The initial exhibition of photographs 

and postcards titled “Witness,” was presented at the Roth Horowitz Gallery. This small, private, 

art gallery, catering to art collectors could not facilitate the increased visitor traffic and the 

images were later moved to the New-York Historical Society. The former presentation generated 

considerable media attention and cultural awareness about the later exhibition. The type of venue 

and the change in location—like the NAACP show—ultimately changed the dynamics of the 

presentation and its audiences. It is only after the two initial “test” presentations of “Without 

Sanctuary” in New York that further examination in different regional and institutional settings 

can reveal a pattern of presentation emerging from the three sites selected. Considering these 

circumstances, alongside the cultural assumptions underpinning each institution means the 

dynamism of the venue’s exhibit stand to be illuminated as well. Importantly, by the sixth 

showing at the Chicago History Museum, a pattern of presentation had been established. More 

specifically, the exhibit had become somewhat stylized, making cultural assumptions 

underpinning the presentation based upon the type of institution more difficult to isolate. Thus, 

these three public sites are particularly relevant because each presentation is not yet highly 

stylized, and while patterns of presentation emerge, the modes and methods employed by each 

venue are still recognizable and unique to that institution. 

The distinct characteristics of each individual institution and its relationship with audiences, 

alongside the museum’s continual pressure to justify its existence, and the patterns of 

presentation that emerge when examining “Without Sanctuary” are key factors contributing to 

the rationale for selecting these three particular cultural institutions. These factors also point to 
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the purpose of this chapter: to outline the distinct characteristics, guiding principles, and cultural 

assumptions of each venue. My argument is that these characteristics and principles inform the 

re-presentation of and reception to “Without Sanctuary.” Differing cultural assumptions 

influence how an institution presents a subject highlighting certain aspects while leaving others 

less developed. Ultimately, this examining this particularity of presentation provides additional 

insight into the ways each organization chose to engage audiences. Further, because this case 

study attends to one exhibit’s re-presentation, analysis of the venue’s distinguishing 

characteristics is central to revealing the dynamism of each cultural site, manifested through their 

individual re-presentation of “Without Sanctuary.” To isolate the characteristics that distinguish 

one institution from another, the following discussion attends to the unique aspects of the Warhol 

and Wright Museums, as well as the King National Historic Site. 

3.1 ANDY WARHOL MUSEUM 

Undoubtedly, the Andy Warhol Museum’s primary distinction is that it is the largest 

institution in the United States dedicated to the preservation and collection of a single artist’s 

work.8 The Warhol came to fruition through a three-tiered collaboration between the Carnegie 

Institute, Dia Center for the Arts, and the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts Inc.9 The 

museum opened May 15, 1994—nearly seven years after Warhol’s death in 1987 at age 58 – and 
                                                 

8Brooks Adams, “Industrial-strength Warhol – Andy Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania,” Art in 
America  82 (1994): 70-71; “Andy Warhol’s Home-coming,” Economist, April 23,  1994, 89–90;  John Kissick, 
“Warhol, Institutions, and the Missionary Position: A Conversation with Thomas Sokolowski,” Chicago New Art 
Examiner, (December 1997/January 1998), 30-35; Steven R. Mendelson, “Musing on the Warhol,” Executive 
Report, 12, no. 9 (1994): 6-7, accessed 7 Nov 2006 via MasterFILE Premier94100050373; Peter Plagens, “Pop Goes 
to Pittsburgh,” Newsweek, May, 1994,  63. 
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holds more than 12,000 works of art.10 Thomas Sokolowski reports that “Warhol’s reach 

stretches far and wide—there is probably no other artist whose reach is so broad.”11 The former 

museum director points to the breadth and depth of the artist’s work. The range of Warhol’s 

work housed at the institution includes paintings, drawings, prints, photographs, sculpture, film, 

and videotapes. The museum also has “extensive archives that consist of ephemera, records, 

source material for works of art, and other documents of the artist’s life.”12 The organization’s 

“extensive archives” includes a vast array of personal items and documents. Warhol’s work in a 

variety of media demonstrates the range of his artistry, as well as the depth in his attention to 

various aspects of life and culture, such as portraiture, fashion, his mother, and his early training 

in Pittsburgh—making the “establishment of the Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh as perfectly 

natural—a kind of ‘hometown boy makes good’ story,’” reports Brooks Adams.13 Because the 

city served as an important backdrop for Warhol’s work as an artist and cultural innovator and is 

where he received his early training, it makes sense that the museum dedicated to preserving and 

interpreting his life and artistry is situated there. The cultural center exhibits a range of the 

artist’s work while its establishment in Pittsburgh highlights the significance of the city to 

Warhol’s career and family.  

Alongside presenting Warhol’s work and other popular culture and contemporary art, the 

museum attempts to use its place and space for critical engagement derived from the exhibition 

of provocative imagery. About this evolving role of the museum, Jessica Arcand, assistant 
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director for Education and Interpretation, states in the Carnegie Museum of Pittsburgh magazine, 

“we’re shifting more towards the notion of museums as places for dialogue and discussion.”14 15 

Arcand claims that the transition has resulted in “a more open-ended way of thinking in terms of 

interpretation and working with communities to explore and create culture together.”16 The 

assistant director is explicitly referring to an exhibit of Warhol’s electric chair images, but her 

comments also highlight how the museum’s “Without Sanctuary” re-presentation, too, provided 

an avenue for the museum to engage audiences in discussions about broader social and cultural 

issues. For Arcand the museum has the potential to function as a location where, through 

discussion, visitors can garner and create expanded understandings of culture and life. 

More specifically on this point, Vera Zolberg posits that “art museums are expected to 

expand the cultural horizons of previously excluded groups.”17 The author argues that part of 

what makes art museums distinct cultural institutions is the foundational imperative to use art as 

a vehicle to enhance visitors’ awareness and understanding of culture. This guiding principle has 

been and continues to be characterized by populist-elitist tensions. Zolberg observes that the 

“conflict between elitism and populism is a perennial feature of American art museums.”18  She 

contends that “populism or the democratization of access to the fine arts for the many, identify 

the public education function of art museums as their most important function.”19 While the 

                                                 

14 Margie Romero, “Considering Crime and Punishment: Electric Chair Images Spark Public Debate,” 
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populist position legitimizes the role of the museum as a site where all citizens—regardless of 

social and economic status—can enhance their knowledge and understanding of culture, the 

elitist position, suggests Zolberg, considers “collecting, preserving, and studying art works as the 

museum’s purpose.”20 Unlike the principle of democratization of art within the museum, elitist 

assertions maintain that the museum should function as a repository and archive where art can be 

studied, stored, and exhibited to the knowledgeable connoisseur. The elitist-populist tension is 

one that characterizes and vexes many art institutions, including the contemporary popular 

culture institutions. As a particular type of cultural center, the Warhol is caught within the 

populist-elitist anxiety regarding the purpose of the venue; however, as a contemporary museum 

identifying itself as a place and space where visitors can engage images and one another is one 

way the institution attempts to negotiate these tensions. This conflict not only vexes the 

museum’s practices, but also characterizes the relationship of many audiences to the cultural 

center.  

Importantly, this tension distinguishes art museums from other types of cultural 

organizations. The Warhol Museum asserts that it uses visual and artistic imagery as a catalyst to 

address issues of humanity, culture, and identity informing the museum’s populist approach to 

art and the museum experience. E. Louis Lankford argues that theories of learning rooted in 

constructivism alongside current research on aesthetic experience indicates “that most people 

actually benefit by instruction in various means of engagement with art, and the engagement is 

most fulfilling when it actively challenges, builds on, and extends the knowledge, aptitudes, and 
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abilities of the museum visitor.”21 In other words, museum goers find information that helps 

them understand their museum experience as valuable. Moreover, a visitor’s museum experience 

is enhanced by instruction that expands his or her cultural horizons. The educational 

programming of the Warhol Museum captures Lankford’s argument regarding museum visitor’s 

instruction and engagement. 

The venue also incorporates constructivist approaches to the museum experiences 

through educational and outreach programming. An important guiding principle of the Warhol 

museum is to serve young people in Pittsburgh through collaborative relationships with Schenley 

High School—Warhol’s alma mater. The site seeks to engage a variety of audiences with 

“education programs and staff [that] serve as catalysts in making connections between visitors of 

all ages and the art, ideas and resources of The Andy Warhol Museum.”22 More specifically, an 

express purpose of the educational staff is to make further accessible the exploration and 

relationship of art to ideas and culture through programming and accompanying educational 

resources. A program illustrating the venue’s educative function and work to enhance the 

cultural horizons, alongside the democratic access of the museum and art, was the Schenley High 

School: How Far Have We Come? Questioning Institutional Collecting project. This multi-

disciplinary project allowed students to enroll in an “International Baccalaureate ‘Theory of 

Knowledge’ course,” and, using objects collected from the school’s unofficial archives, to create 

an exhibition presented at the public high school.23 The purpose of the exhibition, modeled after 
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Warhol’s 1969 Raid the Icebox exhibition at the Rhode Island School of Design Museum, was to 

question and critique “institutional collecting and museum display.”24 While in the International 

Baccalaureate Theory of Knowledge course, students explored aesthetics and the roles art has 

played in society. Also, students questioned the relationship of art to current and contemporary 

moral and social issues and probed whether art should function as personal contemplation and 

enjoyment or as a form of cultural critique.25  

As early as 1980, Robert W. Ott observed that art museums have made remarkable 

changes in their education programming, “caused by the demand of the pubic for knowledge 

which has been stirred by the imagination and spirit of the public.”26 For the Warhol museum, 

one defining characteristic underpinning this distinct museum experience is to enhance the way 

audiences come to understand Warhol’s incorporation of popular culture themes in his artistic 

productions. An additional aspect of this museum experience is how the museum uses its 

collections and exhibits. This guiding principle creates a space from which to move audiences 

towards broader explorations of the interplay between, art, culture, humanity, and ideas. The 

educational work that allows for audiences’ unique museum experiences means that those 

engaging the museum and its exhibits build an enhanced awareness of culture and identity from 

these experiences. Karp asserts that “through specific social events: encounters and social 

settings where identities are made relevant by the people participating in them,” individuals 
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“form their primary attachments and learn to be members of a society.”27 What is generally 

important here for museums and their respective audiences is that engagement with these cultural 

institutions positions participants learn what it means to be a “member of a society” or citizen. 

For the Warhol museum specifically, innovative educational programming is a way to engage 

diverse audiences in unique museum experiences and explore a variety of issues around culture, 

art, life, and humanity. Importantly, these activities are part of the process and practices of 

socialization that teach individuals what it means to be a national and global citizen.  

Within the art museum community, a distinguishing characteristic of the Warhol Museum 

is that it is the largest single-artist museum in the United States. For the purposes of this study, 

this venue’s status as an art museum makes it unique as well. As a contemporary cultural center, 

an important guiding principle is manifested by innovative educational programming, but uses 

the populist cultural assumption to democratize the museum experience. As the next chapter 

illustrates, the populist-elitist tension for potential museum audiences is an important hurdle to 

overcome to garner community support and engagement for the Warhol’s “Without Sanctuary’ 

re-presentation. Although the Warhol Museum is an institution that attempts to expand the 

cultural horizons for audiences, it remains within an elitist tradition that until recently exoticized 

and marginalized art, culture, and history of minority groups. The Wright Museum, like many 

other African-American museums, developed out of a movement that believed the lived 

experiences of African-derived people were significant to American culture; therefore, 

organizations were needed to preserve their history, culture, and cultural artifacts. 

                                                 

27Karp, “Introduction,” 4. 
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3.2 CHARLES H. WRIGHT MUSEUM OF AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY 

Currently, as the largest institution in the United States, working from an African 

American perspective, the Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History is focused 

on the “documentation and preservation of the history, heritage, and culture of people of African 

descent.”28 As an institutional member of the Association of African-American Museums 

(AAAM), the Wright Museum, like other African-American cultural organizations, historical 

societies, educational institutions, and research agencies preserves, interprets, collects, and 

presents the history of African-derived people and culture.29  Unlike the Warhol Museum, which 

is similar to a traditional art museum, the Wright Museum collects, presents, and interprets, 

cultural history, particular to African Americans and people of the African Diaspora. John E. 

Fleming observes that “rather than being marginal institutions, African-American museums grow 

directly from the culture and history of African Americans.”30 Fleming explains that African-

American cultural organizations maintain an important position within communities of color 

because these institutions were developed by and from within the culture it now preserves, 

interprets, and presents. An important cultural assumption upon which African-American 

museums are based is their founding from within a movement by people of color to develop 

institutions where their cultures and histories maintain a central focus. James Counts Early 

contends, “African-American museums, and most, if not all, museums organized by 

                                                 

28The Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History, “Position Description: President,” 
http://www.boulwareinc.com (accessed November 7, 2006), 1. 
 

29Association of African American Museums, Who We Are: Our Mission, http://www.blackmuseums.org/ 
about/mission.htm, (accessed August 1, 2007).  
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communities of color have from their founding focused on revision of ‘official’ definitions of 

national identity and national culture.”31 The work of redefining citizenship and nationhood in 

ways prominently connecting people of color to American culture and ideals, according to Early, 

is a guiding principle for this type of cultural institution.  The desire to present historical and 

cultural narratives that redefine the ways African Americans have experienced citizenship and 

national identity serves as a defining characteristic of African American cultural agencies.  This 

echoes the literary and artistic traditions that used these cultural artifacts for similar purposes. 

This motivating force also underscores the Wright Museum’s re-presentation of “Without 

Sanctuary.” 

This twofold purpose of presenting and preserving African American culture, as well as 

redefining how communities of color connect to, experience, and understand national identity 

and culture assumed by this type of organization, also resonates with black intellectual and 

aesthetic traditions. Jocelyn Robinson-Hubbuch suggests that African-American museums “have 

always held a dual responsibility to tell the African-American story while at the same time 

telling a broader American story.”32 The author refers to DuBosian double-consciousness—or an 

awareness of both blackness as social location and American identity—characterizes the 

important cultural role of these institutions. Importantly, Robinson-Hubbuch also calls attention 

to the need to maintain interpretation and celebration of national identity, as well as cultural 

heritage. She posits that “‘American’ cannot be removed from the context without changing it 

entirely. African-American museums—and other ethnic specific institutions—provide 

                                                 

31James Counts Early, “‘Culture [Wars]’and the African Diaspora: Challenge and Opportunity for U.S. 
Museums,” Issues: A Journal of Opinion 24, no. 2 (1996): 32. 

 
32Jocelyn Robinson-Hubbuch, “African-American Museums and the National Conversation on American 

Pluralism and Identity,” Public Historian 19, no. 1 (1997): 29. 
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opportunities for addressing this dual identity.”33 Organizations with an ethnic focus, Robinson-

Hubboch maintains, are particularly suited to address the dual identity of minority groups within 

the American cultural context. She asserts that these cultural institutions need to maintain the 

dual focus of preserving and interpreting both culture and history of blackness and American-

ness. As Robinson-Hubbuch and Early highlight, this defining characteristic of duality also poses 

the challenge of maintaining and redefining black and American national identity and culture. 

For the Wright Museum, these endeavors are approached through extensive collections, 

educational programming, as well as events, and permanent and traveling exhibits. The 

institution maintains a collection of “over 30,000 artifacts and archival materials,” including 

collections highlighting the Underground Railroad, Harriet Tubman, as well as documents about 

the labor movement in Detroit, and personal papers from Coleman A. Young, Malcolm X, and 

Martin Luther King Jr.34  

Alongside their dual purpose ethnic-centered organizations, Edmund Barry Gaither 

asserts that these institutions also “enjoy an intimate relationship with real communities of 

people, which are themselves extensions of those cultures.”35 By maintaining close relations 

with the cultural groups they represent and serve, he observes, African American museums are 

tangible institutional extensions of these communities. This close relationship part of their 

developmental founding suggests a heightened sense of commitment and investment on behalf of 

both the agency and its audiences.  These investments are important guiding principles and 

                                                 

 
33Robinson-Hubbuch, “African-American Museums and the National Conversation,” 29. 

 
34Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History,  “Plan Your Visit”, http://www.maah-

detroit.org/plan_your_visit/history.html, (accessed November 7, 2006), 1. 
 
35Edmund Barry Gaither, “‘Hey! That’s Mine’: Thoughts on Pluralism and American Museums,” in 

Museums and Communities: The Politics of Public Culture, ed. Ivan Karp, Christine Mullen Kreamer, and Steven D. 
Lavine, (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992), 60. 
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cultural assumptions undergirding African-American museums’ rationale and purpose. This 

aspect for African-American cultural centers is important to the developments of the Wright 

Museum. While a prominent Detroit area obstetrician and gynecologist, Charles H. Wright 

traveled abroad visited a World War II memorial in Denmark and from this experience was 

“convinced that African Americans needed a similar resource center to document, preserve and 

educate the public on their history, life and culture.”36 In 1965, Wright, alongside thirty other 

Detroiters, established the “International Afro-American Museum” (IAM) located in a “modest 

building on West Grand”—a converted mobile home.37 As a place and space where African and 

African-American culture was preserved and cultural artifacts collected, the newly founded 

International Afro-American Museum exhibited “African masks from Nigeria and Ghana, the 

inventions of Elijah McCoy and famous Detroit area African Americans’ memorabilia.”38 Soon 

after the institution’s launch, Wright and his co-founders took the converted mobile home of the 

IAM on tour throughout the state of Michigan to enhance the cultural horizons of audiences 

about the contributions of African Americans, exhibiting the growing collection of cultural 

artifacts and memorabilia.39 Developed out of what Wright observed as a necessity, the IAM 

founder also formulated a way for visitors throughout the state to experience the museum. 

Gaither observes that ethnic-centered organizations often incorporate unconventional approaches 

to the museum “because most African-American museums were established after 1960, they are 

still at the outset of their development and are therefore freer to evolve new or different 

                                                 

 
36Charles H. Wright Museum, “Plan Your Visit,” 2. 

 
37Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History, “315 East Warren in Detroit’s Culture Center,” 

http://www.detroit1701.org/African-AmerHistoryMuseums.html, (accessed November 7, 2006). 
 
38Ibid. 
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institutional forms.”40 This freedom from traditional museum form, as well as the way African-

American museums operate as extensions of their communities, not only characterizes the 

founding of the IAM, but also the subsequent name changes and fundraising efforts for new 

buildings.  

By 1978, the IAM had outgrown its modest structure, and the City of Detroit “agreed to 

lease the museum a plot of land between John R and Brush Streets to build a facility five times 

larger than its predecessor” prominently located within the city’s University Cultural Center.41 

Fundraising for the new structure commenced and residents in the surrounding Detroit 

community became major contributors. As a cultural center maintaining a close relationship with 

its surrounding community and public, “Detroit Public School students participated in a ‘Buy a 

Brick’ campaign, raising $80,000 for the new facility,” and soon after, “a group of adults started 

the Million Dollar Club,” in which each member pledged at least $1,000.42 The success of these 

fundraising campaigns contributed to the purchase of the new building. The move from the 

mobile home to a larger building in the University Cultural Center also led to a name change: the 

Museum of African American History. Accompanying the location and name change was a 

redefinition in focus. Rather than preserving, collecting, and exhibiting African, as well as 

African American culture, the museum now concentrated on the history, and specifically, 

African-Americans in Detroit, as well. 

Although the museum was housed in a larger building with space to accommodate the 

growing collections, alongside an extensive agenda of community-oriented programming, the 
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museum again outgrew its facility and again the citizens of Detroit financially supported building 

a new structure.43 The museum was completed after almost four years of construction, and in 

1998 was again renamed the Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History.44 The 

museum that currently distinguishes itself as the largest African-American history institution in 

the world has experienced over forty years and development and community support to obtain 

this level of distinction. The name changes and the initial unconventional museum space, as well 

as community fundraising campaigns, illustrate how this cultural heritage institution is both part 

of the Detroit community and as an African-American museum, also an extension of African 

American culture.  

The museum maintains a focus on African American history and culture, but it also 

emphasizes the relationship of blacks to American ideals of citizenship and nationhood. As an 

institution accepting to maintain a close relationship with its respective community, the museum 

continues to focus on the history Detroit, as well. All of these guiding principles are manifested 

through installations, events, and collections. The museum’s permanent installation, “And Still 

We Rise,” is a long-term “22,000 square-foot exhibition space [that] contains more than 20 

galleries that allow patrons to travel over time and across geographic boundaries.”45 The exhibit 

features prehistoric Africa, the middle passage, the slavery era, Underground Railroad, 

emancipation, up to the present day, highlighting defining moments in Detroit history.46 
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Alongside the “And Still We Rise” core exhibition are four other permanent exhibitions: “A is 

for Africa, Detroit Performs,” “Ring of Genealogy,” and “Stories in Stained Glass.”47  

The range and scope of these exhibitions illustrate the museum’s commitment to African 

American culture, history, and citizenship and national identity, but also attend to these issues as 

they relate to people of African descent throughout the world. Traditional and African-American 

museums alike incorporate the 1992 American Association of Museums’ guiding principles to 

make educational endeavors a significant feature of their public activities cites Crew.48 

Following this mandate, alongside the freedom African American museums have due to their 

recent development, the museum incorporates innovative educational and outreach 

programming. A program that highlights the close relationship between African-American 

museums and the communities out of which they develop is “The Griot Speaks,” which focuses 

on storytelling as an African and African American oral tradition.49 About the importance of 

society’s story tellers, Fleming notes that “museums that emerge from within the African 

American community inherit the responsibility of the griot tradition—they are modern-day 

keepers of the culture.”50 This educational program identifies unique aspect of African and 

African American culture, simultaneously serving as the community griot by passing along the 

tradition of story telling to future generations.  

The characteristics defining the Wright Museum as an African-American cultural center 

are salient because these circumstances point to a number of assumptions guiding how the 
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agency’s approaches to presenting topics and organizing exhibits. As modern-day griots, these 

African-American centered institutions focus on the duality of both blackness and national 

identity within in Detroit, the United States, and throughout the globe. As we will see in the 

following chapter, this starting point is evident in then venue’s “Without Sanctuary” re-

presentation.  

3.3 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE 

Situated on the spectrum between the African-American cultural center and the single-

artist museum is the Martin Luther King National Historic Site (NHS), a unit of the National 

Park Service. In similar fashion as other types of African-American organizations that operate as 

“cultural touchstones for their communities and as museums in the more traditional sense,” the 

NHS features exhibits, presentations, and educational programming on the life of King and the 

Civil Rights Movement for a range of domestic and international audiences.51 It is through 

additional presentations of cultural artifacts and historical narratives of African Americans that 

the organization also addresses broader issues of American national identity and history. 

Alongside these efforts rooted within black American existence and American national identity, 

the NHS resembles the Warhol Museum as well. Like the contemporary popular culture 

institution that preserves and interprets the life and work of Andy Warhol—so too, this is one 

purpose of the NHS—for King, and his work within and beyond the Civil Rights Movement. 

However, unlike the Warhol Museum which is the authoritative voice on the artist through 
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collections of discursive and visual texts, as well as artifacts produced by and about the artist, the 

NHS preserves and protects “the places where Martin Luther King, Junior, was born, where he 

lived, worked, and worshipped, and where he is buried”52  The King Site was established twelve 

years following King’s death by Public Law 96-428 passed by the 96th Congress, October 10, 

1980.”53 Additionally, the organization is the third most visited site in the National Parks 

Service—Historic Site System, “exceeded only by the Statue of Liberty and Independence 

National Historic Monument in annual visitation.”54 It is this unique collection of characteristics 

that distinguishes this cultural venue as a heritage site: the preservation and interpretation of one 

individual’s life and work, as well as buildings significant to King’s participation in the Atlanta 

community, and the presentation of African American culture and history with the context of 

broader issues of national identity. Another characteristic is the goal of maintaining its position 

as the third most visited National Historic Site.  

Through cooperation and collaboration by the National Park Service, the City of Atlanta, 

and a variety of local agencies and organizations, this heritage site provides a way for visitors to 

view the life of King including his childhood home, the church he attended, and his tomb.55 

Wayne Fife posits that what a “well-constructed heritage site seems to offer its visitors is a 

glimpse into a life that could have been lived by the tourists if he or she had been born in a 

different time and place, a life that might plausibly be thought to have actually been lived by 
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other people.”56 Referring to Canadian sites on the Northern Peninsula of Newfoundland, his 

point is important for considering what the NHS presents to visitors. The distinct compilation of 

structural holdings acquired, restored, and maintained by the King Site, alongside the exhibits 

presented in the Visitor’s Center, collectively offer audiences a presentation of what life might 

have been like for African Americans generally. More specifically, the heritage site provides a 

way for visitors to understand how King and his family lived while in Atlanta.  

Much of the work undertaken by the NHS has been refurbishment of its structural 

holdings, such as Ebenezer Baptist Church. The church first underwent installation of major 

electrical, heating, and air conditioning systems.57  The King Site plans a second renovation to 

preserve the stain glass windows, restore and replicate the furnishings, and repair the balcony to 

the “1960-68 period when Dr. King served as co-pastor with his father.”58 Through preservation 

and restoration of these structures, the heritage site offers visitors an understanding of the 

community significant to King’s development as a civil rights leader, by providing an experience 

of these buildings that is similar to the way King experienced them. An important defining 

characteristic of heritage sites is creating a genuine experience of the way life was lived for 

people in the past. Fife argues that “in terms of heritage sites, authenticity is usually judged by its 

perceived relationship to how people have lived in the past.”59 Fife suggests that visitors evaluate 

their heritage site experience based—in part—on how genuinely they believe the site illustrates 
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life or events of a past historical moment.  Thus, a defining characteristic of the heritage site is 

audiences’ perception that the representations are authentic. Fife further suggests that “tourists 

have been said to be searching for what they take to be a more authentic experience than the one 

their own work-driven lives within a contemporary capitalists society can afford them.”60 Fife 

posits here that an additional appeal of heritage sites for audiences is a perceived authentic 

experience, which the current social, political, and economic moment lacks. For the King Site, 

this attempt at authenticity is presented to visitors through experiencing the buildings, in look 

and feel, where King lived and worshiped during his years as a child and young adult.  

In an attempt to offer a genuine experience for visitors about the way life could have been 

lived in the Atlanta community of King’s youth, the heritage site also includes a preservation 

district of thirty homes in the Sweet Auburn neighborhood where King grew up.61 The purpose 

is that the “protection and interpretation of this historic neighborhood will allow present and 

future generations to see the area as Dr. King knew it when he was a child.” 62 The homes in the

Birth Home Block are being restored to their 1930s appearance” on the exterior, while interior

are modernized to the 1990s.

 

s 

                                                

63 The houses are then rented for residential use to further the feel 

of a lived-in community.64 The preservation of King’s childhood home block, restoring the 

exterior of the homes to their 1930s décor, while ensuring the homes are inevitably to local 

residents does more than create an authentic experience of how life might have been lived. 
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Importantly, the heritage site manufactures a 1930s-esque life for visitors to experience. Unlik

living history museums or heritage sites that feature re-enactments, the King Site has acquired 

district and restored the buildings to resemble a different historical time. By renting the homes t

the local residents, the King Site has developed a strategy to create successfully an experience 

for visitors to see how people in the Sweet Auburn community go about the activities of their 

daily lives. An important cultural assumption of the King site is to create a reality for visitors t

somewhat simulates the sights, sounds, and people that were a part of Ki

e 

a 

o 

hat 

ng’s life.  

                                                

Sandra L. Richards suggests that in addition to communicating an authentic 

representation of peoples’ lives and historical events, heritage sites also make the conceptual 

concrete. The author observes that “curators of a successful heritage site—that is, one that 

continues to attract visitors/audiences—seek to shape a necessarily multifaceted, complicated 

history into a comprehensible narrative that is affectively present …they seek to transform an 

abstract absence into a palpable presence.”65 The author asserts that part of what underscores 

heritage sites making them engaging is the way complex histories and dynamic narratives 

become both present and relevant to audiences. Perhaps, one reason why the King Site 

undertakes this work of transforming abstract and complex history into recognizable and 

palpable narratives for audiences is because it is also an organizational member of the 

International Coalition of Historic Site Museums of Conscience. According to the organizational 

website, the “coalition is a network of historic site museums in many different parts of the 

world… presenting and interpreting a wide variety of historic issues, events, and people.”66 The 

 

65Sandra L. Richards, “What Is to Be Remembered?: Tourism to Ghana’s Slave Castle-Dungeons,” Theatre 
Journal 57 (2005): 618. 
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Coalition holds the “common belief that it is the obligation of historic sites to assist the public in 

drawing connections between the history of a site and its contemporary implications.”67 The 

collective is driven by the principle that member sites present historical narratives that offer 

visitors a way to understand how the past informs the present. Between affiliation as an 

International Museum of Conscience and the characteristics defining the NHS as a heritage site, 

an important cultural assumption of the organization is providing visitors with an authentic 

presentation of King’s life and work. One key element of this work is through the look and feel 

of the buildings, sights, and sounds of the Sweet Auburn neighborhood, significant to King’s 

development as a civil rights leader. The attempts to create an authentic visitor experience, while 

illustrating history’s contemporary implications, are cultural assumptions undergirding the work 

of heritage sites. As we will see later, one reason why the NHS exhibited the “Without 

Sanctuary” exhibition when other Atlanta area museums and history centers turned down or 

avoided the opportunity was because of the overwhelming relevancy and present-ness of 

lynching history in the south. 

  

Although the Warhol and Wright Museums and King National Historic Site all re-

presented photographs and photographic postcards from the “Without Sanctuary” collection, the 

distinct qualities of each institution, alongside their particular cultural assumptions points to their 

diverse approaches in doing so. What is noteworthy after outlining these guiding principles is 

how these assumptions potentially inform, influence and shape audiences’ experiences with each 

re-presentation, as well as their relationship to each site. As Fife posits, heritage site visitors seek 
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out authentic experiences of the lives of past social actors, perhaps to counter what is perceived 

as unauthentic about life within contemporary, capitalist societies; however, the genuine 

experience is contingent upon visitors’ perception that what they are experiencing is authentic.68 

The reception of what does or does not constitute an authentic past is significant because, as 

Alan Gordon notes, “authenticity is unattainable because it is a subjective, not an objective 

value.”69 A significant tension the NHS must negotiate is as an elusive shared cultural value, and 

historical accounts, regardless of the texts and discourses used to re-construct narratives, cannot 

provide full or accurate access to history.  

The value construct of authenticity is one that may also vex the Wright Museum, as well 

as the NHS, given their purpose to present the histories and cultures that have been 

disenfranchised by traditional cultural centers. Importantly, the two organizations must grapple 

with the issues of authenticity and history. On the one hand, the Wright Museum must consider 

the authenticity of its historical and cultural presentations, while, on the other hand, the NHS 

regards the authenticity of historical experience as a significant cultural assumption. For both, 

this elusive and subjective social value that inevitably accompanies history can never be 

achieved, but each institution must operate as though it can, in order to meet the demands and 

expectations of its audiences and respective communities. Part of what is unique about these two 

sites for audiences is their ability to capture and present an authentic presentation and experience 

of history. Both the commitment of the Wright Museum and the King Site to authenticity and 

history, alongside the expectation of audiences, are important points to consider when re-

presenting the images of “Without Sanctuary.” For some audiences, these photographs serve as 
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evidentiary proof of what life must have been like for African Americans in America and the 

South. Although, the cultural assumptions about the ability of the photograph to present 

objective, recorded events is inevitability part of this interpretation, therefore, the institutional 

setting contributes to this understanding. Simply put, if audiences expect an authentic experience 

and historical narrative from an institution that attempts to provide these, then visitors’ 

interpretations of lynching photographs are necessarily framed in this way. 

Although, the Warhol Museum less often deals with the same types of authenticity issues, 

its relationship to audiences and their expectations of the cultural organization also inform 

reception of its “Without Sanctuary” re-presentation. Alongside the art museum’s goal to present 

exhibits that explore diverse issues of humanity and culture are the permanent collections of 

Warhol’s work emphasizing youth, glamor, and beauty. This juxtaposition of youth and 

beauty—the work Warhol is best known for—with photographs of private and public lynching 

incidents, necessarily informs the expectations and reception of audiences in certain ways. 

Importantly, the museum had to answer to audiences that expected a more traditional 

presentation of contemporary and popular culture art. The organization also had to face 

audiences that may have believed the museum was elitist in spite of its populist intentions. For 

this cultural organization, audiences may have been uneasy about how the site would or could go 

about using the image as a catalyst to address larger issues framing visitor’s reception of and 

engagement with its “Without Sanctuary” re-presentation.  

Each institution maintains cultural assumptions that not only inform audience 

expectations of their exhibits of lynching images, but also how each organization attends to the 

accompanying historical narratives is significant to this to study.  The upcoming discussion 

illustrates that these guiding principles alongside, audience expectations, and each institution’s 
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relationship with its surrounding community serves as points of tension, resistance, and 

collaboration in their re-presentations of “Without Sanctuary.



4.0  RE-PRESENTATIONS 

The ways exhibition components are arranged, displayed, and organized construct a narrative 

that is complex, not only because of the type of cultural center, but also due to the multi-vocal 

nature of history. For the institutional venues re-presenting “Without Sanctuary: Lynching 

Photography in America,” this means carefully selecting exhibition artifacts to present alongside 

these images at the Andy Warhol Museum, Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site, and 

Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History. The controversial and contesting 

history of lynching means this process inevitably involved careful and thoughtful consideration. 

The contemporary museum that is the authority on the work and life of popular culture artist 

Andy Warhol necessarily requires a re-presentation different from that employed by the heritage 

site that preserves and interprets the life, work, and structures significant to the development of 

Martin Luther King Jr. The considerations of institutions focused on individual figures also are 

different from the Wright Museum charged with preserving and exhibiting the collective cultures 

and histories of African American and African-derived peoples. Importantly, these diverse 

institutions use their exhibits to address widely different topics and serve varying audiences; 

however, what is unique is how the “Without Sanctuary” phenomenon brought these three 

centers in contact with one another.   
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Ivan Karp suggests that “what do exhibitions represent and how do they do so?” are the 

fundamental questions guiding any type of museum and its presentations.1 He observes that the 

exhibits and narratives constructed and presented by museums are grounded by an attempt to 

represent a topic. Whatever subjects a museum presents, the institution must employ methods 

and technologies of representation to meet the needs of the subject and purpose of the exhibition. 

Although, these fundamental questions guide the process of constructing museum presentations, 

exhibits are inevitably polysemic regardless of the presentational technologies used. Eilean 

Hooper-Greenhill argues that although there is less research regarding the “interpretation 

strategies of art curators in selecting specific works, constructing specific narratives and using 

specific display technologies,” the process of meaning-making includes prior knowledge, along 

with historical and cultural background.2 Hooper-Greenhill suggests that these factors come into 

play for museum curators in ways similar to audiences’ interpretation strategies. Constructivist 

theories posit knowledge as both fluid, plural, and dynamic; therefore, the interpretation 

strategies of museum workers inform what and how an exhibit is constructed. This in turn, 

becomes part of the construction of knowledge for museum visitors.  

Also important to the ways audiences make sense of museum media is how exhibits 

engage multiple senses that create a particular museum experience. In the case of the Chinese 

Museum, Ronald J. Zboray and Mary Saracino Zboray argue that this unique cultural 

phenomenon “contains hints about emerging museum-based ‘ways of seeing’ that would 

                                                 

1Ivan Karp, “Culture and Representation,” in Exhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum 
Display, ed. Ivan Karp and Steven D. Lavine (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991), 11.  

 
2Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, “Changing Values in the Art Museum: Rethinking Communication and 

Learning,” International Journal of Heritage Studies 6, no. 1 (2000): 24. 
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contribute to a multisensory construction of knowledge about ethnographic others.”3 The authors 

assert that these early museum-based “ways of seeing” that included sight, sound and social 

interaction, constructed a museum experience and represented a specific kind of knowledge 

about Chinese culture.  The Zborays posit that the museum used specific technologies of display, 

spatial organization of cultural artifacts, alongside the “‘sequential locomotion’ of visitors who 

read the exhibit in a directed way; and, indeed, the museum’s very façade, entrances, and internal 

‘social space,” to create a multisensory museum experience and communicate explicit narratives 

about ethnographic others.4 For Boston’s Chinese Museum visitors, the multisensory space 

facilitating the construction of knowledge about racialized others was dependent on the 

organization of objects and presentation of cultural artifacts. This museum experience also 

included the ways audiences were encouraged to navigate the museum’s contents, the social 

interactions facilitated by Chinese informants, as well as architectural and ornamental elements 

of the physical and structural space. An exhibit is constituted by attention to how visitors are 

encouraged to navigate presentations and gallery spaces, arrangement of artifacts, technologies 

of display, and multisensory elements. Furthermore, these components shape audiences’ 

interpretation of an exhibit’s contents, narratives, and themes.   

Gillian Rose posits that exhibition technologies communicate particular types of 

knowledge about truth, the subject matter addressed by an exhibition, and authenticity.5 She 

assays that display cases, open displays, reconstructions, and simulacra “can have rather different 

                                                 

 
3Ronald J. Zboray and Mary Saracino Zboray, “Between ‘Crockery-dom’ and Barnum: Boston’s Chinese 

Museum, 1845-47,” American Quarterly 56, no. 2 (2004): 273. 
 
4Ibid. 

 
5Gillian Rose, Visual Methodologies: An Introduction to the Interpretation of Visual Materials (London: 

Sage Publications, 2001). 
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effects, and their precise effects very often depend on their intersection with other technologies, 

especially written text.”6 Rose suggests that museums employ particular types of presentation 

technologies that rely on and further develop museum-based ways of seeing artifacts, reading 

narratives, and interpreting an exhibit’s contents. For example, argues Rose, reconstructions 

“depend[s] on the presence of ‘real’ artefacts in an ‘accurate’ combination, and this makes their 

display seem truthful.”7 She highlights here that reconstructed, life-like scenes are dependent 

upon the presumed authenticity of the cultural artifacts presented. These circumstances 

contribute to the assumed accuracy of these presentations. The author also maintains that 

seemingly innocuous technologies, such as labels, captions, text panels, exhibition catalogues, 

and room decoration, collectively order and privilege certain types of information over others.  In 

the case of “Without Sanctuary,” the use of textually-based presentation technologies is 

particularly important because they ultimately address certain aspects of lynching history, while 

others are left less developed. Collectively, these images can be read as fragments of a larger 

lynching history, but they cannot be divorced from the lynching narratives of which each 

individual image is a part. The ways museum professionals incorporate textual technologies to 

accompany these images are particularly important because these images are fragments of two 

related historical narratives that cannot be told by the souvenir photograph. 

Of particular importance is Rose’s discussion of the uses of photography in exhibits. She 

observes that “museums often use photographs as part of display panels or catalogues to show 

what the use of an object ‘really’ was, or to assert the authenticity of an object on display by 

                                                 

 
6Ibid., 175. 
  
7Ibid., 176. 
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showing a picture of it, or one like it, in its original context.”8 An important technology part of 

museum-based ways of interpreting exhibits features technologies of display that play on the 

cultural connotation that photographs communicate the authenticity of an object or event. This 

common use of photographs to represent the ‘real’ necessarily complicates the construction and 

reception of the “Without Sanctuary” phenomenon. This presentation technology routinely used 

to create and enhance how museum audiences read and interpret an exhibit’s contents 

complicates presentations of lynching photographs in museum settings because the photographs 

illustrate both subjects and objects part of a practice with changing over time and space. So, 

because museum exhibits use various visual representation and display technologies alongside 

organization, arrangement, and sequential locomotion to create a museum experience, each of 

these components are considered when examining the “Without Sanctuary” phenomenon. My 

purpose here is to critique these elements to illustrate the ways each institution re-presents this 

collection of lynching photographs and postcards. My argument is that examining the “Without 

Sanctuary” re-presentations at these three diverse sites in succession illustrates the phenomenon 

of “culture in action,” changing over time, space, and location.9 Importantly, each exhibit is 

somewhat different from the others, but not necessarily discrete it its representation.   

                                                 

 
8Ibid., 179. 
 
9Veeser, “Introduction,” xi. 
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4.1 METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of this discussion is constructivist because each exhibit is polysemic 

and multi-vocal. This is accomplished through examination of available documentation about 

each presentation reported in press accounts, exhibition reviews, press releases, inter-institutional 

documentation, and educational curriculum materials. My analysis is supplemented by firsthand 

experience, viewing both the Warhol and Wright Museum re-presentations. I viewed both the 

Warhol and Wright Museum re-presentation on two separate occasions. The Wright Museum 

observations were part of fieldwork completed in preparation for this study, while I viewed the 

Warhol Museum presentation as part of a different, yet related, project. The Wright and Warhol 

Museum observations were also facilitated by proximity. My analysis of this re-presentation 

relies exclusively on primary and secondary source materials. At the time of the Warhol Museum 

presentation, I resided in the Pittsburgh area, and while still in Pittsburgh, observed the Wright 

Museum exhibit, which is in driving distance. Initially, I did not view the National Historic Site 

presentation in Atlanta due to distance, but was able to make a short visit to the site at a later date 

in order to gather information. It is from these diverse documents, alongside my field notes that I 

examine and critique each re-presentation. The purpose of employing this methodology is to 

provide a detailed analysis of each exhibit to reveal important behavioral and social codes part of 

each cultural center made apparent through their re-presentation. Also, important to this study is 

the space that constructivist methodology makes possible for the researcher to serve as a 

contributor to the process of knowledge construction.  

Although “Without Sanctuary” re-presentations included films, speaker series, discussion 

groups, symposia or academic conferences, for the purposes of outlining the parts of the 

“Without Sanctuary” audiences most likely encountered and engaged, this analysis is limited to 
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the exhibit’s contents in and around the designated gallery space. The purpose of this limitation 

is to provide a sense of continuity for the object of study.  Another limitation of this examination 

is that my assessment of the National Historic Site presentation relies exclusively on primary 

source materials rather than direct observation. Additionally, the exhibition reviews and other 

secondary source material are limited in range and scope to those with access to present their 

interactions and museum experience in discursive form. Alongside exhibition materials 

incorporated, secondary sources, such as reviews and scholarly articles are from individuals with 

specialized knowledge and a more sophisticated understanding of museum-based ways of seeing. 

The most significant drawback of this methodology is that without individual interviews with 

curators and educators contributing to the “Without Sanctuary” project, the gaps in discourse 

must remain open. 

4.2 THE WITHOUT SANCTUARY PROJECT 

The presentation of the “Without Sanctuary Project” at the Andy Warhol Museum, 

September 22 through January 31, 2001 marked the first showing of the lynching images outside 

New York City. Caroline Abels observes that since the initial presentations first at the Roth 

Horowitz Gallery, as “Witness,” and soon after as “Without Sanctuary” at the New-York 

Historical Society, “people who have seen it or simply heard about it have been debating whether 

such images should be publicly displayed, given their potential to spark anger, unearth painful 

memories and draw support from white supremacists.”10 Like others, she reports that the 

                                                 

10Caroline Abels, “Graphic Reality: Collector Says Exhibit Provides ‘Visual Vocabulary’ of Racism, 
Pittsburgh Post Gazette, September 22, 2001. 
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depictions in these images and their polysemic meanings have generated concern regarding the 

efficacy of their presentation. However, it was the New-York Historical Society presentation that 

sparked discussion and piqued interest not only among local audiences, but cultural institution 

workers throughout the country, including Warhol curator, Margaret King. After King read a 

newspaper account of “Without Sanctuary,” she traveled to New York and saw the collection 

firsthand. Soon after, King worked to persuade James Allen to move the collection to the Warhol 

Museum, and after lengthy discussions, she convinced him.11  Persuading Allen meant assuring 

the collector that the Warhol Museum was more than a repository housing and displaying various 

artistic productions where the experienced and knowledgeable art connoisseur is welcome. 

Rather, King and former museum director, Thomas Sokolowski, emphasized the role of the 

Warhol museum as an institution facilitating dialogue and discussion on contemporary and 

cultural issues while maintaining flexibility to develop new models of exhibition design and 

community interaction.  

As a place and space of dialogue and discussion, the Warhol Museum elected to 

emphasize the importance of the universal humanity. As the conceptual framework of the 

museum’s re-presentation, Sokolowski suggests in the Carnegie Magazine that significant in 

Warhol’s work were broader social and cultural themes. “Andy Warhol himself often chose 

somber themes for his art, vide, his car crash, suicide, and race riot compositions,” Sokolowski 

claims, citing examples of how Warhol used images to highlight cultural and social issues.12 The 

director indicates that the museum is versed and equipped to present installations of art work that 

                                                 

11Charles N. Brown, “Without Sanctuary lynching exhibit to open at Warhol,” New Pittsburgh Courier, 
September 15, 2001. 
 

12R. J. Gangewere, “Inhumanity: The Warhol: The Without Sanctuary Project,” Carnegie Museum Online, 
September/October 2001. http://www.carnegiemuseums.org/cmag/bk_issue/2001/sepoct/awm3htm (accessed 
February 21, 2007). 
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addresses themes broader than youth, beauty, and glamour. Also, King assured Allen of the 

guiding principle of the museum to be a cultural center open to alternative methods of 

installation and exhibition design. Finally, education and interpretation director Jessica Gogan 

reveals that by “utilizing historic photographic documentation of lynching throughout the United 

States” the “Without Sanctuary Project” offered the museum an opportunity “to address issues of 

race, bias, and bigotry.”13 Collectively, the museum’s re-presentation of “Without Sanctuary” 

emphasized how visual imagery can illustrate humanity, but also how artists engage in activism 

through creative artistic expressions. 

The approach of the Warhol Museum to the “Without Sanctuary Project” positioned the 

images as the centerpiece, while also developing accompanying programming and other 

exhibition materials. These additional components included speaker and film series, symposia 

and accompanying exhibits, as well as a timeline of African American history. These additional 

exhibition components were meant to explore questions of humanity sparked by the images of 

“Without Sanctuary.”  

From Allen’s collection of nearly 150 photographs and postcards, the Warhol Museum 

featured almost 100 in its sixth floor gallery.14 Gogan reports that the “main gallery featured the 

photographs, simply framed and chronologically hung on neutral-toned walls.”15 From Gogan’s 

brief description about the arrangement of the images are several exhibition technologies to 

highlight. It is in this main gallery space that the photographs are presented, “simply framed.” 

                                                 

13Jessica Gogan, “The Warhol: Museum as Artists: Creative, Dialogic, & Civic Practice,” Animating 
Democracy Online, http://www.AmericansForTheArts.org (accessed February 20, 2007), 4. 
 

14Margie Romero, “Making a Difference: The Without Sanctuary Project,” Carnegie Magazine Online, 
January/February 2002, http://www.carnegiemuseums.org/cmag/bk_issues/2002/janfeb/feat8.htm (accessed 
February 21, 2007), 1. 

 
15Gogan, “The Warhol Museum: Museum as Artists,” 3. 
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These images are visually and viscerally challenging for audiences because they may be read as 

documentary evidence that have recorded events objectively. Rose also posits that in many art 

museums and galleries, images are often framed.16 The tension here is then, these images are 

neither art, nor documentary evidence; however, this presentation technology, alongside the 

cultural connotations of photography, might suggest these images are simultaneously both and 

neither. This tension is heightened by their presentation within an art museum that routinely uses 

the practice of framing images and museum visitors are expected to consider that which is 

framed as the artistic artifact of contemplation. 

Although Gogan notes that these images were “simply framed,” this act cannot be 

considered simple when it is part of the museum-based ways of seeing. Rose asserts that 

technologies employed to order and arrange images encourage audiences to interact with an 

exhibit’s contents in particular ways. She posits that images are “often hung in a single row 

around the walls of a room, inviting you to follow them around the room, looking at each one in 

turn.”17 She sees that the common practice of display, featuring visual images as individual 

pieces, in a single row is also based upon the professional tenets of art history. For Rose, this 

practice is part of the “discourse of Art” where audiences maneuver the room, engaging each 

image discretely, “as something to be contemplated for universal truths.”18 As a museum-based 

way of viewing, this display technology presents each image as a discrete object contemplated 

for the universal themes it represents. This organization of display also promotes a particular 

method of movement around the gallery space.  

                                                 

16Rose, Visual Methodologies, 177. 
 

17Ibid. 
 
18Ibid. 
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The Warhol Museum framed each image and arranged them chronologically in a single 

row on three walls of the sixth floor gallery space. This method of arrangement and organization 

helps create a particular type of museum experience. First, this technology of display suggests to 

viewers that each image should be considered separately to uncover the universal themes present 

therein. This aspect is problematic because these souvenir images are individually part of a 

narrative, and collectively fragments of a larger historical context. This method of arrangement 

has the potential to add to the legitimacy these images already assume as photographic evidence. 

Their ordering chronologically may also suggest some level of rationality juxtaposed against 

images which seem to defy logic. Part of what is visually challenging about these images is the 

coupling of discontinuous elements. Therefore, this technology and organization adds an 

additional layer of discontinuity to these already heterogeneous souvenir images.  

Rose maintains that the spatial organization of displays or “how different objects are 

placed in relation to one another” are important to creating social meanings for exhibits.19  The 

author argues that display technologies position exhibits to communicate certain meanings 

through the relationship of certain artifacts to one another. One added  artifactual part of the 

Warhol Museum’s “Without Sanctuary Project” that contributed to the lynching narratives was a 

“40-ft long illustrated timeline, African American Experience, Struggle and Achievement: 1895-

1995.”20 The timeline was developed by the museum in conjunction with historian Liann 

Tsoukas-Beasley and Pittsburgh Public Schools as a mechanism to situate lynching within 

African American history.  It was intended to provide a “detailed context for the subject of 

                                                 

19Rose, Visual Methodologies, 177. 
 

20Gogan, “The Warhol: Museum as Artist,” 6. 
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lynching and its history.”21 The idea of the timeline arose out of discussions with the community 

Advisory Committee to stress the importance of African American achievement, resistance, and 

struggle before and after the victimization illustrated in the lynching images.22  

The museum-constructed artifact extended the length of the fourth wall of the main 

gallery with the framed photos along the other three walls. Each year of the timeline features 

one-to-five entries.23 In some instances, the images above or below the text are related to the 

discursive entry for that year. The timeline, beginning early in the lynching era includes as the 

first piece of information, the number of recorded lynchings from 1895 through 1946. For the 

years following 1946, these consistent bullet points disappear. This artifact also features recorded 

acts of resistance such as the 1899 call by the National African American Council for a day of 

fasting to protest lynching, the 1905 founding of the Niagara Movement, and the 1929 

publication of Rope and Faggot: A Biography of Judge Lynch by Walter White. The timeline 

also localizes the exhibit by drawing attention to accomplishments and events part of African 

American existence in Pittsburgh. The museum-constructed artifact highlights the 1910 

incorporation of the Pittsburgh Courier and formation of the African American Homestead 

Grays baseball team, as well as the 1976 Heisman Trophy win by African American running 

back Tony Dorsett, of the University of Pittsburgh. Alongside the textual discourse of this 

artifact are various visual representations, including images of Ida B. Wells, the Scottsboro Boys, 

Bessie Smith, and Langston Hughes. Visual images also included artwork by Paul Robeson, a 
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23The Warhol Museum, “African American Experience: 1895-1995 Struggle and Achievement.” 
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Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five record cover, and visual representations of the Million 

Man March and the Medgar Evers funeral procession.   

The purpose of drawing attention to the form and content of this timeline is because this 

artifact was developed to situate lynching within a historical context and underscore African 

American agency. As the museum’s primary method to historicize lynching, outside of a few key 

entries and the recorded number of lynchings for the years through 1946, the content largely 

ignores lynching within African American history specifically and American history generally. 

For example, the content does not feature any pieces of information about the NAACP campaign 

for anti-lynching legislation, includes no mention of Jesse Daniel Ames, the ASWPL, or the 

work of black club women.   

An additional point to consider is that the way in which the number of lynchings recorded 

from 1895 to 1955 presents these enumerations as uncontested and uncited. As previously 

indicated, in the work to end lynching, the calculations of lynching incidents by different 

individuals and groups came to be used as a political tool, employed quite different gathering 

techniques, and were rarely in agreement. A final noteworthy entry is the 1935, NAACP “An Art 

Commentary on Lynching,” but this same year does not mention the leftist-organized, “The 

Struggle for Negro Rights.” My point here is that contrary to the intended purpose of positioning 

lynching within an African American historical context, the initial presentation of recorded 

lynching followed by significant individuals and events in African American history downplays 

the importance of the ubiquitous nature of the topic. Moreover, the presentation of “recorded 

lynchings” suggests that these enumerations are uncontested facts, perhaps gathered by a single 

organization. The details of lynching, or more broadly conceived as racialized violence or hate 

crimes following the 1955 lynching of Emmett Till, nearly disappear suggesting that this incident 
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was the national turning point ending the practice. A final point to highlight here is that lynching 

seems to be represented as an African American “problem,” rather than a concern of national 

importance with political implications for minority and majority groups alike. In many ways, the 

content re-inscribes a celebratory tenor of history, rather than critiquing racialized violence or 

offering pieces of information that suggest lynching is part of a larger American historical 

narrative.  

Additionally, the form of this accompanying media artifact encourages the viewing of 

each textual entry individually. Each entry is marked by a bullet point and includes a substantial 

amount of text. The form is intended to draw attention to discrete pieces of information 

connected by year or the images around entries. As a commonly used educational tool, the 

timeline presents viewers with a familiar representation of history. However, the form ultimately 

does a disservice to complex, connected narratives of lynching history because what it fails to 

communicate is that history is a constellation of events simultaneously occurring. A timeline 

flattens the dynamics of history and gives little perspectives to the ways ideologies, beliefs, 

events, and social actors are informed by one another over time and space. Also, the primary 

focus on African American achievements, struggles, and resistance takes away from the focus on 

universal humanity or the conceptual framework of the “Without Sanctuary Project.” Art 

museums, more so than other types of cultural sites broker more explicitly in the universal rather 

than the particular. Art museums were—founded in part—on the imperative that artistic 

expressions can represent universality; therefore, the purpose of viewing such representations is 

to ponder how these creative expressions reflect universal themes. This aspect is further 

underscored because the remaining galleries throughout the museum continued to feature 
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Warhol’s work, while the “Without Sanctuary’ re-presentation lacks textual exhibition 

technologies that more specifically point to this aspect 

The museum identifies the main gallery as the space presenting the framed images from 

the “Without Sanctuary” collection, but the organization of the sixth floor makes navigating the 

exhibit somewhat difficult. The sixth floor main gallery is composed of several rooms varying in 

size with either one or two entry points, on both sides of the corridor. Most of the walls are 

painted white throughout the gallery spaces and the former industrial building maintains this feel 

with smooth, gray cement floors. This organization of space lacks a clear sequential locomotion 

indicating the exhibit’s focal point. The contents of the exhibit in separate gallery spaces also 

encourage viewing these components discretely and separate from one another.  

Another gallery on the sixth floor featured the accompanying artistic productions 

intended to also historically contextualize the lynching images. The role of artist as activist was 

explored “through the life and work of singer Billie Holiday and her signature song ‘Strange 

Fruit,’ composed by songwriter Abel Merepol,”24 The gallery also included a collaborative 

project with Edna B. McKenzie, a veteran of the Pittsburgh Courier, developed to display this 

“seminal African American newspaper’s history and role in the anti-lynching movement.”25 

News media clippings were also part of artist’s Lonnie Graham’s collage “A Contemporary 

View: Media 1996-2001,” and continues where the timeline ends. While the song lyrics of 

“Strange Fruit” highlight the ways in which artists also served as activists, the Pittsburgh 

Courier and “A Contemporary View” position Pittsburgh within the anti-lynching movement. 

Individually, the artifacts are intended to represent the artist as activist, local resistance, and 
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contemporary political and cultural issues; however, collectively these artifacts seem 

discontinuous with the narratives that the images of “Without Sanctuary” represent issues about 

universal humanity. The Pittsburgh Courier, like other media outlets intended for African 

American audiences and sympathetic readers, frequently published reported or recorded lynching 

counts as well as investigative reports and essays condemning the practice. Contrary to African 

American press outlets, dominant media throughout the country and particularly in the South 

were identified by several anti-lynching campaigners as important institutional and cultural 

contributors re-inscribing narratives justifying the practice and specific events, reporting the 

grisly details of victim’s deaths, and publishing these images for dissemination. These contours 

regarding the role of the press are overlooked and receive no consideration. This lack seems 

particularly glaring given the significant role the press and other print media outlets played to 

both support and resist the practice of lynching.  

In the final gallery space placed on tables, were books and other reading materials on 

lynching and related subjects, as well as information on organizations and social justice 

activities. It appears as though the Warhol Museum attempts to further outline the connection 

between art, activism, and community by identifying ways audience members can actively 

engage in the work of social justice through local agencies. The museum also points to additional 

resources for individuals interested in exploring lynching history further. While this gallery 

space included these material artifacts within the context of their everyday use available for 

visitors to peruse, the walls employed textual technology, featuring quotes from activists Ida B. 

Wells, Martin Luther King Jr., and Elie Wiesel alongside artist Adrian Piper and poet Czeslaw 

Milosz.26 These textual representations and reading materials situated in this discussion area 
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attempts to create narratives about individual activism. The collection of quotes may invite 

audiences to consider how the activism of a single individual can inform the lives of many. 

These technologies may also illustrate activism can influence and change the political, cultural, 

and social landscape from one generation to the next. This space also may facilitate audiences’ 

dialogue and engagement regarding what has been accomplished individually by these activists 

and what social justice work needs to be done.  

The final gallery space of the Warhol Museum’s re-presentation included a large 

discussion area for scheduled and spontaneous dialogue groups. Situated in this open area was 

the “Postcard for Tolerance” collective display. Here visitors had the opportunity to self-address 

a personal resolution and pin it to the wall, contributing to the artistic representation of individual 

activism. Upon the close of the exhibit, postcards were later mailed to their respective owners.27 

Gogan reports that an important purpose of the collective display was “to offer a positive 

message to counteract that some of the Without Sanctuary images had been sent as postcards 

through the U.S. mail.”28 Alongside the individual declarations as part of the ongoing 

installation, audience members were later reminded of their personal commitments. Importantly, 

the museum subverts the way in which postcards are outlined in the exhibition contents and 

facilitates a way for visitors to engage in individual activism, as well as collective artistic 

expression.   

The Warhol Museum’s “Without Sanctuary Project” employed presentation technologies 

general to art museums and exhibition contents specific to its local audiences. Although the 

museum identifies the universality of humanity as an important theme—many of the exhibit’s 
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artifacts individually and collectively do not seem to attend to this narrative. More clearly 

constructed is the interplay and relationship between art and activism. What is particularly 

striking about the Warhol Museum’s re-presentation is that as an art cultural center, this 

institution is particularly well-suited to develop further and explore the role of art and activism 

part of the anti-lynching movement. It seems as though a key way the Warhol Museum could 

have intervened in the context of lynching would have been to draw attention to the way visual 

artistic representations have been used to resist lynching and subvert contemporary historical 

meanings assigned these images. The lost opportunity for this museum to position itself among 

other cultural centers and its exhibit among other presentations that not only critique lynching, 

but also issues of identity, humanity, and citizenship through art, seems like an unfortunate 

mishap that may have greatly enhanced the museum’s presentation. An additional point of 

critique is that the museum-constructed display intended to localize lynching was so exclusive to 

Pittsburgh that the 1911 Coatesville lynching death of Zachariah Walker, in the eastern part of 

Pennsylvania, was overlooked. Inclusion of this specific lynching incident may have positioned 

this display to more clearly outline how the Pittsburgh Courier was an important African 

American press to the anti-lynching movement. Although the local emphasis is less developed 

than the activist aspect of this re-presentation, the specificity of location and activism are 

narratives weaved throughout the King National Historic Site presentation. 

4.3 WITHOUT SANCTUARY: LYNCHING PHOTOGRAPHY IN AMERICA  

The re-presentation of “Without Sanctuary” at the King National Historic Site in 

conjunction with Emory University, May 1 through December 31, 2002, incorporated the social, 
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geographic, and racial dynamics of lynching in the south. This re-presentation also indicated the 

role of Georgia as important state in the history of lynching in the United States. Exhibition 

curator Joseph F. Jordan and designer Douglas Quinn used various textual and visual 

representation technologies to exhibit the 42 images to create a particular tone and feeling for the 

southern debut of “Without Sanctuary.” Before entering the main exhibition hall featuring the 

lynching images, audiences were presented with the words of the cultural center’s namesake. On 

the entrance were King’s famous lines, “it is no longer a choice, my friends, between violence 

and nonviolence. It is either nonviolence or nonexistence.”29 30 Here the rhetoric and sentiment of 

the legacy of King’s commitment to nonviolence are highlighted and juxtaposed against the 

brutal violence represented in these lynching photographs. King’s words suggest that racial 

tension is not and cannot be resolved through violent means. Also printed on the wall is the anti-

lynching poem “If We Must Die” by the African American Harlem Renaissance writer, Claude 

McKay.31  His verses call attention to the ways in which African American communities must 

actively resist lynching perpetrators—even in the face of being outnumbered. In the poem, 

McKay argues that through resistance to lynching perpetrators, those that will inevitably die will 

do so nobly, “so, that our precious blood may not be shed in vain.”32  

As Rose explains that textual technologies and exhibition contents relationship to one 

another is another way exhibits create and communicate meaning. She suggests that labels, 

captions, panels, and catalogues privilege certain types of knowledge over others, such as the 

                                                 

29Grace Elizabeth Hale, “Review of ‘Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America’ by Martin 
Luther King Jr. National Historic Site,” Journal of American History 89, no. 2 (2002): 2.  
 

31Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site, “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America: 
Exhibition Content: Entrance,” http://www.nps.gov/malu/ (accessed January 18, 2007), 1. 

 
32Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site, “Without Sanctuary,” 1. 
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wider context for a visual display, alongside the name of the artist, its title and date an artistic 

piece was produced. An important point may be that these textual technologies—whether 

captions, panels, or catalogues—subsequently become part of an exhibit’s contents. This 

technology is significant because like the Warhol Museum, the King National Historic Site also 

uses the walls of the exhibition space to present the rhetoric of anti-lynching and human rights 

activists. McKay’s poem suggesting that African American communities ensure that the deaths 

of lynching victims are recuperated for the anti-lynching movement, alongside the words of 

King, broadens the historical trajectory of the civil rights movement. In this way, the movement 

extends beyond King and beyond the 1960s, but is ultimately tied together by a commitment to 

nonviolent resistance. These textual representations, alongside the “Visitor’s Advisory” create a 

reverential space in which to experience “Without Sanctuary.”33 

Alongside the King Site main gallery entrance is a “Visitor’s Advisory.” It states that 

“this exhibition contains graphic photographs of lynchings, which may be disturbing, particularly 

to young viewers.”34 The text continues, reading “while you are in the exhibition, please help 

maintain an environment suitable to respect, reflection and quite conversation.”35 As the third-

most-visited North American National Historic Site, the King Site had to come to grips with the 

potential effect of the exhibit upon a mass viewing public; the text appropriately indicates that 

the images of “Without Sanctuary” are visually and emotionally challenging, and, therefore, may 

not be suitable for all audiences. However, this sign also communicates to visitors a framework 

through which to understand their museum experience. The text serves as a mental and 
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behavioral directive, encouraging audiences to ponder respectfully the exhibit’s contents in a 

quiet manner. So, although the King Site used the same display technology as the Warhol—

arranging the images in a single row on the wall of the gallery space—it also includes an 

advisory suggesting that contemplation should be part of audience’s interpretation and meaning-

making strategies, rather than assuming the display technology or space as a cultural center will 

communicate this its audience.  

After audiences enter the NHS Visitor’s Center and see the advisory, alongside McKay 

and King’s words, they pass along a small corridor and then enter the main exhibition space. 

Grace Hale, who reviewed the exhibit fort the Journal of American History, observes that the 

recording of Billie Holiday’s “Strange Fruit” and African American spirituals quietly play in the 

corridor and gallery space.36 Unlike the Warhol’s industrial space with white walls and smooth 

cement floors, the King cultural center’s exhibition space features black walls with contrasting 

red carpet. With no windows and curtained entrance and exit points, the dimly lit room features 

the 42 images displayed in frames made of oak, Georgia’s state tree.37 The spatial arrangement 

in a single row on three walls encourages visitors to contemplate the images individually, while 

the oak frames serves to illustrate the explicit connection between the state of Georgia and t

practice of lynching. This link is further emphasized with a map on the wall of the southern 

United States that presents a county-by-county enumeration of lynching. Although lynching 

incidents are reported and recorded in nearly every state throughout the U.S., the National 

Historic Site elects to exclude representations of lynching occurring outside the south. This 

he 
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exhibition technology re-inscribes current lynching mythology that relegates the practice 

exclusively to the southern United States. 

The main gallery space also employs a variety of additional textual representations. Ida 

B. Wells-Barnett’s words read, “for every lynching humanity asks that America render its 

account to civilization itself.”38 Directly below this quote was a large display case, situated on 

the floor, with various anti-lynching material artifacts. There were six smaller display cases 

positioned in the middle of the room. One case included national and international press 

clippings of the 1911 lynching of M. William Potter in Livermore, Kentucky, while another 

featured international responses to lynching including postcards and posters illustrating how the 

former Soviet Union and Communist Party used lynching as part of a larger campaign to recruit 

disaffected African Americans.39 Additional materials arranged in these display cases featured 

NAACP- compiled statistics and information about the organization’s investigation strategies 

and campaign for anti-lynching legislation. To further connect Atlanta and Georgia to the history 

lynching, display cases incorporated conference programs from Jesse Daniel Ames and the 

ASWPL Joint Meeting with the Special Committee of Negro Women of the Commission on 

Interracial Cooperation held in Atlanta, as well as pamphlets from the American Crusade to End 

Lynching, featuring signatures from Albert Einstein, former Atlantan W.E.B. DuBois, and Orson 

Wells.40   Unlike the Warhol Museum’s gallery space that included the framed images against 

white walls opposite a text-driven timeline intended to historicize lynching, this cultural venue’s 

exhibition space focused the text and material artifacts more explicitly on the historical narrative 

of lynching and the anti-lynching movement. This re-presentation more fully outlined the local 
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connection of Atlanta and Georgia to both the practice of lynching, as well as the different 

aspects of the resistance movement. However, the narratives presented here isolate lynching to 

the southern region of the country with little regard for the numerous incidents occurring in other 

states. 

An important distinguishing characteristic of the King Site re-presentation is the 

reverential tone it created. The dark, dimly lit space, sharply contrasted with red carpet, the 

“Visitor’s Advisory,” and the textual representations collectively framed a reverential space. 

Although the heritage site intends to create a space and place where victims of lynching are 

respected, the religious context commonly associated with Martin Luther King Jr. seemingly 

cannot be divorced from the site; however, the presentation risks making the gallery space a site 

of worship and the lynching images the deities. The institution alongside the representational 

technologies promulgates a re-presentation quite different from that at the Warhol Museum. 

These two exhibits share in common with the Wright Museum an attention to the anti-lynching 

movement. Importantly, each venue highlights how activist individuals and organizations used 

various strategies to resist this form of racialized violence. This exhibition characteristic is 

further developed by the Wright Museum.  

4.4 BEARING WITNESS BARING OUR SOULS 

“Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America” was presented at the Charles H. 

Wright Museum of African American History as part of the “Bearing Witness, Baring Our Souls 
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Forum,” July 15, 2004 through March 13, 2005.41 As the “exclusive Midwest venue for the 

exhibition,” the Wright Museum “expected to draw audiences throughout the state of Michigan, 

as well as Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and internationally from Canada.”42 Frank Provenzano reports 

that 63,000 paying visitors attended the Museum during the eight-month exhibition run.43 The 

“Bearing Witness, Baring Our Souls Forum” featured images from the “Without Sanctuary: 

Lynching Photography in America” collection as the centerpiece with additional programming, 

including a lecture series, seminars on tolerance, community discussions, educational programs, 

and film series around the lynching images.44  

The gallery space of the Wright Museum’s presentation was circular in design and 

temporary walls separated the exhibit into three identifiable sections. The presentation also 

included a small, theatre-style area where various films were viewed. Audiences entered and 

exited the exhibit through heavy glass, double doors. The first clearly identifiable area of the 

exhibit displayed lynching photographs arranged on the walls in a single row. Rather than 

present the images against white walls like the Warhol Museum, the Wright Museum positioned 

the images against darker colored walls illuminated by soft lighting. Throughout the gallery 

space were large, glossy posters on the walls that textually outlined various aspects of lynching 

history, as well as narratives of specific lynching incidents. These technologies highlight to the 

                                                 

41For the detailed account of this “Without Sanctuary” presentation, the researcher used her field notes from 
exhibition observations in March 2004. 
 

42Raymond Tate, “The Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History is the Exclusive Midwest 
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individual narratives of which a selected lynching photo is a part, in addition to the broader 

history of lynching of which these images are collectively fragments.  

Glossy posters presented in the initial exhibition space, highlighted contested aspects of 

lynching history. A poster titled “Lynching is a crime!” offers a definition for the act. “It is the 

unlawful hanging or otherwise killing of a person by a mob of more than three people.”45 The 

difficult work of drawing parameters around the complex practice continues by briefly 

explaining how the word “lynching,” became associated with the act. “The term, considered 

American in origin was possibly derived from the name and actions of Col. Charles Lynching 

(1736-1796). A Virginia landowner and passionate patriot, he and his associates punished Tories 

(British Loyalists) in extralegal ‘courts’ during the American Revolution.”46 The historical 

situating of lynching reveals that following the American Civil War “lynching became 

predominantly associated with the execution of blacks in the South. Most of the killings were by 

hanging, but many were by shooting, burning, mutilation, dismemberment, castration, and 

combinations of such.”47 The textual exhibition technology develops a pre-emancipation 

lynching history, less emphasized or excluded by the Warhol Museum and King National 

Historic Site. The Wright museum includes a trajectory of lynching suggesting that this form of 

racialized violence currently identified as lynching was not always conceptualized as it is now. 

Rather than cite a lynching era, the text indicates that between 1882 and 1968 recorded lynchings 

included the execution of 3,475 African Americans.48 Although, not explicitly developed, the 
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museum does suggest that of the recorded incidents, all the victims were not, in fact, African 

Americans. This leaves museum audiences to draw their own conclusions abut the racial make 

up of the remaining victims.  

Alongside this historical trajectory of lynching, the Wright Museum also used this textual 

technology to represent how lynching enumerations were gathered, emphasizing that these 

calculations remain inaccurate. From the lynching records of the Tuskegee University Archives, 

the Museum featured the “Lynching Statistics” poster offering the historically black institution’s 

tabulations for the lynching of both African Americans and whites from 1882 to 1968.49 Citing 

Tuskegee University as “the first to track the occurrences,” the text represents the collection of 

this date through a process of “reviewing the newspapers where the incidents took place.”50 The 

text also indicates that although Tuskegee University cites a high number of lynching deaths, “it 

is understood that many more lynchings, particularly of African Americans, were never 

reported.”51  An important distinguishing characteristic of the Wright Museum’s re-presentation 

that might also be identified as the unifying theme of this textual technology is that collectively 

these posters represent lynching as a practice woven in the fabric of African American existence 

and American life. Alongside posters that discussed the term “lynching,” and the inaccuracy of 

calculations. These texts also represent how families and communities taught children strategies 

for interracial interaction, the arbitrary nature of lynching practice, methods of investigative 

journalism, and mainstream presses’ routinized lynching reporting. In this way, lynching is 

textually represented alongside the images of “Without Sanctuary” as a practice that informed 
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day-to-day interactions and black-white relations, as well as media professionals and the media 

industry. Not only is this a significant point of departure from the previous re-presentations, but 

this aspect of the exhibit draws attention to how the type of cultural center plays a large part in 

the ways a topic is presented, with different aspects emphasized and others less developed.   

Alongside the “Without Sanctuary” images and textual representations with the first 

portion of the gallery, were carefully placed material artifacts. Of the objects placed in display 

cases within the temporary walls of the gallery was an intricately carved, dark wood, walking 

cane. The rounded hand piece of this walking stick featured the grimacing face of a—

presumably—African American man, with a noose around his neck. Other artifacts included 

slave shackles, a Ku Klux Klan robe and hood, a slavery-era whip, and a folding radar postcard 

camera. A final display case part of this initial gallery space did not contain any material objects, 

lynching images, or textual technologies. Karen Dumas comments on this unique exhibit 

component. “There is even a hole in the wall between the exhibit where you can look through 

and see others,” she observes, “those like you and those different, who are sharing this 

experience with you.”52 The author’s comments call attention to the way this simple exhibition 

technique—a window—provides the potential for audiences to bear witness as part of their 

“Without Sanctuary” museum experience. About historical witnessing, Dora Apel argues that it 

is the responsibility of viewers to look at the images of lynching, and to reject the ostensible 

neutrality of the photographer and the complicity implied from this position.53 As Dumas 

indicates, this open space encourages museum visitors to look at other audience members, and 

see them experiencing the exhibit in ways similar to your own experience. Although, Dumas is 
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not quite suggesting historical witnessing, she does underscore how the act of looking at others, 

like the lynching images, suggests audience members’ break the social code and look, rather than 

look away.  

The next section of the gallery space is marked by its attention to the anti-lynching 

movement. Like the King Site re-presentation, the Wright Museum focuses on the work of 

women in the anti-lynching movement with particular attention dedicated to the African 

American clubwomen movement.  The text of one poster titled, “Anti-Lynching Activists” reads, 

“righteous indignation turned to action when in the 1890s black women began to protest 

lynching. One-by-one, they lifted their voices at local churches, club meetings, and civic 

organizations. They traveled throughout the country as well as abroad with their message of anti-

lynching.”54 The text continues, “black men added their energies to the momentum, challenging 

the federal government to pass an anti-lynching bill.”55  The text alludes to the numerous 

attempts by the NAACP to pass federal legislation. The role of anti-lynching agitators 

represented textually also highlights reactions and organizing efforts of southern, white women 

to end lynching. “International objections from England and other countries concerned white 

women, particularly in the south. In response, they organized what has been termed a ‘revolt 

against chivalry,’ declaring white men’s rationalization for lynching African Americans as 

uncouth and barbaric.”56 Situating white women, black men, and black women in the movement 

creates a narrative about various groups’ resistance to lynching for different reasons, but that the 

movement was widespread—crossing both racial and gender lines. Finally, the way in which 
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white women, black women, and black men are positioned alongside one another, further 

suggests that lynching was part of the fabric of American life, and not limited to affecting the 

lives of African Americans exclusively.  

This final identifiable portion of the exhibition also includes an array of material objects 

placed in large glass display cases positioned on the floor. This display technology featured 

historical documentation supporting the anti-lynching movement, including the article “Why the 

Colored American is Not in the World’s Columbia Exposition,” the French publication, “Le Petit 

Journal,” and “The Disgrace of Democracy: An Open Letter to President Woodrow Wilson,” by 

Kelly Miller. Other artifacts included Southern Horrors: A Red Record by Ida B. Wells-Barnett, 

Rope and Faggot: A Biography of Judge Lynch by Walter White, and 100 Years of Lynchings by 

Ralph Ginzburg. As mentioned earlier, according to Rose, the use of the display case technology 

commonly features artifacts extracted from their “everyday context” to produce “truths about the 

classification system of the museum.”57 Rose argues that the objects presented by this 

technology communicates more about what and how a museum categorizes material artifacts and

less about what the artifact represent. This point is particularly salient because both the Wright

Museum and the King National Historic site use this technology featuring some of the same 

artifacts. Importantly, the use of these artifacts and presentation technologies illustrate points of

overlap demonstrating how these representations are not discrete, but rather contingent upon one 

another in many

 

 

 

 ways.  

                                                

The final component of the anti-lynching movement representation developed the role of 

art and artists. The poster called “Artists Respond to Lynching” indicates that “African American 

visual, performing, and literary artists—like artists of other ethnic groups—respond to their 

 

57Rose, Visual Methodologies, 176. 
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culture and environments by creating distinctive literary and visual images.”58 As active 

lynching resisters, the text explains that “art can be a source of moral and social improvement, 

instruction, pleasure, and pain. Art, moreover, can also function as a means of opposing or 

questioning established observances,” and introduces the visual representations positioned o

walls around the room.

n the 

he 

 

ersively to critique the 

practice

 

-

                                                

59 Like the literary and artistic traditions previously discussed, this panel 

points to the importance of art and artists incorporating the theme of lynching within their 

expressive cultural productions. This may be the second-most distinguishing characteristic of t

Wright Museum re-presentation. Although the three sites highlight artistic expressions as 

strategies of activism, the Wright Museum more fully develops this aspect. Rather than focus 

exclusively on “Strange Fruit,” this re-presentation both broadens the range of what can be 

identified as artistic expression and the ways by which these expressions can be interpreted. 

Importantly, the walls of this area feature more traditionally recognizable art including 

lithograph prints and paintings, alongside civil rights-era protest drawings. This section also

serves to illustrate how visual imagery of lynching was not exclusive to photographic 

representations, but also included depictions that used the theme subv

.   

A final portion of the gallery space broadens lynching from an African American 

“problem” of the past to a contemporary manifestation of racialized violence or hate crime. On a

small television audiences are introduced to the circumstances surrounding the death and open

casket funeral of Emmett Till by viewing the PBS documentary. Material artifacts featured in 
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large glass display cases include more contemporary texts documenting lynching including A 

Death in Texas by Dina Temple-Rason, Jim Crow’s Children by Peter Irons, and A Lynching in 

the Heartland: Race and Memory in America by James H. Madison. The May 2004 Jet ma

article, “Emmett Till: Blacks React to Re-Opening the Case,” was also featured. In a case 

positioned next to these popular treatments are—presumably—contemporary examples of Ku 

Klux Klan and white supremacist literature and pamphlets. Although Rose suggests that artifacts

presented within display cases are marked as being disconnected from their everyday use, it

possible that these display cases situated in this identifiable portion of the exhibit served to 

underscore how everyday cultural artifacts continue to engage the history and phenomenon of 

lynching. Unlike the display cases presenting rare publications produced during the lynching e

many of these material artifacts—with perhaps the exception of the KKK paraphernalia—are 

available at local bookstores and libraries. Therefore, rather than identify these objects as outsi

everyday use, the exhibition hints that they might actually serve to point audiences to current

publications that are accessible for further study. The presentation may also su

gazine 

 

s is 

ra, 

de 

 

ggest that the 

suprem

ll 

acist ideology of which lynching is a manifestation continues to exist. 

Examined alongside the Warhol Museum and King National Historic Site, the Wright 

Museum incorporated unique presentation technologies, structured the gallery space in a non-

linear, yet recognizable sequential locomotion, and more fully developed aspects featured in a

three re-presentations. However, the two most important distinguishing characteristics of the 

Wright Museum’s exhibit is the clear theme that lynching was part of the fabric of American 

society, informing the lives of both black and white communities alike. Also, this re-presentation 

of lynching images and textual discussion regarding the way lynching is critiqued in protest art 
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situates the images of “Without Sanctuary” within a context of visual representations ultimately 

informi

e 

t 

n 

lize 

. 

ry different exhibits in each location and, alongside the visually 

challenging lynching photographs, visitors were charged with making-meaning from widely 

diverse exhibition contents. 

ng one another.  

 

An important point revealed by examining these three diverse cultural center’s re-

presentations alongside one another is that collectively the exhibits are not discrete. The 

accomplishments and mishaps in exhibition design by one institution are avoided, reconstructed, 

or enhanced by another. Further, aspects of lynching history left undeveloped or excluded by on

site are enhanced by another. Finally, what this analysis suggests is that cultural institutions that 

attempt to extend the borders of their exhibition topics must also extend their knowledge base. 

Although the Warhol Museum attempted to stay within the safe presentational methods of the ar

museum, emphasizing a theme of universal human existence, the site overlooked its niche as a

art museum and missed developing the role of visual, literary, and dramatic artistic expressions 

as activism. Additionally, the Warhol Museum constructed artifacts that attempted to loca

lynching may have been too local, while region-wide localizing also became a significant theme 

in the National Historic Site. A final concluding point is that these three re-presentations 

collectively demonstrate that this cultural phenomenon changes over time, space, and location

Clearly, audiences viewed ve



5.0   AUDIENCES RESPOND 

I cannot believe what I have seen today. I cannot help but feel guilty for what my people 
have done to so many others, just for being different. I cannot explain to those others who 
did not come what it is like to be separated from an image by 100 years but still 
intertwined with the feelings represented. 
 

Unidentified entry, Andy Warhol Museum, “Without Sanctuary Project” 

This comment about the exhibit “Without Sanctuary Project” recorded by an unidentified 

Andy Warhol Museum visitor illustrates how this re-presentation prompts a broad range of 

emotions, feelings, and reactions. The museum visitor records shock and guilt over what “my 

people have done to so many others.”513 Because this visitor does not include any specific 

markers of identity, one can speculate that he or she is white and that the shock and guilt referred 

to here, arise from recognition and possible identification with the white lynch mobs pictured. 

The respondent may feel guilty by association with the whites pictured, who exercised violence 

against African Americans “just for being different.”514 The respondent also reveals that, 

although separated by several years’ time, they cannot help but feel engaged by the “feelings 

represented.”515 But to what “feelings” is the respondent referring? Is the individual identifying 

with the faces smiling with pride and self-righteousness about exacting swift justice for the 
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violation of a social taboo or legal code? Or does this visitor mean that the feelings facilitating 

white supremacy and racist ideologies are what is represented and with which he or she identifies 

as existing over time and space? Perhaps they identify with the cracks and fissures that must 

exist among those pictured who felt shock at the brutality, but composed themselves for the 

commemorative photograph?  

In some ways, this audience member’s response is characteristic of many recorded by 

those viewing the lynching media and cultural artifacts of “Without Sanctuary.” Museum-goers 

responses not only reveal a great deal about the phenomenon, but also prompt additional 

questions. However, this response is particularly telling because the lynching images encourage 

what George Fredrickson identifies as shocking the viewer out of a cultural amnesia regarding 

the racist and violent history of the United States.516 As the respondent reports, he or she cannot 

help but feel guilty after viewing photographs depicting brutal acts of violence inflicted by 

whites upon blacks for “just being different.”517 At some level, the viewer suggests blackness is 

a superficial difference from whiteness therefore, how could such a simple distinction lead to 

such tragic events? So, perhaps Fredrickson’s hope is not actualized by this viewer, because 

although skin color is the most simplistic way by which to understand racial difference, the

cultural differences and tensions characterizing blackness and whiteness in the United States are

by no means simple or superficial. They are in fact immensely complex, ineluctably continual

and inescapably informed by histo

 

 

, 

ry.  

                                                

To illuminate more fully what these audiences’ responses reveal and the questions they 

prompt, my presentation and examination of viewer’s written commentary is guided by three 
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important questions. First, what cultural knowledge do visitors employ to frame their 

engagements with and reactions to the exhibition contents? The purpose of this question is to 

isolate what type of prior knowledge about American history, culture, racism, and lynching are 

reflected in audience reactions. This enables me to probe the degree to which cultural knowledge 

can serve as a strategy for the meaning-making necessary for viewers to challenge intended 

messages of museum media. Next, what do audiences come to know from viewing and 

interacting with the museum media of “Without Sanctuary” as recorded in response journals? 

From categorization, reflection, and synthesis of audience responses, I hope to gain insight into 

what audiences suggest they learned from the exhibition’s contents, themes, and narratives. 

Finally, on the basis of evidence from response journals, do audiences come to a more fully 

developed awareness of lynching history as part of the constellation of racism and violence 

characterizing much of American domestic and international history, or do audiences understand 

lynching as a discrete historical moment with little import in the current cultural context? This 

research question is included here as a way to assay if and how audiences read the history of 

lynching re-presented in “Without Sanctuary” within or alongside a larger context of historical 

American narratives, or as distant history with that has little significance in the contemporary 

historical moment. 

The comment opening this chapter points to this audience member’s feelings of guilt 

when confronted with the visually and viscerally challenging lynching images of “Without 

Sanctuary.” Audience members’ responses also suggest that these images demand certain types 

of cultural knowledge to generate meaningful interpretations. The museum visitors’ reactions 

and interactions point to the difficulties of many Americans attempting to acknowledge lynching 

more fully within a context where racism and violence characterize American domestic and 
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international relations. Presented here using a phenomenological methodology, I identify three 

general categories of responses isolating different cultural knowledge audiences employ to make 

meaning of the exhibition media and cultural artifacts on display. The first category features 

audiences’ reactions specifically to the exhibition contents. Here, visitors identify some form of 

enrichment derived from the museum experience, highlighting the specific artifacts or images 

contributing to their enhanced cultural horizon. The second category of responses reflects 

audiences employing a contemporary understanding of social and political issues to make 

meaning of the re-presentation comments. The final category of audience responses are drawn 

together thematically by the rhetoric and sentiment of progress in race relations. For this 

collection of responses features critiques of and challenges to civil rights developments made by 

black Americans. These audience members also employ cultural knowledge about racism, 

discrimination, prejudice, and terrorism serve to frame their meaning making of the images and 

exhibition contents. Although these responses represent a small selection of the total available, 

those included here highlight the breadth and depth of the emotional and intellectual reactions by 

viewers. The responses here also illustrate the range of contemporary and historical knowledge 

audiences call upon to decode the visual and discursive museum media. 

The purpose of this chapter is to present and examine the written responses of “Without 

Sanctuary” audience members viewing the re-presentation at the Andy Warhol Museum in 

Pittsburgh, Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site in Atlanta, and Charles H. Wright 

Museum of African American History in Detroit.  In addition to the many emotional reactions, 

closer examination points to a sophisticated level of reflection connecting the exhibit and 

lynching to broader socio-political issues and contemporary black-white race relations. I argue 

that examination of audience responses to this exhibit reveals that audience members use their 
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own cultural knowledge of American history, black-white race relations, and the civil rights 

movement as a way to make meaning of their “Without Sanctuary” museum experience. The 

ways by which audiences call upon and employ cultural knowledge reveals an aspect of what 

audiences understand as the state and stakes of American inter-racial relations.518 These 

responses also provide insight into how the accompanying visual and textual exhibition contents 

assist audiences’ negotiation of lynching history and souvenir images. 

To bring these dynamic issues into focus, this chapter incorporates audience responses 

phenomenologically categorized to identify recurring themes, sentiments, and ideas.519 These 

themes are divided into three broad categories and include various related sub-thematic 

categories as well. Subsequent discussions present and examine these responses organized 

around reactions to the exhibition contents, connection of the exhibition to socio-political issues, 

and assessments about the state of American racial progress. Although this examination deals 

explicitly with museum audiences, I situate my analysis within the body of scholarship that 

attends to the role of media in audiences’ everyday lives. To make this point more clear, I start 

by briefly outlining the principles of audience research that incorporates first person accounts to 

illuminate how media operates within the everyday lives of audiences. 

                                                 

518When I invoke the language of cultural knowledge, I mean to call attention to the various narratives and 
stories that fall under the umbrella of American history, culture, and life that help inform an American national 
identity. Cultural knowledge is particularly salient during museum experiences because the institution encourages 
and facilitates reflection and consideration of national identity, which is polysemic, negotiated, and ever-changing.  
 

519For more on American social interactionism and its relationship to phenomenology, see: Erving 
Goffman, Encounters: Two Studies in the Sociology of Interaction (New York: Macmillian, 1985), Frame Analysis: 
An Essay on the Organization of Everyday Experience (New York: Harper Row, 1974), and Presentation of Self in 
Everyday Life (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1959). See also Richard L. Lanigan, Speech Act Phenomenology 
(Hague: Nijhoff, 1977); and Heribert Spiegelberg, The Phenomenological Movement: A Historical Introduction 
(Hague: Nijhoff, 1982) and The Context of the Phenomenological Movement (Hague: Nijhoff, 1988). 
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5.1 MEDIA IN AUDIENCES EVERYDAY LIVES 

An important purpose of this analysis is to understand the  cultural knowledge audiences 

employ to make sense of lynching imagery and the historical narratives of “Without Sanctuary” 

re-presentations. This analysis considers the interactions with and interpretations of these 

exhibitions’ contents in museum settings to exist within the context of audiences’ everyday lives. 

Means Coleman argues that these audience studies, part of the reception studies tradition, are 

based on two key assumptions.520 The first is an “examination of audiences’ relationship to 

media should take into account the role of a multiplicity of media and their discourses, rather 

than a single medium/text vacuum.”521 Means-Coleman suggests that understanding audiences’ 

reception should focus on the ways audiences engage a variety of media, alongside the 

discourses presented in these media texts. This principle is significant to an examination of 

“Without Sanctuary” audiences because the exhibition contents feature photographic images, 

alongside other media texts and cultural artifacts constructing and presenting narratives about 

lynching. Rather than attempt to isolate reception to lynching imagery exclusively, this study 

considers that audiences’ interactions within a media saturated environment stand to illuminate 

how the richness of the exhibition’s contents, discourses, and texts collectively contribute to 

reception of “Without Sanctuary.” 

 Means-Coleman’s second assumption about the study of media in audiences’ everyday 

lives is “media as social institutions frequent daily interactions, and economic forces must be 

                                                 

520Robin R. Means Coleman, “Introduction,” in Say It Loud!: African American Audiences, Media, and 
Identity, ed. Robin R. Means Coleman (New York: Routledge, 2003), 7. 

 
521Ibid., 8. 
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viewed as an integral part of our social world, not as isolated variables.”522 She argues here that 

audiences exist within a world where media functions as both social and economic institutions. 

These circumstances cannot be divorced from the specific discursive and visual texts produced 

and disseminated, as well as the economic conditions sustaining media institutions’ existence. 

Although, the exhibitions are re-presented within cultural institutional spaces, they subsequently 

include representations produced by various media institutions. Cultural institutions in ways 

similar to media institutions are social, economic, and political forces fundamentally part of 

audiences’ social world. Ultimately, these forces inform how audiences actively incorporate 

various ideological frameworks and meaning-making strategies to understand the various 

discursive and visual media texts of the exhibit. 

Based upon the tradition of reception theory and audience studies, this analysis considers 

the interpretative strategies employed by audiences to make sense of museum media, an 

occurrence part of audiences everyday lived experiences.523 Importantly, this examination of 

comment books illustrates that there are multiple and complex frameworks employed to 

negotiate and interpret these media texts. This study, like others considering firsthand accounts, 

shows that audiences’ everyday media interactions inform their sense of the social world, 

alongside interaction of media artifacts and the social world inform audiences’ sense of identity 

and knowing. Janice Radway’s foundational study of romance novel readers privileges their first 

                                                 

 
522 Coleman, “Introduction,” 7.  

 
523Andrea L. Press, “Toward a Qualitative Methodology of Audience Study: Using Ethnography to Study 

the Popular Culture Audience,” in The Audience and Its Landscape, ed. James Hay, Lawrence Grossberg, and Ellen 
Wartella (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1996), 113-130. See also James L. Machor and Philip Goldstein, eds., 
Reception Study: From Literary Theory to Cultural Studies (New York: Routledge, 2001). 
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hand accounts.524 Her analysis of this audience’s media consumption patterns illustrates how 

romance novel readers use the act of reading symbolically and literally. Her study showed that 

women used romance novel reading to demarcate physical and individual time against the 

domestic and childrearing demands of the private home space. Through individual, in-depth 

interviews, group interviews, and document analysis, Radway uncovers how a relationship 

between romance novel readers and the romantic fictions of the novels become empowering, 

both through fantasy and liberation. The author posits that women incorporate romance novel 

reading in their everyday lives as a way to engage in situations and with characters different from 

and alternate to their own social world. 

Another significant study that encourages understanding the interplay of media and the 

social world for audiences is Jacqueline Bobo’s examination of African American women 

readers of the film, The Color Purple.525 The author points to ways “a specific audience creates 

meaning from a mainstream text and uses the reconstructed meaning to empower themselves and 

their social group.” More specifically, Bobo identifies black women, as a specific cultural group 

of media readers, who connect with the “renaissance of Black women writers” showing the 

“creation and maintenance of images of Black women that are based upon Black women’s 

constructions, history, and real-life experiences” to serve a significant function in the meaning 

making of Black women readers. The author maintains that African American women audiences’ 

consider the film’s representations of black female subjectivity as a portrayal informed by 

African American female history, culture, and experiences in ways similar to their own social 

world. In this way, both Bobo’s and Radway’s studies indicate that media is an integral part of 

                                                 

524Janice Radway, Reading the Romance: Women, Patriarchy, and Popular Literature (Chapel Hill: 
University of North Carolina Press, 1984). 
 

525Jacqueline Bobo, Black Women as Cultural Readers (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995). 
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audiences everyday experiences, social world, and identity. These studies also highlight the 

significance of existing cultural knowledge to the interpretation of media texts by audiences.  

Although, Bobo and Radway use firsthand audience accounts collected through 

individual and group interview methodologies, Cornwell and Orbe’s study of African American 

audiences’ on-line responses to Aaron McGruder’s The Boondocks is salient here regarding 

audience analysis from written responses to media texts.526 Cornwell and Orbe delineate through 

a phenomenological thematic analysis both an interconnectedness and polarization of African 

American audiences. The authors examine online postings about the comic strip from April 20-

September 15, 1999, and because they are particularly concerned with African American 

audiences, use only entries which the respondent identifies themselves as African American. 

From analysis of these responses, categorized by thematic similarity, Cornwell and Orbe argue 

that they collectively point to “somewhat polarized views of the readers of the comic strip” that 

calls attention to the “dialectical tension that people of color face when playing a role in the 

creation of media products.”527  The authors argue that based upon their categorization and 

examination of self-identified African American Boondocks audiences, these online postings 

indicate a strong identification with or avid disavowal of the comic strip’s depictions. However, 

the authors point out that black audience members are ultimately concerned with the 

representation of African Americans in media. Even more specifically, Cornwell and Orbe 

suggest, black audiences’ responses indicate particular attention to black media representations 

produced by African Americans that are also consumed by mainstream audiences. The authors 

                                                 

526Nancy C. Cornwell and Mark P. Orbe, “‘Keepin’ It Real’ and/or ‘Sellin’ Out to the Man’: African-
American Responses to Aaron McGruder’s The Boondocks,” In Say It Loud!: African-American Audiences, Media, 
and Identity, ed. Robin R. Means Coleman (New York: Routledge, 2003), 27-44.  
 

527Cornwell and Orbe, “‘Keepin’ It Real.’”  
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assert that African American media producers and creators “must understand the larger context 

in which their media images are situated” whereby media images of African Americans are never 

neutral but rather “advances or retards the struggle for representation.”528 Their examination 

points to larger social forces, including the tensions around African American representations 

viewed by dominant audiences that frame meaning making of McGruder’s comic strip. This 

examination is not only significant here methodologically, but theoretically as well, because the 

audiences’ responses clearly indicate how everyday media consumption cannot be divorced from 

the economic, political, and social world yielding their production. Cornwell and Orbe also 

suggest that some media audiences pay particular attention to the individuals and institutions 

responsible for the creation and dissemination of media artifacts, and consider these factors 

important when making sense of particular media texts.  

Like the studies highlighted here, this examination situates media within the day-to-day lives of 

audiences and suggests too, that social forces inform the ways by which audiences come to 

understand media texts. Importantly, these studies highlight the significance of audiences’ prior 

cultural knowledge and the tension some African American audiences negotiate when 

considering representations of their group consumed by dominant audiences. The uniqueness of 

this study is the examination of media audiences within the media-saturated environment of the 

museum. Ultimately, the core of the “Without Sanctuary” exhibit is photographic media, which 

is situated within a context to appeal to the widest possible audience. These museum goers 

engage photographic imagery, as well as other types of media brought together to present a 

narrative of lynching history. It is in these ways, this study stands alongside and apart from 

reception theory and audience studies scholarship. 

                                                 

528Cornwell and Orbe, “‘Keepin’ It Real,’” 40. 
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5.2 METHODOLOGY 

To understand better the interpretations of “Without Sanctuary” by audiences, this study 

employs a phenomenological methodology. In Richard F. Wolff’s examination of audiences’ in-

church and televised religious worship experiences, he notes that phenomenological inquiries 

focus on people’s lived experience of everyday phenomena as expressed in languages.529 

Moreover, Wolff argues that “semiotic phenomenology thus constitutes a methodology for 

analyzing conscious experience and the existential meaning revealed by speech in description of 

a phenomena.”530 The author suggests that phenomenological examination of the ways people 

describe encounters with phenomena are particularly well suited to illuminate how meaning is 

derived from everyday lived experiences.  

Wolff identifies three phases of the phenomenological methodology which include 

description, reduction, and interpretation. As the initial phase, descriptions of people’s 

experiences with the phenomena are collected. Audiences’ descriptions of the “Without 

Sanctuary” re-presentation were collected from comment books preserved by each institution. 

The Warhol and Wright Museums, alongside the National Historic Site preserve several 

comment books from their re-presentations of “Without Sanctuary.” A tremendous number of 

audience members elected to record their comments, therefore an overwhelming amount of data 

available. Audience response journals or visitor comment books refer to any written feedback 

opportunity made available by the host venue. These feedback opportunities include: material 

books, bound, with blank pages, loose leaf, unbound pages, index cards, and postcards  

                                                 

529Richard F. Wolff, “A Phenomenological Study of In-Church and Televised Worship,” Journal for the 
Scientific Study of Religion 38, no. 2 (1999): 220. 
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Maintained by the education director, the Warhol Museum’s audience comment books 

consist of ten, oversized bound books, containing about 200 pages each with museum visitor 

comments written throughout. In preparation for this study, I photocopied approximately 147 

pages from the comment books, August 2003. The responses of 11 participants are included. The 

Warhol Museum also featured the “Postcards for Tolerance” project, an interactive audience 

feedback opportunity. More than 1000 museum visitors wrote a message on a postcard and 

tacked it to the ongoing collection. At the close of the exhibit, these postcards were later mailed 

to their respective owners. The institution also maintains photocopies of these audience 

responses; however, they are not included in this study. 

The Wright Museum’s response journals consist of about 500 loose leaf pages. I collected 

about 133 pages of audience responses March 2005. The comments of 6 informants are featured 

throughout this discussion. The audience comment books alongside the “Giving Tree” responses 

are maintained within the museum Archives. The “Giving Tree” provided respondents with 

index cards and prompted to answer writing prompt: “What will you do to end racism?” 

Audience members recording their responses were invited to tack their index card to the wall 

mural of a tree, thus constituting the leaves of the “Giving Tree.” The approximate number of 

responses part of the “Giving Tree” are unknown by the Wright Museum archivist. 

The National Historic Site also provided loose leaf paper for audience members to record 

their responses. Half the response journals are maintained by co-sponsor Emory University. 

These audience comments recorded on loose leaf paper are stored in large, three-ring binders. 

The audience response journals total about 50 linear feet. While completing field work, I 

photocopied about 127 sheets of audience comments and 5 participants’ comments appear in this 

study. 
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The National Historic Site and the Warhol Museum also provided electronic media as a 

means for audience to record their responses to the exhibit. During the first month of the exhibit, 

the National Historic Site provided computer kiosks for audiences to record their responses. This 

collection of responses is not included here because the medium—to an extent—leaves out 

context clues, such as when audience members underline or use all capital letters for added 

emphasis. Computerized commentary also does not account for audience members who engage 

one another on the comment book pages. Also not included in this study are responses recorded 

in video comment booths, part of the “Without Sanctuary Project” at the Warhol Museum. 

Although both collections of audience commentary are insightful, for the purposes of developing 

a model of audience response, reading the comment books is efficient with only poor 

handwriting serving as primary source of difficulty. Therefore, this study is limited to hand-

written audience responses and what they reveal about meaning making of every day lived 

experiences. 

In the process of describing their experience of the “Without Sanctuary” phenomena, 

many exhibition visitors marked aspects of their identity in various ways. Some 

demographically-oriented data includes name, racial background, city and state of residence or 

origin, school, grade, and age. Some audience members recorded phone numbers and email 

addresses as well. Commentary for which individuals’ identification is available is included; 

however, the exception to this is the inclusion of both first and surnames. In instances where 

audience members identify their first and last name, they are referenced here by first name and 

last initial only. Additional identification information is included when provided. Most comment 

book entries are unsigned, and are referenced as “unidentified entry.” Finally, some audience 

respondents signed their comments “anonymous.” 
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In selecting audience descriptions for the collected sample, I chose entries based on two 

criteria: legibility and coherence. Responses that were reasonably decipherable and 

comprehensible—regardless of length—were considered in the reduction and interpretation 

phases. To aid in the process of thematization, I created an electronic database to record readable 

and understandable written responses as each appeared on the pages of the comment books. The 

database including audience members from each exhibition site, features 27 pages of text or 

approximately 15,017 words. Initially, nearly twenty possible themes were identified. This 

number was reduced by merging similar and overlapping themes. The three categories of themes 

presented here are not meant to represent fully the range of descriptions provided by audience 

members. Instead, the audience responses and thematic categories identified in my study were 

purposefully selected to understand the cultural knowledge audiences employ to make sense of 

“Without Sanctuary” and what audiences come to know from their experience. In this way, the 

themes are both broad and specific to account for the ways audience members describe the 

exhibition contents and lynching photographs explicitly, as well as commentary indicating how 

“Without Sanctuary” serves as a starting point to describe other phenomena.  

The third phase, interpretation occurs during description and reduction and considers how 

the emerging thematic categories and sub-themes relate to one another, while hyper-reflection 

takes into account the constant review of audience responses, in order to identify meanings and 

meta-meanings. In addition to collapsing and overlapping thematic categories, I went back to my 

original handwritten responses to reflect and identify meta-meanings. This process was 

particularly important in recognizing the ways audience members engage one another within the 

context of the comment book. Reflection also included attending to the entries’ page orientation 
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and letter style, the use of underlining, capital letters, and symbols for emphasis, as well as 

drawings and illustrations.  

Although this methodological approach places at the fore the descriptions of audience 

members to understand the meaning making process of a particular phenomena, there are 

limitation to employing a phenomenological methodology. First, the collection of responses 

available for review cannot represent the range of audiences participating in the museum 

experience of “Without Sanctuary.” These responses are narrowed by illegibility and coherence. 

Additionally, because each exhibition ran for six months or longer, the volume of audience 

responses meant that many visitors’ descriptions were not included. Finally, the responses used 

for this study features only those audiences viewing the exhibition within the space of the 

museum and does not consider responses to the on-line presentation. Although there are 

limitations to a phenomenological methodology, its value is that it allows the researcher to 

consider the audience members’ media and museum experience through first hand description. 

Additionally, examining museum- goers responses to “Without Sanctuary” in this form provides 

texture to the importance of both re-presentation and site in ways that cannot be accounted for in 

other ways. 

5.3 COMMENTS ON EXHIBITION CONTENTS 

The re-presentation of “Without Sanctuary” included a wide variety of cultural artifacts 

and museum media. Although the core of the exhibition is several lynching images, Harvey 

Young argues that the lynching souvenir is incomplete and “requires an accompanying narrative 

furnished by its possessor in order to fill in that which is missing and to allow the fragment to 
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reflect the event or experience of which it is a part.”531 For Young, souvenir lynching images 

cannot communicate a narrative, an event, or lynching history because, by virtue of its existence, 

it is incomplete. The author points to the importance of additional materials necessary to tell the 

story or event that the souvenir lynching photograph is part of and represents. Many “Without 

Sanctuary” museum-goers not only took notice of the incomplete souvenir lynching photographs, 

but the accompanying materials that attempt to tell a narrative of which the image is part. This 

category of responses reflects the different ways in which audiences responded to the various 

contents of the re-presentations. These responses illustrate how audience members interacted 

with media texts and cultural artifacts to piece together meaningful interpretations of the 

exhibition and their viewing experience.  

An unidentified Andy Warhol museum visitor records his or her reactions to the lynching 

images specifically. Writing portrait length, filling much of the page, the informant reports: “My 

god fifteen thousand angry lynchers crowded, shoulder to shoulder, head to head a mass of 

citizens gathered together, packed tightly like corn kernels on the cob, facing inward.”532 This 

audience member is not only stunned at the large mass gathered to witness the lynching event, 

but notes that the volume and proximity of the crowd is amazing in that it appears to overwhelm 

the space. Although there is no way to be sure, it is likely this audience member is responding to 

the photographic postcard depicting the lynching of Jesse Washington, May 16, 1916, Waco, 

Texas, also known as the “Waco Horror.”533 The visitor continues citing the “thousands of hats 

and heads facing inwards towards the center. The nucleus of this social force is a black man, 

                                                 

531Harvey Young, “The Black Body as Souvenir in American Lynching,” Theatre Journal 57 (2005): 642. 
532Unidentified entry, Andy Warhol Museum, “Without Sanctuary Project” comment book. 

 
533James Allen, et al., Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in America (Santa Fe: Twin Palm 

Publishers, 2005), plate 24, 175. See Appendix C.  
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naked, rope around his neck lying sprawled over a pile of hay and wood that will be set aflame 

soon, to burn him slowly, but for now a man is beating him with a stick.”534 This commentary 

reveals shock that an African American man can be the focal point of such a large mass. The 

commentator continues, detailing the gruesome scene that serves as the center of this 

overwhelming social event. Here I believe the audience member is no longer referring to the 

image depicting the “Waco Horror,” and may be referring to the press photo portraying the brutal 

death of W.C. or R.C. Williams, October 15, 1938, Ruston, Louisiana.535 The image features a 

man beating Williams’ corpse with a stick while Allen notes that “onlookers include white men 

and young children.”536 This respondent chooses to discursively record the depictions of two 

distinct lynching images to understand what they have viewed. What is telling is that the 

respondent’s detailed description is likely to be a composite of several lynching photographs. 

Although the characterization of the crowd suggests the “Waco Horror” lynching of Washington, 

other details point to a second image, neither image shows the other fine points to which the 

respondent refers, but several others do. It is more possible this audience member has actually 

recoded elements from several different lynching images to construct his or her own unified 

image as a way to make sense of the multiple souvenir lynching photographs re-presented. An 

important point to highlight is that this response comes from a Warhol Museum visitor. This re-

presentation of “Without Sanctuary” featured nearly 100 photographic images—the most of any 

re-presentation of the three sites included in this study. 
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Jessica Gogan, director of interpretation and education at the Warhol Museum notes that 

an intended purpose of their “Without Sanctuary Project” comment books was to provide a way 

for audiences to respond to the exhibition contents, while perhaps an unintended outcome was 

that audience members engaged one another on the pages of the comment books.537 On the same 

visitor response journal page, written letter length, opposite the previous respondent’s portrait 

length entry is an asterisk, possibility marking this audience member’s point of engagement. At 

the corresponding asterisk, this Warhol visitor writes “Who is the criminal here? The black man, 

the lynchers, the onlookers, or the people now who see the photographs and are moved to 

hatred?”538 This response highlights the multiple layers of seeing and historical witnessing the 

lynching images demand. This commentator highlights how the “Without Sanctuary” images 

position museum-goers as exhibition and lynching audience member, as well as lynching 

incident participant. Furthermore, this visitor acknowledges how lynching blurred the boundaries 

between individuals identified as criminal and non-criminal. They use this space as an 

opportunity to challenge other visitors, while also criminalizing the intense emotional hatred, if 

that is an outcome from viewing the images. Perhaps the goal of discursively criminalizing 

hatred, as this audience member does, is a way to point to the circular nature of racialized 

violence based upon race hatred. In any case, this entry shows how audience members engaged 

one another. Rather than draw an arrow or refer to other comments, as others do, this 

commentator makes a special effort to identify a specific point of engagement and challenges 
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viewers to acknowledge the multiple layers of surveillance these images force viewers to 

negotiate. 

In the attempt to construct a narrative around the incomplete souvenir photograph, the 

Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History featured cultural artifacts such as white 

supremacist paraphernalia, slavery-era pieces, and early editions of anti-lynching publications. 

These exhibition contents were noteworthy for Lydia E. She reports viewing the “Ku Klux Klan 

original robe” and that she “saw the letter stating that that is a barbecue they had last night. That 

almost made me want to cry, but I held my ground.”539 This visitor is likely referring to the 

postcard featuring, on one side William Stanley’s corpse, August 1915, Temple, Texas, with a 

handwritten message on the other side.540 It states “this is the Barbecue we had last night my 

picture is to the left with a cross over it your son Joe.”541 Her response reflects both disdain, as 

well as pride. She notes that she withstood the emotional response to cry, in spite of viewing the 

KKK material artifacts and the Stanley postcard.  

Appearing to read these images and cultural artifacts as evidentiary proof, the author feels 

resolve by “what has happened to our people makes me even more proud of who I am.”542 Lydia 

E. reveals a personal appreciation for not only learning about the struggles of “our people,” but 

also seems to assume a level of pride and deeper identification presumably with her blackness by 

virtue of this enhanced awareness. Although she is moved emotionally by the souvenir lynching 

images and white supremacist material artifacts, what seems to really strike her is the possibility 
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that lynching is not a practice of the remote history suggested by images of the 1981, Mobile, 

Alabama lynching of Michael Donald.543 Lydia E. states, “what really made me upset was seeing 

the pictures of Michael who was lynched by a Ku Klux Klan member in the 1980s.”544 For this 

audience member, seeing images with less historical time to cross appear to make the 

phenomena of lynching more potent. I believe this point is evidenced by the familiarity the 

author assumes by not only identifying the lynching victim by first name, but also she takes note 

of this particular incident happening as late as the 1980s. Perhaps Michael Donald’s death was 

alarming for this viewer, likely born in the late 1980s, because this event potentially happened in 

her lifetime. Lydia E. responds to the multiple exhibition contents and her comments illustrate 

the intimate ways audiences connect and identify with the lynching images and accompanying 

cultural artifacts.  

Another visitor of the exhibit at the Wright Museum identified as D.M. took note of a 

cultural artifact with particular significance in African American culture and history. D.M. 

reveals that although they were glad to learn about lynching history, the “most sad thing to me 

was the quilt with all the names of people who had been lynched[;] it is sad to see how many 

African American’s names were on there.”545 Their comments reveal that viewing the 

juxtaposition of African American names against the folk cultural artifact was a stirring 

representation. D.M.’s comments are noteworthy regarding the exhibition contents because they 
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show how the Wright Museum’s narrative featured some material artifacts clearly identifiable 

with African American life, history, and culture. It appears as though this audience member’s 

interaction with African American folk art incorporated within the exhibition space served to 

frame their reception of the historical narratives re-presented therein.  

One last audience comment on the exhibition contents is from a visitor viewing the 

Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site re-presentation. This audience member, too, points 

to the power of the exhibit, further enhanced by temporal connection of the past with the present. 

The visitor writes: “I thought this was an incredibly powerful and moving exhibit. I noted, sadly 

that one of the lynchings was on today’s date (Aug 7) in 1930.” 546 It is telling that the visitor 

recalls the date of the photograph most likely depicting the mass mob lynching of Thomas Shipp 

and Abram Smith, Marion, Indiana.547 For this viewer, the happenstance of seeing the exhibit on 

a day in which a lynching is recorded is a powerful confrontation. The visitor reflectively 

contemplates that “It made me wonder how far we have or have not come since then.”548 

Importantly, the connection over time and space offered up by this lynching image provokes this 

audience member to speculate, but about what is unsure. On one hand, this respondent may 

query the progress of African Americans towards equality, or whites towards tolerance. On the 

other, she or he may question the current state of American race relations. The “we” this 

individual refers is also ambiguous. As it seems apparent from the move to collapse time and 

space, and the query about how far “we” have come, this respondent interprets lynching as a 

history part of the larger social world marking some sort of race relations trajectory. 
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This collection of audience responses shows that audience members responded and 

reacted to, as well as interacted with, the actual exhibition contents. Responses cited here point to 

audience members’ strategies to make meaning of the lynching history re-presented by bringing 

together and layering various exhibition components. For one audience member this meant 

working together elements of various lynching images to re-construct their own composite 

picture. For others, the cultural artifacts were particularly useful for understanding lynching as a 

practice and social event marking certain kinds of group memberships. Finally, these responses 

show a telling preoccupation with temporal distance. The audience members featured here 

carefully note their existence within a temporal moment in relationship to specific lynching 

incidents. For some, this recognition seems to make lynching less distant while for others add a 

present-ness to the exhibition contents. 

These respondents’ reactions to and interactions with the exhibition contents also shows 

the layering of different museum artifacts and media to make sense of the re-presentation. John 

H. Falk and Lynn D. Dierking identify this work as “free-choice learning.”549 The authors posit 

that free-choice learning “tends to be non-linear, is personally motivated, and involves 

considerable choice on the part of the learner as to what to learn, as well as where and when to 

participate in learning.”550 The authors suggest that museum spaces are especially equipped to 

facilitate learning in non-linear ways because of the non-linear nature of exhibitions. Responses 

presented here illustrate shock and astonishment at the souvenir lynching photographs, diverse 

media texts, and cultural artifacts constructing narratives of lynching history. However, an 

overwhelming number of museum goers reflect on their own learning experience and suggest the 
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educational potential of the exhibition for others. Falk and Dierking note that “increasingly 

museums can be described as public institutions for personal learning, places people seek out to 

satisfy their learning needs.”551 While audiences are looking to museums for educational 

learning in non-linear ways, museum institutions continue to develop exhibition methods to m

the educational needs of audiences. Spencer Crew calls attention to Excellence and Equi

Education and the Public Dimension of Museums, published n 1992 by the American 

Association of Museums that redefined the educative work of such cultural institutions.

eet 

ty: 

                                                

 552 He 

argues that the Association “insisted that museums place education at the center of their public 

activities and that museums constantly search for methods of better sharing in their unique 

experiences with their audience.”553 The author posits that the Association’s publication 

encouraged museums and cultural institutions to redefine their exhibitions in ways that are 

accessible to variously situated audiences to facilitate unique educational experiences. Many 

audience members report that “Without Sanctuary” has a number of educational qualities and 

many audiences stand to learn an important part of U.S. history less often explored. 

A Warhol Museum visitor notes that this “exhibit is a part of American History, not just 

Blacks, Browns, or Whites. But all Americans. It is meant to be a learning experience, and not 

just an exhibit that desecrates the African American culture. Learn from these photos.”554 This 

respondent’s comments reveal a level of antagonism regarding the plurality of historical inquiry. 

For this visitor, perhaps certain historical narratives identified by African- or Native- American 
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monikers are marked differently, even outside of or in opposition to the grand American 

historical narrative. The visitor also concludes that all Americans, regardless of racial 

identification, stand to learn from the history presented. The respondent is not necessarily clear 

as to what specifically all Americans stand to learn, but that the exhibit is meant to be such an 

experience nonetheless. Importantly, the commentator indicates that this exhibit should not 

devalue black culture. The respondent’s “just” caveat suggests that this exhibition does in fact 

desecrate black American culture in some ways, but has more to offer visitors. On the one hand, 

this museum-goer argues that “Without Sanctuary” is an important exhibit because it facilitates 

learning about American history broadly. On the other hand, he or she suggests that this history 

should not be a presentation that singularly devalues black American culture. However, the 

inverse of this potentially myopic focus is that “Without Sanctuary” does—to an extent—

devalue African American culture. In some ways, by using the language and sentiment 

associated with “desecrate,” the commentator intentionally or unintentionally, identifies African 

American culture as sacred. Although the visitor is concerned with this exhibition being read in 

ways that degrades black culture, there is no mention or recognition of how this presentation 

might tarnish white culture or American culture more broadly conceived. 

Many of the respondents reflecting upon the educative potential of the exhibit point to the 

importance of knowing and appreciating historical events. Also here, many visitors connect the 

value of knowing and learning with children and youth. Wright Museum visitor Valerie S. of 

England, notes that “We need more exhibitions like this. It is an outstanding documentary[;] this 

should be seen by every school child in America.”555 Like many other museum goers, she reads 
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the exhibition as a remarkable “documentary” presentation. Cara Finnegan argues that 

documentary photography exists within a paradox, as representations that record and reflect 

factual or objective knowledge, and documents that create drama and emotion.556 For Valerie S., 

the images and cultural artifacts constituting “Without Sanctuary” function as objective records 

of real-life experiences; however, her comments also reflect the emotion and drama invoked by 

documentary images. She excitedly declares that all school children should participate in this 

learning experience and further prescribes ways for learning to continue beyond the museum 

visit. She outlines “discussions in the classroom and essays describing the impact of the 

exhibition should follow!”557 For Valerie S. the exhibition is a valuable learning opportunity 

based upon objective yet emotionally-laden tools. She claims that the exhibit is worthwhile for 

all, but particularly children, who should engage in classroom discussions and essay writing to 

articulate perhaps more fully the force of the exhibit. An important question to ask of the 

respondent’s comments is: What is the learning “impact” of the exhibit, of which she purports 

children should be speaking and writing? Presumably from her documentary reading of the 

exhibit, it must be how lynching images are factual records of real-life experiences. It seems that 

this learning objective might be one that all audiences might benefit from, but for Valerie S. and 

others, it principally important that children learn these lessons. It is possible that audience 

members who point to the educative potential of “Without Sanctuary” for children and young 

people gesture toward the sentiment that younger generations unaware of the past are likely to 

take for granted the rights and privileges they currently enjoy. 
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Museum visitors indicate that they learned from the exhibit, while other responses 

suggest that learning is passive, alongside an uncertainty about what to do with this newly 

acquired knowledge. Mike, a local University student, visiting the Warhol presentation prefaces 

his response with “This is not meant to sound cold but it is the past.”558 He continues stating that 

“there is not much we can do other than pay homage to it and reflect on it and learn from it.”559 

This visitor recognizes that comments are read and engaged by other museum-goers and warns 

future readers that his words may be off putting. Although he contends that there is little that can 

be done presumably because lynching is a relic of a past historical era, he proposes three 

important related activities: respecting, reflecting, and learning from history.  Mike’s comments 

suggest these are passive activities with little to yield. Yet this visitor’s comments soon turn 

more complex. Mike concludes that “exhibits like this that raise an awareness of the past are few 

and far between and that’s not right. The amount that can be learned here and in places of its 

kind is phenomenal.”560  For this museum visitor, awareness-raising presentations are not 

frequent enough and hold a great potential for learning. So, for this respondent, the past is not the 

present, and little can be done beyond, paying “homage,” reflecting, and learning; however, too 

few of these types of exhibits are presented, which is unfortunate because there is a great deal of 

learning that can come from these experiences. It appears as though this museum-goer is 

somewhat torn between the role that history can have in the present and how to deal with the 

learning that can come about from such presentations. Both Mike and Valerie S. maintain that 
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learning is important; however, Mike’s comments reveal that he is unsure what can be done with 

what is acquired from these experiences.  

The museum space as a designated cultural and learning institution clearly situates 

museum visitors’ experiences. More specifically, visitors are aware that an important part of the 

museum experience is the learning that will take place within a culturally designated place and 

space of learning. The presentation of “Without Sanctuary” in these cultural institutions is no 

exception. In many ways, the anticipation of learning is heightened because the exhibit is 

designated as a historical presentation. Accordingly, one meaning-making strategy employed by 

museum-goers is that the experience is worthwhile because of their own learning and the 

potential for others. However, as these responses reveal, what is or should be learned, by whom, 

and subsequently what to do with the newly attained information, all are debatable. 

In addition to audiences commenting on the educational qualities the exhibition and 

museum experience offer, an important meaning making strategy employed by audiences 

connecting them to the history and artifacts of lynching. Some museum-goers reveal how the 

exhibition facilitated or forced a confrontation of their family’s history with the practice, while 

other responses reflect an awareness of their own mortality and racially other-ness. A respondent 

self-identifying as C.C. of Atlanta who viewed the exhibition at the Warhol records an assumed 

personal connection. The viewer reports that “the most sobering things about this exhibit is the 

fact that I could have been one of the many victims of this barbaric ritual had I been born in say, 

1921 instead of 1971.”561 For this visitor what is most somber about “Without Sanctuary” is the 

recognition that fifty years is what separates them from being a potential victim of lynching. 

There is no way to know if this museum visitor had any knowledge of lynching prior to seeing 
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the Warhol re-presentation, but this respondent takes care to indicate they are an Atlantan, rather 

than a Pittsburgher. Mario Caro argues that regardless of whether museum visitors are domestic 

or international, that activities constituting museum going draw attention to identity.562 Although 

Caro discusses the ways in which museum visitors identities are reaffirmed or acknowledged in 

relationship to Native American culture at the National Museum of the American Indian, 

(NMAI), his assertion is useful for thinking about audiences’ claims to identity when visiting 

“Without Sanctuary.” Caro maintains that “where we are from determines what and whom we 

find there.”563 He posits that for museum visitors, the pilgrimage to the museum and where the 

visitor is from are significant to how audiences experience the museum. This is one way to 

consider why the Warhol Museum respondent C.C. is careful to indicate an Atlanta residency 

from which travel is made to the Warhol Museum on the north side of Pittsburgh. 

Caro also contends that for those visiting the NMAI, “whether the process is one that 

reaffirms ones identity as Indigenous or one that stresses the ways in which we identify others as 

Native, traveling to the museum makes one conscious of the importance of location in the 

process of identification.”564 For Caro, awareness of geographic location contributes to the ways 

in which museum-goers either re-inscribe identity or mark difference in relationship to the 

exhibits and cultural artifacts within the museum space. From the entry left by C.C., the 

reaffirmation of shared cultural identification or marking of cultural difference is not clear, but, 

in either case, the apparent journey to the museum location is an important identity marker.  
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Caro’s suggestion that museum visitors may reaffirm their cultural identity is one way to 

think about how Michelle S. describes her interactions with the “Without Sanctuary Project” at 

the Warhol Museum. Within her entry, she identifies herself a black, female audience member 

and reveals shock at the brutality that many of the images portray. “I looked into the faces of my 

past, and I had to wonder what could anyone do so bad to deserve this type of savage treatment. 

Nothing.”565 Michele S. continues, possibly reflecting the strong tradition of Christianity in 

African American communities. “I’m thankful that God is a forgiving God, because as a woman, 

a black woman, I don’t know how I could. His (God’s word tells me I must.) Look at the face of 

Laura Nelson and her son. It could be me.”566 The visitor recalls probably two photographic 

postcards, one close enough to make out the details of Laura Nelson’s face, dress, and wedding 

ring. The second image features Laura Nelson and her son, May 25, 1911 in Okemah, Oklahoma. 

The subsequent postcard, taken at a much further distance shows the many men, women, and 

children posing atop the suspension bridge from which Nelson and her son were executed.567 

The declaration by Michele S. that she sees in the face of Laura Nelson her own mortality is 

telling when considering Caro’s claim. It is very possible that this museum visitor reaffirms he

own racial, cultural, and religious identity while visiting this exhibit. This identification with on

of the few images of an African American woman who was a lynching victim may be one way 

this museum-goer attempts to make sense of these challenging photographic postcard

r 

e 

s.  

                                                

Some viewers’ response to the exhibit’s contents neither affirms cultural identity nor 

recognizes cultural difference, but rather points to a familial relationship with lynching. An 
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unsigned entry from a Wright Museum respondent highlights the writer’s connection to 

lynching, indicating how these images provide an enriched understanding of her family’s history. 

“I never got a chance to see my father’s father he died like this. I don’t even have a picture of 

him. But you have given me the image of what he endured.”568 The museum visitor seems to use 

the images as a way to connect with the death and life of her great-grandfather. This respondent, 

like others, makes the exhibition meaningful by allowing its contents to fill in family history 

gaps.  

Another museum visitor, Karen T., describes how the lynching photographs and cultural 

artifacts serve as a way to know better the social world of her mother’s youth. “I was raised in 

the south and these images paint a vivid picture of what my mother—when asked by me to tell 

me what her childhood was like—could not find the words to say. She could only say, ‘they were 

tough times,’” recalls this Warhol Museum visitor.569 She reveals awareness that for her family, 

the history of lynching was shadowy, shrouded in mystery, perhaps even shame and pain as well. 

Moreover, she suggests that for her mother, the practice of lynching circumscribed her social 

world to the extent that it made discussing her youth with her own daughter unspeakable. For 

Karen T., this museum experience provides a way for her to understand those “tough times” to 

which her mother ambiguously referred.570 For many museum visitors’ seeing the photographic 

lynching images is an experience yielding knowledge. Karen T. reveals that the experience of 

seeing the lynching images is a way to know more about the social world in which her mother 

existed, and, as for the previous visitor, this experience imparts her with a sense of knowing the 
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lives of her forebears. Joan W. Scott argues that experience as a way of knowing can be 

beneficial for subjects, but experience also has limits. She argues that “when experience is taken 

as the origin of knowledge, the vision of the individual subject (the person who had the 

experience of the historian who recounts it) becomes the bedrock of evidence upon which 

explanation is built.”571 Although, Scott refers to how experience blurs what examinations of 

difference stand to reveal, her argument that individual’s experiences become the evidence 

through which knowledge is based is particularly telling for “Without Sanctuary” audience 

members declaring the educative potential of the exhibit. Some audiences suggest that the 

exhibition’s contents—specifically the photographic lynching images—are meaningful for 

education through the firsthand experience of viewing. This experience becomes evidence, 

which in turn is knowledge for museum visitors.  

These responses show audiences’ interactions with and reactions to the photographic 

lynching images and the material cultural artifacts accompanying them. Viewing the multiple 

museum media leads some audiences to a series of layering to piece together a more congruent 

narrative by which to understand lynching history. Although the lynching photos serve as 

material traces of evidence, audience responses illustrate the ambiguity and paradox in which 

these images exist, and the presentation of history situated within the museum setting, ensures 

that audiences expect a learning experience. Many of these responses also reveal a connection 

with individuals depicted in the images and, for some, this seems to collapse the temporal 

distance of the lynching era. Overwhelmingly, audiences reveal mixed emotions about how and 

what to make sense of regarding the “Without Sanctuary” contents. 
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Young indicates that souvenir lynching images by virtue of their incompleteness, demand 

narratives to explain the significance of their existence.572 Many of the exhibition’s contents 

attempt to communicate different narratives about the history and practice of lynching. By virtue 

of the exhibition’s contents, the re-presentations incorporate narratives and cultural artifacts 

about race and black-white race relations, historically and contemporarily. While not specifically 

outlined in any re-presentation, the 9/11 terrorist attacks, war on terrorism, alongside nationwide 

anti-Arab backlash serve as powerful social and political frameworks through which audiences 

read “Without Sanctuary.” This second collection of comments points to the ways audiences 

respond to lynching imagery and history framed by current political and social issues. 

5.4 CONNECTION TO POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES 

It would be difficult to imagine museum-goers visiting the “Without Sanctuary” exhibit 

and leaving no comments reflecting a connection of the re-presentation to either historical or 

contemporary racial issues. This intended outcome of the exhibit notwithstanding, this collection 

of comments employing the language of racism, discrimination, and prejudice, alongside 

terrorism is telling. This collection of responses point to audiences’ viewing lynching through a 

lens of contemporary issues of racism related to discrimination, prejudice, and terrorism. In some 

ways, responses presented here illustrate an understanding that racialized violence is a 

manifestation of societal hierarchies of power. Conversely, this collection of visitor comments 
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also reflects the challenge of understanding the complementary and contradictory relationship 

between systems of oppression of which racism, discrimination, and prejudice are a part. 

It is in such a vein that Courtney M., a high school student from Virginia, fills nearly two 

pages of an Andy Warhol Museum comment book. This audience member initially states that 

“fighting racism has become such a trivial statement. It seems like this person and that person are 

‘fighting racism’ helping to fund African American students to attend college. Well that’s really 

great but what else?” 573 This visitor’s response here seems antagonistic and contemptuous 

regarding what activities actively contribute towards resisting racism and white supremacy. 

Courtney M. seems particularly weary of those suggesting their engagement in a fight against 

racism because that struggle seems to no longer include an agenda or call to action. They point 

out that financial support of African American students in higher education contributes, but that 

more active engagement by individuals and groups to resist.  

Courtney M. continues by outlining how they believe fighting racism can better be 

accomplished. The visitor writes that “we have come so, so far in such a short amount of time 

this is true. But it seems that the steps we take forward are taken right back as well [.] The fight 

is a group effort. An effort of groups cooperating with groups[;] there is no one answer.”574 This 

audience member suggests that some improvements have been made in the way of fighting or 

ending racism, but for progress to continue multiple groups need to work together cooperatively. 

This respondent, like many others, employs the language or sentiment of progress, but it is 

unclear to who the “we” refers and what progress means. What is clear from this visitor’s 

comments is that there is not enough work going into fighting racism.  
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Although Courtney M. points out here that fighting against racism is nearly a clichéd 

sentiment, this respondent extends what this effort can look like beyond cooperative group work. 

She argues that “fighting racism takes more than just saying it, or marching in the march to end 

violence. It takes concentration, dedication and patience.”575 What is particularly noteworthy 

about this visitor’s comments is that the proactive, public and private ways by which individuals 

might go about agitating against the manifestation of racism, are condemned in favor of more 

passive, intrapersonal and contemplative activities. Finally, Courtney M. states that “To say that 

you’re open minded or against discrimination stretches to lengths unimaginable. Not only to skin 

color or culture, but to religion and values as well. It’s the ultimate goal and it’s a great goal. But 

it’s a goal that few of us in our time will ever reach. We are human after all.”576 It seems as 

though Courtney M. is not only concerned with issues of racism, but other forms of 

discrimination as well that are played out in larger social and institutional systems. Her 

comments reflect egalitarianism regarding even-handed social equality, but she is pessimistic 

that it will happen. 

This respondent’s comments are included at length because they are representative of 

some audiences’ struggle to articulate what racism is and what it means to end racism. Courtney 

M. does not suggest ending racism, although that may be what she means by fighting racism; nor 

do respondents like her suggest a position of anti-racism, although this might be a more accurate 

re-articulation of their sentiments. However, many audience members here employ the language 

of racism, discrimination, and prejudice interchangeably. Moreover, at points, this collection of 

comments reduces ideology to individual beliefs, practices, and values exercised within the 
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interpersonal domain of social life. This is not to suggest that ideologies based upon race are not 

manifested by individuals in their social lives either through discriminatory acts or prejudicial 

attitudes, but comments in this category of responses, sometimes includes flat and uncomplicated 

conceptualizations of race. Many audience responses presented here point to discrimination, 

prejudice, and racism collectively as individually held attitudes and beliefs with little regard to 

the possibility or recognition that racism operates as a system of power relations at the 

ideological, institutional, as well as interpersonal levels of society. So, Courtney M’s comments 

provide insight into how some audiences understand race and the fight against racism as 

necessarily, an individual change of attitude and interpersonal behaviors, while institutional 

measures are condemned as lacking import or creating change.  

A visitor’s comments after viewing the National Historic Site re-presentation reveals that 

she understands racism as an indication of individually held beliefs informing interpersonal 

relations. Shelia H. reports “it saddens me to know that because of the color of my skin I am 

disliked by others.”577 In her entry, the respondent discloses that she is a considerate, intelligent, 

family-oriented person, and unable to understand how or why others might not accept her based 

upon her racial group membership.578 For her, it appears as though the complex system of racial 

hierarchy is reduced to prejudicial attitudes with the potential to result in others’ disapproval 

despite the good-natured qualities this visitor possesses. 

King Historic Site audience member, Charles B. of Mississippi, comments on how he 

hopes that the lynching photographs will not encourage racism. He reports, “this display of 

photos should be a ‘must see’ for young African Americans so that the horrors of that day will 
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never be forgotten. Not to invite racism or hatred for whites, but that we will N-E-V-E-R E-V-E-

R forget the potential of man’s inhumanity to man.”579 This museum visitor highlights how the 

photos show inhumane violence and should serve as an indication that dehumanization can result 

in extreme acts of brutality. As many other audience members, Charles B. recognizes the 

potential for learning that “Without Sanctuary” offers visitors, specifically African Americans. It 

appears as though this museum-goer is concerned that African American viewers may read the 

images of lynching incidents and become invested in racism or hatred for whites. For Charles B., 

the photographic lynching imagery seems to be read through a framework of racism, outlined as 

individually held beliefs; he see that through consumption of museum media and cultural 

artifacts these beliefs can be altered.  

Although many audience members tend to read racism, discrimination, and prejudice as 

interchangeable concepts related to personal belief systems, some responses point to an 

interpretation of the exhibition contents in a more complicated way. This type of audience 

response posits that racism works at the institutional level. An unsigned entry from the Warhol 

exhibit underscores discrimination and racism enacted by institutional systems. The visitor 

begins by expressing their appreciation that the images were accessible via the internet because 

“it gave me a chance to explain to a foreign friend of mine what blacks had to face as human 

beings from whites to understand why there is so much hate in the feelings that a lot of us 

share.”580 In one way, this audience member indicates that this exhibition was significant as a 

learning tool used to explain the oppression African Americans have experienced to an 

individual without similar American cultural knowledge. This audience member also draws 
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attention to personal beliefs about black-white race relations. What is also important for this 

respondent are the ways racism continues to operate. She or he states that “to recognize that this 

country was built by blacks. But still today racism continues through jobs how we are paid our 

education—schools, loans, places we live. It hasn’t stopped look at our jail.”581 Here the visitor 

identifies the education, banking, and judicial systems alongside urban spaces and labor trends as 

manifestations of racism and the maltreatment of African Americans at institutional and systemic 

levels. The commentator seems to recognize racism as an individually held belief, as well as a 

system of power relations that circumscribe the ways people live their daily lives while 

negotiating structural institutions. What is also telling from this unsigned entry is that the 

museum visitor uses the online presentation of “Without Sanctuary” images to explain to an 

international acquaintance how and why many harbor feelings of hatred. This audience 

member’s response is underscored by an inadvertent admission that they hold prejudicial feelings 

against whites. The viewer seems particularly aware of American black-white racial tensions and 

uses the lynching images as evidentiary material traces of how and why racism continues. 

Finally, this visitor complicates racism and prejudice as systems negotiated and experienced by 

African American and whites in different ways. 

This category of responses underscores how audiences employ cultural knowledge about 

racism, discrimination, and prejudice as a framework to make sense of lynching history, 

photographic depictions and American race relations. Although many conflate the hierarchies 

and negotiation of power based on race with individual acts of discrimination and prejudicial 

attitudes, others differential treatment and access as manifestation of racism and white 
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supremacy. What this selection of responses also draws attention to is the difficulty audiences 

have separating racism, from discrimination and prejudice.  

Audiences employed other types of cultural knowledge to make sense of the historical 

phenomena of lynching within a contemporary setting. Many audiences point to terrorism as a 

manifestation of hatred. The subsequent international war on terrorism becomes a way to 

interpret racialized violence based on hatred. Warhol visitor Gloria D. notes that the “horrors of 

the pictures of lynching victims are so heart wrenching that there are no words for it. But what 

have we learned if there are still people in the world who could commit the murders of 

September 11, 2001. How can hatred be cured?”582 Here the audience member connects the 

lynching era, as represented in the photographic images with 9/11, suggesting that the hatred 

facilitating lynching and the terrorist attacks are of the same stripe. Gloria D. ends her entry by 

asking: What can be done to cure hatred? This question illuminates a conceptualization of 

hatred—an intense emotion or feeling—as a disease for which the right combination of 

ingredients can treat or rehabilitate. The intense emotion of hatred is identified as the primary 

motivation leading to incidents of both racialized violence and terrorist attacks there is little 

regard for the way social and political power relations are maintained by lynching or challenged 

by terrorist attacks. 

Describing the exhibition in the context of 9/11, a National Historic Site visitor 

identifying herself as a twenty-seven-year-old female lawyer from Detroit, explains her 

interpretation of the 9/11 terrorist events was a changing moment for how white Americans 

negotiate the world. She writes that viewing the lynching images “makes me again feel as if that 

race (white Americans) is not human. However, when 9/11 happened, they were upset because 
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some of their freedom has been taken away and now have to be worried and look over their 

shoulders.”583 Reading the lynching images as evidentiary proof, this audience member contends 

that the photographs are perhaps, for her, another example illustrating the lack of humanity 

practiced by white Americans. Her entry also suggests that 9/11 was a turning point for many 

white Americans. This audience member may be pointing to criticisms of the Patriot Act causing 

many Americans to consent to, as well as question how government officials aggressively 

encroach upon civil rights and liberties. The tone of her entry suggests she takes pleasure from 

the acknowledgment by some white Americans that they live their lives somewhat differently, 

perhaps more alert or aware of their surroundings. She ends the entry with “well, that is how we 

have been living all along. Welcome to our block.”584 The visitor’s comments recognize an 

altered way of knowing the world for many white Americans, which she suggests is now on even 

keel with how African Americans negotiate the social world, often amid a pervasive sense of a 

lack of security and a nagging fear of incipient violence against them. This museum-goer not 

only uses the debates regarding civil rights and liberties following  9/11 as a way to contextualize 

the lynching images, but also suggests that the lack of such rights, alongside the terrorist attacks, 

resulted in an altered perception of the world for whites, with which African Americans are 

painfully familiar. 

Such responses illuminate the complex ways audiences are attempting to make sense of 

“Without Sanctuary.” These meaning-making strategies are further complicated when audiences 

employ wide ranging cultural knowledge about the complementary and contradictory systems of 
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power based on racial difference to frame the historical phenomena of lynching within a 

contemporary context. Additionally, many audience members suggest that in light of the distant 

past the lynching images represent, the events of 9/11 show how terrorism, hatred, and racial 

injustice remain part of and have permanently changed our social and political world. Although 

Young argues that the souvenir lynching images demand a narrative to render the image’s 

significance, this selection of visitor comments brings to light that narratives are not limited to 

what is provided within the museum space.585 More over, audiences employ their own narratives 

and cultural knowledge about American social and political issues to complete what the souvenir 

photograph does not communicate. The final grouping of responses reflects another way 

audiences draw upon cultural knowledge to articulate what they find meaningful about the 

lynching images and history re-presented. The following collection of responses illustrates the 

ways audiences’ employ the rhetoric of progress to make claims about the current state of black 

and white race relations. 

5.5 COMMENTARY ON AFRICAN AMERICAN PROGRESS 

The final type of audience responses to “Without Sanctuary” is marked by the language 

of progress to make meaning of the exhibition media and cultural artifacts. Specifically, 

audiences suggest that the visual and discursive lynching representations point to the 

improvements made by Americans, as well as elicit calls for continued progress in race relations. 

I believe that these audiences employ cultural knowledge of the broadly conceived black 
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American civil rights movement. For many, the rhetoric of progress is equated with expanded 

and acknowledged civil rights, alongside the desire for equality. For audiences viewing the re-

presentation within the Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site, the relationship between 

lynching and civil rights may have been more apparent than at either the Warhol or Wright 

Museums. 

Many museum goers draw attention to the lynching images as evidence of the strides 

made by Americans in race relations. After viewing the exhibit at the Warhol Museum, local 

University student Julie F. reveals that the museum experience allowed her to understand 

lynching history better. “I guess I needed to see it to believe it. I never knew there were that 

many actual pictures of lynchings. I thank God that times have changed. I don’t know how I 

would have reacted had I lived back then, I would like to think that I would have been disgusted 

just as I am now. Please thank God everyday that we live in a better time and pray that it gets 

better.”586 The museum visitor reveals shock at the volume of lynching images re-presented. She 

reveals that seeing the images gave her permission to accept or believe the brutal reality of 

lynching. This audience member expresses relief that she did not live during the historical 

moment, while appearing to also question herself. Julie F.’s comments suggest a recognition that 

the racialized violence of lynching no longer exists, but she seems uncertain as to how she would 

react to lynching or the souvenir photographs had she been a social actor during the historical 

moment yielding their production. Importantly, this visitor discloses an intimate moment of 

reflection facilitated by the re-presentation of “Without Sanctuary” in the museum setting. Julie 

F. questions what her own role in lynching might be had she lived during the lynching era. 
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Although, this next audience member reveals bewilderment upon viewing the Wright 

Museum re-presentation, she also highlights the role of African Americans’ agency to expand 

citizenship rights and political power. “It amazes me to read the horror stories and see the 

images; and to see now, how the race has been able to overcome the hardships and grow 

strong.”587 For Leah G., the media and cultural artifacts apparently illustrate the difficult social 

and cultural circumstances characterizing African American life from the lynching era to the 

present. The images also show this audience member that this cultural group has persevered in 

spite of the circumstances depicted and described. Although it is unclear what Leah G. precisely 

means by “grow strong,” the sentiment allows this audience member to further reflect on race 

relations. “Finally, it feels like we are moving close toward a time where things [are] getting 

better.”588 I believe that her sentiments about “the race” presumably African Americans growing 

in strength or resolve, serve as evidence, alongside the images and artifacts, that the state of 

black-white race relations has improved some and continues to improve largely because of the 

efforts of African Americans themselves. 

Some audience members show through their responses employing the language and 

sentiment of progress that they use cultural knowledge regarding American race relations to aid 

their meaning making process in viewing this exhibit.  They stand in contrast to those indicating 

how the photos and postcards simply illustrate advancements in racial equality. Some of the 

broader-thinking museum-goers call for continued progress. This is illustrated by an unidentified 

Wright Museum museum-goer’s comments on black-white race relations. The visitor writes, “I 

                                                 

 
587Leah G., Charles H. Wright Museum of African American History, “Without Sanctuary: Lynching 

Photography in America” comment book. 
 
588Ibid. 
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just hope and pray that every African American who has the opportunity to view this will see 

how the struggle to remain ‘free’ still exists and will continue for as long as white America 

remains in charge.”589 This visitor challenges African American audiences to understand the 

exhibit as part of a tradition of black American struggle for freedom. The audience member’s 

sentiments suggest that African Americans have obtained some level of freedom, but that in 

order to maintain, as well as expand freedom calls for work part of a continued struggle against 

white Americans’ power. Underlining this respondent’s comments appeal is the sentiment that, 

potentially, some African Americans may view the exhibit’s contents and not recognize that the 

struggle for freedom continues. Their entry reflects a concern that African American audiences 

may read the images and history of lynching re-presented and subsequently draw the conclusion 

that this “evidence” points to the actualization of social equality; however, they argue the 

negotiation of freedom continues as long as white Americans maintain hegemony. 

This audience response is important in the context of museum visitors using the 

exhibition contents and artifacts as a way to measure progress or as an indication of freedom. 

Audience members invoke both the language and sentiment of freedom, advancement and 

progress; however, such words and sentiments already ambiguous are further obscured when 

employed within the context of this exhibit. It is from this position, that I suggest that words like 

progress, freedom, and advancement exist within a lexicon of cultural knowledge, rooted in what 

is typically identified as the black American civil rights movement.  

Although, many audience members use vague language to describe their interpretations 

of the exhibition within the context of black-white race relations, some more clearly articulate 

                                                 

 
589Unidentified entry, Wright Museum of African American History, “Without Sanctuary: Lynching 

Photography in America,” comment book.  
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their reflections on how this exhibit illustrates the need for continued progress. After viewing 

“Without Sanctuary” at the National Historic Site, Stacey H. of Chicago, observes that “we have 

come a long way, but yet still far to go. While many of the physical brutalities do not exist today, 

the mental abuse still remains.”590 This audience member acknowledges how the exhibition 

points to improvements in racial progress. Stacey H. also suggests that although African 

Americans can negotiate the social and cultural world relatively absent of threats of physical 

violence, mental violence continues. It is possible that what she identifies as “mental abuse” 

might include racially derogatory words, being thought of as less than a fully human subject, or 

possibly internalized racism.  

In the context of inter-racial feminist work, bell hooks describes internalized racism as 

the “absorption of white supremacist beliefs.”591 Perhaps for Stacey H., the “mental abuses” that 

are part of this journey “we” have yet to endure to actualize social equality. This aspect of the 

journey may involve the process of purging oneself of the dehumanizing ideologies and beliefs 

circulating in dominant culture regarding people of color. Hooks argues that the internalization 

of white supremacist beliefs about racialized others leads women of color to “feel self-hate, to 

vent anger and rage at injustice at one another rather than oppressive forces, to hurt and abuse 

one another, or to lead one ethnic group to make no effort to communicate with one another.”592 

For this museum-goer it is possible that the mental violence resulting from internalized racism is 

the ultimate hurdle over which “we” must go to move racial equality forward. Here, I do not 

mean to blindly assume that the “we” Stacey H. vaguely refers to can singularly mean African 
                                                 

590Stacey H., Martin Luther King Jr. National Historic Site, “Without Sanctuary: Lynching Photography in 
America” comment book. 

 
591bell hooks, Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center (Cambridge: South End Press, 1984), 57. 

 
592Ibid. 
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Americans, nor that internalized racism is the only form of mental abuse. As hooks indicates, 

self-hate manifests itself in ways that are ultimately disenfranchising for racialized others and the 

potential cooperative work that can be accomplished. Either way, this entry is particularly 

discerning because she draws attention to the mental reflection necessary to continue strides 

towards social equality.  

In a more pessimistic tone, Pittsburgh-area student DeVonna reflectively describes how 

“Without Sanctuary” shows the need for continued progress. The Warhol Museum visitor notes 

that these “things really happened to Americans. And now, today, November 10, 2001, we have 

come so far, but aren’t there yet. To true equality, freedom. Will we ever be? We need to face 

reality.”593 DeVonna suggests, quite frankly, that the quest for “true” equality and freedom might 

be unrealistic. For her, black-white race relations can continue to improve; however, the social 

equality of an egalitarian utopia is less likely. DeVonna’s comments suggest the effort towards 

“true equality” and freedom seem to be a goal, but one that will most likely never be actualized. 

Pessimistic, like others, this audience member points to “true” equality and freedom, and again 

the question must be asked: What do audiences understand social equality and freedom to mean? 

Furthermore, how might both social equality and freedom be experienced? This collection of 

audience responses reveals mixed feelings and sentiments regarding the desire and actuality of 

social equality. Important about these comments is the way the language and sentiment of the 

black American civil rights movement is employed to understand the distinct historical epochs. 

The combined pessimism and optimism about true freedom may be a sign that the discourse 

assigned generally to the civil rights movement cannot adequately be applied to contemporary 

African American progress and advancement. In this way, cultural knowledge of the civil rights 

                                                 

593Dovonna, Andy Warhol Museum, “Without Sanctuary Project” comment book, November 10, 2001. 
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movement does a disservice to what the exhibition can potentially underscore about 

contemporary inter-racial relations because the issues of social equality are dramatically 

different. Issues such as de facto and de jure racism that characterized the height of this 

movement have evolved into more complex and subtle forms, such as enlightened racism.594 

However, these responses reflecting a civil-rights-era outlook show how audiences attempt to 

make sense of the exhibition media by situating it among a constellation of historical narratives.  

The collection of audience responses describing the exhibition contents, alongside those 

entries that use the images and cultural artifacts as a starting point to discuss and reflect on 

contemporary issues of racism and improvements in black-white race relations are neither simple 

nor singular. Museum-goers’ descriptions of their interactions with and interpretations of the 

“Without Sanctuary” phenomena reveal multi-vocal processes used to make meaningful the 

exhibition contents. While some visitors point to their museum experience as an opportunity to 

learn, selected responses illustrate how the exhibit facilitates a broad range about what is learned. 

Additionally, audience commentary discloses that specific kinds of cultural knowledge can both 

clarify and obfuscate the meaning-making process. In this way, the conceptualization of racism, 

discrimination, and prejudice as individually held beliefs as suggested by some audience 

members, signifies the difficulty articulating how racism or more specifically its manifestations, 

can be eradicated. These responses reflect a struggle to understand how racism can be overcome 

as individually held beliefs not as interlocking systems operating at the institutional and 

structural levels of society. However, other audiences employing this framework describe an 

                                                 

 
594Sut Jhally and Justin Lewis, Enlightened Racism: The Cosby Show, Audiences, and the Myth of the 

American Dream (Boulder, CO: Westview, 1992). 
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awareness of racism as part of a system of power operating institutionally, structurally, as well as 

individually. 

Finally, audience responses reveal how the cultural knowledge of American race relations 

is particularly useful for reflecting on the historical and contemporary moment. Here, audiences 

call upon progressive sentiments to make meaning of the exhibit as an indication of what has 

been accomplished, alongside the need for continued improvement in racial equality. In addition 

to a voiced pessimism regarding whether social equality and/or freedom can be obtained, this 

collection of comments also reflects an important tension. The tension is articulated by the 

absence of discussion dedicated to what the actualization of true equality means or how freedom 

might be experienced. It is from these complex and multivalent audience interactions with and 

interpretations of the “Without Sanctuary” phenomena that I draw three conclusions regarding 

what audiences come to know from the exhibition contents and what these responses reveal 

about popular understandings of current race relations.  

First, several interacting issues and circumstances of the exhibit and lynching, necessarily 

demand that audiences acknowledge some change and improvement in black-white race relation. 

The historical nature of the exhibit points to a time when lynching was acceptable in many parts 

of the country; indeed, so accepted was lynching that its artifacts in the form of human body 

parts, photographs, and photographic postcards, alongside bits of rope and other remnants were 

collected by souvenir hunters. Exhibition narratives highlight imitation trials and collectively 

suggest that because those types of activities are no longer part of our social and cultural world, 

race relations necessarily have to be better. Further, audience members point to the relative 

freedom with which African Americans and other racialized minorities negotiate the social world 

and again conclude that race relations, in comparison to the lynching era, have necessarily 
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improved. This is not to suggest that audiences do not argue that more progress towards 

egalitarian social equality can be made, but rather the exhibition negates the ability to construct a 

worthwhile argument suggesting race relations and treatment of African Americans has changed 

little if any by way of comparison. 

Another important conclusion comes from the way audiences identify racism, 

discrimination, and prejudice interchangeably. The overwhelming number of audience members 

reducing these concepts to individually held beliefs indicates that museum goers are reluctant to 

acknowledge lynching specifically and racism generally as manifestations of institutional 

structures and power relations which can do the work of racism while absolving the individual of 

having to utter racist beliefs. Audiences’ cultural knowledge about racism, discrimination, and 

prejudices seems grossly distorted and further obscured by the visually challenging images. The 

unclear demarcation between a system or power relations, acts of discrimination, and personal 

attitudes and beliefs—all of which can be based on racial difference—illustrates the difficulty of 

audiences have in recognizing racism as a system of power manifested institutionally and 

systemically, as well as individually. This lack of clarity illuminates the challenges audiences 

encounter when attempting to outline how racism might be eradicated or how social equality 

might be actualized.  

Finally, this collection of responses features audiences’ connection of lynching history, 

the civil rights era, and the current cultural context. This collection of comments indicates to an 

awareness of history as a compilation of narratives and stories about people and events 

inherently related to one another. Although the demands of social equality are different in 

various historical eras, it is important to note that some audiences make meaning of lynching as 

related to other important historical events, moments, and advancement. Importantly, the history 
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of lynching is connected to the contemporary cultural context by many audience members. This 

conceptualization of history reveals that some “Without Sanctuary” museum goers understand 

the racist and violent past of which lynching is a part exists within a trajectory. 

As much as the commentary describing the “Without Sanctuary” phenomena reveals 

about meaning making and interpretative strategies employed by audiences to understand the 

incomplete souvenir images of lynching and narratives of history re-presented, these responses 

also prompt more questions. Additional questions notwithstanding, examination of comment 

books points to different types of cultural knowledge added to the reconstruction of lynching 

history. This analysis also shows audiences employ cultural knowledge alongside the narratives 

advanced by each exhibition venue to make meaning of the museum media. It is in this way that 

visiting the museum is significant as an everyday lived experience informed by the social world, 

alongside serving as a tool that facilitates meaning making of the social world in which 

audiences exist and negotiate.   
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6.0  CONCLUSIONS 

Racism is embedded in the fabric of American society. The systems of oppression and 

subordination including legalized servitude and racial apartheid are enduring in the nation’s 

history. It is the persistence of these historical circumstances that makes accounts—like 

lynching—falling outside of popular historical narratives challenging for audiences to interpret. 

The exhibition of souvenir lynching images positioned alongside various material artifacts, 

diverse historical narratives, and contemporary media representations, presents museum 

audiences with a complex and multilayered counter vision of American history. Although the 

violence of lynching is not unique within the history of the United States, its public presentation 

is uncharacteristic. The narrative of lynching remains outside popular historical accounts of 

America’s past and this is evidenced by the many audience members highlighting their lack of 

awareness about the practice.  

Many audience members come to their museum experience unknowledgeable about 

lynching, therefore, “Without Sanctuary” is an important object of study because each re-

presentation and cultural center challenges and refashions collective public memory about 

lynching. To explore the ways this cultural phenomenon alters collective memory, one research 

question guiding this study asks: What happens to the remembering and forgetting of lynching 

when audiences are confronted with souvenir photographs and historical narratives re-presented 

within diverse institutional settings? The purpose of this question is to uncover how audiences 
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frame their interpretation and reception of “Without Sanctuary” within the museum context. 

Audiences’ cultural knowledge about lynching, race, racism, United States history, as well as the 

museum experience may serve as frameworks employed to make meaning of “Without 

Sanctuary.” I believe revealed here is that museum goers’ interpretations are neither simple nor 

singular, but rather multi-vocal and complex. For many audience members the souvenir images 

and historical narratives provided an opportunity to connect the violence of lynching to acts of 

terrorism and moments of racial progress. For other museum goers, “Without Sanctuary” was a 

learning experience. Importantly, for many audience members, the exhibit revealed to them a 

history that was simultaneously characteristic and uncharacteristic of the United States.  

Overwhelmingly, visitors were unfamiliar with the history of this practice and its place 

within the American cultural context. What “Without Sanctuary” may offer to the collective 

remembering and forgetting of lynching is a reinforcement of progress, a consistent thread in the 

American race relations narrative. The narrative of American racial progress can be described by 

the touchstones slavery, Jim Crow, and the Civil Rights movement. Regardless of accuracy, each 

of these touchstones are memorialized by public monuments, plaques and cultural center. These 

moments are institutionalized by museums and national historic sites, as well as nationally 

recognized holidays. It is these eras and epochs that are assigned the role of racial-progress 

shorthand and because their function is so large, there is little room for historical narratives that 

do not fit easily within one of the three. The complex history of lynching remains un-

institutionalized through permanent installation in museums, history centers, public memorials, 

national holiday or within formal educational outlets. Importantly, public displays, holidays, and 

memorials communicate to a nation’s citizens what is worth remembering and forgetting. If and 

when the narrative of racial progress opens, there may be space for this type of remembering 
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dedicated to lynching. However, until that space is available, lynching continues to ossicilate 

between cultural remembering and forgetting.  

 Although it is unlikely and unreasonable to charge a single exhibit with penetrating this 

master narrative, my examination of this cultural phenomenon points to some important 

conclusions about popular attitudes regarding race. More specifically, I ask in this study: What 

does analysis of “Without Sanctuary” museum audiences’ interactions with the re-presentations 

reveal about contemporary popular understandings of black-white race relations? Although many 

museum goers indicate the learning opportunities this exhibit presents, others point to the history 

of lynching as a clear signal that race relations have improved. I believe this comparative 

analysis points to an important insight regarding contemporary race relations. For many museum 

goers commenting on the state of black-white relations, their responses suggest that conditions 

are always already better than previous eras constituting the master narrative of racial progress. 

For example, a number of audience members suggest African Americans and Euro-Americans 

have “come so far” since the lynching era. The issues is that this comparative rhetorical 

discourse leaves little space for analysis of race, racism, and race relations as they exist in the 

contemporary moment. Rather, the historical-contemporary comparison indicates a reluctance to 

examine or challenge American race relations. This lack of critique maintains the racial status 

quo of the current historical moment. This discursive strategy is particularly problematic because 

when social actors engage race independent of the historical-contemporary comparison, their 

arguments are often identified as illegitimate because the discourse resists the existing paradigm. 

Although I believe that audience members’ written comments suggest a historical-contemporary 

dialectic, a limitation of this examination is the lack of engagement with museum participants as 

social actors. Therefore, without verbal communication from audience members about their 
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understandings of race relations following their “Without Sanctuary” museum experience, this 

question is only partially answered. One way to address this question is to consider the issues my 

study raises in light of the future work that may be necessary to investigate them. 

The collection of oral historical accounts is one area of future research that may 

contribute to a panoramic or comprehensive examination of this cultural phenomenon. Through 

the process of in-depth interviewing museum goers might articulate more fully if and how their 

“Without Sanctuary” experience informed their understanding of American race. This additional 

research can provide an opportunity for audience members to reflect on what they believed they 

learned from their museum experience. In addition to in-depth interviews with audience 

members, I believe the museum professions, university associates, and community members 

involved in the process of re-presenting “Without Sanctuary” are important to include as well. 

These individuals are best suited to discuss the debates and decisions leading to the collection 

and arrangement of exhibition contents, and programming. This additional research may also 

lead to a more comprehensive understanding of “Without Sanctuary” as a cultural phenomenon 

that may or may not contribute to the remembering and forgetting of lynching. 

Although the research questions guiding this inquiry are only partially answered, and 

point to additional research to pursue, this examination does make important contributions to the 

study of communication and culture. For the study of communication and culture this analysis 

opens up the range of possibilities regarding on the role, function, and significance of institutions 

within an American cultural context. Because museums communicate to a society’s members its 

important guiding values, social truths, and cultural narratives, these institutions demand more 

interrogation from communication scholars. Communication and culture are constituted by and 

constitutive of one anther and the study of institutions that demonstrate the abstract ideals of a 
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culture through concrete presentations are necessarily demand examination by scholars from a 

communication studies perspective. My examination of institutions and their “Without 

Sanctuary” re-presentations indicates how these sites and their methods of exhibition present 

cultural narratives and social truths with the potential to illustrate how communication and 

culture inform one another.  
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APPENDIX A 

GEORGE BELLOWS, THE LAW IS TOO SLOW 

http://www.georgebellows.com/artwork/George-Bellows-149 
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APPENDIX B 

REGINALD MARSH, THIS IS HER FIRST LYNCHING 

See Dora Apel, Imagery of Lynching, 89. 
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APPENDIX C 

LYNCHING PHOTOGRAPH OF JESSE WASHINGTON 

http://www.withoutsanctuary.org/main.html 

Photo 21 
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APPENDIX D 

LYNCHING PHOTOGRAPH OF W.C. OR R.C. WILLIAMS 

http://www.withoutsanctuary.org/main.html 

Photo 73 
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APPENDIX E 

LYNCHING POSTCARD OF WILLIAM STANLEY 

http://www.withoutsanctuary.org/main.html 

Photo 22 
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APPENDIX F 

LYNCHING PHOTOGRAPH OF THOMAS SHIPP AND ABRAM SMITH 

http://www.withoutsanctuary.org/main.html 

Photo 27 
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APPENDIX G 

LYNCHING PHOTOGRAPH OF LAURA NELSON 

http://www.withoutsanctuary.org/main.html 

Photo 33 
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APPENDIX H 

LYNCHING PHOTOGRAPH OF LAURA NELSON AND SON 

http://www.withoutsanctuary.org/main.html 

Photo 34 
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